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## Pronunciation and Transliteration Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic script</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>short ‘a’, as in <em>cat</em></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ّ</td>
<td>longer ‘a’, as in <em>cab</em> (not as in <em>cake</em>)</td>
<td>ّ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>/b/ as in <em>bell, rubber and tab</em></td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>/t/ as in <em>tap, mustard and sit</em></td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>takes the sound of the preceding diacritical mark sometimes ending in h (when in pausal form): ah, ih or ooh; or atu(n), ati(n) or ata(n) when uninterrupted</td>
<td>h or t (when followed by another Arabic word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>/th/ as in <em>thing, maths and wealth</em></td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>/j/ as in <em>jam, ajar and age</em></td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>a ‘harsher’ sound than the English initial /h/, and may occur medially and in word-final position as well</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>as in <em>Bach</em> (in German); may occur initially and medially as well</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>/d/ as in <em>do, muddy and red</em></td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>as in <em>this, father and smooth</em></td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic script</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>Transliterated form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>/r/ as in raw, arid and war; may also be a rolled ‘r’, as pronounced in Spanish</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>/z/ as in zoo, easy and gaze</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>/s/ as in so, messy and grass</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>as in ship, ashes and rush</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing it as /sw/ or /s/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing it as /d/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing it as /t/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing ‘the’ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English: a guttural sound in the back of the throat</td>
<td>ʿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be closely approximated by pronouncing it like the French /r/ in ‘rouge’</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>/f/ as in fill, effort and muff</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic script</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>Transliterated form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing it as /k/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>/k/ as in king, buckle and tack</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>/l/ as in lap, halo; in the word Allah, it becomes velarized as in ball</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>/m/ as in men, simple and ram</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>/n/ as in net, ant and can</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>هـ</td>
<td>/h/ as in hat; unlike /h/ in English, in Arabic /h/ is pronounced in medial and word-final positions as well</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>as in wet and away</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>long ‘u’, as in boot and too</td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>as in yard and mayo</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>long ‘e’, as in eat, beef and see</td>
<td>ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>glottal stop: may be closely approximated by pronouncing it like ‘t’ in the Cockney English pronunciation of butter: bu’er, or the stop sound in uh-oh! (omitted in initial position)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Diphthongs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic script</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أُو, أُو</td>
<td>long ‘o’, as in owe, boat and go</td>
<td>au, aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أُي, أُي</td>
<td>long ‘a’, as in aid, rain and say</td>
<td>ay, ai, ei</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diacritical marks (tashkeel)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of mark</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>آ fatḥah</td>
<td>very short ‘a’ or schwa (unstressed vowel)</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ kasrah</td>
<td>shorter version of ee or schwa (unstressed vowel)</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء dammah</td>
<td>shorter version of oo</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ّ shaddah</td>
<td>a doubled consonant is stressed in the word, and the length of the sound is also doubled</td>
<td>double letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ؤ sukoon</td>
<td>no vowel sound between consonants or at the end of a word</td>
<td>absence of vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Honorific Symbols</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Subhānahu wa Ta‘ālá</td>
<td>The Exalted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Salla Allāhu ‘alayhi wa Sallam</td>
<td>Blessings and peace be upon him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) ‘Alayhi as-Salām</td>
<td>May peace be upon him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Rādiya Allāhu ‘Anhu</td>
<td>May Allah be pleased with him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Rādiya Allāhu ‘Anhā</td>
<td>May Allah be pleased with her</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Rādiya Allāhu ‘Anhumā</td>
<td>May Allah be pleased with both of them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Rādiya Allāhu ‘Anhum</td>
<td>May Allah be pleased with all of them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(اللّه) Rādiya Allāhu ‘Anhunna</td>
<td>May Allah be pleased with all of them (females only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Hadith grade terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>saheeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>da'eeef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odd</td>
<td>ghareeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>includes sound, reliable, or any grade in between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>sakat 'anhu; the grader of the hadith did not comment on it, meaning that he found nothing unacceptable in it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The word lord in English has several related meanings. The original meaning is ‘master’ or ‘ruler’, and in this sense it is often used to refer to human beings: ‘the lord of the mansion’ or ‘Lord So-and-So’ (in the United Kingdom, for example). The word Lord with a capital L is used in the lexicon of Islam to refer to the One and Only God — Allah. In Islam, there is no ambiguity about the meaning of this word. While it is true that one may occasionally use the word lord (whether capitalized or not) to refer to a human being, in Islamic discourse the reference of this term is always clear from the context. Whereas for Christians, Hindus and other polytheists, the word Lord with a capital L may refer to Allah, to Jesus or to some imagined deity, for Muslims, there can be no plurality of meaning. Allah alone is the Lord, and the Lord is Allah — not Jesus, not Rama, not any other being.

The Editor
When Jihad Refers to Fighting

Although jihad is often translated into English as ‘holy war’, it must be noted that war has never been described as ‘holy’ in any of Islam’s primary texts or even early Islamic literature. Linguistically speaking, jihad is an Islamic term that applies to a broad spectrum of activities, ranging from daily striving to meet the day’s challenges, to the striving against one’s desires and self, to the struggle to provide for one’s family. Its basic definition is ‘the act of striving or struggling in the way of Allah’. Therefore, jihad is not limited to war; it includes struggling with one’s soul, speech, body and wealth so that the message of Allah reaches all humans willing to receive it.

Islamic scholars have referred to different types of jihad, such as jihad against the self (to understand Islam, act upon it, call others to it and be patient with the difficulties of making this call), jihad against the Devil (repelling Satanic whispers, doubts and lusts), jihad against the tongue (controlling it, using it to enjoin what is good, forbid what is wrong, spread the correct teachings of Islam and answer false ideologies), jihad against aggression (with the purpose of protecting Islam and the lives, honour and property of Muslims) and other types of jihad like jihad against the hypocrites, jihad against oppressors and jihad against mischief makers.

Jihad — in the context of fighting — has specific rules and conditions that need to be met before jihad is initiated. The first rule is that people are not to be fought because of what they believe, or to coerce them to accept Islam. The second rule is to ‘fight only those
When Jihad refers to fighting

who fight you’ and never initiate unprovoked aggression (Qur’an 2: 190). That means that Muslims are only allowed to fight back, rather than initiating fighting; but ‘fighting back’ includes fighting against actual aggression as well as proactively addressing real threats of aggression. In both cases, Muslims are instructed to be prepared and ready to defend their nation before they actually engage in military conflict. There are additional conditions, but the above-mentioned conditions are vital for putting jihad in its broader meaning in the proper context.

Another condition of the sort of jihad which involves fighting is that it should take place only under an Islamic authority that ‘raises the banner’ for such jihad. It is not following the Sunnah at all for any individual or self-appointed group of Muslims to wage war on behalf of a nation. Instead, Muslims should be united under the single authority of an imam or khaleefah (caliph), except in the case where an individual needs to defend his own family and property, or to help his neighbour to do so. This is proved by the example of the early Muslims as well as texts in the Qur’an and the Sunnah:

«When there comes to them [the hypocrites] a matter related to [public] safety or fear, they spread it about; if only they had referred it to the Messenger and to such of them as are in authority, those among them who are able to think through the matter would have understood it.» (Qur’an 4: 83)

«Hudhayfah ibn Yaman asked the Prophet (ﷺ): What if (the Muslims) have no single leader (they are divided into disputing groups)? The Prophet (ﷺ) answered: If they have no single leader or unified group, then leave all these disputing groups, even if you have to bite on a tree until your death.» [part of a longer hadith recorded by Bukhari]

There are other conditions for jihad. In general, the rules laid out for war in Islam should be upheld unless there is some legitimate need or strategy when fighting occurs that would necessitate going against those rules. A Muslim should not kill himself or herself (Qur’an 4: 29)
nor kill another Muslim, except by accident (*Qur' an 4: 92*). Women, children, the elderly and other non-combatants should not be harmed. Land should not be destroyed, nor trees cut down. Corpses should not be mutilated. Islam should not be imposed upon non-believers. Rather, if combatant non-Muslims choose on their own to embrace Islam, even if only as a deceitful trick, it should be accepted by the Muslim leadership, and fighting should stop. Peace should be sought before lives are lost. Treaties and agreements should be upheld. Prisoners should be well-treated. Above all, justice must be done.

"Fight in the path [according to the rules set by Allah] of Allah only those who fight you, but do not commit aggression [transgress limits]. Allah does not love aggressors. ...And fight them until persecution is no more, and religion is [freely embraced] for [the individual's faith in] Allah. But if they desist, then let there be no aggression except against transgressors." (*Qur' an 2: 190, 193*)

"Allah does not forbid you from being good, kind, just, and fair to those who have not fought you because of religion nor driven you from your homeland. Allah loves those who are just. Allah forbids you from giving allegiance to those who have fought you because of religion and have driven you from your homeland, and those who supported your expulsion..." (*Qur' an 60: 8-9*)

In addition, the Muslim nation is encouraged to maintain strong military capabilities to promote justice and to deter acts of war and aggression.

"And make ready for them [their potential aggression] all you can of power, including steeds of war, to deter the enemy of Allah and your enemy, and others besides, whom you may not know but whom Allah knows." (*Qur' an 8: 60*)

The Editor
All praise and thanks belong to Allah alone, the One, the Almighty, and All-Merciful. Blessings and peace be upon Prophet Muhammad, the last of His messengers and prophets, and upon his family, his Companions, and all those who follow in his footsteps until the end of time.

It is quite disheartening that even though many Muslims today recite the Qur’an regularly, its application in their daily lives is almost non-existent. It all comes down to the fact that the Qur’an needs to be read with translation and explanation so that the context of each verse becomes clear as well as the different ways it applies to one’s daily routine.

This comprehensive ten-volume exegesis of the Qur’an, beautifully penned by Imam Abdur-Rahmān Nāsir as-Sa’di and translated by Nasiruddin al-Khattab, attempts to do just that: make the meanings and explanation of the Qur’an easy to understand for the English-language readers and give them take-home lessons from the incidents mentioned in it. May Allah accept the efforts of all those who contributed to the production of this book, and may it be acceptable to Him, āmeen.

Muhammad Abdul Mohsin al-Tuwaijri
Managing Director
International Islamic Publishing House
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
01.
Sooroat al-Fâti’hah
(Makki)¹

_In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful_

1:1. In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.²
1:2. Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds,
1:3. The Most Gracious, the Most Merciful,
1:5. You [alone] we worship, and You [alone] we ask for help;

¹ In as-Sa‘di’s original work, these notes are mentioned with some chapters, but not mentioned with all 114 chapters. (Editor)
² The meanings of the verses of the Qur’an in this book (with some minor changes to the punctuation) have been translated by the translator. (Editor)
1:6. Guide us to the straight path,
1:7. The path of those whom You have blessed; not of those who have incurred Your wrath, nor of those who have gone astray.

"In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful" that is, I begin with every name of Allah (Subḥānahu wa Taʿālā – Glorified and Exalted is He); this includes all the (beautiful) names of Allah.

"Allah" – He is the One Who is worshipped, the only One Who deserves to be worshipped, because of the divine attributes He has, which are attributes of perfection.

"the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful". These two names indicate that He possesses great mercy that encompasses all things and includes all living beings, and He has decreed it for the pious, the followers of His Prophets and Messengers. Absolute mercy is for them; others have a share of it.

It should be noted that one of the basic principles on which the early generations of the Ummah and its leading scholars are agreed is belief in the names and attributes of Allah and how those attributes are manifested. For example, they believe that He is Most Gracious, Most Merciful; He possesses mercy that is one of His attributes and this mercy has an impact on His creation. So all types of blessings are signs of His mercy. The same applies to all of His names. We may say concerning the All-Knowing that He has (unlimited) knowledge, by means of which He knows all things. Similarly, the All-Powerful is possessed of might and has power over all things.

"Praise be to Allah". This refers to praising Allah for the attributes of perfection and for His actions that are based on generosity and justice. So to Him be perfect praise in all ways.

"the Lord of the worlds". The Lord is the One Who sustains all creatures – which refers to all beings other than Allah – because He
created them, granted them everything that they need and bestowed
great blessings upon them; if they were deprived of those blessings
they would not be able to survive, for whatever blessings they enjoy
come from Him.

He sustains His creation in two ways, general and specific.

In general terms, this refers to His creation of all creatures, His
granting of provision to them and His guiding them to that which is
in their best interests, which enables them to survive in this world.

In specific terms, it refers to His cherishing of His close friends, by
means of instilling faith in their hearts, guiding them to it, perfecting
it for them and warding off from them distractions and obstacles that
come between them and faith. In real terms, this means guiding them
to everything that is good and protecting them from everything that
is bad. Perhaps it is for this reason that most of the supplications of
the Prophets used the word Lord (Rabb), since all their requests and
needs came under His special cherishing.

The phrase «the Lord of the worlds» indicates that He alone has the
power to create, and He alone controls His creation, bestows blessings
and is completely independent of means, whilst all of creation is
dependent upon Him in all respects.

«Master of the Day of Judgement» The Master (Malik) is the one
who possesses the attributes of sovereignty, one of the implications
of which is that He enjoins and forbids, rewards and punishes, and
controls His subjects in all ways. This sovereignty is connected to
the Day of Judgement, which is the Day of Resurrection, the day on
which people will be judged on the basis of their deeds, both good
and bad. On that day, His perfect sovereignty, justice and wisdom

---

3 Wherever possible, Arabic terms have been translated into English. In
cases where we have chosen to retain the Arabic, the transliterated word
or phrase is shown in italics the first time it appears in the text. The term
is also defined in the glossary found at the end of this book. (Editor)
will become completely clear to His creation, and they will realise that created beings have no sovereignty at all. On that day, kings and subjects, slaves and free, will all be equal and will submit fully to His might, awaiting the reckoning, hoping for His reward and fearing His punishment. Hence this day is singled out for mention; otherwise, He is the Master of the Day of Judgement and of all other days.

"You [alone] we worship, and You [alone] we ask for help" that is, we single out You alone to worship and ask for help. Putting the object at the beginning of the sentence conveys the meaning of exclusivity. In other words: we worship You, and we do not worship anyone other than You; we ask You for help and we do not ask anyone other than You for help.

Worship is mentioned before seeking help by way of mentioning what is general before what is specific, and also to give precedence to Allah’s dues over those of His slaves.

“Worship” (‘ibādah) refers to everything that Allah loves and is pleased with of actions and words, both outward and inward. “Seeking help” refers to relying upon Allah (ṣ) when seeking to attain what is beneficial and ward off what is harmful, whilst trusting that one will attain that.

Worshipping Allah and seeking His help is the means of attaining eternal happiness and salvation from all evils; there is no other way of attaining salvation apart from doing these two things. True worship can only be that which is learned from the Messenger of Allah (ṣalla Allāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam – blessings and peace be upon him) and done with the intention of seeking the pleasure of Allah. If it includes these two things, then it is worship. Seeking help is mentioned after worship, even though it is a part of worship, because in offering all types of worship the individual needs the help of Allah (ṣ); if Allah does not help him, he will not attain what he wants to of fulfilling commands and heeding prohibitions.
"Guide us to the straight path" that is, show us and help us to follow the straight path, which is the clear path that leads to Allah and to His paradise, which in turn means knowing the truth and acting upon it. (This is a prayer) for guidance to the straight path and guidance when following the path. Guidance to the straight path means adhering to the religion of Islam and forsaking all other religions; guidance when following the path includes guidance concerning all the details of religion, in knowledge and action. This supplication is one of the most concise, comprehensive and beneficial of supplications. Hence it is obligatory to call upon Allah with it in every rak‘ah of the prayer, because we are in need of that.

This straight path is "The path of those whom You have blessed", namely the Prophets, siddeeqeen (strong and true in faith), martyrs and righteous people.

not the path of those who have incurred Your wrath those who came to know the truth but drifted away from it, such as the Jews and others like them; and not the path of those who have gone astray, those who drifted away from the truth because of ignorance and misguidance, such as the Christians and others like them.

Although this soorah is brief, it contains that which no other soorah of the Qur’an contains. It refers to the three types of tawheed (affirmation of the oneness of Allah). Tawheed ar-ruboobiyah (affirmation of the oneness of the divine Lordship) is seen in the verse "the Lord of the worlds. Tawheed al-uloohiyah (affirmation of the oneness of divinity), which refers to worshipping Allah alone, is seen in the phrases "Praise be to Allah" and "You [alone] we worship. Tawheed al-asma’ was-sifat (affirmation of the oneness of the divine names and attributes), which means affirming that the attributes of perfection belong to Allah (لا مُنْبِر) alone, which He ascribed to Himself and which His Messenger (صلى الله عليه وسلم) affirmed, without denying
the apparent meanings or likening Him to His creation, is seen in the word \( \text{Praise} \), as discussed above.

It affirms prophethood in the words \( \text{Guide us to the straight path} \), because that guidance is not possible without sending Messengers.

It affirms recompense for deeds in the words \( \text{Master of the Day of Judgement} \), and tells us that the recompense will be on the basis of justice, because this is the meaning of the word judgement.

It affirms the divine decree, and tells us that humans act on the basis of free will, which is contrary to the views of the Qadaris\(^4\) and Jabaris.\(^5\) In fact, it refutes all the followers of innovation [and misguidance] in the verse \( \text{Guide us to the straight path} \) because the straight path is knowing the truth and acting upon it, but everyone who follows innovation [and misguidance] does the opposite of that.

It speaks of being sincere towards Allah in terms of worship and seeking help, in the verse \( \text{You [alone] we worship, and You [alone] we ask for help} \).

Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

This is the end of the commentary on Soorat al-Fatihah.

All praise and thanks are for Allah, and may the blessings and peace of Allah be upon Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), his family, and his Companions abundantly until the Day of Judgement.

---

\(^4\) Qadari: follower of a theological school of thought that denied the divine will and decree, and said that man has absolute free will, therefore whatever he does is purely his choice and his will is independent of the will of Allah.

\(^5\) Jabari: follower of a theological school of thought that said that man has no free will, and whatever he does of good or evil is because it is decreed for him, and he is therefore compelled to do it and has no choice in the matter.
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

2:1. Alif. Lâm. Meem.μ
2:2. This is the Book about which there is no doubt; in it is guidance for those who fear Allah,
2:3. Who believe in the unseen, establish prayer, and spend out of what We have provided for them;

Groups of letters (al-huroof al-muqatta‘ah) appear at the beginning of several soorahs. The most correct scholarly view states that we are required to believe in them as they appear to be, without delving into their meaning, knowledge of which we should leave to Allah. We believe that they were not revealed in vain, and that there is wisdom behind them of which we are not aware.
2:4. And who believe in the Revelation sent down to you, and in what was sent before your time, and believe with certainty in the hereafter.

2:5. It is they who are following guidance from their Lord and it is they who will prosper.

We have discussed the basmalah (the phrase bismillah ir-Rahman ir-Raheem) above. With regard to the letters that appear at the beginning of some surahs, the most prudent approach is to refrain from discussing their meaning, without basing that on any shar'i (of or pertaining to Sharia; Islamic) text, whilst being certain that Allah did not reveal them in vain; rather there is wisdom behind that, of which we are not aware.

"This is the Book" that is, this great Book is the Book in a true sense; it contains that which the previous Books did not contain of great knowledge and clear truth. So there is no doubt about it in any way, shape or form. Stating that there is no doubt implies the opposite; the opposite of doubt is certainty, so this Book contains certain knowledge that dispels doubt. This is a useful principle to note, that when it is stated that something is not the case, that inevitably refers to the opposite.

As it is based on certainty, and guidance cannot be attained except on the basis of certainty, Allah says: "in it is guidance for those who fear Allah." Guidance is the means of being directed away from misguidance and doubt, and it is the means of following the proper ways. Guidance is mentioned, but to what is not mentioned; Allah did not say guidance towards achieving such and such a purpose or to such and such a thing, because He intended it to be general in meaning. It is guidance to that which is in people's best interests in both realms (this world and the hereafter). So it is guidance for people in all matters, both fundamental and minor. It differentiates true from
false, sound from flawed, and it explains to them how to follow the paths that will benefit them in this world and in the hereafter.

Allah (ﷻ) says elsewhere: (as guidance for humankind) (2:185) – which is general in meaning, but here and elsewhere He says (guidance for those who fear Allah) because it is, in and of itself, guidance for all people, but those who are doomed do not pay heed and they do not accept the guidance of Allah. Thus proof is established against them and they do not benefit from it because they are doomed. But the pious are those who have attained the main cause of achieving guidance, namely taqwa (piety or fear of Allah), the true meaning of which is taking measures to protect themselves from the wrath and punishment of Allah by obeying His commands and heeding His prohibitions. So they are guided by it and they benefit from it in the fullest sense.

Allah (ﷻ) says:

(O you who believe. If you fear Allah, He will give you the insight to distinguish between right and wrong...) (al-Anfāl 8: 29)

So the pious are the ones who benefit from the verses (dīyāt, lit. signs) of the Qur’an and the signs in creation.

Guidance is of two types: guidance in the sense of being aware of the message, and guidance in the sense of being helped to follow the message. The pious have been granted both types of guidance, whereas others have not been helped to follow the message. Being aware of the message without being helped to act upon it is not guidance in any real or complete sense.

Then Allah describes the pious in terms of both inward and outward deeds, because piety (taqwā) includes both. He says: (Who believe in the unseen). The true meaning of belief or faith is complete affirmation of what the Messengers taught; this also includes physical actions. It does not refer to believing in things that are visible or may be known through any of the physical senses, because in that regard there is no difference between the Muslim and the disbeliever. Rather the issue
here is belief in the unseen, which we cannot see or know through any of the physical senses; rather we believe in it because Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ) have told us of it. This faith is what distinguishes the Muslim from the disbeliever, because it is believing and affirming, with no hesitation, what Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ) said. So the believer believes everything that Allah or His Messenger (ﷺ) have told him, whether he sees it or not and whether he understands it and comprehends it or not, unlike the heretics and those who disbelieve in the unseen, because their limited intellects could not grasp it, so they rejected what they could not comprehend. Thus their intellect was corrupted and their thinking was flawed, whilst the thinking of the believers, who were guided by Allah, was sound.

Belief in the unseen includes belief in everything that Allah and His Messengers have told us about unseen matters in the past and in the future, events of the hereafter and the reality of the divine attributes and their essence. So they believe in the attributes of Allah in a true sense and with certain faith, even if they do not understand their essence.

Then Allah says: "establish prayer". He did not say that they “do” the prayer or “perform” the prayer, because it is not sufficient to only do the outward motions. Establishing prayer means establishing its outward form completely, with all its essential and obligatory parts and fulfilling its conditions, as well as establishing it inwardly, paying attention to its essence, which means having presence of mind whilst praying, and pondering the meaning of what one is saying and doing. Such is the prayer of which Allah says:

«...for verily prayer keeps [one] away from obscenity and wickedness...» (al-'Ankaboot 29: 45)

—and this is the prayer that brings reward. The individual will be rewarded for his prayer only inasmuch he offered it with presence of mind. This applies to both obligatory and supererogatory prayers.

«(and spend out of what We have provided for them)». This includes both obligatory spending, such as zakāh and spending on one’s wives,
relatives, slaves and so on, and spending on all kinds of charitable causes, which is encouraged in Islam (mustahabb). The recipients of this spending are not mentioned, because there are so many different ways of spending and because spending in and of itself is a means of drawing close to Allah. The word min (translated here as "out of") refers to some of the wealth; this draws attention to the fact that all that is expected of them is to give a small portion of their wealth, in such a way that does not harm them and is not burdensome; in fact they themselves benefit from spending and their brothers will also benefit.

"What We have provided for them". This indicates that this wealth that you possess was not obtained by your strength and efforts; rather it is provision that Allah has bestowed upon you and blessed you with. Therefore, as He has blessed you and favoured you above many of His slaves, you should show gratitude to Him by giving some of that with which He has blessed you, thus helping (literally, consoling) your brothers who are destitute.

Allah (ٱللَّٰهُ) often mentions prayer and zakâh together in the Qur'an, because prayer is a reflection of sincerity towards Allah, and zakâh and spending are a reflection of kindness towards His slaves. The sign of a person's being blessed (destined for paradise) is his sincerity towards Allah and his striving to help and benefit people, just as the sign of a person's being doomed (destined for hell) is that he does not have these two characteristics, sincerity and kindness.

"And who believe in the Revelation sent down to you", namely the Qur'an and Sunnah. Allah (ٱللَّٰهُ) says:

"...For Allah has sent down to you the Book and wisdom..." (an-Nisâ' 4: 113)

So the pious believe in everything that the Messenger (صلى الله عليه وسلم) brought, and they do not differentiate between what he brought, believing in some parts and not believing in others, either by rejecting them or interpreting them in a manner other than that which was intended, as some of the innovators do, who misinterpret the texts that point
to something other than what they say, which results in them not believing in the correct meaning, even if they believe the wording. Therefore they do not believe in them in a true sense.

«(and in what was sent before your time)». This includes belief in all the previous Books; belief in the Books implies belief in the Messengers and everything that the Books contain, especially the Torah, Gospel and Psalms. This is something unique to the believers, that they believe in all the divinely revealed Books and in all the Messengers, and they do not differentiate between any of them.

«(and believe with certainty in the hereafter)». The hereafter is that which comes after death; it is singled out for mention after discussing beliefs in general terms, because belief in the Last Day is one of the pillars of faith, and because it gives one the strongest motive to hope for reward, fear punishment and strive hard. Certainty is perfect knowledge that leaves no room for doubt at all and should prompt one to strive hard and do righteous deeds.

«(It is they)» that is, those who have these praiseworthy characteristics «(who are following guidance from their Lord)». The word guidance (huda) appears in the indefinite form, which in Arabic is an indication of how great it is; what guidance can be greater than the characteristics mentioned above, of having sound belief and righteous deeds? True guidance cannot be anything but the guidance followed by these people; anything that is contrary to that is misguidance.

The preposition (in the phrase translated here as «(It is they who are following guidance)», lit. “on guidance”) is indicative of superiority. A different preposition is used when referring to misguidance, as in the verse:

«...and verily either we or you are rightly guided or clearly misguided.» (Saba' 34: 24)

– because the one who is guided is elevated to a superior position by means of that guidance, whereas the one who is misguided is sinking in it and is despised as a result.
Soorat al-Baqarah (6-7)

(it is they who will prosper). Prosperity means achieving what you are seeking and being saved from what you fear. Prosperity is exclusive to them, because there is no way of attaining prosperity except by following their path. Any paths other than that are paths that lead to doom, loss and destruction.

Therefore, when Allah mentions the characteristics of the true believers, He also mentions the characteristics of the disbelievers, who openly show their disbelief, stubbornly opposing the Messenger:

2:6. As for those who disbelieve, it is the same to them whether you warn them or do not warn them; they will not believe.

2:7. Allah has placed a seal on their hearts and on their hearing, and over their eyes is a cover; theirs will be a severe penalty.

Here Allah tells us concerning those who disbelieve – that is, those who have the characteristics of disbelief, which has become a definitive part of their identity – that nothing can deter them from their disbelief and no exhortation can make them give it up. They will persist in their disbelief, so it is all the same to them whether you warn them or not, for they will not believe. The essence of disbelief is rejection or partial rejection of that which the Messenger (ﷺ) brought. These disbelievers do not benefit from the call (to Islam); it is only given in order to establish proof against them. It is as if this was intended to put an end to hope on the part of the Messenger (ﷺ).
that they might believe: do not grieve over them (cf. 5: 26) and do not destroy yourself with grief for them (cf. 35: 8).

Then mention is made of the impediments that prevent them from believing:

«(Allah has placed a seal on their hearts and on their hearing)» that is, He has sealed them up so that faith will not enter them or penetrate them, and thus they will not understand or hear that which might benefit them.

«(and over their eyes is a covert)» that is, a cover that prevents them from seeing that which might benefit them. Thus the means of attaining knowledge and goodness are blocked for them, so there is no hope for them and no goodness is to be expected of them. Rather that has been withheld from them and the door to faith is closed for them because of their disbelief, rejection and stubbornness after the truth became clear to them, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

«(We will turn their hearts and eyes away [from the truth], since they refused to believe in it the first time...)» (al-An'am 6: 110)

This is an immediate punishment (in this world).

Then Allah mentions the punishment in the hereafter: «(theirs will be a severe penalty)» namely the punishment of hellfire and the eternal, everlasting wrath of the Compeller (al-Jabbar).

Then He describes the hypocrites who make an outward display of being Muslim whilst concealing disbelief in their hearts:
2:8. Among people there are some who say: We believe in Allah and the Last Day, but in fact they are not believers.

2:9. They seek to deceive Allah and those who believe, but they are not deceiving anyone except themselves, although they do not realise.

2:10. In their hearts is a disease; and Allah has increased their disease. Theirs will be a painful penalty for their persistent lying.

Hypocrisy means outwardly pretending to be good whilst concealing evil. This definition includes both hypocrisy in beliefs and hypocrisy in actions. The Prophet (ﷺ) mentioned something similar when he said:

«The signs of the hypocrite are three: when he speaks he lies, when he makes a promise he breaks it, and when he is entrusted with something he betrays that trust.» (Bukhari and Muslim)

Another report adds:

«When he disputes, he resorts to foul speech.» (Bukhari and Muslim)

«We will turn their hearts and eyes away [from the truth], since they refused to believe in it the first time...» (al-An'am 6:110)

The kind of hypocrisy in belief that puts one beyond the pale of Islam is that which Allah ascribed to the hypocrites in this soorah and elsewhere. Hypocrisy did not exist before the migration of the Messenger (ﷺ) from Makkah to Madinah; after he migrated, in the battle of Badr Allah caused the believers to prevail and made them

---

7 All hadiths in this text have been checked and verified by IIPH’s researchers. It is rare, but it does happen that a hadith is not verifiable within the timeframe of researching and editing the book. In that case, a decision is made by the editorial board as to whether or not to include the hadith. It is IIPH’s policy not to include weak hadiths or fabricated (fake) hadiths in our publications. If a weak hadith is included in any text, it is only because the author of the book discusses it as a weak hadith. (Editor)
victorious, and those people in Madinah who had not become Muslim were humiliated. For that reason, some of them pretended to become Muslim, out of fear and by way of deceit, in order to protect themselves and their wealth. So they lived among the Muslims, pretending to be of their number, when in reality they were not Muslims.

By His kindness towards the believers, Allah described the characteristics (of the hypocrites) by which they might be recognised, so that the believers would not be deceived by them and so that (the hypocrites themselves) might be discouraged from committing many of their evil actions. Allah (SWT) said:

«(The hypocrites are afraid lest a soorah be sent down concerning them...)* (at-Tawbah 9: 64)"

(In this passage), Allah described them in terms of the essence of hypocrisy:

«Among people there are some who say: We believe in Allah and the Last Day – but in fact they are not believers». They paid lip service to that which was not in their hearts, so Allah showed them to be liars by saying «but in fact they are not believers», because true faith is that which is confirmed in the heart and on the lips. Theirs was an attempt to deceive Allah and His believing slaves.

Deceit means pretending one thing whilst concealing something else so that the deceiver may get what he wants from the one whom he is deceiving. These hypocrites were behaving in this manner with Allah and His slaves, but their deceit backfired on them. This is a kind of miracle or wonder, because the deceiver usually either gets what he wants or he remains safe without gaining or losing anything. But in this case, the deceit of the hypocrites backfired on them. It was as if they did what they did of plotting and scheming in order to harm and doom themselves, because Allah (SWT) is not harmed by their deceit at all, and neither are His believing slaves. The believers are not harmed if the hypocrites pretend to believe in order to protect their wealth and lives, because their plotting will eventually backfire on them, which
will result in disgrace and scandal in this world, as well as ongoing regret because of what the believers achieve of power and victory.

Then in the hereafter, they will have a painful and devastating punishment because of their lies, disbelief and evil doing. But in their ignorance and foolishness they do not realise that.

«In their hearts is a disease». What is meant by disease here is the disease of doubt, confusion and hypocrisy. The heart is vulnerable to two (spiritual) diseases that make it unhealthy and unbalanced: the disease of false doubts and the disease of desires that may lead to destruction. Disbelief, hypocrisy, doubt and innovation are all (spiritual) diseases that result from doubts and confusion. Zinā (illicit sexual activity) and the inclination towards immoral actions and sin result from the disease of desires, as Allah (ٰٰ) says:

«...lest one in whose heart is a disease should be moved with desire...» (al-Ahzāb 33: 32)

— this has to do with the desire for zinā (fornication or adultery). The one who is truly safe is the one who is protected from these two diseases, for he will have certainty and faith, and will be patient in refraining from all sins; thus he will enjoy good spiritual health.

«In their hearts is a disease; and Allah has increased their disease». This verse, which speaks of the hypocrites, highlights Allah’s wisdom in decreeing sin for the sinners: because of their previous sins, He causes them to commit further sins that will incur His punishment, as He says elsewhere:

«We will turn their hearts and eyes away [from the truth], since they refused to believe in it the first time...» (al-An’am 6: 110)

«...So when they chose to deviate [from the truth], Allah caused their hearts to deviate [from right guidance]...» (as-Saff 61: 5)

«As for those in whose hearts is a disease, it will add doubt to their doubt...» (at-Tawbah 9: 125)

So the punishment for sin is more sin, just as the reward for good deeds is more good deeds. Allah (ٰٰ) says:
2:11. When it is said to them: Do not make mischief in the land, they say: We only want to put things right.

2:12. Indeed they are the ones who make mischief, but they do not realise.

When these hypocrites are told not to make mischief in the land, which means committing sins and deeds based on disbelief, including disclosing the secrets of the believers to their enemies and taking the disbelievers as close friends,

they say: We only want to put things right. Thus they both strive to cause mischief in the land and defend their actions as being an effort to put things straight rather than causing mischief – contrary to what is really happening, and combining wrongdoing with the belief that it is right. This is a greater offence than committing sin whilst believing that it is indeed a sin; the one who does that is better off and there is more hope that he will return to the right path.

Because their saying We only want to put things right would seem to imply that they are the only ones who are putting things right, which in turn would imply that the believers are not putting things right, Allah refuted their claims by saying: Indeed they are the ones who make mischief. There is no greater mischief than that of those who disbelieve in the signs of Allah, bar people from following the path of Allah, try to deceive Allah and His close friends and take as allies those who wage war against Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), yet still claim that they are putting things right. Can there be any
mischief greater than this? But they do not know anything that will benefit them, even though the knowledge that they have is sufficient to establish proof against them. Committing sin is only regarded as mischief because it results in damage to whatever is on the face of the earth of grains, fruits, trees and plants, as a result of the blights that befall them because of sin, and because putting things right on earth is achieved when people obey Allah and believe in Him. It is for this purpose that Allah created humanity and caused them to dwell on earth, and He bestowed provisions upon them to help them to obey and worship Him. If they do the opposite of that on earth, then they are spreading corruption which causes ruin by using what is on earth in a way other than that for which it was created.

2:13. When it is said to them: Believe as the people believe, they say: Shall we believe as the fools believe? Indeed it is they who are the fools, but they do not know.

That is, when it is said to the hypocrites: Believe as the people believe; this refers to the Companions (radiya Allâhu 'anhum – may Allah be pleased with all of them), whose faith was affirmed in their hearts and on their lips. But the hypocrites said, on the basis of their false accusation: Shall we believe as the fools believe? They were referring to the Companions ( ), thinking that it was their alleged foolishness that had led them to believe and to leave their homelands and oppose the disbelievers. In their (the hypocrites’) view, wisdom dictated the opposite of that. So they described them
as foolish, implying that they themselves were people of wisdom and understanding.

But Allah (дж) refuted their argument and stated that in reality they were the fools, because real foolishness is for a person to ignore what is in his best interests and strive for that which will harm him, and this description was true in their case. On the other hand, wisdom and reason are reflected in a person’s knowing what is in his best interests and striving for that which will benefit him and ward off harm from him, which was true in the case of the Companions and the believers. What matters is sound proof, not mere claims and empty words.

2:14. When they meet those who believe, they say: We believe; but when they are alone with their devils, they say: We are really with you; we were only mocking.

2:15. Allah is mocking them, and gives them free rein in transgression so that they wander blindly.

This refers to them saying verbally that which was not in their hearts. When they met the believers, they would pretend that they were following their path and that they were with them, but when they were alone with their devils – that is, their leaders in evil – they said: We are really with you; we were only mocking the believers by pretending to them that we are following their path. This is how they are inwardly and outwardly, but the plotting of evil only rebounds on those who plot (cf. 35: 43).
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“{Allah is mocking them, and gives them free rein in transgression so that they wander blindly}. This is their punishment for mocking His slaves. By way of mocking them, Allah makes attractive to them the miserable situation in which they are and the evil way they are following, to the point that they think that they are with the believers, because Allah did not give the believers power over them. And He will mock them on the Day of Resurrection by giving them visible light along with the believers, then when the believers begin to walk in their light, the light of the hypocrites will be extinguished and they will be left in confusion after the light has gone. How great will be their despair after their hopes had been raised.

{The hypocrites will call out to the believers: Were we not with you? They will say: Yes, but you gave in to confusion and temptation, you kept waiting [for some misfortune to befall us], you doubted...} (al-Hadeed 57: 14)

{and gives them free rein} that is, He lets them get carried away {in transgression} that is, in their evildoing and disbelief {so that they wander blindly} that is, confused and hesitant. This is how Allah (ﷻ) mocks them.

Then Allah (ﷻ) describes how they really are:

2:16. These are the ones who have traded guidance for error, but their trade brings no profit and they are not guided.

These people, namely the hypocrites who have the characteristics described here, {are the ones who have traded guidance for error} that is, they preferred misguidance, like a buyer who wants a particular
item and because of his desire for it, he is willing to pay a high price. This is one of the best likenesses that explain how they are, because it likens misguidance, which is the ultimate evil, to an item for purchase, and it likens guidance, which is the ultimate good, to the price. So they gave away guidance and had no interest in it, in return for misguidance because they wanted it. This is their trade, and what a bad deal it is.

If the one who trades a dinar (gold coin) for a dirham (silver coin) is a loser, then how about the one who trades a precious stone for a dirham? How about the one who trades guidance for misguidance, chooses doom over blessing, and prefers the most vile and base of things to the most sublime? His trade brings no profit; rather it incurs the greatest loss.

*...Say: Indeed, the real losers will be those who lose their own souls and their families on the Day of Resurrection. That is indeed manifest loss.* (az-Zumar 39: 15)

*...and they are not guided* this confirms that they are misguided, and that they did not gain anything from guidance. These are their abhorrent characteristics.

Then a likeness is given that highlights their character in a very clear manner:
2:17. Their likeness is that of a man who kindled a fire; when it illuminated all around him, Allah took away their light and left them in utter darkness, unable to see.

2:18. Deaf, dumb, and blind, they will not return [to the right path].

2:19. Or [another likeness] is that of a heavy downpour from the sky, accompanied by darkness, thunder and lightning. They put their fingers in their ears to keep out the stunning thunder-clap, for fear of death. But Allah encompasses the disbelievers.

2:20. The lightning almost snatches away their sight; every time it flashes, they walk [a few steps] therein, but when the darkness overtakes them again, they stand still. And if Allah willed, He could take away their hearing and their sight; for Allah has power over all things.

The exact likeness that describes the situation they are in is that of a man who kindled fire; when it was very dark and his need for a fire was great, he lit it from someone else's fire, as he had no fire of his own and needed to bring it from someone else. Then when the fire illuminated the area around him and he could see his surroundings and any potential dangers, and thus he felt safe and benefitted from the fire and was pleased with it, thinking that he was in control of it – whilst he was like that, Allah took away its light, so that he lost the light and any pleasure that he had felt because of it, and he remained in deep darkness with the fire still burning, as its illumination has disappeared but its burning effect still remained. Thus he was left in many layers of darkness: the darkness of the night, the darkness of the cloud, the darkness of the rain and the darkness that comes after the light disappears. How will the one who is in such a situation be? That is how these hypocrites are. They took the fire of faith from the believers, but having faith was not characteristic of them; rather they took the fire of faith in order to protect their lives and keep their wealth safe, so they had a kind of security in this world. Then whilst they
were like that, death came to them and took away the benefit of that light, and there befell them all kinds of distress, grief and torment, as well as the darkness of disbelief, the darkness of hypocrisy and the darkness of various kinds of sin. After that came the darkness of hellfire – an evil place to settle in (cf. 14: 29).

Hence Allah says concerning them: (Deaf) that is, unable to hear the truth.
(dumb) that is, unable to speak the truth.
(blind) that is, unable to see the truth.
(they will not return [to the right path]) because they have forsaken the truth after having come to know it, so they will not return to it, unlike those who kept away from the truth as the result of ignorance and misguidance; they did not understand it and they are more likely to come back to it than the hypocrites.

(Or [another likeness] is that of a heavy downpour from the sky) that is, they are like one who is caught in a heavy downpour from the sky, which is rain that comes down in copious amounts.
(accompanied by darkness) namely the darkness of the night, the darkness of the cloud and the darkness of the rain.
(thunder) which is the sound that is heard from the cloud.
(and lightning) which is the flashing light that is seen with the cloud.

every time it flashes) that is, every time the lightning flashes in that darkness (they walk [a few steps] therein, but when the darkness overtakes them again, they stand still) that is, they halt.

This is the situation of the hypocrites. When they hear the Qur’an and its commands and prohibitions, promises and warnings, they put their fingers in their ears and turn away from its commands and prohibitions, promises and warnings. They are terrified of its warnings and disturbed by its promises (to the believers). Hence they turn away as much as they can and they hate it as the one who is caught in a downpour hates it, and when he hears the thunder he puts his
fingers in his ears, for fear of death. In the case of the one who is caught in a downpour, that could help him to be safe, but in the case of the hypocrites, how could they become safe at the time when Allah encompasses them by His power and knowledge, so they cannot escape from Him or frustrate Him; rather He records their deeds and will requite them in full.

As they are suffering from deafness, dumbness and blindness in a metaphorical sense, and they are barred from the paths to faith, Allah (ﷻ) says: "And if Allah willed, He could take away their hearing and their sight" that is, in a physical sense. This is a warning to them aimed at making them afraid of punishment in this world, so that they will adopt caution and be deterred from some of their evil and hypocrisy. "for Allah has power over all things", hence nothing is beyond Him; by His power, if He wills something He does it, and no one can prevent Him or oppose Him.

In this verse and others like it we see a refutation of the Qadaris\(^8\) who say that their deeds are not subject to the power and control of Allah (ﷻ), as this verse shows that their deeds are among the things that are included in the words "for Allah has power over all things".

---

\(^8\) Qadari: follower of a theological school of thought that denied the divine will and decree and said that man has absolute free will, therefore whatever he does is purely his choice and his will is independent of the will of Allah.
2:21. O people! Worship your Lord, Who created you and those who came before you, that you may become pious;

2:22. Who has made the earth a resting-place for you, and the heavens an edifice; and sent down rain from the heavens; and brought forth therewith fruits as a provision for you; so do not set up rivals to Allah when you know better.

This is a general command that is addressed to all people, instructing them to worship Him in a comprehensive way by obeying the commands of Allah, heeding His prohibitions and believing in His words. Thus He commands them to do that for which He created them, as He says:

(I have not created the jinn and humans except to worship Me.)
(adh-Dhâriyyât 51: 56)

Then Allah tells us why it is obligatory to worship Him alone, for He is your Lord Who has bestowed upon you all kinds of blessings: He created you after you were nothing, He created those who came before you and He bestowed upon you blessings both obvious and hidden. He made the earth a resting-place for you, on which you build structures for your benefit; He caused you to cultivate it and till it; He enabled you to travel from one place to another; and He granted you many ways of benefitting from it. He made the heavens an edifice for the earth on which you dwell, and He placed in it benefits that you need, such as the sun, moon and stars.

(and sent down rain from the heavens). The word samâ’ (translated here as heavens) refers to anything that is above you. Hence the commentators said that what is meant by heavens (samâ’) here is the clouds, from which Allah (â€¢) sends down rain.

(and brought forth therewith fruits) this may include other crops such as grains, dates and so on.

(as a provision for you), to feed and sustain you so that you might survive by means of it and enjoy it.
{so do not set up rivals to Allah} that is, equals from among His creation which you worship as you should worship Allah and love as you should love Allah, although they are created beings like you who receive provision and are under His control, having not the slightest power either in heaven or on earth, and they cannot benefit or harm you at all.

{when you know better} that is, when you know that Allah has no partner or equal with regard to the power of creation, granting of provision or control of the universe, and He has no partner in worship. So how can you worship other gods besides Him when you know these things? This is something that is very strange and extremely foolish.

This verse combines the command to worship Allah alone and the prohibition on worshipping anything other than Him. It offers clear evidence that it is obligatory to worship Him and that the worship of anything other than Him is invalid. This refers to tawheed ar-ruboobiyah (oneness of the divine Lordship), which implies that He is the only One Who creates, grants provision and controls. If anyone accepts that He has no partner in these things, then by the same token he should also accept that Allah has no partner in worship. This is the clearest rational evidence for the oneness of the Creator and the invalidity of associating partners with Him.

The words {that you may become pious} may be understood as meaning that if you worship Allah alone, then you will avoid His wrath and punishment, because you have taken measures to ward that off from yourselves. Or it may mean that if you worship Allah (alone), you will become one of the pious who are described as fearing Allah. Both meanings are sound and complement one another. The one who worships Allah properly is one of the pious, and whoever is pious will be saved from the wrath and punishment of Allah (الله).
2:23. And if you are in doubt concerning what We have revealed to Our slave, then produce a soorah like it; and call your helpers besides Allah, if you are truthful [in your claim].

2:24. But if you cannot do it, and you can never do it, then beware of the fire whose fuel is men and stones, which is prepared for the disbelievers.

These verses provide rational evidence that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) was genuine and that his message was true.

(And if you are in doubt...) This is addressed to those who opposed the Messenger (ﷺ) and rejected his message, saying that he was lying. (What is meant is:) if you are doubtful and are uncertain concerning what We have sent down to Our slave, as to whether it is true or not, then here is a fair argument which will decide the matter between you and him. That argument is that he is a human being like you; he is not the most eloquent or most knowledgeable among you. You have known him from when he was small, as he grew up among you. He does not read or write, yet he has brought you a Book that he says is from Allah, but you say that he is speaking of his own accord and has made it up. If the matter is as you say, then produce a soorah like it, with the help of any one you can find among your helpers and witnesses; this will be something easy for you, especially since you are people of eloquence and oratory, and you are fuelled by deep enmity towards the Messenger (ﷺ). If you can produce a soorah like it, then he is as you say, but if you cannot produce a soorah like...
it, and you fail utterly, (rest assured that) you will never be able to produce a soorah like it. However, this (challenge) is offered by way of showing fairness and going along with you. This is a great sign and clear evidence that he is telling the truth and that his message is true. Then (if you fail to meet the challenge) it will be obligatory for you to follow him and protect yourselves from hellfire which reached the ultimate heat because its fuel is people and stones; it is not like the fire of this world that is fuelled with wood. The fire of hell is prepared for those who disbelieve in Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), so beware of disbelieving in his Messenger (ﷺ) after it has become clear to you that he is indeed the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ).

This and similar verses are called the verses of challenge; they prove that people are incapable of producing anything like this Qur'an. Allah (ﷻ) says:

> Say: Verily, if all of humankind and the jinn were to come together to produce the like of this Qur'an, they could never produce the like thereof, even if they helped one another. (al-Isra' 17: 88)

How can the words of one who is created from dust be like the words of the Lord of lords? How can one who is lacking in all aspects produce words like the words of the Most Perfect, Whose perfection is absolute and Who is completely independent of means? This is not possible and it is not within any human’s capability. Anyone who has the slightest knowledge and appreciation of (Arabic) literary and oratory style will, if he compares the Qur’an with other eloquent speech, clearly see a great difference between them.

> And if you are in doubt... This verse indicates that the one for whom there is hope of guidance away from misguidance is the one who has doubts and is confused, who cannot tell truth from falsehood. When the truth becomes clear to such a one, he is more likely to be guided if he is sincere in seeking the truth. As for the stubborn one who recognises the truth but ignores it, he cannot come back because
he has turned away from the truth after it became clear to him and he did not turn away from it out of ignorance, so he is a hopeless case.

By the same token, the doubter who is not sincere or serious in seeking the truth and turns away indifferently will usually not be guided.

Describing the Messenger (ﷺ) as being a slave in the context of discussing such an important matter is indicative of his greatest characteristic, which is being a true slave of Allah, doing his duty towards Him in a manner unmatched by anyone else before or since.

He is also described as being a slave in the context of the *isrā‘* (Prophet’s Night Journey), as Allah says:

«Glory be to Him Who took His slave for a journey by night...» (al-*Isrā‘* 17: 1)

—and in the context of sending down Revelation, as He says:

«Blessed be He Who sent down the criterion [between right and wrong, namely the Qur’an] to His slave, so that it may be a warning to the worlds.» (al-*Furqān* 25: 1)

«which is prepared for the disbelievers» this and similar verses support the view of *ahl as-Sunnah wal-jamā‘ah*, which is that paradise and hell are two created entities; this is unlike the view of the Mutazilites. It also tells us that the monotheists, even if they commit some sins, will not remain in hell forever, because Allah says that it is «prepared for the disbelievers». If the sinners among the monotheists were to remain therein forever, it would not say that it is prepared for the disbelievers alone. This is unlike the view of the Kharijites and Mutazilites.

It also indicates that punishment becomes due for reasons, namely disbelief and various kinds of sin.
2:25. And give glad tidings to those who believe and do righteous deeds, that they will have gardens, through which rivers flow. Every time they are provided with fruits therefrom, they will say: This is what we were provided with before, because they will be given things that resemble one another; and they will have therein pure spouses; and they will abide therein forever.

As Allah mentioned the requital of the disbelievers, here He mentions the reward of the believers, those who do righteous deeds. This is the style of the Qur'an, which combines encouragement with deterrent so that the individual will be motivated and deterred at the same time, and he will balance fear with hope.

«And give glad tidings» that is, O Messenger and those who convey his message
«to those who believe» in their hearts
«and do righteous deeds» by taking physical action, thus confirming their faith with their good deeds.

Good deeds are described as righteous (sâlihât) because by means of them people’s affairs, both religious and worldly, in this world and in the hereafter, are set straight or put right (tasluh), and all troubles will be eliminated. Thus he will become one of the righteous (sâlihoon) who are qualified to be close to the Most Merciful in His paradise.
So give them the glad tidings that they will have gardens filled with wonderful trees, fine fruits and extensive shade, hence the one who enters this garden will enjoy it and the one who dwells in it will be happy.

through which rivers flow that is, rivers of water, milk, honey and wine, which they will cause to spring up whenever they want and direct them wherever they want; those trees will be irrigated by them and will produce all kinds of fruits.

Every time they are provided with fruits therefrom, they will say: This is what we were provided with before that is, this is the same type, with the same qualities. All of them will be similar in beauty and delicious taste; there will be no fruit that stands out from the others (because all of them will be good). There will be no time in which they are deprived of pleasure; they will constantly have the delight of eating these fruits.

because they will be given things that resemble one another. It was said that they will resemble one another in name, but will have different tastes; or that they will resemble one another in colour, but will have different names; or that they will resemble one another in beauty, delicious taste and enjoyability. Perhaps this last view is the one that is correct.

Then, having mentioned their dwellings and the provision of food, drink and fruits, Allah mentions their spouses and describes them in the most perfect, concise and clear way:
and they will have therein pure spouses. He did not describe them as purified from a specific defect; this indicates that they will be pure in all aspects. They will be pure in terms of their attitude and character, free of physical defects, pure in speech and chaste in their gaze. With regard to their attitude, they will be friendly and endearing to their husbands because of their good attitude; they will behave in a manner that is expected of a good wife and will be well-mannered in word and deed. With regard to being physically pure, they will be
free of menses, postpartum bleeding, vaginal discharges, urine, stools, mucus, sputum and bad smells. They will also be physically pure in the sense that they will possess perfect beauty, with no physical defect or hint of ugliness; rather they will be good and beautiful (cf. 55: 70). They will be pure in speech and chaste in their gaze, gazing only at their husbands and refraining from all foul speech.

This verse speaks of the giver of glad tidings, the recipients thereof, the things promised in those tidings and the means of attaining what is promised. The giver of glad tidings is the Messenger (ﷺ) or those among his Ummah who convey his message. The recipients of the glad tidings are the believers who do righteous deeds. The things promised in these glad tidings are the gardens described in this manner (that is, the gardens of paradise). The means of attaining what is promised is faith and righteous deeds. There is no other way of attaining it. This is the greatest of glad tidings, conveyed by the best of Allah’s creation, highlighting the best means.

It also shows us that it is encouraged to give glad tidings to the believers and to motivate them to do good deeds by referring to the reward and fruits of those deeds. Thus doing such deeds will become light and easy. The greatest good sign (of glad tidings) is when an individual is guided and enabled to believe and do righteous deeds. That is the first sign of glad tidings, and the foundation thereof. The second such sign is when the angels give him glad tidings at the time of death. The final good sign is when he reaches those eternal blessings (in paradise). We ask Allah to make us among those who are given these glad tidings.
2:26. Allah is not ashamed to present an example – that of a mosquito, or of something even more insignificant. Those who believe know that it is truth from their Lord; but those who disbelieve say: What does Allah mean by this example? He causes many to go astray thereby and He guides many thereby, but He does not cause any to go astray thereby except the evildoers.

2:27. Those who break Allah's covenant after it has been made binding, and sever the bonds that Allah has commanded to be upheld, and spread mischief in the land - they are the ones who are the losers.

{Allah is not ashamed to present an example} and it does not matter what it is
{that of a mosquito, or of something even more insignificant}, because these examples or likenesses convey wisdom and highlight the truth, and Allah is not ashamed to tell the truth. It is as if this is a response to those who disliked the giving of examples that referred to insignificant things and objected to Allah doing such a thing. But there is no room for objection here; rather this is a means by which Allah teaches His slaves and it is a sign of His mercy towards them. So it should be accepted gratefully. Hence Allah says:
{Those who believe know that it is truth from their Lord}, so they understand it and ponder its meaning. If they understand its message in a comprehensive manner, then their faith and belief will be increased thereby; if not, they still acknowledge that it is truth and that its meaning is true, even if the message is unclear to them. That is because
they know that Allah does not give any examples or likenesses in vain; rather there is great wisdom behind it and great blessing in it.

"but those who disbelieve say: What does Allah mean by this example?" They object to it and are confused, which only increases them in disbelief as it increases the believers in faith. Hence Allah says:

"He causes many to go astray thereby and He guides many thereby." This is a description of the response of the believers and disbelievers when Qur’anic verses were believed. Allah (ﷻ) says elsewhere:

"Whenever a soorah is revealed, some of them [the hypocrites] say: Which of you has this increased in faith? As for those who believe, it does indeed increase their faith and they rejoice. As for those in whose hearts is a disease, it will add doubt to their doubt, and they will die while they are still disbelievers." (at-Tawbah 9:124-125)

There is no greater blessing to people than the revelation of Qur’anic verses, yet for some it is a trial and a source of confusion and misguidance which only adds further to their evil, whilst for others it is a gift and mercy that increases them in goodness. Glory be to the One Who makes His slaves so different and is the only One Who guides them or leaves them astray.

Then Allah speaks of His wisdom in leaving some of them to go astray, and confirms that the reason for that is justice on His part. "but He does not cause any to go astray thereby except the evildoers" that is, those who rebel and disobey Allah, those who stubbornly oppose the Messengers of Allah, those for whom evildoing is an essential part of their character which they do not seek to change. As wisdom dictates that they should go astray because they are not qualified to be guided, by the same token, His wisdom and grace dictate that those who believe and do righteous deeds should be guided.
Evildoing (fisq) is of two types, the first of which is that which puts one beyond the pale of Islam, such as that which is mentioned in this and similar verses. The second type does not put one beyond the pale of Islam, as mentioned in the verse in which Allah (ﷻ) says:

«O you who believe, if a wrongdoer comes to you with any news, investigate [and verify the facts]...» (al-Hujurat 49: 6)

Then Allah describes the evildoers:

«(Those who break Allah’s covenant after it has been made binding). This includes covenants between them and Him as well as covenants between them and other people which Allah has made binding upon them in the strongest terms, but they do not care about those binding obligations; rather they break them, ignore His commands, do that which He has forbidden and transgress the covenants between them and other people.

(and sever the bonds that Allah has commanded to be upheld). This includes many things. Allah has commanded us to uphold the bond between us and Him by believing in Him, carrying out duties as His slaves. He has commanded us to uphold the bond between us and His Messenger (ﷺ) by believing in him, loving him, respecting him and fulfilling our duties towards him. He has also commanded us to uphold the bonds between us and our parents, relatives, friends and all other people by respecting those rights that Allah has commanded us to uphold.

The believers uphold the bonds that Allah has commanded us to uphold and they fulfil the related duties in a proper manner. The evildoers, on the other hand, sever those bonds and ignore them completely, replacing them with evildoing, breaking of ties and striving in sin; this is spreading mischief in the land.

(they) namely those who meet this description (are the ones who are the losers) in this world and in the hereafter. They are the only ones who are losers, because their losses affect them in all circumstances,
whatever they do or say. They do not achieve any success at all, because the condition for righteous deeds to be accepted is faith, so the one who has no faith has no righteous deeds to his credit. This kind of loss is the result of disbelief. However, with regard to that loss that may be the result of disbelief, committing sins or neglecting to do deeds that are recommended, as mentioned in the verse in which Allah says:

«Verily man is in a state of utter loss.» (al-'Asr 103: 2)

— this is general in application and may include all humans, except those who have the characteristics of faith and righteous deeds, and exhort one another to hold fast to the truth and exhort one another to hold fast to patience (cf. 103: 3). What loss really means is missing out on something good that one could have achieved and that was within one’s means.

2:28. How can you disbelieve in Allah, when you were lifeless, then He gave you life, then He will cause you to die, then He will bring you back to life, then to Him you will return?

This is a question which is intended to reflect astonishment as well as to rebuke and denounce. In other words, how could you disbelieve in Allah, Who created you from nothing and bestowed upon you all types of blessings, then He will cause you to die when you reach the appointed time, and He will requite you in the grave, then He will bring you back to life at the time of the Resurrection, then to Him you will return and He will repay you in full? As you are under His
control, encompassed by His kindness and subject to His commands, after which you will be brought to account, is it befitting for you to disbelieve in Him? Can that be anything other than great ignorance and foolishness? Rather what is befitting for you is to believe in Him, be aware of Him, be grateful to Him, fear His punishment and hope for His reward.

2:29. It is He Who has created for you all things that are on earth, then He turned towards the heaven and made them seven heavens, and He has knowledge of all things.

«(It is He Who has created for you all things that are on earth). He has created for you, out of kindness and mercy towards you, all things on the face of the earth so that you might benefit from them, enjoy them and learn from them.

This verse indicates that the basic principle concerning all things is that they are permissible and pure, because the context here is one of reminding us of His blessings. Excluded from that is everything that is evil or foul; the prohibition on such things may also be understood from the meaning of this verse. Allah has created (all things) for our benefit, so whatever is harmful is excluded from that, and it is a blessing from Him that He has forbidden foul things to us so as to protect us from them.

«(then He turned towards the heaven and made them seven heavens, and He has knowledge of all things).»
He turned towards. The phrase *astawa ila* (translated here as "turned towards") has three meanings in the Qur'an. When it appears without any preposition after it, it means attaining a level of complete perfection, as when Allah says concerning Moosâ:

(When he reached his prime and became fully mature [*astawa*]...)

(Al-Qâasâs 28: 14)

When it is followed by the preposition *'alâ* (upon), it means rising above, as when Allah says:

(. . .and then [He] rose over [*astawâ 'alâ*] the Throne...)

(Al-'Arâf 7: 54)

When it is followed by the preposition *ilâ* (to), it means turning to or deciding, as in this verse, where what is meant is: when Allah (لاَّهُ) had created the earth, he turned to the creation of the heavens.

(And made them seven heavens). He created them and perfected them

(And He has knowledge of all things). So:

(He knows all that goes into the earth and all that comes out of it, and all that descends from heaven and all that ascends to it...)

(Saba' 34: 2)

— and:

(Allah knows what you conceal and what you disclose.)

(An-Nahl 16: 19)

He knows what is secret and what is yet more hidden.

Mention of Allah's creation of the universe is often followed by affirmation of His omniscience, as in this verse and as in the verse in which Allah (لاَّهُ) says:

(How could He Who created not know His own creation, when He is the Knower of subtleties, the All-Aware?)

(Al-Mulk 67: 14)

That is because His creation of all things is the clearest evidence of His knowledge, wisdom and might.
2:30. When your Lord said to the angels: I am going to place on earth successive generations, they said: Will You place therein those who will make mischief therein and shed blood, whilst we glorify You with Your praises and proclaim Your holiness? He said: I know that which you do not know.

2:31. And He taught Adam the names of all things; then He showed them to the angels, and said: Tell me the names of these if you are right.

2:32. They said: Glory be to You, we do not know anything except what You have taught us; verily You are the All-Knowing, Most Wise.

2:33. He said: O Adam! Tell them the names of these [things]. When he had told them their names, [Allah] said: Did I not tell you that I know what is unseen in heaven and on earth, and I know what you disclose and what you conceal?

2:34. And when We said to the angels: Prostrate before Adam, and they [all] prostrated except Iblees; he refused and was arrogant; he was one of the disbelievers.
This is the beginning of the passage that speaks of the superiority of Adam ('alayhi as-salam – peace be upon him), the father of humankind. When Allah wanted to create him, He informed the angels of that and said that He was going to place him on the earth, to be followed by successive generations.

The angels (peace be upon them) said: "Will You place therein those who will make mischief therein by committing sin and shed blood?" This (shedding blood) is a specific matter that is mentioned after a general statement (making mischief); it is mentioned in order to highlight the seriousness of killing. This was based on what the angels thought, that the successive generations who were going to dwell on earth would do that, so they declared that the Creator was above creating such a being and that it was not befitting for Him to do so; they glorified Him and declared that they were persistent in worshipping Allah in a manner that was free of any mischief, as they said: "whilst we glorify You with Your praises" that is, we declare You to be above all shortcomings.

"And proclaim Your holiness [nuqaddisu lak]." It may be understood as meaning: and we proclaim You alone to be holy. The phrase ‘nuqaddisu lak’ may also be understood as meaning: we purify ourselves for Your sake; that is, we purify ourselves by acquiring good characteristics, such as loving, fearing and glorifying Allah, and by ridding ourselves of bad characteristics.

Allah (ﷻ) said to the angels: "I know" concerning these successive generations (that which you do not know), because you are speaking on the basis of speculation, whereas I know what is apparent and what is hidden, and I know that the good that will result from the creation of these successive generations is many times greater than any evil that may result from it. If there was nothing more involved in that but that Allah (ﷻ) wanted to choose from among them the prophets, the siddeeqeen, the martyrs and the righteous; and so that His signs might become manifest to His creation; and so that many acts of
worship might be done that would not be done without the creation of
these successive generations, such as jihad and so on; and so that the
hidden potentials of the sons of Adam, both good and evil, might be
demonstrated by means of testing them; and so that His enemies might
be distinguished from His close friends, and His supporters from His
opponents; and so that the hidden evil in the heart of Iblees, that was
the main part of his character, might be made manifest – these are all
great reasons, some of which, let alone all of them, would have been
sufficient reason for that.

Because the statement of the angels was indicative of their feelings
of superiority towards the successive generations that Allah was
going to place on earth, Allah ( ﷺ ) wanted to explain to them the
superiority of Adam so that they might acknowledge his status and
see the perfection of Allah’s wisdom and knowledge. So (He taught
Adam the names of all things), and what these names applied to; in
other words, He taught them words and meanings, to the extent that
He taught them what to call large and small items.

(then He showed them) that is, the things that were named (to
the angels), as a test for them: would they know what these things
were or not?

(and said: Tell me the names of these if you are right), as you
claim to be superior to these successive generations.

(They said: Glory be to You) that is, it is not appropriate on our
part to raise any objection to You or to go against Your command.
(we do not know anything) whatsoever
(except what You have taught us) by Your grace and kindness.
(verily You are the All-Knowing, Most Wise); You encompass all
things with Your knowledge, so nothing is hidden from You, even so
much as a small ant or anything greater than that, on earth or in heaven.

The Most Wise is the One to Whom belongs perfect wisdom from
which no creature is excluded; nothing of what He commands is
beyond His wisdom. He has not created anything except for a reason
and He has not commanded anything except for a reason. Wisdom means putting things in the appropriate place. So the angels recognised the wisdom and knowledge of Allah and acknowledged their own inability to know the slightest thing. They also acknowledged Allah's grace towards them and His teaching them that which they did not know.

Then Allah said: "O Adam! Tell them the names of these [things]" that is, the names of the things that Allah had shown to the angels but they were unable to name them.

"When he had told them their names", it became clear to the angels that Adam was superior to them, and they clearly saw the wisdom and knowledge of the Creator in creating these successive generations.

"[Allah] said: Did I not tell you that I know what is unseen in heaven and on earth?. This refers to what is hidden from us, so we do not see it. If He knows what is hidden or unseen, it is more appropriate that He knows what is visible.

"and I know what you disclose" that is, show openly "and what you conceal".

Then Allah (א) commanded them to prostrate to Adam, as a sign of honour and respect to him and as an act of obedience and worship to Allah (א). So they obeyed the command of Allah and they all hastened to prostrate, "except Iblees; he refused" to prostrate. He was too arrogant to obey the command of Allah and he looked down on Adam and said:

"...Should I prostrate before one whom You have created from clay?" (al-Isra' 17: 61)

This refusal and arrogance on his part stemmed from the disbelief that was a fundamental component of his character. At that point his enmity towards Allah and towards Adam, as well as his disbelief and arrogance, became clear.
We learn several things from these verses, which confirm that Allah (ﷻ) spoke and that He still speaks; He says whatever He wills and He speaks as He wills; and He is All-Knowing, Most Wise. We also learn that if the wisdom behind some of the things that Allah creates and some of the things that He commands is hidden to us, what we must do is surrender to Him, assume that it is our reasoning that is flawed, and affirm the wisdom of Allah. In these verses, we also see how Allah cared about the angels and showed kindness to them by teaching them that which they did not know and pointing out to them that of which they were not aware.

These verses also teach us the virtue of knowledge, from several angles. For example, Allah highlighted His knowledge and wisdom to His angels, and He highlighted to them the superiority of Adam, which was based on his knowledge; knowledge is the best characteristic that a person may have; and Allah commanded the angels to prostrate to Adam as an honour to him, when his superiority in knowledge became clear to them.

From this passage we also learn that it is important to test others (by asking them questions first, before giving the answers, instead of giving away information freely); if they are unable to answer when tested, then the one who is superior in terms of knowledge should tell them. This is more effective in proving the point.

We also learn from the contrast between the fathers of humanity and of the jinn; the superiority of Adam; the way in which Allah honoured him; the enmity of Iblees towards him; and other lessons.
2:35. We said: O Adam! Dwell, you and your wife in paradise; and eat freely from it wherever you may wish; but do not approach this tree, or else you will both become transgressors.

2:36. Then Shayṭān made them slip from the [garden] and brought them out of the state [of felicity] they had been in. We said: Go down from here [all of you] as enemies to each other. On earth you will have an abode and your means of livelihood for a while.

When Allah created Adam and honoured him, He completed His blessing towards him by creating from him his wife (Ḥawwa’), so that he might enjoy the pleasure of living with her and so that he might enjoy her companionship, and He commanded them to dwell in paradise and eat from it in abundance and freely (wherever you may wish), that is, they were to eat different kinds of fruit. Allah said to him:

(But) here [in paradise] it is granted to you that you will not go hungry or be naked, nor will you be thirsty here [in paradise] or suffer from the sun’s heat. (Tā Hā 20: 118-119)

(But do not approach this tree) which was one kind of the trees of paradise; Allah knows best what it was. He only forbade them to approach it as a test and trial, or for a reason that is not known to us. (or else you will both become transgressors). This indicates that the prohibition was in the sense of it being haram (forbidden), because it would result in transgression or wrongdoing.

But their enemy kept whispering to them and making attractive to them the idea of eating that which was forbidden to them, until he caused them to slip; in other words he made them slip by making it look good to them:
(And he swore to them both [saying]: I am to you a sincere adviser.)
(al-A’raf 7: 21)

– and they were deceived by him and they obeyed him. Thus he caused them to be expelled from the state of felicity and abundance in which they had been, and to be sent down to the realm of exhaustion, striving and struggle.

(as enemies to each other). What is meant is that Adam and his progeny would be enemies of Iblees and his progeny. It is well known that enemies strive hard to cause harm to one another and to deprive one another of good by all means. This is an implicit warning to the sons of Adam against Shaytan, as Allah (swt) says:

(Verily, the Shaytān is an enemy to you, so take him as an enemy. He only calls his followers so that they may become inhabitants of the raging fire.)
(Fātir 35: 6)

...Will you then take him and his progeny as allies instead of Me, even though they are enemies to you? What a wretched exchange for the wrongdoers! (al-Kahf 18: 50)

Then Allah speaks of their destination on earth: (On earth you will have an abode) that is, a dwelling place (and your means of livelihood for a while), until the end of your allotted time, then you will move from the earth to the realm for which you were created and which was created for you. This verse tells us that the duration of this life is brief and transient. This world is not our true home; rather it is a place through which we pass and from which we seek provision to help us reach that other realm, and it is not to be regarded as our permanent abode.
2:37. Then Adam received some words from his Lord, and He accepted his repentance, for He is the Accepter of repentance, the Most Merciful.

«Then Adam received some words from his Lord» that is, Allah inspired him and prompted him. This refers to the words:
«...Our Lord, we have wronged ourselves. If You do not forgive us and have mercy on us, we will certainly be among the losers.» (al-A’rafa 7:23)

So Adam admitted his sin and asked Allah for His forgiveness.
«and He» that is, Allah ( الله)
«accepted his repentance» and had mercy on him.
«For He is the Accepter of repentance» for the one who turns to Him.

Allah’s acceptance of repentance is indicated by two things: being guided to repent, then repentance is accepted when all its conditions are met.

«the Most Merciful» towards His slaves. By His mercy towards them, He guides and enables them to repent, and He forgives them.

2:38. We said: Go down from here, all of you; then when guidance comes from Me, whosoever follows My guidance will have no fear nor will they grieve.

2:39. But those who disbelieve and reject Our signs, they shall be inhabitants of the fire; they shall abide therein forever.
The idea of getting down is repeated as the basis for what comes next, which is the words \( \text{then when guidance comes from Me} \). In other words, whenever guidance comes from Me, O humankind and jinn; that is, a Messenger and a Book which will guide you to that which will bring you closer to Me and help you to do that which pleases Me.

\( \text{(whosoever) among you (follows My guidance), by believing in My Messengers and Books and following them, which means believing in everything the Messengers and Books say, obeying the commands and heeding the prohibitions} \)

Elsewhere, Allah (ﷻ) says:

\( \text{(...whoever follows My guidance will not go astray or suffer wretchedness.)} \) (Tā Hā 20: 123)

Thus, four things will result from following His guidance:

The one who does that will be safe from fear and grief. The difference between them is that if harm has already befallen a person, that causes grief, and if it is still expected (and has not yet happened), that causes fear. But here Allah tells us that the one who follows His guidance will be safe from both, and the one who is safe from both will attain the opposite, which is complete security. Similarly, Allah states that the one who follows His guidance will not go astray and will not fall into misery; again, the one who is safe from both will attain the opposite, which is guidance and happiness. So the one who follows His guidance will attain security and happiness in this world and the hereafter, and he will be protected from any negative outcomes, such as fear, grief, misguidance and misery. Thus he will attain what he is seeking, and what he fears will be warded off from him. This is the opposite of the one who does not follow His guidance, disbelieves in Him and rejects His signs.
they shall be inhabitants of the fire; that is, they will be the ones who stay in it and do not depart from it;
they shall abide therein forever; they will never come out of it, the punishment will never be reduced for them and they will never be helped.

These and similar verses indicate that creation, both humans and jinn, will be divided into two groups: those who are blessed (destined for paradise) and those who are doomed (destined for hell). These verses also describe the two groups and the deeds that may lead to that. The jinn are like humans with regard to the reward and punishment, just as they are like them with regard to commands and prohibitions.

Then Allah (عَزَّ وَجَلَّ) begins to remind the Children of Israel of His favours and kindness towards them:

2:40. O Children of Israel! Remember the favours which I bestowed upon you, and fulfil your covenant with Me and I shall fulfil My covenant with you, and fear none but Me.

2:41. And believe in what I have sent down, which confirms that which is [already] with you, and do not be the first to disbelieve therein or sell My revelations for a small price; and fear Me, and Me alone.

2:42. And do not confuse truth with falsehood, nor conceal the truth knowingly.
2:43. And establish prayer, give zakâh; and bow [in worship] with those who bow.

'O Children of Israel' the name Israel here refers to Ya'qoob (AS), and it is addressed to all the tribes of the Jews who were in Madinah and its environs, as well as those who would come after them. Thus Allah commanded them in general terms: 'Remember the favours which I bestowed upon you'. This includes all the favours and blessings, some of which are mentioned in this soorah. What is meant is remembering them and acknowledging them in the heart, praising Allah verbally for them and using these blessings in ways that Allah loves and is pleased with.

'and fulfil your covenant with Me'. This refers to the covenant that He made with them, that they should believe in Him and His Messengers, and establish His laws.

'and I shall fulfil My covenant with you' which is that He will reward them for that.

What is meant by that is what Allah mentions in the following verse:

'Allah took a covenant from the Children of Israel, and We appointed twelve leaders from among them. And Allah said: I am with you; if you establish prayer, give zakâh, believe in My Messengers and support them, and lend to Allah a goodly loan, I will surely expiate your bad deeds for you, and admit you to gardens through which rivers flow. But if any of you, after this, disbelieves, he will indeed have strayed from the right path.' (al-Mâ'idah 5:12)

Then He points out the reason that should compel them to fulfil His covenant, which is fear of Him alone; for anyone who fears Him, that fear will make him obey His commands and heed His prohibitions.

Then a specific instruction is issued to them, without which their faith is not complete or valid:
(And believe in what I have sent down), namely the Qur’an which He sent down to His slave and Messenger Muhammad (ṣallAllahu 'alayhi wa sallam). Here He is commanding them to believe in it and follow it, which implies that they should also believe in the one to whom it was sent down. The motive for their belief in it is also mentioned: (which confirms that which is [already] with you) that is, it is in harmony with it and does not contradict it. As it is in harmony with the scriptures that you already have, and does not contradict them, then there is no reason why you should not believe in it, because it brings the same message as all the Messengers brought. So it is more appropriate that you should believe in it, because you are the people of scriptures and knowledge.

Moreover, the words (which confirms that which is [already] with you) indicate that if you do not believe in it, that will backfire on you and will imply that you have rejected the scriptures that you already have, because the message it brings is the same as that which was bought by Moosâ, ‘Eesa and other Prophets. So by rejecting it, you are also rejecting what you have with you.

Furthermore, in the scriptures that you have with you, there is a description and foretelling of this Prophet (ṣallAllahu 'alayhi wa sallam) who has brought this Qur’an. Hence if you do not believe in him, then you will have rejected some of that which was revealed to you, and the one who rejects some of that which has been revealed to him has in fact rejected all of it, just as the one who disbelieves in one message has in fact disbelieved in all of them.

When Allah commanded them to believe in the Qur’an, He also forbade and warned them against the opposite, which is disbelief in it, as He says: (and do not be the first to disbelieve therein) that is, in the Qur’an and the Messenger (ṣallAllahu 'alayhi wa sallam).

The phrase (the first to disbelieve therein) is more eloquent than telling them, do not disbelieve in it, because if they were the first to disbelieve in it, that would mean that they were hastening to disbelieve
in it, which is the opposite of what is expected from them; thus their sin and the sins of those who follow their example after them will be upon them.

Then Allah mentions that which is preventing them from believing, which is their preferring immediate worldly gains over eternal bliss. Allah says: "do not...sell My revelations for a small price." That price is what they gain of (worldly) status and accumulation which they think will cease if they believe in Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), so they trade the verses of Allah for those things, preferring them and giving precedence to them.

"and fear Me, and Me alone" that is, none other than Me. If you fear Allah alone, your fear of Him dictates that you should give precedence to belief in His revelations over that small gain, just as choosing the small gain (instead of faith) is indicative of the absence of fear of Allah in your hearts.

Then Allah says: "And do not confuse" that is, mix, "truth with falsehood, nor conceal the truth knowingly." Here Allah is forbidding two things to them: mixing truth with falsehood, and concealing the truth. That is because what is expected of the people of scriptures and knowledge is that they should distinguish between truth and falsehood and propagate the truth, so that people might be guided thereby, those who have gone astray might be brought back, and proof might be established against those who stubbornly reject faith, because Allah has made His revelations clear and has clarified His evidence, so as to distinguish truth from falsehood and to distinguish the path of those who are guided from the path of the evildoers. Any of the people of knowledge who acts upon that is one of the successors of the Messengers and is one of those who lead the people to guidance.

The one who confuses truth with falsehood, not distinguishing between them, and knowingly conceals the truth that he knows and is enjoined to disclose openly, is one of the callers to hell, because with
regard to matters of religion, the people only follow their scholars. So choose for yourself one of these two options.

Then He says "And establish prayer" that is, performing the physical movements properly, with focus and presence of mind (give zakāh) to those who are entitled to receive it (and bow [in worship] with those who bow) that is, pray with those who pray. If you do that, whilst believing in the Messengers and revelations of Allah, then you will have combined both visible and hidden actions, joining sincerity towards Allah with kindness towards His slaves, and combining acts of worship in the heart with physical and financial acts of worship.

"And bow [in worship] with those who bow" that is, pray with those who pray. This is a command which indicates that it is obligatory to pray in congregation and that bowing is one of the pillars or essential parts of the prayer. Here prayer is referred to as bowing; when an act of worship is referred to by one of its parts, this indicates that that part of the act of worship is obligatory.

2:44. Do you enjoin righteousness upon people while you ignore your own selves, even though you study the scripture? Will you not understand?

"Do you enjoin righteousness upon people" that is, do you tell them to believe and do good "while you ignore your own selves" that is, you do not remind yourselves to do that, at the time when
"you study the scripture? Will you not understand?". The root meaning of the word 'aql (reasoning or understanding) is to make a person understand that which will benefit him and restrain him from doing that which will harm him. Reason encourages the individual to be the first one to do what he tells others to do, and the first one to refrain from what he tells others not to do. If a person tells others to do good but does not do it himself, and he tells them not to commit evil but does not refrain from it himself, that indicates that he in fact has no understanding and is ignorant, especially if he does that knowingly. Thus proof is established against him.

Although this verse was revealed concerning the Children of Israel, it is general in meaning and applies to everyone, because Allah (ﷻ) says:

"O you who believe, why do you say that which you do not do? It is most loathsome to Allah that you say that which you do not do."

(as-Saff 61: 2-3)

There is nothing in the verse to indicate that if a person does not do what he is enjoining others to do, then he should give up enjoining what is good and forbidding what is evil, because it is well known that the individual has two duties: enjoining (what is good) and forbidding (what is evil) to others, and doing likewise for himself. The fact that he gives up doing one of them does not mean that he has a concession allowing him to give up the other. Perfection is attained when the individual does both duties, and the worst-case scenario is when he gives up both. As for doing one of them and not the other, it is not as good as the former, but it is not as bad as the latter. Moreover, it is human nature that people do not follow those whose deeds contradict their words; deeds are more likely to be heeded and emulated than mere words.
2:45. Seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed it is hard, except for the humble,

2:46. Who are certain that they are going to meet their Lord, and that to Him they will return.

2:47. O Children of Israel! Remember the blessings which I bestowed upon you and how I favoured you above all other people.

2:48. Then guard yourselves against a day when no soul shall avail another at all and neither intercession nor ransom will be accepted from it, nor will they be helped.

Here, Allah commands them to seek help in their affairs by being patient in all situations. That means being patient in obeying Allah so that one may fulfil one’s obligations properly, and being patient in refraining from disobedience, so that one may be able to keep away from it altogether. It also includes patience in accepting the decree of Allah when it is painful, so as to avoid becoming angry or discontented with it. Having patience and compelling oneself to do what Allah has enjoined is a great help in all situations. As a person strives to be patient, Allah will grant him patience. That also applies to prayer, which is the foundation of faith and keeps one from committing shameful and evil deeds. By means of prayer, a person may seek help in all his affairs.

(Indeed it) that is, prayer (is hard) that is, difficult (except for the humble). It is easy and light for them, because humility, fear of
Allah and hope for that which is with Him makes them do it happily, because they have the hope of reward and the fear of punishment. This is unlike the one who is not like that, for he has no motivation to do it, and if he does do it, it is one of the most burdensome of things for him.

Humility means submission of the heart, being tranquil and turning to Allah ( dạng ), expressing one's utter need of Him, having faith in Him and believing in the meeting with Him.

Hence He says: "Who are certain that they are going to meet their Lord," and He will requite them for their deeds "and that to Him they will return." This belief is what makes acts of worship easier for them, gives them consolation at the time of calamity, raises their spirits at the time of crisis and deters them from doing bad deeds. They are the ones who will find eternal bliss in paradise. As for the one who does not believe in the meeting with his Lord, prayer and other acts of worship are among the most difficult things for him.

Then Allah again reminds the Children of Israel of His blessings, as an exhortation and warning, and He instils in them fear of the Day of Resurrection, "when no soul," even if it is one of the noble souls, such as the Prophets and the righteous, "shall avail" that is, be able to help "another," even if the latter is the closest of family members "at all" in any way, great or small; rather the only thing that will benefit an individual is righteous deeds that he sent on ahead.

"and neither intercession nor ransom will be accepted from it" that is, that soul will not be able to intercede for anyone without the permission of Allah and His approval of the one for whom intercession is sought, for Allah does not accept any deed except that which is intended for His sake and is in accordance with the straight path and the Sunnah. And no ransom will be accepted either:
If the wrongdoers had everything on earth, and as much again with it, they would offer it to ransom themselves from the terrible punishment on the Day of Resurrection... (az-Zumar 39: 47)

But that will not be accepted from them, nor will they be helped; that is, no harm will be warded off from them. This highlights the fact that there will be no benefit from any created being in any way. The words no soul shall avail another at all have to do with obtaining benefits, and the words nor will they be helped have to do with warding off harm.

Neither intercession nor ransom will be accepted from it – there will be no benefit from anyone that a person could seek in return for something, such as a ransom or intercession. This makes a person cut off any attachment to created beings, because he knows that they cannot bring him the slightest benefit; and it makes him put all his trust in Allah, Who is the One Who brings benefits and wards off harm; so he should worship Him alone, with no partner or associate, and seek His help in worshipping Him.
2:49. And [remember] when We delivered you from the people of Pharaoh, who were subjecting you to grievous torment, slaughtering your sons and letting your womenfolk live; in that was a great trial from your Lord.

2:50. And [remember] when We parted the sea for you and saved you while We drowned Pharaoh’s people while you were looking on.

2:51. And [remember] when We appointed for Moosâ forty nights, and in his absence you took the calf [for worship], and thus became transgressors.

2:52. Yet, even after that We forgave you, so that you might be grateful.

2:53. And [remember] when We gave Moosâ the scripture and the criterion [between right and wrong] so that you might be guided aright.

2:54. And [remember] when Moosâ said to his people: O my people! You have indeed wronged yourselves by taking the calf [for worship]. So repent to your Maker, and kill [the guilty ones among] you; that will be best for you with your Maker. Then He accepted your repentance, for He is the Accepter of repentance, the Most Merciful.

2:55. And [remember] when you said: O Moosâ! We will never believe in you until we see Allah with our own eyes, but a thunderbolt struck you while you were looking on.

2:56. Then We brought you back to life after your death, so that you might be grateful.

2:57. And We shaded you with clouds and sent down to you manna and quails, saying: Eat of the good things We have provided for
you. Indeed, they did not wrong Us; rather they wronged their own souls.

This is the beginning of a detailed list of Allah’s blessings to the Children of Israel:

«And [remember] when We delivered you from the people of Pharaoh» that is, from Pharaoh and his people and troops, who prior to that had been «subjecting you» that is, they had been using and abusing them «to grievous torment» that is, the harshest possible torment «slaughtering your sons» for fear of your numbers increasing «and letting your womenfolk live» that is, not killing them; thus you were caught between being slain or being subject to hard labour, left alive as if a favour was being done to you by the people who looked down at you, which is the ultimate humiliation. But Allah blessed them by saving them completely and drowning their enemy while they were looking on, so that they might rejoice.

«in that» that is, in saving you (from Pharaoh) «was a great trial» that is, a test «from your Lord». This is one of the things that require you to give thanks to Him and to obey His commands.

Then Allah mentions His blessing to them when He appointed for Moosâ forty nights in order to send down to him the Torah which was filled with great blessings and benefits, but they could not wait until the completion of that appointed time; rather they began worshipping the calf in his absence.

«and thus became transgressors», fully aware of your transgression, as proof had already been established against you, which made it a greater offence and a more grievous sin. Then Allah commanded you on the lips of His Prophet Moosâ to repent, and to kill the guilty ones
among you, after which Allah forgave you because of that, \( \text{so that you might be grateful} \) to Allah.

«And [remember] when you said: O Moosa! We will never believe in you until we see Allah with our own eyes». This was the utmost transgression and audacity towards Allah and towards His Messenger (ﷺ).

«but a thunderbolt» that is, either death or deep unconsciousness «struck you while you were looking on» – that happened when you were all looking at one another.

«Then We brought you back to life after your death, so that you might be grateful».

Then Allah mentions His favours to you when you were wandering in the wilderness, as He bestowed upon you shade and ample provision: «And We shaded you with clouds and sent down to you manna». Manna is a generic word that applies to all kinds of provision that are acquired without effort, such as ginger, truffles and so on.

«and quails». The quail is a small bird, the flesh of which is palatable. The manna and quails would come down to them in sufficient quantities to nourish them.

«Eat of the good things We have provided for you» that is, provision the like of which even those who dwell in cities and live a life of luxury do not have. But they were not grateful for this blessing, and they continued to be hardhearted and to commit many sins.

«Indeed, they did not wrong Us» by doing these deeds that were contrary to Our commands, for Allah is not harmed by the disobedience of those who disobey Him, just as He does not benefit from the obedience of those who obey Him.

«rather they wronged their own souls» because the harm of those actions came back to them.
2:58. And [remember] when We said: Go into this town, and eat freely from it wherever you may wish; but enter the gate bowing down [with humility] and say: Relieve us [from the burden of our sins]. We will forgive you your sins and increase [the reward] of those who do good.

2:59. But the wrongdoers changed the word to something other than what they had been told; so We sent down upon the wrongdoers a plague from heaven, because of their defiant disobedience.

This is a further part of the blessings that Allah bestowed upon them after they had disobeyed Him. He commanded them to enter a town, which would become a place where they could settle and live a life of dignity, and in which they would have abundant provision. But they were to enter it showing humility towards Allah in their actions, by entering the gate bowing down [with humility], and in their words, by saying: Relieve us [from the burden of our sins], asking Allah to relieve them of their sins by virtue of their asking Him for His forgiveness.

We will forgive you your sins by virtue of your asking for forgiveness

and increase [the reward] of those who do good by virtue of their good deeds, by granting them reward in this world and in the hereafter

But the wrongdoers changed the word that is, the wrongdoers among them. This means that not all of them did this, because not all of them changed the word.
(to something other than what they had been told). So instead of saying *huṣṭaṭun* (*Relieve us [from the burden of our sins]*) they said *ḥabbah fee ḥintah* (a grain of wheat), making fun of and mocking the command of Allah. Since they changed the word, even though it was easy for them to say it, it is more likely that they changed the actions required of them. Hence they entered the gate shuffling on their bottoms. Furthermore, since this transgression was the greatest reason for the punishment that befell them, Allah said: *(so We sent down upon the wrongdoers)* among them *(a plague)* that is, a punishment *(from heaven, because of their defiant disobedience)* that is, because of their evildoing and transgression.

2:60. And [remember] when Moosa prayed for water for his people; We said: Strike the rock with your staff. Then twelve springs gushed forth from it and each tribe knew its own drinking place. So eat and drink of the sustenance provided by Allah, and do not strive to spread mischief in the land.

Moosa prayed for water from which they could drink. *(We said: Strike the rock with your staff.)* This refers either to a specific rock that was known to him, or to any rock. *(Then twelve springs gushed forth from it)*; the number of Israelite tribes was twelve. *(and each tribe)* among them *(knew its own drinking place)* among these springs, so that there would be no pushing and shoving; rather they would be able to drink easily, without any disturbance. Hence
Allah said: "(So eat and drink of the sustenance provided by Allah), meaning that which comes to you without any effort on your part, (and do not strive to spread mischief in the land); that is, do not try to cause ruin and spread mischief.

2:61. And [remember] when you said: O Moosâ! We cannot bear to eat only one kind of food; so pray to your Lord for us to bring forth for us of what the earth produces, its herbs, cucumbers, garlic, lentils and onions. He said: Would you exchange that which is better for that which is inferior? Go down to any town, and you will find what you want! They were struck with humiliation and wretchedness; they incurred the wrath of Allah. That was because they rejected the signs of Allah and killed the Prophets unjustly. That was because of their disobedience and transgression.

What is meant is: remember when you said to Moosâ, by way of expressing boredom with the blessings of Allah and scorning them: "O Moosâ! We cannot bear to eat only one kind of food". Although, as we stated above, there were different types of food, the variety was limited.
so pray to your Lord for us to bring forth for us of what the earth produces, its herbs) – the word translated here as (herbs) refers to plants other than trees – (cucumbers, garlic, lentils and onions).

Moosâ said to them: (Would you exchange that which is better) namely the manna and quails (for that which is inferior) namely the foods mentioned; this is not befitting for you, because the foods you are asking for can be found in any town that you go down to. As for the food with which Allah has blessed you, it is the best and finest of food, so how can you ask for something else in its stead?

Since their behaviour was the greatest evidence of their lack of patience and their scorning the commands and blessings of Allah, He gave them an appropriate punishment, as He said: (They were struck with humiliation) that could be seen in their physical appearance, and (wretchedness) in their hearts, so that they had no self-respect or high ambitions; rather their souls were low and vile, and their aspirations were the worst of aspirations. (they incurred the wrath of Allah) that is, they did not gain anything but the wrath of Allah; what a bad return, and what a bad situation they found themselves in.

(That) – the reason why they deserved His wrath – (was because they rejected the signs of Allah) that pointed to the truth. When they rejected His signs, He punished them by becoming angry with them. That was also because they (killed the Prophets unjustly).

Allah says (unjustly) to emphasise the abhorrent nature of the crime; otherwise it is well known that killing a Prophet can never be just or lawful. It also indicates that no one should think that they were ignorant or lacking in knowledge.

(That was because of their disobedience) in committing sin (and transgression) against the slaves of Allah. One sin leads to another: negligence leads to minor sin, from which stems major sin, which in turn leads to various kinds of innovation, disbelief and so on. We ask Allah to keep us safe and sound from all trials.
These verses are addressed to the Israelite community that existed at the time when the Qur'an was revealed; the deeds referred to were committed by their forebears, but were attributed to them for several reasons, such as the following:

- They used to boast about and praise themselves, claiming that they were superior to Muhammad (ﷺ) and those who believed in him. By referring to the attitude of their predecessors, which was well known to them, Allah explained to each of them that they were not people of patience, high morals or good deeds. If this is how their ancestors were, when it is expected that the ancestors would be of a higher status and had a better attitude than those who came after them, then how about those who are addressed here?

- The blessings of Allah that were bestowed upon their predecessors also reached the later generations; a blessing for the fathers is also a blessing for the sons, which is why they are addressed here, because they were also included in the blessing.

- It is addressed to them as if they were the ones who did those deeds, which indicates that members of a community that follows one religion support one another and help one another with regard to that which serves the common interest, so that it is as if the earlier and later generations all lived at the same time. The action of one of them is like the action of all of them, because what some of them do of good deeds will benefit all of them, and what some of them do of evil deeds will bring harm to all of them.

- The latter generation did not denounce most of their predecessors' deeds, and the one who approves of sin is a partner in it.

And there are other reasons which are known only to Allah.

Then Allah (ﷻ) says, differentiating between various groups of the People of the Book:
2:62. Those who believe [in the Prophet], and those who are Jews, and the Christians and the Sabians — whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, and does righteous deeds, will have their reward with their Lord; they will have no fear, nor will they grieve.

This ruling applies to the People of the Book only, because the Sabians, according to the correct view, are one of the Christian sects. Here Allah tells us that the believers of this Ummah, and those among the Jews, Christians and Sabians, who believe in Allah and the Last Day, and believe in their Messengers, will have a great reward and well-being; they will have no fear nor will they grieve. As for those among these communities who disbelieve in Allah, His Messengers and the Last Day, they will be in the opposite state, that of fear and grief.

The correct view is that this ruling applies to these groups as they were, and it does not refer to believing in Muhammad (ﷺ), as it speaks of them at a time before the mission of Muhammad (ﷺ) began, and this is how they were then. This is how it is with the Qur’an: if some people find that some verses are not clear to them, they have to look for others that will clarify the matter, because it is a Revelation from One Who knows all things before they happen, and Whose mercy encompasses all things. The way in which this may be clarified — and Allah knows best — is that when the Qur’an mentions the Children of Israel and criticises them for their sins and abhorrent deeds, that may give the impression that all of the Israelites are subject to this condemnation. Hence the Creator (ﷻ) highlighted those who
were not subject to this condemnation by referring to those others (who were not subject to it). As He mentioned the Children of Israel in particular, this may give the impression that this ruling applies to them only; hence Allah (ﷻ) mentioned the general ruling that applies to all these other groups, so as to clarify the truth and dispel confusion and doubt. Glory be to the One Who has included in His Book that which dazzles the minds of those who have knowledge.

Then Allah (ﷻ) goes back to rebuking the Children of Israel for what their predecessors did:

2:63. And [remember] when We made a covenant with you and We raised the Mount above you, [saying]: Hold fast to what We have given you and bear in mind what is in it, so that you may become pious.

2:64. But after that you turned away, and were it not for the grace and mercy of Allah to you, you certainly would have been among the losers.

That is, remember (when We made a covenant with you). This refers to a solemn pledge, which is further emphasised by the fearful event of the raising of the Mount above them. It was said to them: (Hold fast) that is, with determination, effort and patience in obeying Allah (to what We have given you) of the Torah (and bear in mind what is in it) that is, what is in your Book, by reciting it and learning it, (so that you may become pious), fearing the punishment and wrath of Allah.
But after this emphasis on the pledge, «you turned away», which made it inevitable that the severest of penalties should befall you, «and were it not for the grace and mercy of Allah to you, you certainly would have been among the losers».

2:65. And you certainly know those amongst you who broke the Sabbath, whereupon We said to them: Be apes, despised and rejected.

2:66. So We made their fate an example to their own generation and to those who came after them, and a lesson to those who fear Allah.

That is, the situation of «those amongst you who broke the Sabbath» is something with which you are very familiar. They are the ones whose story is told in detail in Soorat al-A'raf, where Allah (ﷻ) says:

«Ask them about the town which was by the sea and how they broke the Sabbath...» (al-A'raf 7: 163)

Because of this grave sin, they deserved the wrath of Allah and the punishment of being turned into «apes, despised and rejected» that is, disdained and humiliated.

Allah made this punishment «an example to their own generation» that is, the nations that witnessed it and those whom the news reached at that time.
And to those who came after them. Thus proof was established against people; this story also serves to deter people from disobeying Allah. But it is not a beneficial lesson for anyone except those who fear Allah; others do not benefit from His signs.

2:67. And [remember] when Moosá said to his people: Allah commands you to sacrifice a cow. They said: Are you mocking us? He said: Allah forbid that I should be so ignorant!

2:68. They said: Pray to your Lord to make clear to us what [sort of cow] it should be. He said: He [Allah] says: The cow should be neither too old nor too young, but somewhere in between. Now do as you are commanded!
2:69. They said: Pray to your Lord to make clear to us what her colour should be. He said: He [Allah] says: A yellow cow, pure and rich in colour, pleasing to the beholder.

2:70. They said: Pray to your Lord to make clear to us [exactly] what she is, because to us all cows look alike. And surely, if Allah wills, we will be guided.

2:71. He said: He [Allah] says: A cow not broken in to till the earth or water the fields; sound and whole, without blemish. They said: Now you have brought the truth. Then they offered her in sacrifice, although they almost failed to do so.

2:72. And [remember] when you killed a man and disputed among yourselves concerning [the crime], but Allah brought forth that which you were concealing.

2:73. So We said: Strike the [body] with a piece of the [sacrificed cow]. Thus Allah brings the dead to life and shows you His signs, that you may understand.

2:74. Then after that, your hearts were hardened, and became like a rock or even harder. For among rocks there are some from which rivers spring forth; others which, when they cleave asunder, send forth water; and others which tumble down for fear of Allah. And Allah is not unaware of what you do.

That is, remember what happened to you with Moosâ, when you killed a man and disputed amongst yourselves concerning the crime. In other words, you argued as to who killed him, until the matter nearly got out of hand and almost – were it not for Allah guiding you – resulted in great turmoil amongst you. Then Moosâ told you how to find out about the murderer: Slaughter a cow. You should have hastened to obey his orders and should not have objected to them, but you insisted on objecting, and said: «Are you mocking us?». The Prophet of Allah said: «Allah forbid that I should be so ignorant!» The ignorant man is the one who speaks nonsense, in
which there is no benefit, and he is the one who mocks people. The wise man, on the other hand, thinks that one of the greatest shameful acts that undermine one’s religious commitment and rational thinking is mocking a person who is a human being like him; even if he is superior to him, that superiority requires him to show gratitude to his Lord and compassion towards His slaves.

When Moosâ said that to them, they realised that he was speaking the truth, and said: ۪Pray to your Lord to make clear to us what [sort of cow] it should be; how old should it be? ۫He said: He [Allah] says: The cow should be neither too old nor too young, but somewhere in between. Now do as you are commanded! ۭ and stop confusing the matter with so many questions.

۪They said: Pray to your Lord to make clear to us what her colour should be. He said: He [Allah] says: A yellow cow, pure and rich in colour that is, of a deep colour ۮpleasing to the beholder ۯ with its beauty.

۪They said: Pray to your Lord to make clear to us [exactly] what she is, because to us all cows look alike, and we still do not know what you want. ۭAnd surely, if Allah wills, we will be guided. ۮHe said: He [Allah] says: A cow not broken in that is, trained (to till the earth) by ploughing (or water the fields) that is, she is not used for the purpose of irrigation; (sound and whole) that is, free of defects and not having been used for work; (without blemish) that is, there are no patches of any colour other than what was mentioned above. ۪They said: Now you have brought the truth that is, now you have brought us a clear explanation. They said this because of their ignorance, for the truth had come to them from the outset. If they had gone and fetched any cow, they would have done what they were meant to do, but they made it difficult for themselves by asking too many questions, so Allah made it difficult for them. If they had not said ۪if Allah wills, they would not have been guided concerning this matter. ۦThen they offered her that is, the cow that
met that description (in sacrifice, although they almost failed to do so) because of their asking too many questions.

When they had slaughtered her, [Allah] said: «Strike» the slain man with part of her, either a specific part or any part of the cow’s body. There is no benefit in specifying which part it was. So they struck him with part of the cow, and Allah brought him back to life and disclosed what they were concealing, as he identified his killer. His being brought back to life whilst they were watching was a sign that Allah can bring the dead back to life, «that you may understand» and be deterred from doing that which will cause you harm.

«Then after that, your hearts were hardened» that is, they became harsh and rough, unable to benefit from any exhortation. «Then after that» means, after Allah bestowed upon you great blessings and showed you His signs, after which your hearts should not have become hard, because what you had seen should have softened your hearts and made them humble. Then Allah describes their hardheartedness as being «like a rock», which is harder than iron, because iron and lead melt when they are exposed to fire, but rocks do not melt.

«Or even harder» means, not less hard than rocks. Then Allah describes how rocks are better than their hearts, as He says: «For among rocks there are some from which rivers spring forth; others which, when they cleave asunder, send forth water; and others which tumble down for fear of Allah». In these ways rocks are superior to their hearts. Then He issues a sterner warning, and says: «And Allah is not unaware of what you do»; rather He knows and keeps a record of all your deeds, great and small, and He will requite you for them in the fullest manner.

It should be noted that many of the commentators (may Allah have mercy on them) went to great lengths in filling their books with the stories taken from Jewish sources, and they tried to interpret the verses of the Qur’an in the light of these stories, making them like a
commentary for the Book of Allah. They gave as evidence for their action the hadith in which the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

«Narrate from the Children of Israel, and it does not matter.» (Bukhari)

What I think is that even if it is permissible to narrate their stories and reports, that is only to be done in isolation, not in the context of discussing the meanings of Qur’an or any issue of Sharia. It is not permissible to make them a means of interpreting the Book of Allah at all, unless it is proven to be soundly narrated from the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). That is because the status of these stories and reports is reflected in the hadith:

«Do not believe the People of the Book and do not disbelieve them.» (Bukhari)

As their status is somewhat dubious, and it is well known in Islam that we must believe in the Qur’an and be certain about its wording and its meanings, it is not permissible for us to use these stories, which were transmitted by unknown narrators in reports that in most, if not all, cases are most likely to be lies, to explain the meanings of the Qur’an in a definitive manner and without doubting them. In fact it is because of heedlessness regarding this issue that what happened came to pass. And Allah is the source of strength.
2:75. Do you [O believers] then hope that they will respond to your call, when a party among them used to hear the word of Allah, and they distorted it knowingly after having understood it?

2:76. When they meet the believers, they say: We [too] believe: But when they meet one another in private, they say: Why are you telling them what Allah has disclosed to you [of the description of the Prophet in the Torah], that they may use it in argument against you before your Lord? Have you no sense?

2:77. Do they not realise that Allah knows what they conceal and what they disclose?

2:78. And there are among them unlettered people, who have no knowledge of the Book, except wishful thinking, and they have nothing but [mere] speculation.

These verses put an end to the believers’ hopes that the People of the Book would believe. In other words, do not raise your hopes about them becoming believers, because the way they are does not give rise to any such hope. They used to distort the words of Allah after having learned and understood them; they interpreted them in a way different than what Allah intended, in order to give people the impression that it came from Allah, when it did not come from Allah. If this is how they are with regard to their own Book, which they regard as a source of great pride and honour, and as the basis of their religion, yet they took it as a means to turn people away from the path of Allah, then how can it be hoped that they would believe and respond to your call? That is highly unlikely.

Then Allah describes the condition of the hypocrites among the People of the Book:
«When they meet the believers, they say: We [too] believe». They pretended to be believers and they paid lip service to a faith that was not in their hearts
But when they meet one another in private and no one else is present other than their co-religionists, they say to one another:

Why are you telling them what Allah has disclosed to you [of the description of the Prophet in the Torah]? that is, why do you pretend to believe and tell them that you are like them, when that will be proof for them against you, because they will say: They affirmed that what we are following is truth and what they are following is falsehood. Thus they (the believers) will use that against you before your Lord.

Have you no sense? That is, do you not have the sense to stop doing that which may be used against you? This is what they say to one another.

Do they not realise that Allah knows what they conceal and what they disclose? So even though they concealed what they believed and kept it to themselves, and thought that by being discreet they would be able to avoid giving the believers any argument to use against them, they were wrong and very ignorant, for Allah knew what they concealed and what they disclosed, so He exposed their true nature to His slaves.

And there are among them that is, among the People of the Book unlettered people that is, common folk who are not knowledgeable who have no knowledge of the Book, except wishful thinking that is, they have no share of the Book of Allah except recitation that they hear; they know nothing about what the early generations had of true knowledge of it. All these people have is some speculative ideas and they blindly follow the scholars among them.

In these verses, Allah mentions their scholars, common folk, hypocrites and those among them who were not hypocrites. The scholars among them were adhering to their false and misguided religion, and the common folk were blindly following them, with no insight, so there was no hope that either of the two groups would believe in your message.
2:79. Then woe to those who write the scripture with their own hands, and then say: This is from Allah, in order to trade it for a small price! Woe to them for what their hands have written, and woe to them for what they have earned thereby.

Here Allah (ﷻ) is warning that those who distort the scriptures and say of the distortion and what they write: {This is from Allah}. In fact this is propagating falsehood and concealing truth. But they did that knowingly, {in order to trade it for a small price}. All of this world, from beginning to end, is a small price. They made their falsehood a means of snatching what is in people’s hands. Thus they wronged the people on two counts: they confused them with regard to their religion and they took their wealth unlawfully, by the worst of means, which is worse than those who take people’s wealth by force or by stealing and so on. Hence Allah warned them about these two things and said: {Woe to them for what their hands have written} of distortion and falsehood {and woe to them for what they have earned thereby} of wealth. What is meant by woe is severe punishment and loss. This is a stern warning indeed.

Shaykh al-Islâm (Ibn Taymiyah) said, when discussing this passage (vv. 75-79):

Allah condemned those who distorted words, and this includes those who explain or teach the Qur’an and Sunnah on the basis of innovation [bid’ah].
He also condemned those who have no knowledge of the Book except wishful thinking. This applies to those who do not ponder the meanings of the Qur’an and know nothing of it except mere recitation of its letters. It also applies to those who write anything with their hands that is contrary to the Book of Allah for the purpose of worldly gain, such as saying that this is from Allah, or this is Islam, or this is what the Qur’an and Sunnah say, or this is the understanding of the early generations and leading scholars, or this is one of the basic matters of religion that every individual and the entire Ummah must believe. It also applies to those who conceal what they know of the Qur’an and Sunnah so that the one who differs from him concerning the truth will not use his words as evidence against him.

These are matters that are very common among the followers of whims and desires in general, such as the Râfids9 and also among many of those who claim to be scholars.

---

9 Râfids: The Râfids are the extremist Shia who believe that ‘Ali (radiya Allâhu ’anhu – may Allah be pleased with him) should have been the caliph after the Prophet (saw) died, in accordance with his instructions (as they claim), and they believe that the Sahâbah went against the Prophet’s instructions by appointing Abu Bakr (r) as caliph. For this reason the Râfids bear resentment towards the Sahâbah whilst, on the other hand, going to such extremes in their love for ‘Ali (r) and his descendants that some of them elevated them to the level of divinity. These Shia groups include the Ithnâ ‘Asharis and the Isma’ilis.
2:80. And they say: The fire will only touch us for a few days. Say: Have you received a covenant from Allah, for Allah will never break His covenant? Or are you saying about Allah things of which you have no real knowledge?

2:81. Nay, those who do evil, and are encompassed by their sin will be the inhabitants of the fire; they will abide therein forever.

2:82. But those who believe and do righteous deeds will be the inhabitants of paradise; they will abide therein forever.

Allah mentions their abhorrent actions, then states that despite that they praise themselves and are certain that they will be saved from the punishment of Allah and will be granted His reward, and that the fire will only touch them for a few days, which are so few that they may be counted on the fingers. Thus they combined evildoing with the feeling that they would be safe from the consequences thereof.

Because this was no more than a mere claim, Allah (ئ) refuted them by saying:

«Say» to them, O Messenger: «Have you received a covenant from Allah whereby you have pledged to believe in Him and in His Messengers, and to obey Him? This is the covenant that would lead to salvation, a covenant that cannot be changed or altered, or are you saying about Allah things of which you have no real knowledge?». Here Allah (ئ) tells them that the truth of their claim is connected to one of these two matters, and there is no third option: either they have a covenant from Allah, in which case their claim is true, or they are saying something unfounded about Allah, in which case their claim is false. This exposes them to greater disgrace and a more severe punishment. It is known from their situation that they have no covenant from Allah, because they rejected many of the
Prophets, to the extent that they killed a number of them. Because of their refusal to obey Allah and their breaking of covenants, there is only one possibility, which is that they are fabricators and liars who say about Allah what they do not know, and speaking of Allah without knowledge is one of the gravest and most abhorrent of forbidden actions.

Then Allah (س) outlines a general ruling that is applicable to all, including the Children of Israel and others. This is the ruling and there is no other; there is no room for their wishful thinking and their claims as to who will be doomed and who will be saved. Allah says: 

<(Nay)?, the matter is not as you say, for your claim is unfounded. Rather <those who do evil>). This may include shirk (association of others with Allah) and lesser sins, but what is meant here is shirk, based on the fact that Allah then says <and are encompassed by their sin>. What is meant is that it encompasses the one who does it, leaving no way out. This is only applicable in the case of shirk, because the one who believes cannot be encompassed by his sin.

<(will be the inhabitants of the fire; they will abide therein forever)>. The Kharijites⁠¹⁰ quote this verse as evidence that anyone who commits sin becomes a disbeliever. But this is proof against them, as you may see, because it clearly refers to shirk. This is the case with every follower of falsehood who quotes a verse or saheeh hadith to support his false notion; what he quotes as evidence will inevitably contain evidence against him.

<(But those who believe) in Allah, His angels, His Books, His Messengers and the Last Day <(and do righteous deeds)> – deeds cannot be righteous unless they meet two conditions: they should be done sincerely for the sake of Allah and in accordance with the Sunnah of His Messenger (سلاسله)].

⁠¹⁰ Kharijite: The Kharijites are an extremist group who were former members of ‘Ali’s army who rebelled against ‘Ali (سلاسله) after he accepted arbitration. They held extreme views that led them to regard the majority of Muslims as disbelievers.
To sum up the meaning of these two verses, those who will attain salvation and victory are those who believe and do righteous deeds; those who will be doomed to hell are those who associate others with Allah and disbelieve in Him.

2:83. And [remember] when We took a covenant from the Children of Israel [saying]: Do not worship anyone but Allah; show kindness to your parents and kindred, and to orphans and those in need; speak good words to people; establish prayer; and give zakâh. Then you turned away, except a few of you, and paid no heed.

These teachings are among the basic principles of faith, which Allah has enjoined upon all nations because they contain that which is in the public interest at all times and in all places. So they are not subject to abrogation, because they are fundamental to the religion. Hence Allah enjoined them upon us when He said:

«Worship Allah, and do not ascribe any partner to Him...» (an-Nisâ’ 4: 36)

«And [remember] when We took a covenant from the Children of Israel». That was because of their hard-heartedness; whatever command was enjoined upon them, they were reluctant to obey and would not do it unless they were made to give a solemn covenant and binding promises.
ʻ[saying]: Do not worship anyone but Allah}. This is a command to worship Allah alone and a prohibition on associating anything with Him. This is the fundamental basis of Islam and no deeds are acceptable if they are not based on that. This is the right that Allah (ﷺ) has over His slaves.

ʻ[show kindness to your parents} – this includes all types of kindness in word and deed, and implicitly forbids mistreating parents. What is obligatory is treating them kindly, and a command to do something implies prohibition of the opposite.

There are two opposites to kind treatment: mistreatment, which is the greater offence, and failing to show kindness without mistreatment, which is haram but is not as bad as the former. The same may be said with regard to upholding ties of kinship with relatives, orphans and the needy. Kindness may be defined but not quantified, as we shall see below.

Then Allah enjoined kindness towards people in general: ʻ[speak good words to people}. Speaking good words to people includes enjoining them to do good, forbidding them to do evil, teaching them (beneficial knowledge), greeting them with salām, smiling at them and so on.

As it is not possible for an individual to be kind to all people by monetary means, Allah has enjoined kindness that one may do to all others, namely kindness in words. That also implies that it is prohibited to say bad words to people, even the disbelievers. Hence Allah (ﷺ) says:

ʻ[Do not dispute with the People of the Book except in the most courteous manner...} (al-‘Ankaboot 29: 46)

Part of the discipline and good manners that Allah has enjoined upon His slaves is that the individual should be dignified in his words and deeds, and not behave or speak in an indecent, offensive, insulting or argumentative manner. Rather he should have a good attitude, and
be forbearing, easy-going with everyone, and patient in the face of any annoyance he encounters from people, in obedience to the command of Allah and in hope of attaining His reward.

Then Allah enjoined them to establish prayer and give zakāh, because of what has been discussed above, namely that prayer is indicative of sincere devotion to Allah and zakāh is indicative of kindness towards other people.

"Then" after these are good commands which, if one who has insight and wisdom ponders them, he will realise that Allah enjoined them upon His slaves out of kindness and mercy towards them, and He took a covenant from you, but "you turned away", not caring at all about the matter. It may be that the one who turns away does so with the intention of coming back, but these people had no desire to come back to these commands. We seek refuge with Allah from misguidance.

"except a few of you". This exception is noted, lest anyone think that all of them turned away; this tells us that Allah protected a few of them and made them steadfast.
2:84. And remember We took your covenant [saying]: Do not shed one another’s blood or drive one another from your homes, and you confirmed it, and you bear witness to that.

2:85. Yet here you are, killing one another and driving a group of your own people out of their homes, helping their enemies against them, in sin and transgression; and if they come to you as captives, you ransom them, when it was forbidden for you to expel them in the first place! Do you believe only in part of the Book and deny another part of it? The punishment for those among you who do this will be nothing but disgrace in this world and on the Day of Resurrection they will be condemned to the harshest punishment. For Allah is not unaware of what you do.

2:86. These are the people who buy the life of this world at the cost of the hereafter; their penalty will not be reduced nor will they be helped.

The deeds referred to in these verses are the deeds of those who lived in Madinah at the time of the revelation. Before the Prophet’s mission began, al-Aws and al-Khazraj – who became the Ansār – were polytheists who used to fight one another according to the customs of the jāhiliyah (pre-Islamic period). Three Jewish tribes – Banu Quraydhah, Banu an-Nadeer and Banu Qaynuqā‘ – came and settled there, and each of these tribes became allies of a group of the people of Madinah.

When they fought, each Jew would help his ally against his opponents, who had the help of another Jewish group. So one Jew might kill another or expel him from his home, in the event of expulsion and plunder. Then, when the war ended and there were prisoners on both sides, they would ransom one another.

These three things were enjoined upon them: they were instructed not to shed one another’s blood or expel one another, and if there were
prisoners from among them, it was an obligation upon them to ransom them. They did the latter, but did not fulfil the first two obligations.

Allah condemned them for that, and said: (Do you believe only in part of the Book) namely the ransom of prisoners (and deny another part of it) namely (the prohibition on) killing and expelling one another.

This offers the strongest evidence that faith requires acting upon commands and heeding prohibitions, and that the deeds that are enjoined are part of faith. Allah (ﷻ) says: (The punishment for those among you who do this will be nothing but disgrace in this world), which indeed came to pass. Allah requited them and gave His Messenger (ﷺ) power over them; he executed some of them, captured others and expelled some.

(and on the Day of Resurrection they will be condemned to the harshest) that is, the most severe (punishment. For Allah is not unaware of what you do).

Then Allah (ﷻ) tells us the reason why they disbelieved in part of the Book and believed in other parts: (These are the people who buy the life of this world at the cost of the hereafter). They thought that if they did not help their allies, that would be a source of shame. So they chose the flames over shame. Hence Allah says: (their penalty will not be reduced) rather it will remain severe and there will be no time of respite; (nor will they be helped) that is, no harm will be warded off from them.
2:87. We gave Moosâ the Book and sent a succession of Messengers after him; We gave ‘Eesâ the son of Maryam clear signs and supported him with the Pure Spirit. Is it that whenever there came to you a Messenger with something that was not in accordance with your desires, you became arrogant; some you disbelieved, and others you killed?

Here Allah reminds the Children of Israel that He sent Moosâ to them and gave him the Torah; after him, He sent Messengers who ruled in accordance with the Torah, until He sent their final Prophet, ‘Eesâ ibn Maryam ( ), and gave him clear signs that would be sufficient proof for any human to believe in him.

(supported him with the Pure Spirit) that is, Allah strengthened him with the Pure Spirit.

The majority of commentators stated that this refers to Jibreel ( ); others suggested that it refers to faith by means of which Allah supports His slaves.

Yet, despite these blessings that cannot be quantified, when the Messengers came to you, (with something that was not in accordance with your desires, you became arrogant) that is, you were too arrogant to believe in them.

(some) of them (you disbelieved, and others you killed), so you gave precedence to your whims and desires over guidance, and to this world over the hereafter. This is an obvious rebuke.

2:88. They say: Our hearts are impenetrably wrapped [against whatever you say]. Nay, Allah has cursed them for their disbelief; little is it they believe.
As their excuse for not believing that to which you, O Prophet, are calling them, they stated that their hearts are impenetrably wrapped. What is meant is that their hearts are covered over, so they do not understand what you say. In other words, they have an excuse – or so they say – for not understanding. But this is a lie on their part, hence Allah (ﷻ) said: 

(Nay, Allah has cursed them for their disbelief) that is, they are cast away and cursed because of their disbelief and the believers among them are few, or they have little faith and it is their disbelief that is prevalent.

2:89. And now that there has come to them a Book from Allah, confirming what is with them – although in the past they used to pray for victory against those who disbelieved – when there comes to them that which they recognise as truth, they disbelieve in it; the curse of Allah is upon the disbelievers.

2:90. How miserable is the price for which they have sold their souls, in that they reject that which Allah has sent down, out of resentment that Allah would send it down by His grace upon any of His slaves He chooses: Thus have they incurred wrath upon wrath. And for the disbelievers there will be a humiliating punishment.
That is, when a Book has come to them from Allah at the hands of the best of creation and the Seal of the Prophets, confirming that which is with them of the Torah, and they had prior knowledge of it and were certain of its coming – to the extent that if war broke out between them and the polytheists during the jahiliyah, they would speak of the victory they would achieve when this Prophet (ﷺ) came, and warn them (the polytheists) about his imminent appearance and that they would fight the polytheists alongside him. But when this Book came to them, and the Prophet (ﷺ) whom they recognised, they rejected him out of resentment and envy that Allah would send it down, by His grace, upon whomever He willed among His slaves. So Allah cursed them and was angry with them, wrath upon wrath, because their disbelief was so great and because they kept doubting and associating others with Allah.

“And for the disbelievers there will be a humiliating punishment, namely being thrown into hell and missing out on eternal bliss (in paradise). What a wretched situation they will be in, and what a bad deal they made when they gave up belief in Allah and in His Books and Messengers, and traded it for disbelief in Him and in His Books and Messengers, despite their knowledge and certainty. Thus their punishment will be more severe.
2:91. When it is said to them: Believe in that which Allah has revealed, they say: We believe in that which was revealed to us; yet they disbelieve in that which came after it, even though it is truth confirming that which is with them. Say: Why then did you kill the Prophets of Allah in the past, if you were indeed believers?

2:92. Moosâ came to you with clear signs, yet in his absence you took the calf [for worship] and thus became transgressors.

2:93. And [remember] when We took a covenant from you and We raised the Mount above you, [saying]: Hold fast to that which We have given you and listen, they said: We hear and we disobey. And their hearts were filled with love of the calf, because of their disbelief. Say: How wretched is that which your faith commands you to do, if you are believers.

That is, when the Jews were commanded to believe in that which Allah had sent down to His Messenger (ﷺ), namely the Qur’an, they were arrogant and refused, saying: (We believe in that which was revealed to us; yet they disbelieve in that which came after it) of other Books, even though what they should have done was believe in everything that Allah revealed, whether it was revealed to them or to others. That is beneficial faith, belief in what Allah has revealed to all the Messengers of Allah.

As for differentiating between the Messengers and the Books, claiming to believe in some but not others, this is not faith; rather it is the essence of disbelief. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

(Those who disbelieve in Allah and His Messengers, and want to make a distinction between [belief in] Allah and [belief in] His Messengers, and say: We believe in some and disbelieve in others
— and seek to adopt a way in between, it is they who are indeed disbelievers...

Hence Allah (ﷻ) rebuked them emphatically here, with such a strong argument that they could not evade it. He responded to their disbelief in the Qur’an in two ways: He said «even though it is truth» — so if it is truth in all that it contains of stories, commands and prohibitions, and it is from their Lord, then disbelieving in it after that is disbelief in Allah and rejection of the truth that He sent down.

Then He said «confirming that which is with them» that is, in accordance with it in everything that is true and correct, and with final authority over them (previous scriptures). So why do you believe in that which was revealed to you, but you reject that which is equal to it? Can this be anything other than bias and following whims and desires instead of guidance? Moreover, if the Qur’an confirms that which is with them, this is proof for what they have of Books, and they have no way of proving (that their books were originally revealed from Allah) except through the Qur’an. So if they disbelieve in it and reject it, they become like one who made a claim on the basis of proof, and had no other basis for it; his claim cannot be accepted unless his proof is sound, then he examines his proof and argument, and finds them flawed so he rejects them. Is this not foolishness and insanity? Therefore their rejection of the Qur’an is akin to rejection of what they have in their own hands, and undermines it.

Then Allah demonstrated that the claim to believe in what was revealed to them was baseless, as He said:

«Say» to them «Why then did you kill the Prophets of Allah in the past, if you were indeed believers? Moosâ came to you with clear signs» that is, he brought clear evidence that pointed to the truth. «yet in his absence» that is, after he had left, «you took the calf [for worship] and thus became transgressors», and you had no excuse for doing that.
And [remember] when We took a covenant from you and We raised the Mount above you, [saying]: Hold fast to that which We have given you and listen; that is, listen to it, accept it, obey and respond. [they said: We hear and we disobey]; that is, this is how they were. [And their hearts were filled with love of the calf]; that is, love of the calf and love of worshipping it was instilled in their hearts, because of their disbelief.

Say: How wretched is that which your faith commands you to do, if you are believers; that is, you claim to believe and boast about having the true religion, yet you killed the Prophets of Allah and took the calf as a god instead of Allah, when your Prophet Moosâ was absent from you, and you did not accept his commands and prohibitions except after receiving threats and after the Mount was raised above you. Then you paid lip service to commitment, but your actions contradicted that. So what is this faith that you claim to have, and what is this religion?

If this is faith, as you claim, then how wretched is the faith that calls its followers to transgression, disbelief in the Messengers of Allah and great disobedience, when it is well known that true faith enjoins its followers to do all that is good and forbids them to do all that is evil. Thus their lies were highlighted and the contradiction (between their words and deeds) became evident.
2:94. Say: If the final abode with Allah is yours alone, to the exclusion of all others, then wish for death, if you are sincere.

2:95. But they will never wish for death, because of what their own hands have sent on before them, and Allah is fully aware of the transgressors.

2:96. You will surely find them, of all people, most greedy for life, even more than the polytheists. Each one of them wishes that he could be granted a life of a thousand years, but his being granted such a long life will not save him from punishment. For Allah sees well all that they do.

"Say" that is, tell them, by way of correcting their false claims
"If the final abode with Allah" namely paradise
"is yours alone, to the exclusion of all others", as you claim that no one will enter paradise except those who are Jews or Christians, and that the fire of hell will only touch them for a few days (2: 80), so if you are telling the truth,
"then wish for death". This is a kind of challenge between them and the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ).

After having been cornered and pressured in response to their stubbornness, they are left with only one of two choices: either to believe in Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), or to accept the challenge, which is to wish for death which will bring them to that abode that is exclusively theirs (according to their claim). But they refused to do that.

Thus it is established that they are in a state of extreme stubbornness and opposition to Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), despite the fact that they are aware of what they are doing. Hence Allah ( SWT ) said: "But they will never wish for death, because of what their own hands have sent on before them" of disbelief and sin; they are well aware that this is a path that will lead them to the requital for their evil deeds. Hence death was the most hateful of things to them and they were
greedier for life than anyone else, even the polytheists who did not believe in any of the Messengers or Books.

Then Allah mentioned the intensity of their love for this world: "Each one of them wishes that he could be granted a life of a thousand years." This highlights how eager they were to live, as they wished for something that is impossible. However, even if they were to live for that number of years, it would not avail them anything or ward off any of the punishment.

"For Allah sees well all that they do" – this is a threat to them of punishment for their deeds.

---

2:97. Say: Whoever is an enemy to Jibreel – for he brings down the [revelation] to your heart by Allah’s leave, a confirmation of what came before it, and guidance and glad tidings to the believers –

2:98. Whoever is an enemy to Allah and His angels and Messengers, to Jibreel and Meekål [Meeká’eel], then indeed, Allah is an enemy to the disbelievers.

That is, say to these Jews, who claim that what is preventing them from believing in you is the fact that your protector is Jibreel (ジェール), and if it were anyone else among the angels of Allah, they would have believed in you, that this claim of yours is flawed and self-contradictory, and it is arrogance towards Allah. That is because Jibreel (ジェール) is the one who brought down the Qur’ān to your heart
from Allah, and he is the one who came down to the Prophets before you; he is the one whom Allah commanded and sent to do that. Hence he is primarily a Messenger. Furthermore, this Book that Jibreel brought down confirms the scriptures that came before it, and does not differ from them or contradict them; it contains complete guidance away from all types of misguidance, and glad tidings of good in this world and in the hereafter for those who believe in it. Hence enmity towards Jibreel, who is described thus, constitutes disbelief in Allah and His signs, and it is enmity towards Allah and towards His Messengers and angels. Their enmity towards Jibreel was not because of who he is; rather it was because of what he brought down of the truth from Allah to the Messengers of Allah. Hence that enmity implies disbelief in and enmity towards the One Who sent him, the message with which he was sent and the one to whom he was sent.

2:99. We have sent down to you clear signs; and none reject them but the evildoers.

Here Allah says to His Prophet (ﷺ): (We have sent down to you clear signs), by means of which the one who seeks guidance will find it, and so as to establish proof against those who stubbornly refuse (to follow guidance). This is such clear guidance to the truth that no one could refuse to accept but an evildoer who rebels against the command of Allah, refuses to obey Him and is extremely arrogant.
2:100. Is it not so that every time they make a covenant, some of them cast it aside? In fact, most of them do not believe.

This is an expression of astonishment at how often they made covenants but did not have the patience to fulfil them. The phrase "every time" is indicative of something that happened repeatedly. Every time they made a covenant, the outcome was that they broke it. What was the reason for that? The reason was that most of them did not believe, and it is their lack of faith that caused them to break the covenants. If they had been sincere in faith, they would have been like those of whom Allah says:

«Among the believers are men who have been true to their covenant with Allah...» (al-Ahzâb 33: 23)
2:101. And when there came to them a Messenger from Allah, confirming that which was with them, some of those who had been given the Book cast the Book of Allah behind their backs as if they had no knowledge.

2:102. They followed that which the devils used to read [of books of magic] during the reign of Sulaymān. It was not Sulaymān who disbelieved; rather the devils disbelieved and taught men magic, and such things as had come down at Babylon to the two angels Hāroot and Mároot. But these two never taught anyone without [first] saying: We are but a trial, so do not disbelieve. They learned from them the means of sowing discord between a man and his wife, but they could not harm anyone thereby except by Allah’s leave. They learned that which harmed them, and did not benefit them, knowing full well that whoever dealt in it [magic] would have no share in the hereafter. How wretched was the price for which they sold their souls, if only they knew.

2:103. If they had believed and feared Allah, the reward from Allah would have been better, if only they knew.

When this noble Messenger (ﷺ) brought to them this great Book that was based on truth and was in harmony with that which they had, that was at a time when they claimed to be adhering to their scripture. But when they disbelieved in this Messenger (ﷺ) and that which he brought, {some of those who had been given the Book cast the Book of Allah}, which had been sent down to them, {behind their backs}, and showed no interest in it. This description is more emphatic than saying that they turned away from it. By doing this, it was as if they were among the ignorant, when in fact they were well aware that it was true.
Thus it becomes clear that this group among the People of the Book were not adhering to anything, because they did not believe in this Messenger (ﷺ). Hence their disbelief in him was tantamount to disbelief in their own scriptures, but they did not realise that.

It is a regular part of Allah’s decree, which is based on divine wisdom, that if a person forsakes that which might have benefitted him, and he was able to benefit from it but did not, then he will be caused to deal with that which is harmful to him. The one who fails to worship Allah will end up worshipping idols; the one who fails to love, fear and put his hope in Allah will end up loving, fearing and putting his hope in something other than Allah; the one who fails to spend his wealth in obedience to Allah will spend it in obedience to the Shaytān; the one who fails to show humility towards his Lord will end up being humiliated by other people; the one who fails to follow the truth will end up following falsehood.

Thus these Jews followed what the devils used to read (of the books of magic) during the reign of Sulaymān. These devils brought magic to people and claimed that Sulaymān used to use it and achieved great power by means of it, but they were lying. Sulaymān did not use magic; rather Allah declared him to be innocent of that, as He said: (It was not Sulaymān who disbelieved) by learning magic, for he did not learn it.
(rather the devils disbelieved) by doing that, (and taught men magic) so as to misguide them, and out of their eagerness to tempt the sons of Adam.

Similarly, the Jews practised that magic that had come down to the two angels who lived at Babylon, in the land of Iraq. Magic was sent down to them as a test and a trial from Allah to His slaves. So (these two angels) taught them magic, (But these two never taught anyone without [first]) advising him and (saying: We are but a trial; so do not disbelieve) that is, do not learn magic, for it is disbelief. So they would tell him not to learn magic, and they would inform
him of how bad it was. The devils’ teaching of magic was aimed at confusing and misguiding people, and they attributed it to one whom Allah declared innocent of that, namely Sulaymān (saw). In contrast, the angels’ teaching of magic was as a test, after they offered advice, so as to leave no excuse.

These Jews practised the magic that had been taught by the devils and that which had been taught by the two angels; thus they ignored the knowledge brought by the Prophets and Messengers, turning instead to the knowledge of the devils. Every individual aspires to that which suits his nature.

Then Allah mentions the evil consequences of magic, as He says: "They learned from them the means of sowing discord between a man and his wife" even though the love between spouses cannot be compared to any other love, because Allah says concerning them: "...and He has instilled love and compassion between you..." (ar-Room 30: 21)

This indicates that magic is something real, and that it may cause harm by Allah’s leave, if He wills it. Allah’s leave is of two types: that which has to do with the divine decree, and is connected to the will of Allah, as in this verse; and that which has to do with the laws prescribed by Allah, as referred to in the previous verse: "for he brings down the [revelation] to your heart by Allah’s leave" (2: 97).

In this and similar verses, it states that no matter how powerful the means may be, they are still subject to the divine will and decree, and are not independent in their effect. No one among the Ummah differed with regard to this principle apart from the Qadaris, who said that people’s deeds are independent and are not subject to the divine will, and thus they excluded people’s deeds from the divine decree, thereby going against the Book of Allah, the Sunnah of His Messenger (saw) and the consensus of the Companions and tābi‘een.
Then Allah states that magic is purely harmful, with no benefits, either spiritual or worldly. There may be some worldly benefits in some sins, as Allah says with regard to alcohol and gambling:  

(Say: In them is great sin, and some benefit for people; but the sin is greater than the benefit) (2: 219).

But magic is purely harmful, so there is no need for it at all. All forbidden things are either completely harmful, or their evil consequences outweigh any benefit in them. By the same token, everything that is enjoined is either completely good, or its good consequences outweigh any bad.

(knowing full well) that is, the Jews were well aware (that whoever dealt in it [magic] would have no share in the hereafter) that is, rather he would be subject to punishment. They did not do it out of ignorance; rather it was because they preferred the life of this world to the hereafter.

(How wretched was the price for which they sold their souls, if only they knew) that is, if only they had had the kind of knowledge that would lead to righteous deeds, then they would not have done that.

2:104. O you who believe, do not say [to the Messenger]: rá‘inā; rather say: undhurnā11, and listen. For the disbelievers there will be a painful punishment.

11 Rá‘inā means “Listen to us”; undhurnā means “Look at us”. Both words convey the meaning of “Pay attention to us”, but with a slight twist in =
2:105. It is never the wish of the disbelievers among the People of the Book, or of the polytheists, that anything good should come down to you from your Lord. But Allah singles out for His mercy whomever He wills— for Allah is Possessor of abundant grace.

When the Muslims addressed the Messenger (ﷺ) as he was teaching them about their religion, they would say: ra‘īnā, meaning pay attention to us, giving the word an acceptable meaning. The Jews, however, gave the same word an offensive meaning; they took advantage of this opportunity to address the Messenger (ﷺ) with this word, intending the offensive meaning. So Allah told the believers not to use this word, so as to put a stop to this problem. This shows us that something permissible may be disallowed, if it becomes a means that leads to something haram. It also shows us that we should adopt good manners and use words that can only be interpreted in a good way; we should also avoid foul speech and offensive words, or words that are ambiguous and may be interpreted in an inappropriate manner. So Allah instructed them to use words that could only be interpreted in a good way, as He said: 
«(and listen)». Who or what is to be listened to is not specified, so as to include everything that it is enjoined to listen to, such as the Qur’an and Sunnah. We should listen to them, understand them and respond to them. This is proper manners and obedience.

Then Allah warns the disbelievers of the painful punishment, and speaks of the enmity of the Jews and polytheists towards the believers, for they do not wish that «anything good» whether it be great or small «should come down to you from your Lord». This stems from envy

pronunciation, the former had an offensive meaning in Hebrew, which the Jews took advantage of to mock the Prophet (ﷺ). Hence the believers were instructed to use a word that could not be twisted in this manner.
and resentment on their part because Allah has singled you out for His grace. For He is (Possessor of abundant grace); by His grace towards you, He sent down the Book to your Messenger (ﷺ), in order to purify you, teach you the Book and wisdom, and teach you that which you did not know. To Him be all praise.

2:106. Whenever We abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten, We bring one better than it or one equal to it. Do you not know that Allah has power over all things?

2:107. Do you not know that to Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth, and besides Him you have neither protector nor helper?

The Arabic word naskh (translated here as “abrogation”) means moving or shifting. What is meant by abrogation is shifting the accountable (that is, adults of sound mind) from one Islamic ruling to another, or cancelling the ruling altogether. The Jews do not accept the idea of abrogation, and they say that it is not permissible, even though it is mentioned in their Torah. The rejection of it constitutes disbelief, and is pure whims and desires.

Allah (ﷻ) tells us of His wisdom in ordaining abrogation, and that He does not abrogate any verse (or cause it to be forgotten), that is, cause people to forget it and remove it from their hearts, but He (bring[s] one better than it) and more beneficial, (or one equal to it).
This indicates that abrogation does not detract from what is in your best interests, because His grace and bounty always increases, especially for this Ummah, for which He has made its religion very easy.

He tells us that whoever objects to the concept of abrogation is underestimating His sovereignty and power, as He says:

\[
\text{"If you do not know that Allah has power over all things? Do you not know that to Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth?"}
\]

If He is in control of you and of your affairs, and He directs your affairs on the basis of kindness and mercy when issuing His decrees, commands and prohibitions, then just as there is no restriction with regard to what He decrees for His slaves, by the same token no one should object to what He prescribes for His slaves of different kinds of rulings. The individual is under the control of his Lord, subject to His religious rulings and divine decrees. So how can he have any objections?

Moreover, He is also the protector and helper of His slaves; so He helps them to attain that which is in their best interests and supports them in warding off harm from them. One aspect of His being their protector is that He prescribes rulings for them as dictated by His wisdom and mercy towards them.

The one who ponders what happened of abrogation in the Qur'an and Sunnah will come to know thereby the wisdom of Allah and His mercy towards His slaves, for He helps them to attain that which is in their best interests in ways that they do not realise.
2:108. Do you want to question your Messenger just as Moosâ was questioned before? Whoever exchanges faith for disbelief has strayed from the right path.

2:109. Many among the People of the Book wish they could turn you back to disbelief after you have believed, out of the envy they have in their hearts, after the truth has become clear to them. But forgive and overlook until Allah gives His command; for Allah has power over all things.

2:110. And establish prayer and give zakâh, and whatever good you send forth for your souls, you will find it with Allah, for Allah sees well all that you do.

Here Allah forbids the believers, or the Jews, to question their Messenger as Moosâ was questioned before. What is referred to here is questioning by way of causing annoyance or raising objections, as Allah (ﷻ) says elsewhere:

(The People of the Book ask you to bring down for them a book from heaven. Indeed, they asked Moosâ for something even greater than that, when they said: Let us see Allah with our own eyes...)
(an-Nisâ’ 4: 153)

(O you who believe, do not ask questions about matters which, if they were made known to you, would only cause you hardship...)
(al-Mâ’idah 5: 101)

This and similar matters are forbidden.
With regard to asking in order to learn and understand, this is something praiseworthy and was enjoined by Allah when He said:

"...So [O people] ask those who have knowledge, if you do not know." (an-Nahl 16: 43)

This is something of which He approves, as He says: "They ask you about intoxicants and gambling" (2: 219). And: "They ask you concerning the property of orphans" (2: 220). And so on.

Because the kind of asking that is forbidden is blameworthy, it may lead the one who asks to disbelief, as Allah says: "Whoever exchanges faith for disbelief has strayed from the right path".

Then He tells them about the envy of many of the People of the Book, which has reached such a point that they wished "they could turn you back to disbelief after you have believed", and they strove to achieve that, plotting and planning, but their plot backfired on them, as Allah (4g) says:

"A group among the People of the Book say: [Claim to] believe in the morning in what is revealed to the believers, but reject it at the end of the day; perhaps they may turn back [from Islam]." (Al 'Imran 3: 72)

That was because of the envy they had in their hearts.

Hence Allah enjoined the believers to respond to their extreme mistreatment with forgiveness and to overlook it until He gave His command.

Then after that, Allah gave His command to them to fight in jihad. Thus Allah gave the believers the satisfaction of settling the score with them. So they killed some, took some prisoner and expelled others. "for Allah has power over all things"

Then Allah commanded them to make the most of the present time by establishing the prayer, giving zakāh and doing all kinds of acts of worship. He promised them that whatever they did of good would never be lost with Allah; rather they would find it with Him in abundance, as He would preserve it. "for Allah sees well all that you do".
2:111. And they say: No one will enter paradise unless he is a Jew or a Christian. That is their own wishful thinking. Say: Produce your evidence if you are telling the truth.

2:112. Nay, whoever submits himself [completely] to Allah and is a doer of good will have his reward with his Lord; they will have no fear, nor will they grieve.

That is, the Jews said: No one will ever enter paradise except one who is a Jew. The Christians said: No one will ever enter paradise except one who is a Christian. Thus they ruled that paradise was for them alone. But this was just wishful thinking that cannot be accepted unless it is accompanied by proof and evidence. So Produce your evidence if you are telling the truth.

The same applies to anyone who makes a claim; he must supply proof to the validity of his claim, otherwise if it was met by an opposing claim from someone else, and he had no proof either, then there would be no difference between the two. Evidence is that which proves or disproves a claim; as they have no proof, it is known that this claim of theirs is false.

Then Allah describes the ruling that is based on clear proof, which is general in application, as He says: (Nay), the matter is not as you wish or claim. Rather whoever submits himself [completely] to Allah that is, is sincere to Allah alone in his deeds and turns to Him with all his heart.
{and} in addition to his sincerity {is a doer of good} with regard to worshipping his Lord, in that he worships Him as He has prescribed – these are the only ones who are the people of paradise.

{[he] will have his reward with his Lord} which is paradise, with all that it contains of delights {they will have no fear, nor will they grieve}, for they will have attained that which they seek and will have been saved from that which they fear.

From this we may understand that whoever is not like that is one of the people of hell who are doomed, for there is no salvation except for those who are sincere towards Allah and follow the Messenger (ﷺ).

2:113. The Jews say: The Christians have nothing to stand on, and the Christians say: The Jews have nothing to stand on, although they both read the scripture, and those who have no knowledge say something similar; but on the Day of Resurrection Allah will judge between them concerning that wherein they differ.

Whims and desires and envy among the People of the Book reached such a degree that they regarded one another as misguided disbelievers, as the unlettered among the polytheist Arabs also did.

Other groups also made similar claims, so each group regarded others as misguided, but in the hereafter Allah will judge between those who differed on the basis of the fair principle mentioned above (2: 112), as He has told His slaves. Therefore there will be no success
or salvation on the Day of Resurrection except for those who believed in all the Prophets and Messengers, and obeyed the commands of their Lord and heeded His prohibitions. Anyone other than these is doomed.

2:114. And who does greater wrong than one who prevents Allah’s name from being mentioned in His places of worship and strives to bring about their ruin? Such people do not deserve to enter them except in fear. For them there is disgrace in this world and grievous punishment in the hereafter.

That is, there is no one who does greater wrong or commits a greater offence than one who prevents mention of Allah, establishment of prayer and other acts of devotion in His places of worship.

(and strives) that is, tries hard and does his utmost (to bring about their ruin) in both a physical and metaphorical sense. Physical ruin means destroying and demolishing them, and making them dirty by throwing rubbish into them. Metaphorical ruin means preventing people from mentioning Allah’s name therein. This is general in meaning, and applies to everyone who meets this description. That includes the people of the elephant, and Quraysh when they prevented the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) from reaching the Kaaba in the year of al-Ḥudaybiyah. It also includes the Christians when they destroyed Bayt al-Maqdis, and other evildoers who strive to destroy places of worship, in opposition to Allah and by way of challenging Him. Hence Allah requited them by preventing them from entering it, as prescribed in Sharia and as He decrees, except in
a state of fear and humiliation. Because they terrorised the slaves of Allah, Allah cast fear in their hearts. When the polytheists prevented the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) from reaching Makkah, it was not long before Allah gave permission to His Messenger (ﷺ) to conquer Makkah and prevent the polytheists from coming near His House, as He said:

«O you who believe, truly the polytheists are impure, so do not let them come near the Sacred Mosque after this [final] year...» (at-Tawbah 9: 28)

As for the people of the elephant, Allah told us what happened to them; with regard to the Christians, Allah gave the believers power over them and they took Bayt al-Maqdis away from them.

This applies to everyone who meets this description; Allah’s justice will inevitably overtake him. This is one of the great signs of which the Creator spoke before it happened, and it happened as foretold. The scholars quoted this verse as evidence that it is not permissible to permit the disbelievers to enter the mosques.

«[For them there is disgrace] that is, shame and scandal, as mentioned above, [in this world and grievous punishment in the hereafter].»

As there is no one who does greater evil than those who prevent the name of Allah from being mentioned in His mosques, then there is no one who has greater faith than the one who strives to tend the mosques in both a physical and metaphorical sense, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

«The mosques of Allah are only to be visited and tended by those who believe in Allah and the Last Day...» (at-Tawbah 9: 18)

Indeed, Allah (ﷻ) enjoined that His houses should be venerated and honoured, as He says:

«[Such lamps are lit] in houses [mosques] which Allah has ordained to be built so that His name may be remembered therein...» (an-Noor 24: 36)
There are many rules that apply to mosques, all of which are based on these verses.

2:115. To Allah belong the east and the west, so wherever you turn, there is the Countenance of Allah. For Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing.

The east and the west are singled out for mention here because they are the focal point of great signs, at which lights rise and set. So if Allah is in control of them, then He is in control of all directions.

«so wherever you turn» that is, whatever direction you face, if your taking of that particular direction is based on His command, then one of the following scenarios must apply:

Either He instructed you to face towards the Kaaba after you had been enjoined to face towards Bayt al-Maqdis;
or you are enjoined to pray whilst travelling on your mounts and the like, in which case the qibla is whatever direction a person is facing;
or an individual was confused about the qibla, and tried his best to work it out and pray in that direction, then he found out that he had got it wrong;
or he is excused because he is being subjected to corporal punishment or he is sick and the like.

In all of these cases, the individual is either excused or is given particular instructions.

Whatever the case, whatever direction he takes cannot be beyond the dominion of his Lord.
there is the Countenance of Allah. For Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. This is affirmation that Allah does indeed have a Countenance or Face, in a manner that is befitting to Him, and that Allah has a Face that is not like the faces of His creation. Allah is All-Encompassing in His grace and to Him belong all sublime attributes, and He knows what is in your hearts and your intentions.

Because He is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing, He has made things easy for you. To Him be all praise and thanks.

2:116. They say: Allah has taken unto Himself a son. Glory be to Him. Nay, to Him belongs all that is in the heavens and on earth; everything is subservient unto Him.

2:117. [He is] the Originator of the heavens and the earth: When He decrees a matter, He merely says to it, ‘Be!’ and it is.

They that is, the Jews, Christians and polytheists, and those who hold similar views

say: Allah has taken unto Himself a son. They attributed to Him that which is not befitting to His Majesty, thus committing a grievous offence and wronging themselves. But Allah responds to them with patience and forbearance, and grants them well-being and provision even though they say such terrible things that are contrary to His glory.

Glory be to Him – this is declaring Him to be holy and far above everything that the polytheists and transgressors attribute to Him that
is not befitting to His Majesty. Glory be to the One Who is possessed of absolute perfection in all aspects and is not lacking in any way.

As well as refuting what they say, Allah establishes proof that He is far above that, as He says: (Nay, to Him belongs all that is in the heavens and on earth) that is, all of them are His possessions and slaves, and He disposes of their affairs in the manner of a master with his slaves; they are subservient to Him and subject to His control. As they are all His slaves and in need of Him, whereas He has no need of them, how can any of them be His son, when a son is inevitably of the same type as his father, because he is part of him?

Allah (is) is the Subduer and the Sovereign, and you are subservient slaves; He is Independent of means and you are in need of Him. So how, despite all this, can He have a son? This is the most abominable falsehood.

Being subservient to Allah is of two types: in a general sense, it means that all of creation is under His control; in a specific sense, it means worshipping Him alone.

Then He says: (He is) the Originator of the heavens and the earth) that is, He is their Creator Who created them in a perfect manner without any precedent.

(When He decrees a matter, He merely says to it, ‘Be!’ and it is); nothing can be too difficult for Him or be beyond His capability.

(وقال آل ذيئن لا يعلمون أن لولا بكيمنا الله أو تأسيتنا عائمة كذلكل قال أنت من قبلهم مثل قولهم نحن الشيا قللهم قد بنيا البيت لقوم يفومنا إذا أرسلتك بالحق فيبرأ وندبر ولا نشتم عن أنصب للبجيري) (سورة البقرة: 118-119)
2:118. Those who have no knowledge say: If only Allah would speak to us or some sign would come to us. The people who came before them said something similar; their hearts are all much the same. We have made the signs clear to those who have certain faith.

2:119. Verily We have sent you with the truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner, but you will not be asked about the inhabitants of the blazing fire.

That is, the ignorant among the People of the Book and others say: Why does Allah not speak to us as He spoke to the Messengers? or some sign would come to us referring to signs that they suggest or demand on the basis of their corrupt thinking and worthless ideas, by means of which they showed audacity towards the Creator and arrogance towards His Messengers. This is like when they said:

Q...We will never believe in you until we see Allah with our own eyes... (al-Baqarah 2: 55)

Q(The People of the Book ask you to bring down for them a book from heaven. Indeed, they asked Moosâ for something even greater than that... (an-Nisa' 4: 153)

Q...Why has an angel not been sent down to him, to be a warner with him? Or why is not some treasure thrown down to him, or why does he not have a garden from which to eat?... (al-Furqân 25: 7-8)

Q(They say: We will never believe in you until you cause a spring to gush forth from the earth for us. (al-Isrâ' 17: 90)

This is how they were with their Messengers: they would ask for signs by way of causing annoyance and out of stubbornness, not by way of seeking signs so that they might be guided. Their aim was not to clarify the truth, because the Messengers had already brought such signs that lead people to believe. Hence Allah (.FileWriter) says: Q(We have made the signs clear to those who have certain faith). Everyone
who had certain faith had already come to know, from the clear signs and proof of Allah, that by means of which he developed certainty and warded off doubts.

This is followed by some concise, brief verses that prove the truthfulness of the Prophet (ﷺ) and the soundness of his message: 

"Verily We have sent you with the truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner." This includes the signs that he brought, which may be summed up in three things: the message itself; his attitude and conduct; and that which he brought of the Qur'an and Sunnah.

The first and second are included in the words "Verily We have sent you" and the third is included in the words "with the truth".

With regard to the first, which is the message itself, the state of the earth’s population before the Prophet (ﷺ) came is well established: they used to worship idols, fire and the cross, and they had altered their religions until they were sinking in the darkness of disbelief, which had encompassed and overwhelmed them, apart from some remnants of the People of the Book who had vanished shortly before the Prophet’s mission began.

It is known that Allah (ﷻ) did not create humanity in vain and He did not neglect or forsake them, because He is Most Wise, All-Knowing, Mighty and Most Merciful. By His wisdom and His mercy towards His slaves, He sent this great Messenger (ﷺ) to them, to enjoin worship of the Most Gracious alone, with no partner or associate. Hence by examining his message, the wise person will realise that it is a message of truth, as well as a tremendous sign that he is indeed the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ).

With regard to the second matter, anyone who comes to know the Prophet (ﷺ) properly and learns of his character and teachings before his mission began, how he grew up with the best of characteristics, which only increased in nobility and greatness, will realise that this can be nothing other than the character of the perfect Prophets,
because Allah (ﷻ) has made the individual’s attitude and character the foremost means of knowing that person and the greatest proof of whether he is sincere or lying.

With regard to the third matter, which is knowing what the Prophet (ﷺ) brought of laws and the Holy Qur’an, which contains true stories and enjoins good and forbids all kinds of evil, as well as astonishing miracles, all the signs that indicate that he truly is a Prophet of Allah are included in these three categories.

(Qa bearer of glad tidings) that is, glad tidings of blessings and happiness in this world and in the hereafter, to those who obey you (and a warner) of misery and doom in this world and in the hereafter, to those who disobey you.

(but you will not be asked about the inhabitants of the blazing fire) that is, you are not responsible for them; your duty is only to convey the message, and the reckoning is for Us.

2:120. The Jews and the Christians will never be pleased with you until you follow their religion. Say: Verily the guidance of Allah is the [only] guidance. If you were to follow their desires after the knowledge that has come to you, then you would have neither protector nor helper against Allah.

Here Allah tells His Messenger (ﷺ) that the Jews and Christians will never be pleased with him unless he follows their religion, because they call people to the religion which they themselves are following,
claiming that it is truth. So say to them: \textit{Verily the guidance of Allah} with which I have been sent \textit{is the [only] guidance}.

With regard to what they are following, it is whims and desires, based on the fact that Allah then says: \textit{If you were to follow their desires after the knowledge that has come to you, then you would have neither protector nor helper against Allah}.

This represents stern instructions not to follow the whims and desires of the Jews and Christians, or to imitate them in that which is exclusive to their religions. Although this is addressed to the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ), his Ummah is also included in that, because what matters is the general application of the verse, regardless of whom it specifically addresses, just as what matters is the general meaning of the text, not the specific reason for which it is given.

---

2:121. Those to whom We have sent the Book read it as it should be read; they are the ones who [truly] believe in it. And those who disbelieve in it, they are the losers.

2:122. O Children of Israel, remember the blessing I bestowed upon you, and that I favoured you over all other nations.

2:123. Then fear a day when no soul will avail another, no compensation will be accepted from it, no intercession will benefit it nor will they be helped.
Here Allah (א€) tells us that those to whom He sent the Book and on whom He bestowed His great favour, (read it as it should be read) that is, they follow it as it should be followed. Reading (tilawah, lit. recitation) may mean following. So they regard as permissible that which it permits, they regard as forbidden that which it forbids, they act upon its clear and unambiguous verses, and they believe in its ambiguous verses. These are the ones among the People of the Book who are blessed, those who acknowledge the blessings of Allah and give thanks for them; they believe in all the Messengers and do not differentiate between any of them.

These are the true believers, not those among them who said: (We believe in that which was revealed to us; yet they disbelieve in that which came after it) (2: 91). Hence, Allah warned them by saying: (And those who disbelieve in it, they are the losers.) (2: 121).

We have discussed previously the commentary on the following verse.

2:124. And [remember] when Ibrâheem was tested by his Lord with certain commands, which he fulfilled. He [Allah] said: I will make you a leader of people. He said: And also from among my progeny? He said: My covenant does not extend to the transgressors.

2:125. And [remember] when We made the House a focal point for the people, and a sanctuary [and said]: Take the Station of Ibrâheem
as a place of prayer. We commanded Ibrāheem and Ismā'īl, that they should purify My House for those who circumambulate it or stay there [for worship], or bow or prostrate there.

Here Allah tells us about His slave and close friend Ibrāheem (ṣallīllahū 'alayhi wa sallam), whose leadership and virtue are universally acknowledged and whom all the groups of the People of the Book, and even the polytheists, claim as a leader. Allah tells us that He tried and tested him with certain commands and prohibitions, which is how Allah usually tests His slaves, to highlight those who are insincere and cannot be steadfast at the time of trial, and to demonstrate those who are sincere and will be elevated in status by means of the test, their deeds will be purified and they will be cleansed of sin. One of the greatest of them in this regard is Ibrāheem (ṣallīllahū 'alayhi wa sallam).

He did what Allah commanded him to do, properly and perfectly. Allah appreciated that and He still appreciates it, as He said: \( \text{I will make you a leader of people} \) that is, they will follow your example and your guidance, and will walk behind you to their eternal bliss; you will be highly thought of forever, you will attain a great reward and you will be venerated by everyone.

This, surely, is the highest status for which people may compete and strive hard, the greatest achievement of the Messengers of firm resolve and each sincere follower of theirs who is calling to Allah and to His way.

When Ibrāheem attained that high status, he sought that for his descendants too, so that his status and that of his descendants would become even higher. This is also a reflection of his leadership, his sincerity towards the slaves of Allah and his desire to increase the numbers of those who lead others on the straight path; how great was his ambition and status.

Allah answered his prayer and told him of the reason why some may be prevented from attaining this status, as He said: \( \text{My covenant} \)
does not extend to the transgressors. What is meant is: leadership in religion cannot be attained by one who wrongs and harms himself and brings himself down, because transgression is contrary to this status, which can only be attained by means of patience and strong faith. In other words, those who will be qualified to attain this status will be those who have a high level of faith, do a great deal of righteous deeds and are possessed of good characteristics, a good attitude, and complete love of Allah, fearing Him and turning to Him. How could a transgressor attain such a status? The implicit meaning of this verse is that anyone other than the transgressor may attain a position of leadership, but only after meeting its conditions.

Then Allah (الله) refers to a lasting sign that is indicative of Ibrāheem’s leadership, which is this sacred House, pilgrimage to which is one of the five pillars of Islam, a means of erasing sin.

In that House we see the legacy of Ibrāheem and his descendants, which offers proof of his leadership and reminds us of how he was. Allah (الله) says: (And [remember] when We made the House a focal point for the people) that is, a place to which they return to attain religious and worldly benefits; it is a place that they frequent and never tire of it.

(And a sanctuary) that is, it is a place where everyone feels safe, even wild animals and inanimate things such as trees.

Hence during the jāhiliyah, despite their polytheism, the people venerated it immensely, to such a degree that if a man found his father’s killer in the sanctuary, he would not disturb him. When Islam came, it further emphasised the sanctity, veneration and honour of the House.

(Take the Station of Ibrāheem as a place of prayer). It may be that what is meant here is the well-known Maqâm (Station), the position of which now is in front of the door of the Kaaba, where two raka‘at are prayed following tawâf (circumambulation of the Kaaba), which it is recommended to offer behind the Station of Ibrāheem. This is
the view of the majority of commentators. It may also be understood as referring to all the places where ʿIbrāheem stood or halted during Hajj, which refers to all the rituals, namely ʿtawāf (circumambulation of the Kaaba), ʿsaʿiy (going between ʿṢafā and ʿMarwah), standing in ʿArafah and Muzdalifah, stoning the ʿjamarāt (stone pillars), offering the sacrifice, and other actions that are done during Hajj.

Hence what is meant by the words «a place of prayer» is a place of worship; in other words, follow his example in the rituals of Hajj. It may be that this is a more appropriate meaning, because that would also include the first meaning (the two rakaʿāt following ʿtawāf), and the wording may indicate that.

«We commanded ʿIbrāheem and Ismāʿīl, that they should purify My House» that is, We revealed to them and instructed them to purify the House of Allah, ridding it of all traces of polytheism, disbelief, sin, abomination, impurities and filth, so that it might be «for those who circumambulate it» and «stay there [for worship], or bow or prostrate there» that is, those who pray there. ʿTawāf is mentioned first, because it is unique to al-Masjid al-Ḥarām; that is followed by mention of staying there (for worship), which is known as ʿiṭikāf (devotional retreat), one of the conditions of which is that it should be done in a mosque. Prayer is mentioned last, although it is a superior act, because it is not specific to the mosque and may be offered anywhere.

Allah attributed the House to Himself for several reasons, such as the following:

- So that ʿIbrāheem and Ismāʿīl would pay extra attention to purifying it, because it is the House of Allah, so they would strive hard and do their utmost.
- The fact that it is described as Allah’s House is a sign of honour; this is an implicit instruction to His slaves to venerate and honour it.
- The fact that it is connected to Allah is what makes people’s hearts attached to it.
2:126. And [remember] when Ibrāheem said: My Lord, make this a city of peace, and provide its people with fruits, those among them who believe in Allah and the Last Day. [Allah] said: As for those who disbelieve, I will grant them enjoyment for a short while, but then I will drive them towards the punishment of the fire; what a hapless journey’s end.

That is, remember when Ibrāheem prayed for this House and its environs, that Allah should make it a city of peace and provide its people with various kinds of fruits, then he limited this supplication to the believers, out of appropriate manners before Allah, because his first request concerning leadership had been general (in the sense that he prayed for all of his offspring) and the response had been limited to those other than the transgressors among them.

Hence when he prayed for provision for them, he limited it to the believers, although the provision of Allah encompasses believers and disbelievers, disobedient and obedient. Allah said: ¶As for those who disbelieve¶ that is, I shall grant provision to all of them, Muslims and disbelievers alike; as for the Muslims, they will use that provision to help them in worshipping Allah, then they will move from that to the delights of paradise; as for the disbelievers, they will enjoy it for a short while ¶but then I will drive them¶ that is, force them and bring them reluctantly ¶towards the punishment of the fire; what a hapless journey’s end¶.
2:127. And [remember] when Ibraheem and Isma'eel raised the walls of the House [saying]: Our Lord! Accept [this] from us, for You are the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.

2:128. Our Lord! Make us both Muslims submitting to You, and of our descendants a nation that is Muslim, submitting to You; and teach us our rituals [of pilgrimage]; and accept our repentance, for You are the Accepter of repentance, the Most Merciful.

2:129. Our Lord, send to them a Messenger from among them, who will recite Your revelations to them, teach them the Book and wisdom, and purify them; for You are the Almighty, the Most Wise.

That is, remember Ibraheem and Isma'eel, when they were building the walls of the House from the foundation upwards, and how they persisted in this great task with an attitude of both fear and hope. Whilst they were striving to complete this task, they prayed to Allah to accept their deeds from them, so that it might be a blessing for all.

They prayed for themselves, and for their offspring to be Muslim; what this signifies is humility in the heart and submission to Allah, which is reflected in outward behaviour.

«(and teach us our rituals [of pilgrimage])» that is, show us, demonstrate them before us so that we may see them, because seeing is more effective for the purpose of learning. It may be that what is
meant by rituals (manāsik) is all the actions of Hajj, as indicated by the context and story, or it may be that the meaning is more general than that, and refers to all of Islam and all acts of worship, as indicated by the general meaning; the word nusuk (rituals, from the same root as manāsik) originally means worship, but came to be used primarily in reference to the acts of worship performed during Hajj. Thus what they meant by their supplication was to be guided and enabled to acquire beneficial knowledge and to do righteous deeds. As it is the case that human beings – no matter how hard they try – will always fall short and need to repent, they (Ibrāheem and Ismā‘eel) said: ₋and accept our repentance, for You are the Accepter of repentance, the Most Merciful ₋.

**O**ur Lord, send to them a Messenger from among them ₋ that is, to all our descendants, so as to increase them in status and so that they will know him properly and follow him. ₋who will recite Your revelations to them ₋ and teach them the words ₋teach them the Book and wisdom ₋ and teach them the meanings. ₋and purify them ₋ by guiding them to do righteous deeds and to rid themselves of evil deeds because of which the soul cannot be purified unless one rids oneself of them. ₋for You are the Almighty ₋ that is, the Subduer of all things, Whose power none can resist ₋the Most Wise ₋ Who puts things in the right place. I implore You by Your glory, might and wisdom, to send among them this Messenger. Allah answered their prayer and sent this noble Messenger, by means of whom Allah had mercy on his descendants in particular, and on all of humankind in general. Hence the Prophet (ﷺ) said: ₋I am the answer to the prayer of my father Ibrāheem.» (Recorded and authenticated by Ibn Katheer)

Because Allah showed this great respect to Ibrāheem and told us of his perfect qualities, He said:
2:130. And who turns away from the religion of Ibraheem but one who debases himself with folly? We chose him in this world, and in the hereafter he will be among the righteous.

2:131. [Remember] when his Lord said to him: Submit [to Me], he said: I submit to the Lord of the worlds.

2:132. And Ibraheem enjoined his sons to do the same, as did Ya'qoob [saying]: O my sons, Allah has chosen this religion for you; so do not die except as Muslims.

2:133. Or were you present when death came to Ya'qoob? He said to his sons: What will you worship after I am gone? They said: We will worship your God and the God of your fathers, of Ibraheem, Isma'eel and Is-haq, One God, and To Him we submit [as Muslims].

2:134. That is a nation which has [already] passed away; they will have what they earned and you will have what you earn, and you will not be questioned about what they used to do.

That is, no one turns away \( \text{from the religion of Ibraheem} \) after coming to know of his virtues
\( \text{but one who debases himself with folly} \) that is, he transgresses against himself and humiliates himself, accepting for himself that
which is inferior, and he sold his soul for a cheap price. By the same token, there is no one who is wiser or more mature than one who follows the religion of Ibrāheem. Then Allah tells us of Ibrāheem’s status in this world and the hereafter:

“We chose him in this world” that is, We selected him and guided him to do good deeds, by virtue of which he became one of the chosen and truly good (cf. 38: 47).

“and in the hereafter he will be among the righteous” who will have the highest status.

“[Remember] when his Lord said to him: Submit [to Me], he said” in obedience to his Lord: “I submit to the Lord of the worlds” with sincerity, affirming His oneness, out of love for Him and turning to Him. So tawheed (affirming the oneness of Allah) became his defining characteristic.

Then he passed down that legacy of tawheed (pure monotheism) to his descendants, enjoining it upon them and leaving it as a word to endure among those who came after him, that they might turn back (to Allah) (cf. 43: 28). Thus it was handed down from one to another, until it reached Ya’qoob, who enjoined it upon his sons.

So you – O sons of Ya’qoob – see that your father enjoined it upon you in particular, so you are obliged to submit completely and follow the Seal of the Prophets, as Ya’qoob said:

“O my sons, Allah has chosen this religion for you” that is, He selected it for you, out of mercy and kindness towards you, so adhere to it, follow it and mould your character in accordance with its teachings, so that you may persist in that; and do not let death come to you except when you are adhering to that, because whoever lives his life following something will die in that state, and whoever dies following something will be resurrected in the same state.

As the Jews claimed to be following the religion of Ibrāheem, and of Ya’qoob after him, Allah said, denouncing them:
Or were you present when death came to Ya‘qoob? And he said to his sons, by way of testing them and so as to have the joy of certainty whilst he was still alive that they would adhere to what he enjoined upon them:

What will you worship after I am gone? They answered him in a way that brought him joy, as they said:

We will worship your God and the God of your fathers, of Ibrāheem, Ismā‘eel and Is-hāq, One God and we will not associate anything with Him or regard anyone as equal to Him (and to Him we submit [as Muslims]). Thus they combined monotheism with righteous deeds.

It is well known that they (the Jews of Madinah) were not present when Ya‘qoob died, because they did not yet exist. As they were not present, Allah tells us that he (Ya‘qoob) enjoined his sons to follow the path of monotheism, not Judaism.

Then Allah (ﷻ) says:

That is a nation which has [already] passed away and no longer exists (they will have what they earned and you will have what you earn) that is, each person has his own deeds and will be requited according to what he did; no one will be brought to account for the sin of another and no one will benefit except from his own faith and piety. So your preoccupation with them and your claims that you are following their religion, and your being content with mere words are matters that do not make sense, because there is no reality to them. Rather what you must do is examine your own situation and see whether it will help you to attain salvation or not.
2:135. They say: Become Jews or Christians, then you will be rightly guided. Say: Rather the religion of Ibrāheem the monotheist, and he was not one of those who ascribe partners to Allah.

That is, both the Jews and the Christians called upon the Muslims to enter their religion, claiming that they were the ones who were truly guided and others were misguided. So say to him, answering in a clear way so as to settle the matter: (Rather) we follow (the religion of Ibrāheem the monotheist) that is, turning to Allah alone and turning away from everything other than Him, on the basis of adhering to monotheistic belief and shunning polytheism. This is the one in following whom there is guidance, and turning away from his religion constitutes disbelief and misguidance.

2:136. Say: We believe in Allah, and that which has been sent down to us, and that which was sent down to Ibrāheem, Ismā‘eel, Is-hāq, Ya‘qoob, and the tribes, and that which was given to Moosā and ‘Eesā, and that which was given to [all] Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between one and another of them, and to Him we have submitted [in Islam].

This verse includes everything that one must believe in. It should be noted that eemān (faith or belief) refers to complete affirmation in the heart of these principles, an affirmation that includes both deeds of the heart (that is, beliefs and emotions) and physical actions. In that sense eemān includes Islam and it includes all righteous deeds,
which are part of and a reflection of eemān. Whenever the word ‘eemān’ is mentioned on its own, it includes everything mentioned above. Similarly, when the word ‘Islam’ appears on its own, it includes eemān. When the two words are mentioned together, eemān refers to what is in the heart of belief and affirmation, and Islam refers to outward physical deeds. The same applies when eemān and righteous deeds are mentioned together.

The word «Say» means speak verbally that which is in accordance with what is in your hearts. This is what brings reward, because just as uttering words without belief in the heart is hypocrisy and disbelief, by the same token, mere words that have no basis in belief have no impact and are of little benefit. Even though the individual will still be rewarded for saying good words, if they are good and he basically believes, there is still a difference between mere words and that which is based on deeds of the heart (strong faith and good intentions).

The word «Say» refers to announcing one’s belief openly and calling people to it, because this is the foundation of religion.

«We believe» – here the action is attributed to the entire Ummah (as it appears in the plural form), which indicates that it is obligatory for the Ummah to hold fast, all together, to the rope of Allah, and encourages them to be united so that their call will be one and their efforts will be united. This implies that the Ummah should not be divided and that the believers are like a single body.

«Say: We believe in Allah...» These words indicate that it is permissible for a person to attribute faith to himself in a specific manner (namely, belief in Allah); rather it is obligatory to do so, which is different than saying “I am a believer” and the like, because no one should say any such thing without adding the words in shā’ Allāh (if Allah wills), because otherwise it may come under the heading of praising oneself and testifying that one has faith.
We believe in Allah means we believe that He exists, is One, has all the attributes of perfection, is above all shortcomings and defects, is the only One Who is deserving of all worship and no partners are to be ascribed to Him in any way whatsoever.

(and that which has been sent down to us) – this includes the Qur'an and the Sunnah, because Allah (ﷻ) says:

...For Allah has sent down to you the Book and wisdom...

(an-Nisa' 4: 113)

Thus it includes belief in what the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ) tell us about the attributes of Allah, the attributes of His Messengers, the Last Day, and the unseen, both past and future, and what they (the Qur'an and Sunnah) include of Islamic rulings, ḥadd punishments and so on.

(and that which was sent down to Ibrāheem...). This points to belief in all the Books that were sent down to all the Prophets, as well as belief in the Prophets in general and those whose names are mentioned in this verse in particular, because of their high status and the fact that they received major laws. What is required with regard to belief in the Prophets and Books is that we should believe in them in general terms, and with regard to those about whom one learns more details, we must believe in them in detail.

(We make no distinction between one and another of them) that is, we believe in all of them. This is something that is unique to the Muslims, who alone have this belief, as opposed to those who claim to be followers of other religions. Even though the Jews, Christians, Sabians and others claim to believe in some of the Messengers and Books, they disbelieve in others and make distinctions between the Messengers and Books, believing in some and not in others. This proves that their belief is invalid, because the Messenger in whom

---

12 ḥadd (pl. ḥudood): Specific punishments prescribed in Sharia for specific offences such as theft and fornication.
they claim to believe affirmed all of the Messengers, especially Muhammad (ﷺ). So if they disbelieve in Muhammad (ﷺ), then they have disbelieved and rejected what their Messenger told them, so they have rejected their Messenger.

(and that which was given to [all] Prophets from their Lord). This indicates that the gift of religious commitment is the true gift that is connected to happiness in this world and in the hereafter. Allah did not instruct us to believe in what was given to the Prophets of authority, wealth and the like; rather He commanded us to believe in what they were given of scriptures and laws.

This verse also teaches us that the Prophets conveyed the message from Allah and were intermediaries between Allah and His creation in conveying His religion; they had nothing else to do with it;

The phrase (from their Lord) indicates that as part of His perfect Lordship and care towards His slaves, He sent the Books down to them and sent the Messengers to them. His Lordship dictates that He should not neglect or ignore them.

If what was given to the Prophets only came to them from their Lord, then this shows the difference between true Prophets and imposters; we can tell the difference simply by knowing what they call people to, for the Messengers only call people to good and they only forbid everything that is evil. Moreover, each of them confirms the others, testifying that they told the truth, with no contradiction because it is all from their Lord.

[...If it [the Qur’an] had been from anyone other than Allah, they would surely have found therein many contradictions. ](an-Nisā‘: 82)

This is in contrast to those who falsely claim to be prophets; there will inevitably be contradictions in the stories they tell and in what they enjoin and forbid; this will be quite clear to anyone who examines their cases and finds out what they advocated.
As Allah has explained everything that is to be believed in, in general and specific terms, and as mere words are not sufficient unless accompanied by actions, He said: «(and to Him we have submitted [in Islam])» that is, we have submitted to His greatness and we worship Him alone, both inwardly and outwardly, sincere to Him in worship.

This verse, although it is very brief and concise, refers to the three types of tawheed: tawheed ar-ruboobiyah (affirmation of the oneness of the divine Lordship), tawheed al-uloohiyah (affirmation of the oneness of divinity), and tawheed al-asma’ was-sifat (affirmation of the oneness of the divine names and attributes). It also includes belief in all the Messengers and all the Books. After mentioning the Prophets in general, then mentioning some by name, it points to the superiority of those who are named. It also refers to belief in the heart that is reflected in words and deeds; sincerity to Allah alone; the difference between true Messengers and impostors who claim to be prophets; how Allah teaches His slaves what to say; His mercy and kindness towards them by bestowing all kinds of religious blessings upon them that are connected to their happiness in this world and the hereafter. Glory be to the One Who made His Book explain all things, and made it a guidance and mercy to the believers.

2:137. So if they believe as you believe, then they are rightly guided; but if they turn away, then it is they who are entrenched in opposition; but Allah will suffice you against them, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
That is, if the People of the Book (believe as you believe), O believers, in all the Messengers and all the Books, foremost among whom, and the final and the best of them, is Muhammad (saw) and the Qur’an, and they submit to Allah alone and do not differentiate between any of the Messengers of Allah, (then they are rightly guided) to the straight path which leads to paradise. In other words, there is no other way for them to be guided except by means of this faith; it is not as they claim: (Become Jews or Christians, then you will be rightly guided) (2: 135). They claim that guidance is only to be found in their religion, but guidance means knowing the truth and acting upon it, the opposite of which is misguidance by failing to acquire knowledge and misguidance by failing to act upon the knowledge acquired. This is the opposition in which they were entrenched, as they turned away. The one who is entrenched in opposition is the one who is on one side whilst Allah and His Messenger are on the other side; this opposition in which they are entrenched means hostility and extreme enmity, which in turn dictates that they would strive their utmost to harm the Messenger. Hence Allah promised His Messenger that He would suffice him against them, because He is All-Hearing Who hears all voices, despite their different languages and the varying needs of people; and He is All-Knowing, Who knows what is before them and what is behind them, He knows the unseen and the seen, He knows what is apparent and what is hidden. As this is the case, then Allah will suffice you against their evil. And Allah did indeed fulfil His promise to His Messenger and gave him power over them, so that he killed some of them, took some of them captive and expelled others, banishing them in all directions.

This is one of the miracles of the Qur’an, which was foretelling an event before it happened, which then unfolded as foretold.
That is, adhere to the colour given by Allah, which is His religion, and follow it completely, both inwardly and outwardly, with all of its beliefs, at all times, so that it will become like a colour for you, one of your characteristics. Once it becomes one of your characteristics, then you will follow its instructions willingly and lovingly, and religious commitment will become second nature to you, like the colour of a garment which has become an integral part of it. Thus you will attain happiness in this world and the hereafter, because Islam encourages good characteristics, good deeds and sublime aims. Hence Allah says, by way of making people think: «(and who can give a better colour than Allah?)» that is, there is no better colour than that which He gives.

If you want to know some examples that highlight the difference between the colour given by Allah and others, then compare a thing with its opposite. What do you think of a person who has a sound belief in his Lord, which has an impact on his attitude and behaviour, so that he continues to acquire all good characteristics and do all good deeds, conducting himself in the best manner and abandoning all bad characteristics, immoral deeds and shameful actions, so that he has the character of sincerity in word and deed and is patient, forbearing, dignified, courageous, kind in word and deed, loving Allah, fearing His punishment and hoping for His reward? Such a one has the attitude of sincerity towards Allah and kindness towards his slaves.

Then compare him to a person who disbelieves in his Lord, turns away from Him and turns instead to other, created beings. Thus he
acquires bad characteristics, such as disbelief, polytheism, lying, treachery, deceit, cheating, lack of dignity and mistreating people in word and deed. Such a one has no sincerity towards Allah and shows no kindness to His slaves.

Thus it will become clear to you that there is a great difference between the two, and you will clearly see that there is no colour better than that given by Allah. This in turn implies that there is no colour that is worse or uglier than that of the one who colours himself with something other than the colour given by Allah and follows a religion other than His.

And it is He Whom we worship. This further explains that colour, which is adhering to these two principles, namely sincerity towards Allah and following (the Qur'an and Sunnah), because worship is a word that includes everything that Allah loves and is pleased with of actions, words, attitudes and beliefs, and it cannot be pleasing to Him unless it was prescribed by Allah on the lips of His Messenger (ﷺ). Sincerity means doing these actions for the sake of Allah alone. The structure of this sentence in Arabic indicates that worship is exclusively for Allah alone, and that this worship is to be done persistently and on an ongoing basis, to indicate that this is a characteristic that is like a colour that remains with them all the time.

2:139. Say: Would you dispute with us about Allah, when He is our Lord and your Lord? We have our deeds and you have your deeds, and we are sincerely devoted to Him.
What is meant by dispute is an argument between two or more people having to do with a controversial matter, in which each disputant is trying to support his own view and nullify that of his opponent, each of them striving to establish proof to that effect. What is required when engaging in dispute is to do it in the best manner, by keeping it brief in a way that could bring the misguided back to the right path, establish proof against the stubborn, clarify the truth and shed light on falsehood. If the argument develops and goes beyond these bounds, then it becomes pointless, an argument that does not lead to anything good, and it may in fact lead to some negative consequences.

The People of the Book claimed that they were closer to Allah than the Muslims, but this was a mere claim that required proof and evidence. If the Lord of all is One and He is not your Lord alone to the exclusion of us, and both we and you have our deeds, then we and you are equal in that regard. This means that neither of the two parties is closer to Allah than the other, because differentiating when you are equal in a particular matter, without there being anything to differentiate between you, is a false claim; differentiating between two who are equal is obviously stubborn and arrogant. Rather what makes one superior to the other is sincerity towards Allah alone in righteous deeds, and this is something that is a characteristic of the believers only. Therefore they are closer to Allah than others, because sincerity is the way to salvation. This is the difference between the close friends of Allah and the close friends of the Shaytān, on the basis of the characteristics that truly matter and are recognised by people of reason, and are only disputed by those who are arrogant and ignorant. In this verse, we see a subtle hint which guides us to the best way to present our case in an argument; it also tells us that matters are based on noticing the similarities and differences between two things.
2:140. Or would you say that Ibrāheem, Ismā‘eel, Is-ḥāq, Ya‘qoob and the Tribes were Jews or Christians? Say: Do you know better, or does Allah? And who does greater wrong than those who conceal a testimony they have received from Allah? But Allah is not unaware of what you do.

This refers to another claim on their part and another argument about the Messengers of Allah. They claimed that they were closer to the Messengers than the Muslims were.

But Allah refuted that by saying (Do you know better, or does Allah?) Elsewhere, Allah says:

(Ibrāheem was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was a monotheist, a Muslim, and he was not one of those who ascribe partners to Allah.)

(Al ‘Imran 3: 67)

But they said that he was a Jew or a Christian.

Either they are the ones who are telling the truth and have knowledge of that, or Allah (45) is the One Who is telling the truth and has knowledge of that. One of the two must inevitably be true; the answer is not stated explicitly but it is absolutely clear and so obvious that there is no need to say that it is Allah Who knows best and is most truthful, and the like. The answer is obvious to everyone; this is like saying: is the night more illuminating, or the day? Is the fire hotter, or water? Is polytheism better, or monotheism (tawheed)? And so on.

Anyone with the slightest common sense will know this; indeed even the Jews and Christians themselves know it. They know that
Ibraheem and other Prophets were neither Jews nor Christians, but they concealed this knowledge and testimony, hence their wrongdoing is the worst. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: *(And who does greater wrong than those who conceal a testimony they have received from Allah?)*  

This is testimony that they have; it was entrusted to them by Allah and not by any created being, so they should have paid attention to it by declaring it, but they concealed it and showed the opposite. Thus they combined the sin of concealing the truth and not speaking it with the propagation of falsehood. Is this not the greatest wrongdoing? Indeed it is, and they will receive the harshest punishment. Hence Allah says: *(But Allah is not unaware of what you do).*  

Rather He has recorded and listed their deeds and has stored up the punishment for them. What a bad punishment theirs will be, and what a bad final abode the fire will be. This is the Qur'anic style, to mention the knowledge and power of Allah after verses that refer to the deeds that He will punish.

Then Allah (ﷻ) says:

---

2:141. That is a nation which has [already] passed away; they will have what they earned and you will have what you earn, and you will not be questioned about what they used to do.

The meaning of this verse has been discussed above. It is repeated in order to put an end to anyone pinning his hopes on any created being; what matters is the attributes that a person acquires, not the deeds of his forefathers. What really benefits the individual is his deeds and not his lineage.
2:142. The fools among the people will say: What has turned them from the qibla [direction of prayer] towards which they used to face? Say: To Allah belong the east and the west: He guides whom He will to a path that is straight.

2:143. Thus We have made of you an Ummah justly balanced, that you might be witnesses over humankind, and the Messenger might be a witness over you; and We prescribed the qibla towards which you used to face, only in order to know those who would follow the Messenger from those who would turn on their heels. It was indeed difficult, except for those whom Allah guided. Allah will never let your faith go to waste, for Allah is to all people Most Compassionate, Most Merciful.

The first verse is miraculous and offers consolation and reassurance to the believers. It discusses an objection and the answer to it in three ways; it gives a description of the ones who raised this objection and a description of the one who submits to the ruling and religion of Allah.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us that the fools among the people are going to raise this objection. They are the ones who do not know what is good for themselves; rather they cause loss for themselves and sell their souls for the cheapest price. They are the Jews and Christians, and others like them, who object to the rulings and laws of Allah. The
background here is that the Muslims were enjoined to face towards Bayt al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) for the duration of their time in Makkah, then approximately one and a half years after the migration (Hijrah) to Madinah, by His wisdom, Allah commanded them to face towards the Kaaba. Then He told them that the fools among the people would inevitably say: "What has turned them from the qibla [direction of prayer] towards which they used to face?" For they used to face towards Jerusalem, so what has made them turn away from it? This is an objection to Allah’s ruling, law, grace and kindness. So Allah consoled the believers by telling them what was going to happen and pointing out that it would only come from those who were foolish, lacking in reason, forbearance and religious commitment, so do not pay any attention to them, because you know where this talk is coming from. The wise person pays no attention to the objections of the fool, and does not worry about him. This verse indicates that no one objects to the rulings of Allah but one who is foolish, ignorant and stubborn. As for the wise and rational believer, he accepts the rulings of his Lord and submits to them, as Allah (ic) says:

(142-143) (142-143)

Soorat al-Baqarah

The fact that Allah describes them as "The fools" is sufficient to reject what they say, with no need for further refutation.

But Allah (ic) did not leave this specious argument without dispelling it and highlighting the flaws in the argument that may influence some people. So He said: "Say" in response to them:

(142-143) (142-143)
To Allah belong the east and the west: He guides whom He will to a path that is straight, that is, as the east and the west both belong to Allah, there is no direction that is beyond His dominion. Moreover, He guides whom He will to a path that is straight, and part of that is His guiding you to this qibla, which was the way of your father Ibrāheem. So why are these people objecting to your turning towards a qibla or direction that is under Allah’s dominion, for you are not facing towards any direction that does not belong to Him? Therefore one must submit to His command, if only for no other reason than this. So how about if, by His grace and kindness, Allah has guided you to that? Then the one who is objecting to you is in fact objecting to the grace of Allah, out of envy and resentment towards you.

Because Allah says: “He guides whom He will to a path that is straight,” and what is stated in general terms is to be understood in the light of another verse that is more specific, there are reasons for guidance and misguidance, in accordance with the wisdom and justice of Allah. He has stated in more than one place in His Book the causes of guidance by which, if a person does them, he will be guided. For example, Allah (SWT) says:

"...There has come to you from Allah a light and a clear Book, with which Allah guides all who seek His good pleasure to ways of peace and safety..." (al-Mā‘idah 5: 15-16)

In this verse, Allah mentions the means of guidance for this Ummah in general terms and how Allah blesses this Ummah, then He says: "Thus We have made of you an Ummah justly balanced" that is, following a moderate and just way. Anything other than the moderate middle way comes under the heading of extremes that are subject to prohibition. So Allah has made this Ummah justly balanced in all matters of religion and justly balanced with regard to belief in the Prophets, so that they do not go to extremes in veneration, as the Christians did, or in disrespect, as the Jews did. The Muslims believe in all the Prophets in an appropriate manner. They also follow
a moderate middle way with regard to laws, avoiding the strictness and restrictions of the Jews and the lenience of the Christians.

With regard to matters of purification and food, the Muslims are not like the Jews, whose prayers cannot be valid unless they are offered in their synagogues, and whom not even water can purify from impurities. Good things were forbidden to them, as a punishment. And they are not like the Christians, who do not regard anything as impure or forbid anything; rather they permitted (as food) anything that walks or crawls on the face of the earth.

The Muslims’ way of purification is the most perfect and complete; Allah has permitted to them good things in the area of food, drinks, clothing and marriage, and He has forbidden to them whatever is impure in those areas. Hence this Ummah has the most perfect religion, the best manners, and the most virtuous deeds.

Allah has bestowed upon them knowledge, forbearance, justice and kindness that He did not bestow upon any other nation. Hence they are «an Ummah justly balanced», that is a perfect community to be «witnesses over humankind». Because of their justice and fair ruling, they pass judgement between people of other religions, but no one else passes judgement on them. Whatever the Ummah testifies is acceptable should be accepted; whatever they testify is unacceptable should be rejected. If it is asked: how can they pass judgement on others when the testimony of each disputant is unacceptable to the other? The response is that rather the view of one of the disputants will not be acceptable, because there is the suspicion of bias, but when this suspicion is not present and there is complete justice, as is the case with this Ummah, then it is acceptable, because what matters is passing judgement on the basis of justice and truth, the condition of which is knowledge and justice, which are both present in this Ummah. Therefore its judgement is to be accepted.

If anyone has any doubts about the virtue of this Ummah, and wants someone to testify in its favour, the one to do that is the most
perfect of Allah’s creation, their Prophet (ﷺ), hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

«and the Messenger might be a witness over you».

One aspect of the testimony of this Ummah over others is that on the Day of Resurrection, when Allah asks the Messengers whether they conveyed the message, and He asks the nations who rejected them whether they received the message or not, and they deny that the Prophets conveyed the message to them, the Prophets will ask this Ummah for testimony, and its Prophet will speak in its favour (so that its testimony might be accepted).

This verse also indicates that the consensus of this Ummah constitutes definitive proof, and that they are protected from error, because Allah describes them as «justly balanced». If we were to assume that they agreed upon error, they could not have been described as justly balanced, except in a few issues. Because Allah says «that you might be witnesses over humankind», this implies that if they testify on a particular matter that Allah has permitted it, forbidden it or made it obligatory, then they cannot be wrong. We also learn from this verse that issuing verdicts, testifying, giving fatwas and so on are things that can only be accepted from people of good character, those who are «justly balanced».

«and We prescribed the qibla towards which you used to face», which was initially the direction of Jerusalem «only in order to know» – this refers to knowledge that forms the basis of reward and punishment; otherwise Allah (ﷻ) has knowledge of everything before it happens, but this prior knowledge does not form the basis of reward and punishment, because of His complete justice and so as to establish proof against His slaves; rather when their deeds occur, reward and punishment become due. In other words: We prescribed this qibla in order to know and test «those who would follow the Messenger» and believe in him, and follow him in all situations, because he is a slave under orders, and because the previous Books stated that he would face towards the Kaaba. The fair-minded
one is the one who seeks the truth that will increase him in faith and obedience to the Messenger (ﷺ).

As for the one who turns on his heels and turns away from the truth, following his whims and desires, it only increases him in disbelief and confusion, and he gives a false argument that is based on doubts to which there is no reality.

(İt) that is, the changing of the qibla (was indeed difficult) that is, hard (except for those whom Allah guided); they realised that this was a blessing from Allah to them, so they gave thanks and acknowledged His favour to them, as He commanded them to face towards this sacred House, which He favoured over all other places on earth, and made pilgrimage to it one of the pillars of Islam and the means of erasing sin. Hence it was easy for them but difficult for others.

Then Allah says: (İt) that is, it is not appropriate or befitting for Him to do such a thing; rather it is not possible. Allah tells us that it is impossible for Him to let your faith go to waste. This is great glad tidings for those whom He has blessed with Islam and faith, for He will preserve and keep their faith for them, and will not let it go to waste. This keeping is of two types: protecting it from going to waste or becoming invalid, by protecting it for them from any trials and tribulations, or whims and desires, that could spoil it or undermine it; and protecting it by making it grow for them and guiding them to that by means of which their faith will increase and their certainty will become complete. Just as He initially guided you to faith, He will preserve it for you and will complete His favour to you by making it, and its reward, grow and increase, and by protecting it from anything that could contaminate it. When turmoils strike, which are a test aimed at finding out who is sincere in his faith and who is lying, these trials will purify the believers and highlight their sincerity. It is as if this is aimed at refuting the argument of those who said when Allah said: (and We prescribed
the qibla towards which you used to face, only in order to know those who would follow the Messenger from those who would turn on their heels), that this could be a cause of some believers leaving the faith, so He refuted this misguided notion by saying: \(\text{\textit{Allah will never let your faith go to waste}}\) by decreeing this test or others. That also includes those of the believers who died before the qibla was changed: Allah will not let their faith go to waste, because they obeyed the command of Allah and obeyed His Messenger (ﷺ) at that time. Obedience to Allah means following His command at all times, in the manner appropriate at a particular time. This verse is proof for the view of ahl as-Sunnah wal-jama'ah that faith includes physical deeds.

\(\text{\textit{\textit{\textit{for Allah is to all people Most Compassionate, Most Merciful}}}}}\) that is, He is very merciful towards them. Because of His compassion and mercy towards them, He completes His blessing that He bestowed on them in the first place, makes them distinct from those who paid lip service to faith only, without really believing in their hearts, tests them in such a way that He increases their faith and raises their status thereby, and instructs them to face towards the direction of the noblest and greatest House.

\(\text{\textit{2:144. We see the turning of your face [for guidance] towards heaven; now We will turn you to a qibla that will please you. So turn your face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque; wherever you}}\)
are, turn your faces in its direction. Those who were given the scripture know well that that is the truth from their Lord, and Allah is not unaware of what they do.

Allah says to His Prophet (ﷺ): (We see the turning of your face [for guidance] towards heaven) that is, We see you frequently turning your face in all directions, longing and waiting for revelation with instructions to turn towards the Kaaba. It mentions (your face) and not “your gaze”, to convey a sense of great eagerness and because turning of the face implies turning of the gaze.

(Now We will turn you) that is, We will direct you, as you are under Our protection (to a qibla that will please you) that is, that you will love, namely the Kaaba. This is indicative of the virtue and high status of the Prophet (ﷺ), as Allah (ﷻ) hastened to please him. Then He told him in clear terms to face towards it: (So turn your face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque). The word translated here as (face) refers to the front of the body (wherever you are) on land or sea, east or west, north or south (turn your faces in its direction) that is, towards it.

This highlights the fact that facing the Kaaba is a condition of validity for all prayers, obligatory and supererogatory, and that if it is possible to face it directly, then one must do so, otherwise facing its general direction is sufficient; turning away from it (whilst praying) invalidates the prayer, because the command to do a thing is a prohibition of its opposite. As Allah mentioned above the People of the Book and others objecting to that, and referred to their argument, here He states that the people of knowledge among them know that you are following the truth and the command of your Lord in that regard, because they find this in their scripture. Therefore their objection stems from stubbornness and wrongdoing, because they know that they are in the wrong. So do not concern yourself with that, for a
person would only worry about someone objecting to him if the matter in question was ambiguous or unclear, and it is possible that the objection may be valid (which is not applicable in this case, however).

But when one is certain that the one who is being subjected to objections is in the right, and the motive of the one who raised the objection is stubbornness, and he is aware that he is in the wrong, then there is no reason to be concerned; rather you may expect punishment to befall the one who is objecting, in this world and in the hereafter. Hence Allah (٢٥) says: ^and Allah is not unaware of what they do^; rather He is recording their deeds and will requite them for them. This is a warning to those who object, and it offers consolation to the believers.

2:145. Even if you were to bring to those who were given the scripture every kind of sign, they would not follow your qibla, nor would you follow their qibla; nor indeed would they follow one another’s qibla. If you were to follow their desires after the knowledge that has come to you, then you would surely be in the wrong.

Because the Prophet (٢٥) was so eager for people to be guided, he would do his utmost to offer sincere advice, speaking to them in a gentle manner to show them the path of guidance, and he would be distressed if they did not follow the command of Allah. Among the disbelievers were some who rebelled against the command of Allah and opposed the Messenger of Allah (٢٥), and they rejected
guidance deliberately, out of stubbornness. Such people included the Jews and Christians, the people of the first Book, who disbelieved in Muhammad (ﷺ) despite having certain knowledge (that he was a true Prophet); their disbelief did not stem from ignorance. Hence Allah (ﷻ) told him: «Even if you were to bring to those who were given the scripture every kind of sign» that is, every kind of proof and evidence to support what you say and explain what you are calling them to «they would not follow your qibla» that is, they would not follow you, because following his qibla is indicative of following him. This is mentioned because the reason for the argument was the issue of the qibla. They adopted this stance because they were stubborn; they knew the truth but they turned away from it. Signs are only of benefit to one who is seeking the truth but is somewhat confused, in which case clear signs may explain the matter to him. As for the one who has decided not to follow the truth, there is no hope for him.

Moreover, there were already some differences among them, as some of them did not follow the qibla of others. So there is nothing strange in them not following your qibla, O Muhammad (ﷺ), when they are enemies filled with real envy.

«nor would you follow their qibla». This is more eloquent than saying “do not follow their qibla”, because that implies that it is natural for the Prophet (ﷺ) to be different from them, hence it is impossible for him to do that.

Similarly, as the truth had become clear on the basis of certain evidence, there was no need to bring an answer to their specious argument, because there is no end to such arguments and because it is easy to see that they are flawed, as it is known that everything that is contrary to clear truth is false. Therefore discussion of their specious arguments is not necessary.

«If you were to follow their desires» – the verse mentions «their desires» and not “their religion” because what they are following is
mere whims and desires, even though deep in their hearts they know that it is not a religion. The one who forsakes religion will inevitably follow whims and desires. Allah (ﷻ) says:

(Have you seen the one who takes his own whims and desires as his god?...) (al-Furqan 25: 43)

(If after the knowledge that has come to you that what you are following is truth and what they are following is falsehood then you would) if you did follow them (surely be in the wrong); you would be one of the wrongdoers, and what wrongdoing can be greater than the wrongdoing of one who knows what is true and false, but gives precedence to falsehood over truth? Although this is addressed to the Prophet (ﷺ), it also includes his Ummah. Moreover, if this is the case with regard to the Prophet (ﷺ), were he to do that – and he is far above becoming a wrongdoer as he is so elevated in status and did so many good deeds – then anyone else would be more deserving of being called a wrongdoer.

---

2:146. Those to whom We gave the scripture know him [the Prophet] as they know their own sons; but some of them conceal the truth knowingly.

2:147. It is truth from your Lord; so do not be among those who doubt.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us that it was well established among the People of the Book, and they knew, that Muhammad (ﷺ) was the Messenger of Allah and that what he brought was truth; they were
as certain of that as they were certain of their own sons, who they would not confuse with anyone else. Their knowledge of Muhammad (saw) was of such a level that there could be no doubt or confusion about it at all.

But some of them — in fact the majority of them — who disbelieved in him concealed this testimony knowingly, despite that certainty. 

And who does greater wrong than those who conceal a testimony they have received from Allah?

This provided consolation to the Messenger (saw) and the believers, and warned them about the evil and specious arguments of these people. But some of them did not knowingly conceal the truth, some of them believed in him, and some disbelieved in him out of ignorance.

The one who has knowledge is obliged to disclose the truth, explain it and make it attractive to people with whatever means he can of eloquence, proof, examples and so on. He must also show falsehood to be false, distinguish it from the truth, and make it look displeasing and unattractive, with whatever means he can. Those who conceal the truth did the opposite of what they were commanded to do, which had a negative impact on their character and attitude.

It is truth from your Lord that is, this is the truth which is more deserving of being called truth than anything else, because of what it contains of sublime aims, good instructions, purification of the soul, and motivation to focus on what is in its best interests and ward off that which may harm it, because it comes from your Lord. He has sent down to you the Qur’an in which there is nourishment for minds and souls, and guidance to that which is in their best interests.

so do not be among those who doubt that is, you should not have the slightest doubt about it, rather you should think about it and ponder its meanings until you reach certainty thereby, because pondering it will inevitably ward off doubt and bring certainty.
2:148. Each community has its own direction to which it turns, so hasten to do good deeds. Wherever you are, Allah will bring you all together, for Allah has power over all things.

That is, the people of each religion have a direction towards which they face in worship. It is not the issue of facing towards a particular direction, because that is one of the laws that may change with time and circumstance, and it is subject to abrogation or to change from one direction to another. Rather what matters is obeying Allah and seeking to draw closer to Him. This is a sign of blessing and piety; if one does not acquire it, he will be a loser in this world and in the hereafter, but if he acquires it, he will be a winner in the true sense of the word. This is something that is agreed upon in all religions, and it is the purpose for which Allah created the universe and enjoined it upon them.

The command to hasten to do good deeds implies more than a command to do good deeds, for hastening to do good deeds implies doing them in the best possible manner, and racing to do that. The one who takes this initiative in this world will be the first to attain paradise in the hereafter, and those who are foremost in the race will be the highest in status.

Good deeds include all obligatory duties, such as prayer, fasting, zakāh, Hajj, 'umrah, jihad and helping others and yourself.

As one of the greatest motivations for hastening to do good deeds is the reward that Allah has connected to such deeds, He says: "Wherever you are, Allah will bring you all together, for Allah has power over all things". He will bring you all together on the Day
of Resurrection, by His might and power, then He will requite each individual for what he did:

>...so He will requite those who do evil for their deeds, and He will reward those who do good with the best reward." *(an-Najm 53: 31)*

This verse is quoted as evidence for doing all kinds of good deeds, such as offering prayer when the time for it begins; hastening to do what is required of fasting, Hajj, 'umrah and praying zakāh; offering sunnah acts of worship and so on. How comprehensive and beneficial this verse is!

2:149. Thus wherever you set out from, turn your face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque [when you pray]; that is indeed the truth from your Lord. And Allah is not unaware of what you do.

2:150. And wherever you set out from, turn your face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque [when you pray], and wherever you are, turn your faces towards it, so that the people will not have any argument against you, except for the wrongdoers among them. So fear them not, but fear Me. And [it is] so that I may complete My blessing upon you and that you may be guided.

«(And wherever you set out from)» that is, when travelling and so on; this is general in meaning.
«Turn your face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque» that is, towards it.

Then Allah addresses the Ummah in general: «And wherever you are, turn your faces towards it».

«That is indeed the truth from your Lord». Here Allah confirms it so that no one will have any cause for confusion and so that no one will think that this is based on whims and desires rather than obedience to Allah.

«And Allah is not unaware of what you do»; rather He sees you in all that you do, so respect Him and remember that He is always watching by obeying His commands and heeding His prohibitions. For your deeds do not go unnoticed; rather you will be requited for them in full; if they are good then you will be rewarded and if they are bad then you will be punished.

«So that the people will not have any argument against you» that is, We have prescribed for you to face towards the Kaaba so that there will be no argument against you from the People of the Book or the polytheists. If you were to continue to face towards Bayt al-Maqdis (Jerusalem), then there would be an argument against him (the Prophet (ﷺ)). The People of the Book find written in their scripture that their ultimate qibla is the Kaaba, the Sacred House, and the polytheists think that this great House is a source of pride for them and that it is part of the religion of Ibraheem, so if Muhammad (ﷺ) did not face towards it in prayer, then they would have an argument against him and would say: How can he claim to be following the religion of Ibraheem from whom he is descended, when he has forsaken his qibla? Thus by facing towards the Kaaba, proof was established against the People of the Book and the polytheists, so that they would have no argument against him, except those of them who did wrong; in other words those who argued against him are wrong in their argument, and there is no basis for this argument except following whims and desires and wrongdoing. Such a person will not be convinced by
arguing with him. Likewise, there is no point in paying attention to any of the specious arguments that they present to support their view. Hence Allah (4?) said: ^So fear them not^, because their argument is invalid, and what is invalid is always defeated, as is its proponent. This is unlike the proponent of the truth, for truth always gains the upper hand and prevails; it is the one who has truth on his side who ought to be feared. Allah decreed that He should be feared, and this fear is the foundation of all good. The one who does not fear Allah will not refrain from disobeying Him, and he will not obey His commands.

The Muslims’ turning to face towards the Kaaba is a matter that resulted in a great deal of confusion, that was promoted by the People of the Book, the hypocrites and the polytheists. They spoke a great deal about it and presented specious arguments. Hence Allah (4?) explained the matter fully, clarified it and reiterated it in various ways, including this verse:

- He enjoined it three times, although saying it once would have been sufficient.
- Commands were usually either addressed to the Messenger (ﷺ), and the Ummah was included in that, by implication, or they were addressed to the Ummah in general. But in this verse, the command is addressed to the Messenger (ﷺ) in particular: ^turn your face^, and then to the Ummah in general: ^turn your faces^.
- Allah refuted all the false arguments that were presented by the stubborn people, addressing them one by one, as explained above.
- He put an end to hope on the part of the People of the Book that the Messenger (ﷺ) would follow the qibla of the People of the Book.
- Allah says: ^that is indeed the truth from your Lord^. The mere fact that this is a statement from Almighty Allah is sufficient,
yet He emphasised it (by saying *wa innahu*, translated here as *(that is indeed)*).

As He is the knower of what is hidden, he tells us that the validity of this matter was well-established for People of the Book, but they concealed this testimony knowingly.

As Allah's instructions to face towards the qibla is a great blessing, and His kindness and mercy to this Ummah are persistent, and every time He prescribed something new for them, it was a great blessing, He said: *(And [it is] so that I may complete My blessing upon you)*. The foundation of this blessing is guidance to His religion, by sending His Messenger *(who revealed His Book to him, then other blessings came after that to complete the initial blessing. The blessings that were bestowed from the beginning of the Prophet’s mission until his time to depart from this world drew close cannot be enumerated, for Allah bestowed upon him blessings and bounty, and He bestowed upon his Ummah that which completed the blessings that He had bestowed upon him and then, and Allah revealed to him the words:  {
*(This day have I perfected your religion for you, completed My blessing upon you, and have chosen for you Islam as your religion...)*
*(al-Mā’idah 5: 3)*

Praise be to Allah for His bounty, which cannot be enumerated or quantified, let alone giving sufficient thanks for it.

*(and that you may be guided)* that is, that you may learn the truth and act upon it. By His mercy towards His slaves, Allah *(who revealed His Book to him)* has made the means of guidance very easy for them and has described it very clearly to them; as part of that, He uses the stubborn people who argue against the truth, and thus the truth becomes more manifest and its signs become clearer, and the invalidity of falsehood and the lack of any foundation become apparent. Were it not for falsehood opposing truth, truth would not be clear to most people. Things become clearer when contrasted with their opposites. Were it not for the night, the
virtue of the day would not be known; were it not for ugliness, the
virtue of beauty would not be known; were it not for darkness, the
benefit of light would not be known. Were it not for falsehood, truth
would not become so clear. Praise be to Allah for that.

2:151. Similarly We sent to you a Messenger from among you, reciting
to you Our revelations, purifying you, and teaching you the Book
and wisdom, and teaching you that which you did not know.

2:152. Therefore remember Me; I will remember you. Give thanks to
Me, and do not be ungrateful.

Here Allah tells us: the blessings that We bestowed upon you by
instructing you to face towards the Kaaba and completing the blessing
with other laws and further blessings are not something new; rather
We bestowed upon you many blessings, great and small, the most
significant of which is sending to you this great Messenger (ﷺ)
from among you; you know his lineage, truthfulness, honesty, perfect
character and sincerity.

(reciting to you Our revelations). This refers to the Qur’anic
verses; he recites to you verses that distinguish truth from falsehood,
guidance from misguidance. First of all they tell you of the oneness
and perfection of Allah, then the truthfulness of His Messenger (ﷺ)
and the obligation to believe in him, then they tell you about the
resurrection and other matters of the unseen, so that you will attain
complete guidance and certain knowledge.
"purifying you)? that is, he teaches you good manners and purifies your souls, teaching you how to achieve good characteristics and keep away from bad characteristics, such as purifying you by leading you from polytheism to monotheism, from showing off to sincerity, from lying to honesty, from treachery to trustworthiness, from arrogance to humility, from bad attitudes to good attitudes, from mutual hatred and shunning to mutual love and strong ties, and other kinds of purification.

"teaching you the Book)? that is, the Qur’an and wisdom). It was suggested that this refers to the Sunnah or to deep knowledge and understanding of Sharia and fiqh, and the ability to evaluate things properly. On that basis, we may understand that teaching of the Sunnah is included in teaching of the Book, because the Sunnah explains the Qur’an and offers commentary and interpretation of it.

"and teaching you that which you did not know). Before the Prophet (ﷺ) was sent to them, they were in a state of obvious misguidance, with no knowledge or achievements. All the knowledge and achievements attained by this Ummah came at the hands of the Prophet (ﷺ) and because of him. This blessing is the foundation of all other blessings, and it is the greatest blessing that Allah bestowed upon His slaves. What is required of them is to give thanks to Allah for it and to adhere to the Prophet’s teachings.

Hence Allah says: "Therefore remember Me; I will remember you). Here Allah commands us to remember Him, and He promises the best of rewards for that, which is that He remembers those who remember Him. The Messenger (ﷺ) has told us in a hadith qudsi that Allah (ﷻ) says:

«Whoever remembers Me to himself, I will remember him to Myself; whoever remembers Me in a gathering, I will remember him in a gathering better than it.» (A sound hadith recorded by at-Tirmidhi)
Allah tells us that the best of dhikr (remembrance of Him) is that which occurs simultaneously in the heart and on the lips. This is the dhikr that leads to increased knowledge of Allah and love for Him, and brings a greater reward. Dhikr is the essence of gratitude, hence He enjoins it in particular, then follows that with the command to show gratitude in general, as He says: (Give thanks to Me) that is, for these blessings that I have bestowed upon you, and because I have warded off from you all sorts of harm. Gratitude may be in the heart, which means affirming and acknowledging the blessings; it may be on the lips, in the form of dhikr and words of praise; or it may take the form of physical actions such as obeying Allah, submitting to His commands and avoiding that which He has forbidden. By means of gratitude, the existing blessings will continue, and further blessings will be added to them. Allah (س) says: (If you give thanks, I will surely give you more) (Ibrâheem 14: 7)

In these two verses, Allah instructs us to give thanks after receiving the spiritual blessings of knowledge, purification and learning good manners, as well as being helped to do good deeds, and He tells us that this is the greatest of blessings; in fact it is the real blessing that will last after other blessings vanish. The one who is guided and enabled to acquire knowledge or do good deeds should give thanks to Allah for that, so that He may increase His blessings to them and so as to ward off self-admiration. So they should busy themselves with giving thanks.

Because the opposite of gratitude is ingratitude, Allah forbids its opposite and says: (and do not be ungrateful). What is meant by ingratitude here is the opposite of gratitude; it is ingratitude for and denial of blessings, and the failure to appreciate them and fulfil one’s duties with regard to them. It may be understood as being general in meaning, hence ingratitude is of many types, the most serious of which
is disbelief in Allah, then sins of different types, such as associating others with Allah and sins that are less serious than that.

2:153. O you who believe, seek help through patience and prayer; for Allah is with those who are patient.

Here Allah ( ﷺ ) commands the believers to seek help in their religious and worldly affairs (through patience and prayer). Patience means controlling oneself in the face of that which one dislikes. That is of three types: patience in obedience to Allah, so that you will do it; patience in refraining from disobedience to Allah, so that you will not do it; and patience in accepting the decree of Allah when it is hard, so that you will not resent it. Patience is a great help in all matters, and there is no way for one who is not patient to achieve his goals, especially with regard to acts of worship that are difficult and are to be done regularly, because they require a great deal of patience to bear the hardship involved. If the one who does these acts of worship adheres to patience, he will attain success, but if he is deterred by difficulty and hardship, and does not have the patience to persist in these acts of worship, he will not achieve anything, and he will be deprived. Similarly, the sin for which one has a strong inclination and which is within one’s means is something that cannot be resisted except by means of great patience, resisting one’s inclination for the sake of Allah ( ﷺ ) and by seeking Allah’s help to protect one from it, for it is one of the greatest temptations and is also a very difficult test, especially if it is ongoing. In such cases willpower and physical strength grow weak, and it may lead to resentment, unless one resists
it by means of patience for the sake of Allah and puts one’s trust in Him, turning to Him and expressing one’s constant need for His help.

Therefore we know that patience is something that people need; in fact they are in desperate need of it in all situations. Hence Allah has enjoined it and tells us that He is (with those who are patient) that is, He is with those for whom patience is second nature. He is with them in the sense of helping and guiding them, thus hardships and difficulties become easy for them, they become able to cope with any serious matter and nothing is difficult for them. This kind of ‘being with’ is indicative of Allah’s love, help, support and closeness, and it is a great privilege that is bestowed upon those who are patient. If those who are patient did not have any virtue other than the fact that Allah is with them, that would be sufficient honour for them. As for ‘being with’ in a general sense, it means that Allah is with us by His knowledge and power, as Allah (الله) says:

( …He is with you wherever you may be…) (al-Hadeed 57: 4)

This is general in meaning and applies to everyone.

Allah enjoins seeking help through prayer because prayer is the foundation of the faith and the light of the believers; it is the connection between the slave and his Lord. If a person’s prayer is complete, including every obligatory and sunnah action, and it is done with the presence of mind that is its essence, when the individual begins to pray, feeling that he is indeed standing before his Lord, standing like a well-disciplined slave, focusing on everything that he says and does, fully immersed in conversing with his Lord and calling upon Him, then this prayer is most certainly one of the greatest helps in all one’s affairs. Prayer restrains one from shameful and evil acts, because this focus in prayer will lead him to comply with the commands of his Lord and heed His prohibitions. This is the prayer through which Allah has enjoined us to seek help in all our affairs.
2:154. Do not say of those who are slain in the way of Allah: They are dead. Nay, they are alive, although you do not perceive [it].

When Allah issued the command to seek help through patience in all affairs, He gave an example of a matter in which one may seek help through patience, namely jihad for His sake. It is the best of physical acts of obedience and the most difficult for people, because in and of itself it is tough and because it may lead to death and loss of life, for people usually are attached to this world, so they want to live and attain the means of survival. So all their activities are for the purpose of survival and are aimed at warding off what is contrary to it.

It is well known that the wise individual does not give up what he loves unless it is for something even better. Hence Allah tells us that the one who is killed for His sake, when fighting so that the word of Allah may be supreme and His religion may prevail, and not for any other purpose, is not missing out on the life that he loves; rather he has attained a life that is more perfect than what you may think or imagine.

The martyrs:

«...are alive with their Lord, receiving provision, rejoicing in what Allah has bestowed upon them out of His bounty, sharing glad tidings that for those who have yet to join them, of those whom they left behind, they will have no fear, nor will they grieve. Rejoicing in the favours and bounties of Allah, and at the awareness that Allah will not cause the reward of the believers to be lost.» (Al 'Imran 3: 169-171)

Is there anything greater than this life (of the martyrs) that includes closeness to Allah (بِسْمِ اللَّهِ رَحْمَاتُ ٱلْحَمْدُ), physical enjoyment in the form of delicious food and drink, and spiritual enjoyment, which is joy, jubilation and
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the end of fear and grief? This is a life in *al-barzakh* (the period between death and the resurrection) that is more perfect than the life of this world. In fact the Prophet (ﷺ) told us that the souls of the martyrs are in the crops of green birds that drink from the rivers of paradise and eat from its fruits, then they go back to the lamps that are suspended from the Throne. In this verse there is the greatest encouragement of jihad for the sake of Allah, and being steadfast and patient in jihad. If people were aware of the reward of those who are killed for the sake of Allah, no one would stay behind. But the lack of certainty is what makes their resolve fail, makes them sleep more and causes them to miss out on immense rewards. How could it be otherwise, when Allah (ﷻ) says:

«Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their wealth, in return for which paradise will be theirs; they fight in His cause, and they slay and are slain…» (at-Tawbah 9: 111)

If a man had one thousand souls and lost them one by one for the sake of Allah, that would be insignificant in comparison to this great reward. Hence after seeing with their own eyes the reward of Allah, the martyrs would only wish to return to this world so that they might be killed again and again for His sake.

This verse indicates that there is bliss and torment in al-barzakh, as is confirmed in so many texts.
2:155. We will certainly test you with something of fear and hunger, and loss of property, lives and crops, but give glad tidings to those who patiently persevere,

2:156. Who say, when afflicted with calamity: To Allah we belong, and to Him is our return.

2:157. They are the ones on whom blessings and mercy from their Lord are [bestowed], and they are the ones who are guided.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us that He will inevitably test His slaves with all sorts of trials and tribulations, in order to distinguish the sincere from the liars, and the impatient from the patient. This is His way with His slaves, because if times of ease were to persist for people of faith, without any trials, it would not be clear who is who, and that would lead to mischief. The wisdom of Allah dictates that good people should be distinguished from bad people. The purpose of tests is not to cause the believers to lose their faith or turn away from the religion, for Allah will not let the faith of the believers go to waste. But in this verse He tells us that He will test His slaves [with something of fear] of their enemies [and hunger]. That is, He will test them with a little of these things, because if He tested them with extensive fear or hunger, they would be destroyed, but the purpose of tests is to purify, not to destroy.

[and loss of property] – this includes everything that may befall wealth and property, such as vermin, drowning and other types of loss, or the seizing of wealth by evildoers, such as unjust rulers, bandits and the like.

[lives] that is, loss of loved ones such as children, relatives and friends. It also includes various kinds of diseases that may affect the individual or one of his loved ones.

[crops] that is, grains and the fruits of palm trees and other kinds of trees and plants, because of intense cold, hail, burning, plagues of locusts and so on.
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These things will inevitably happen, because the All-Knowing, All-Aware has told us of it, and it happened as He foretold. When it happens, people respond in one of two ways, either impatience or patience. The one who is impatient suffers two calamities: the loss of what he loves, which is the calamity that he has been stricken with, and loss of something greater than that, which is the reward for obeying Allah’s command to be patient. Thus he incurs loss and deprivation of reward and whatever he has of faith decreases. He misses out on patience, acceptance and gratitude, and he becomes resentful, which is indicative of a lack of faith.

As for the one whom Allah enables to be patient when calamities occur, he controls himself and stops himself developing any resentment that could be reflected in his words or deeds. He seeks reward for it from Allah, and he knows that the reward he will attain for his patience is greater than the calamity that has befallen him. In his case, the calamity turns into a blessing, because it becomes a means of attaining something better and more beneficial for him than what he lost. So he obeys the command of Allah and earns reward. Hence Allah ( ﷺ) says: (but give glad tidings to those who patiently persevere) that is, give them the glad tidings that they will be rewarded without measure.

Those who are patient are those who attain these great glad tidings and immense gifts. Then Allah describes them thus: (who say, when afflicted with calamity) – calamity is anything that causes mental anguish or physical harm, or both, such as the things mentioned above. (To Allah we belong) that is, Allah owns us and we are under His control; we have no control over our own selves and property at all. If we are tested with regard to some of it, then the Most Merciful has decreed something concerning His slaves and their property as He wills, so there should be no objection to Him. Rather it is part of being a true slave of Allah (‘uboodiyah) to realise that the calamity has been decreed by the Sovereign, the Most Wise, Who is more merciful to him than he is to himself. This gives him a sense of contentment and
acceptance of Allah’s decree, which makes him grateful to Allah for decreeing for His slave that which is good for him, even if he does not realise it. In addition to the fact that we belong to Allah, we will return to Him on the Day of Resurrection, when He will requite each person in accordance with his deeds. So if we show patience and seek reward, we will find our reward waiting for us with Him, but if we are impatient and resentful, our share will be nothing but resentment and the loss of reward. Knowing that we are slaves of Allah and will return to Him is among the greatest means of attaining patience.

"(They) that is, the ones who have this characteristic of patience as described above
"(are the ones on whom blessings and mercy from their Lord are bestowed) that is, His praising them and highlighting their high status. His mercy is great; by His mercy towards them, He enables them to be patient, by virtue of which they will attain a perfect reward. "(and they are the ones who are guided) and who know the truth; they know that they belong to Allah and that they will return to Him, so they act accordingly, thus showing patience for the sake of Allah.

This verse indicates that the one who is not patient will have the opposite of what they have. This implies that he is condemned by Allah and will be punished; it is also indicative of misguidance and loss. How great is the difference between the two types of people; how little is the trouble that the patient may have to bear, and how great is the trouble that the impatient will face. These two verses refer to training oneself to deal with calamity before it happens, so as to make things easier when it does happen; they also tell us what his response should be when calamity strikes, which is to be patient, how to help oneself develop patience, and what those who are patient will have of reward. We also learn that the situation of one who is impatient is the opposite of the situation of one who is patient.

These trials and tests have been Allah’s way with those who have gone before, and you will find no change in Allah’s way (33: 62).
2:158. Verily Ṣafā and Marwah are among the symbols of Allah. So whoever comes to the House for Hajj or ‘umrah, there is no blame on him for going back and forth between them. And whoever does good of his own accord, then verily Allah is Appreciative, All-Knowing.

Here Allah tells us that Ṣafā and Marwah, which are two well-known hills in Makkah, are among the symbols of Allah; that is, they are visible signs of His religion; Allah has prescribed that His slaves should do acts of worship connected to them (that is, sa‘iy: going between Ṣafā and Marwah during Hajj and ‘umrah). As they are among the symbols of Allah, and Allah has enjoined veneration of His symbols in the verse: «And whoever honours the rites of Allah, verily that stems from piety of the hearts.» (al-Ḥajj 22: 32)

—the two texts together indicate that they (Ṣafā and Marwah) are indeed among the symbols of Allah and that veneration of His symbols stems from piety of the heart.

Piety is obligatory for everyone who is accountable, so this indicates that going between them (sa‘iy) is an obligatory part of Hajj and ‘umrah, as is the view of the majority of scholars. That is supported by prophetic hadiths and the actions of the Prophet himself (ﷺ), who said:
«Learn from me your rituals of Hajj.» (Muslim)

«So whoever comes to the House for Hajj or ‘umrah, there is no blame on him for going back and forth between them.» This verse is a response to the misgivings and reservations that some of the Muslims
had about going back and forth between them, because during the jāhiliyah idols were worshipped at these locations. But Allah (ﷻ) stated that there is nothing wrong with doing that, so as to ward off these misgivings; it does not mean that this action is not obligatory.

The fact that this is specifically connected to Hajj and ‘umrah indicates that there is no voluntary sa‘iy that may be performed separately; it can only be part of Hajj or ‘umrah. This is in contrast to ṭawāf or circumambulation of the Kaaba, which is prescribed as part of Hajj and ‘umrah, but is also an act of worship in and of itself.

With regard to sa‘iy, standing in ‘Arafah and Muzdalifah, and stoning the jamarāt, these are part of the rituals; if they are done outside of the rituals, then this comes under the heading of bid‘ah (innovation). Innovation is of two types: worshipping Allah by doing an act of worship that was not prescribed at all, and worshipping Allah by doing an act of worship that He has prescribed should be done in a particular manner, in a manner other than that which was prescribed. The latter is applicable in this case.

{And whoever does good of his own accord} that is, he does an act of worship, such as Hajj, ‘umrah, ṭawāf, prayer, fasting and so on, sincerely for the sake of Allah (ﷻ), that is good for him. This indicates that the more a person does of acts of obedience, the more he increases in goodness, spiritual development, and status before Allah, because of the increase in his faith.

It also indicates that voluntary acts should be restricted to those that are good, because doing innovated actions of one’s own accord, that were not prescribed by Allah or His Messenger (ﷺ), does not achieve anything but effort and troubles for no purpose. This is not good for the individual; rather it may be bad for him, if he did that deliberately, knowing that this act is not prescribed.

{then verily Allah is Appreciative, All-Knowing}. Ash-Shākir (the Appreciative) and ash-Shākoor (the Most Appreciative) are among the
names of Allah (ﷻ️), Who accepts small deeds from His slaves and rewards them abundantly for them. If His slave follows His commands and obeys Him, He will help him in that, praise him for it and reward him with light, faith and contentment in his heart, as well as physical strength and energy, and increased blessing in all his affairs; and He will help him to do more good deeds.

Then after that, in the hereafter he will find his reward with his Lord, complete and ready for him, with nothing detracted from it.

Another aspect of Allah’s appreciation towards His slave is that if anyone gives up something for the sake of Allah, He will reward him with something better than it; whoever draws near to Him a hand’s span, He will draw near to him an arm’s length; whoever draws near to Him an arm’s length, He will draw near to him a fathom’s length; and whoever comes to Him walking, He will come to him at speed. Whoever deals with Him will make multiple gains in reward.

Whilst He is Appreciative, He is also All-Knowing; He knows who is deserving of complete reward, according to his intentions, faith and piety, and He knows who is not like that. He knows the deeds of His slaves, and He will not let them go to waste; rather they will find them in the greatest abundance, according to the intentions that are known to the All-Knowing, Most Wise.
2:159. Those who conceal the clear signs and guidance that We have sent down, after We have made it clear for the people in the Book – on them shall be the curse of Allah, and the curse of the cursers,

2:160. Except those who repent and mend their ways and openly declare [what they used to conceal]; they are the ones whose repentance I will accept, for I am the Accepter of repentance, the Most Merciful.

2:161. Those who disbelieve, and die as disbelievers – upon them is the curse of Allah and of the angels and of all humankind.

2:162. They will remain under it [the curse] forever. The punishment will not be reduced for them, nor will they be given any reprieve.

Although these verses were revealed concerning the People of the Book and what they concealed concerning the Messenger (ﷺ) and his attributes, the ruling is general in meaning and applies to everyone who conceals that which Allah revealed of clear signs that confirm and highlight the truth of guidance, which is knowledge by means of which one is guided to the straight path, and the path that leads to paradise becomes distinct from the path of the people of hell. Allah took a covenant from people of knowledge, that they should explain to the people what Allah has blessed them with of knowledge of the Book and should not conceal it, for whoever ignores the covenant and combines the two evils, of concealing that which Allah has revealed and deceiving the slaves of Allah, (on them shall be the curse of Allah) that is, He will cast them far away from Him and His mercy.

(and the curse of the cursers) – this refers to all of creation. The curse will befall them from all of creation, because they strove to mislead people, corrupt their religion and take them away from the mercy of Allah. Thus their punishment will fit their crime. By the same token, if someone teaches the people good, Allah will send blessings upon
him, as will His angels, and even the fish in the depths of the sea, for his efforts to benefit people, teach them their religion properly and bring them closer to the mercy of Allah. Thus the reward will fit his good deeds. The one who conceals that which Allah revealed has gone against the command of Allah and is opposing Him. Allah explains the signs to people and clarifies them, but this person tried to conceal them. This stern warning applies to such a one.

Except those who repent, that is, give up their sins out of regret and resolve not to go back to them, and mend their ways, correcting their corrupt actions. It is not sufficient just to give up doing bad deeds unless they are replaced with good deeds. It is not sufficient in the case of one who conceals knowledge either, unless he makes known what he was concealing and shows the opposite of what he was hiding. In that case Allah will accept his repentance, because there is no barrier preventing one from attaining His acceptance of repentance. Whoever meets the conditions of repentance, Allah will accept it from him, for He is the Accepter of repentance; in other words, He forgives and pardons His slaves after they commit sin, if they repent, and He grants them His blessing and favour after having withheld it, if they turn back to Him.

The Most Merciful, Who is possessed of great compassion that encompasses all things. By His mercy, He guides and enables them to repent, then by His mercy, He accepts it from them, out of kindness and generosity. This ruling applies to one who repents from sin. As for the one who disbelieves and persists in his disbelief until he dies, and does not turn back to his Lord or hasten to repent to Him, he is among those upon whom is the curse of Allah and of the angels and of all humankind, because when their disbelief became an entrenched characteristic, the curse likewise became entrenched and will never depart, because when the reason is present, the ruling still applies.
They will remain under it [the curse] forever; that is, they will remain subject to the curse. This phrase may also mean that they will remain subject to the punishment; both meanings are interlinked.

The punishment will not be reduced for them; rather their punishment will be ongoing and severe.

nor will they be given any reprieve; that is, the punishment will not be delayed, because the time for reprieve, which was in this world, has ended and they can no longer give any excuse.

2:163. And your God is One God: There is no god but He, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Here Allah (ﷻ), Who is the Most Truthful, tells us that He is One God; that is, He is One and unique; there is nothing like unto Him in His essence, names, attributes, and actions. He has no partner in His essence, no equal, none like unto Him, none comparable to Him, no peer; there is no creator or controller apart from Him. As that is the case, He is the only One Who deserves to be venerated and worshipped in all ways. Nothing of His creation should be associated with Him, because He is the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful, Who is possessed of great mercy that cannot be matched by the mercy of anyone else, for it encompasses all things and all living beings. By His mercy, all His creation came into existence; by His mercy, all good and necessary qualities are possessed by His creation; by His mercy, all harm is warded off from them; by His mercy, He has made Himself known to His slaves through His attributes and His blessings; He has explained to them everything they need and is in their best interests in their religious and worldly affairs, by sending the Messengers and
revealing the Books. Once it is known that whatever people have of blessings is from Allah, and that no one in creation can benefit anyone else, this leads to the conclusion that Allah is the only One Who is deserving of all kinds of worship; He is the only One Who is to be loved, feared and venerated, in whom hopes are to be placed and in whom we should trust, and all other kinds of worship.

One of the worst and most abhorrent kinds of transgression is turning away from worship of Allah to worship of His slaves, and to associate those who were created from dust with the Lord of Lords, or to worship a created being that is controlled and helpless in all aspects alongside the Creator Who is in control, the All-Powerful, the Most Strong, Who has subjugated all things and everything is subservient to Him.

In this verse, the oneness and divinity of the Creator are affirmed, by denying that any created being is like Him, and by highlighting the basic evidence for that, which is the affirmation of His mercy, among the results of which are the existence of all blessings and the warding off of all harms. This is evidence, in general terms, of His oneness. In the next verse, detailed evidence is given:

2:164. Verily in the creation of the heavens and the earth; in the alternation of the night and the day; in the sailing of the ships through the ocean for the benefit of humankind, in the rain which Allah sends down from the skies, and the life which He gives
thereby to an earth that is dead, in the beasts of all kinds that
He scatters throughout the earth; in the changing of the winds
and clouds that run their appointed courses between heaven and
earth – [here] are indeed signs for people of understanding.

Here, Allah tells us that in these created beings there are great
signs, that is, evidence of the oneness and divinity of the Creator,
and of His great power, mercy and all other attributes. But they are
signs (for people of understanding) that is, for those who use their
minds for the purpose for which they were created. So according to
the level of rational thinking with which Allah has blessed His slave,
that person will be able to benefit from these signs, and recognise them
by way of his reasoning, thinking and pondering. In the (creation
of the heavens), with their great height and breadth, their precision
and perfection, and what Allah has placed in them of the sun, moon,
and stars, and how they mark time in the ordering of people's affairs,
and in the creation of (the earth) as a place where they could settle
and abide, benefiting from everything in it and pondering it, there is
an indication of Allah's unique powers of creation and control; this
highlights His immense power by which He created it; His wisdom by
means of which He perfected it, designed it beautifully, and regulated
it; and His knowledge and mercy by means of which He placed what
He placed on earth of things that are beneficial to humankind, serving
their interests and meeting their needs.

In all of that there is the most eloquent proof of His perfection
and that He alone is deserving of worship, because He alone creates
and controls, and takes care of His slaves' affairs.

(in the alternation of the night and the day), which constantly
follow one another; when one departs, it is succeeded by the other.
This alternation of night and day results in alternation between heat
and cold and moderate temperatures, and between long and short
days and days of moderate length. All of that in turn leads to the
seasons, the order of which brings great benefits to the sons of Adam and their livestock, and to everything that is on the face of the earth of trees and plants. All of that is in accordance with a system and plan, in such a way that dazzles the most brilliant of minds. This is indicative of Allah’s great might, knowledge, wisdom, vast mercy, all-encompassing kindness and full control which is His alone. His might is the might of sovereignty and power, which dictates that He alone should be venerated and worshipped, and He is the only One Who should be loved, the only One Whom we should fear and in Whom we should put our hope, and strive to attain His love and pleasure.

«in the sailing of the ships through the ocean for the benefit of humankind» – this refers to ships, boats and other vessels that Allah inspired His slaves to make, and created for them the mental and physical means of making them. Then He subjugated this vast ocean for them, and the winds by means of which they move, carrying passengers, wealth and goods that are essential conveniences for people, in such a way that serves their interests. Who is it that inspired them to make them, enabled them to do so, and created for them the means of making them? Who is it that subjugated the sea for them, so that they travel in it by His leave and His subjugation of the winds? Who is it that created fire and metal for vehicles and vessels on land and sea, which helps to carry them and what they contain of wealth? Did these things happen randomly, or are they all made by this weak and vulnerable creature who emerged from his mother’s womb with no knowledge or ability, then Allah created that ability in him and taught him what He wanted to teach him? Or was all of that subjugated to them by One Lord, Most Wise and All-Knowing, for Whom nothing is beyond Him and nothing is too difficult for Him. Indeed all things are subject to His Lordship, greatness and might.

The best that can be said about this weak human being is that Allah has made him part of the means by which these great things came into existence. This indicates that Allah is merciful and cares for
His creation. All of this dictates that all love, fear, hope, obedience, humility and veneration should be for Allah alone.

«(in the rain which Allah sends down from the skies), and it comes down from the clouds
«(and the life which He gives thereby to an earth that is dead), and it brings forth all kinds of provisions and all types of plants, without which humans and animals cannot live.

Is this not indicative of the might of the One Who sent it down, and brought forth by means of it what He brought forth? Is it not indicative of His mercy and kindness to His slaves, and His taking care of their interests? Is it not indicative of the greatness of their need for Him in all aspects? Does that not dictate that He alone should be their God Whom they worship? Is that not evidence for the resurrection of the dead and their requital for their deeds?

«(in the beasts of all kinds that He scatters throughout the earth) that is, that He spreads throughout all regions of the earth, or of different kinds of animals. This is indicative of His might, greatness, oneness, and sovereignty. He subjugated them for humankind, so that they benefit from them in all ways: they eat the flesh of some of them and drink their milk; they ride some of them, and use others for various tasks and to guard them; they learn lessons from some of them. As He has scattered beasts of all kinds throughout the earth, He also takes care of their provision; there is no living creature on earth but its provision is due from Allah; He knows where it lives and where it dies.

«(in the changing of the winds and clouds) hot and cold, north and south, east and west, and everything in between. Sometimes the wind generates clouds; sometimes it joins the clouds together (into a heap); sometimes it fecundates the clouds; sometimes it causes rain; sometimes it breaks up the clouds, removing their harm; sometimes it brings mercy and sometimes it brings punishment.
Who is it that controls the winds in this way, and creates in them benefits for people which they cannot do without? Who is it that generates them so that they become a means of survival for all kinds of animals and all living things, such as trees, grains and plants? It can be none other than the Almighty, the Most Wise, the Most Merciful, Who is kind to His slaves and is deserving of all humility, submission, love, devotion and worship.

In the subjugation of the clouds between heaven and earth, which despite their lightness and fragility carry a great deal of water, which Allah drives wherever He wills, and it brings life to the land and the people, irrigating the hills and valleys, is an indication of His great power, kindness and mercy. He sends the rain down to humankind at the time of need, but if they will be harmed by its abundance, He withholds it from them. He sends it down as a mercy and kindness, and directs it in accordance with His care and compassion.

Is it not reprehensible on the part of His slaves that they should enjoy His provision and live by His kindness, yet they use it for sinful purposes that incur His wrath? Is this not indicative of His forbearance, patience and tolerance, and of the extent of His kindness? Praise be to Him at all times and in all circumstances.

The point is that the more a man of understanding thinks of Allah's creation and thoroughly examines the wonders thereof, the more he thinks of the amazing design and what He has created in it of things that are indicative of His kindness and wisdom, he will realise that it was created for the truth and by the truth; it is an open book of signs and evidence that point to what Allah has told us about Himself and His oneness, and what the Messengers have told us about the Last Day, and that all people are subjugated to His control and have no control over themselves and no power to resist.

Thus you should realise that all of creation, in heaven and on earth, are in desperate need of Him. He is the One Who is independent of
means in and of Himself, and has no need of any of His creation. There is no god but Allah and there is no lord besides Him.

2:165. Yet there are some people who take [for worship] others besides Allah, as equals [with Allah]; they love them as they should love Allah. But those who believe have greater love for Allah. When the transgressors see the punishment, they will realise that all power belongs to Allah and that Allah is severe in punishment.

2:166. When those who were followed disavow those who followed [them], and they see the punishment, and all ties between them are severed,

2:167. And those who followed say: If only we had one more chance, we would disavow them, as they have disavowed us, thus Allah will show them their deeds as a cause of bitter regret. They will never emerge from the fire.

How beautiful is this verse; after having explained in the previous verse His oneness and the definitive evidence for it, and the clear proof that leads to certain knowledge and removes all doubts, Allah tells us here that there are «[some people]» who, despite this clear explanation, take some created beings as equals with Allah; that is,
they regard them as His peers and see them as being equal to Allah with regard to worship, love, veneration, and obedience.

The one who is like that – even after proof has been established and Allah’s oneness has been clearly explained – must be stubbornly opposed to Allah, or he must have turned away from pondering His signs and His creation. He does not have the slightest excuse for that; rather he is deserving of the punishment. These people who take others as equal to Allah do not say that they are equal to Him in terms of creating, granting provision and controlling; rather they think that they are equal to Him in terms of worship, so they worship them in order that they might bring them closer to Him.

The word «take» indicates that Allah has no equal; rather the polytheists regard some created beings as equal to Him, but this is no more than a notion in their minds, and is devoid of any meaning, as Allah says:

«...And yet they ascribe partners to Allah. Say: Name them; or do you presume to tell Allah of something that He does not know on earth, or is it [just] a show of words?...» (ar-Ra’d 13: 33)

«They are no more than names you have named, you and your forefathers, for which Allah has not sent down any authority. They follow nothing but conjecture...» (an-Najm 53: 23)

A created being cannot be equal to Allah, because He is the Creator and everything else is created; He is the Lord and Provider, and everything else is provided for. Allah is the One Who is independent of means, and you are dependent; He is perfect in all ways and you are lacking in all ways; Allah is the One Who brings benefits and causes harm, and created beings have no power to bring benefit or cause harm, for they have no power at all. Thus it is known for certain that those who take anything other than Allah as gods whom they regard as equal to Him, whether that is an angel, a Prophet, a righteous man, an idol or anything else, is misguided, and that Allah is the only One
Who is deserving of all love and complete humility. Hence Allah praises the believers by saying: {But those who believe have greater love for Allah} that is, they are sincere to Him alone in their love, whereas these people set up others whom they regard as equal to Him and worship them alongside Him; the believers love the only One Who is deserving of love in an absolute sense, love of Whom is the essence of a person’s well-being, happiness, and salvation, whereas the polytheists love those who are not deserving of any love at all, and their love is the essence of a person’s misery, corruption and loss.

Hence Allah warned them: {When the transgressors} that is, those who transgressed by taking others for worship besides Allah, as equals with Him, submitted to something other than the Lord of all, and wronged people by preventing them from following the path of Allah and striving to cause them harm.

{see the punishment} that is, on the Day of Resurrection, when they will see it with their own eyes

{they will realise that all power belongs to Allah and that Allah is severe in punishment} that is, then they will realise with certainty that all power belongs to Allah alone, and that their false gods have no power at all. Thus it will become clear to them how weak and incapable they (the false gods) are and that they are not as they mistakenly thought they were in this world, when they thought that they had some power and that they could bring them closer to Allah. They will see that their expectations were wrong, their efforts were wasted and they are deserving of a severe punishment that their false gods cannot ward off from them or offer them the slightest help. Rather harm will reach them because of those false gods, whereas they thought that they would benefit them.

Those who were followed will disavow the followers, and any ties that existed between them in this world will be severed, because these ties were for the sake of something other than Allah and were not in accordance with the command of Allah; rather they were based
on utter falsehood. Thus their efforts will be wasted and they will be doomed, and they will realise that they (those who were followed) were liars; their deeds that they hoped would benefit them will turn into a source of regret and sorrow for them; and they will abide forever in the fire and will never be brought out of it. Can there be any greater loss than this? That is because they followed falsehood and acted accordingly, pinning their hopes on that in which there was no hope, and forming an attachment to that which was not deserving of it. Hence their deeds will be rendered invalid because of the invalidity of the foundation of those deeds, and at that point sorrow will overtake them for their dashed hopes of reward and the ultimate harm that befalls them. This is unlike those who put their hopes in Allah, the Sovereign, the Truth, and sincerely strive for His sake, hoping for His mercy. Such a one has acted appropriately, so his deeds are valid, because they are based on truth. Thus he will attain the positive result of his efforts, and he will find his reward with his Lord in abundance, as Allah (4c) says:

Those who disbelieve and bar others from the path of Allah, He will cause their deeds to come to naught. Those who believe and do righteous deeds, and believe in that which was sent down to Muhammad – for it is the truth from their Lord – He will absolve them of their bad deeds and rectify their condition. That is because those who disbelieve follow falsehood and those who believe follow the truth from their Lord. Thus does Allah set forth for humankind their comparisons. (Muhammad 47: 1-3)

Then the followers will wish that they could be returned to this world so that they might disavow what they followed, give up associating others with Allah, and strive hard for the sake of Allah alone. But alas it will be too late; it will no longer be the time for respite or reprieve. Moreover, they will be lying, because if they did return (to this world), they would go back to their previous ways. These are no more than empty words and wishful thinking on their
part, out of resentment towards those whom they followed, when the latter disavow them, even though the blame is theirs. The leader of those who were followed in evil is Iblees; nevertheless he will say to his followers when judgement is passed:

«...Verily, Allah gave you a true promise; I also gave you promises, but I betrayed you. I had no power over you, except that I called you and you responded to me. So do not blame me; blame yourselves...»

(Ibraheem 14: 22)

2:168. O humankind, eat whatever is lawful and good on earth, and do not follow the footsteps of the Shaytan, for he is to you an avowed enemy.

2:169. For he only commands you to do evil and shameful deeds, and to say concerning Allah that of which you have no knowledge.

2:170. When it is said to them: Follow what Allah has revealed, they say: Nay, we will follow the ways of our forefathers. [Would they do that] even though their forefathers did not understand a thing and were not guided?

This is addressed to all people, believers and disbelievers alike, reminding them of Allah's blessings to them and instructing them to eat from everything that is on earth, such as grains, crops, fruits and animals, so long as it is lawful (halal), that is, it is permissible for you to eat it, and it has not been usurped or stolen, acquired by means
of a prohibited transaction or in a forbidden manner, and that it is not used to help in committing forbidden actions.

 tidak good\) that is, it is not evil or filthy (khabeeth), such as dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine and all other unclean things. This verse indicates that the basic principle is that things are permissible to eat and make use of, and that what is forbidden is of two types: either that which is forbidden in and of itself, which is evil or filthy things that are the opposite of good, or it is forbidden for some other reason, namely its connection to the rights of Allah or to the rights of people; this is the opposite of what is permissible. It also indicates that one may eat as much of (something haram) as is necessary to survive; this is obligatory, and the one who does not do that is sinning.

When Allah commanded them to follow what He enjoined upon them, which is in their own best interests, He forbade them to follow \( \text{the footsteps of the Shaytan} \) that is, to follow the ways that he enjoins. This refers to all sins, such as disbelief, evildoing, and transgression. That also includes the prohibition on the \( \text{så‘ibah} \) and \( \text{hám} \) and the like. That also includes eating haram (forbidden) foods.

\( \text{for he is to you an avowed enemy} \) that is, his enmity is blatant; all he wants to do is deceive you and cause you to become among the inhabitants of hell. Our Lord did not only forbid us to follow his footsteps; rather He also told us -- and He is the most truthful -- of his enmity, of which we should beware. Furthermore, He told us details of what the Shaytân wants to make us do, and that it is the most reprehensible and evil of things:

\( \text{For he only commands you to do evil} \) that is, any bad deed that harms the one who does it. That includes all kinds of sins \( \text{and shameful deeds} \). This is an example of mentioning specific matters after having spoken in general terms, because shameful

13 The \( \text{så‘ibah} \) and \( \text{hám} \) were types of camels that were set loose to pasture freely in honour of idols during the jähiliyah, and it was forbidden to make use of them.
deeds are one type of sin and evil that is extremely abhorrent, such as fornication or adultery, drinking alcohol, murder, slander, miserliness, and other deeds that any wise person would regard as abhorrent.

(and to say concerning Allah that of which you have no knowledge). This includes speaking about Allah’s laws and decrees without knowledge. The one who ascribes to Allah something that He has not ascribed to Himself or that His Messenger (ﷺ) has not ascribed to Him, or denies an attribute that Allah has affirmed for Himself, or affirms an attribute that Allah has denied for Himself, has spoken about Allah without knowledge. The one who claims that Allah has an equal, and that idols will bring the one who worships them closer to Allah, has spoken about Allah without knowledge. The one who says that Allah has permitted or prohibited specific things, or that He has enjoined or forbidden specific things, without any understanding, has spoken about Allah without knowledge. The one who says that Allah created a specific type of creatures for a specific reason without having any evidence to that effect has spoken about Allah without knowledge.

One of the most serious kinds of speaking about Allah without knowledge is misinterpreting His words or those of His Messenger (ﷺ) in such a way that coincides with the interpretation of some misguided group, then saying that this is what Allah meant. Speaking about Allah without knowledge is one of the most serious of prohibited actions and one of the most favoured methods of the Shaytān, who promotes it. These are the ways of the Shaytān, to which he and his troops call people, doing their utmost to tempt people in whatever ways they can.

In contrast, Allah (ﷻ) enjoins justice, kindness and generosity towards relatives, and He forbids shameful deeds, injustice and transgression. So the individual must check himself and see which of the two callers he is following, and which party he is with. Are you following the caller of Allah, Who is benevolent and wants happiness
for you in this world and the hereafter? For success and salvation are to be found in following Him, and you have everything to gain from forming an attachment to Him, for He grants all blessings, both obvious and hidden, He enjoins only what is good and forbids only what is evil. Or are you following the caller of the Shayṭān, who is the enemy of humanity? He wishes you ill and is striving his utmost to bring you destruction in this world and in the hereafter; all evil is in obeying him and all loss results from taking him as a friend; he enjoins nothing but evil and forbids nothing but good.

Then Allah tells us of the situation of the polytheists: when they were commanded to follow that which Allah had revealed to His Messenger (ﷺ) – as described above – they turned away from that and said: (Nay, we will follow the ways of our forefathers). They were content to blindly follow the ways of their forefathers, and they had no interest in believing in the Prophets. Moreover, their forefathers were the most ignorant of people and the most misguided, and this is a flimsy argument for rejecting the truth. This is indicative of their turning away from the truth, their lack of interest in it and the absence of any fair-mindedness in them. If they were guided and had good intentions, then truth would have been their main aim. The one who makes truth his main aim and measures everything against that will definitely see the truth clearly and will follow it, if he is fair-minded.

2:171. The likeness of those who disbelieve is that of animals whom the herdsman calls, but they hear nothing except the sound of shouts and cries. Deaf, dumb, and blind, they do not understand.
As Allah stated that they did not accept what the Messengers brought, and the reason for that was their blind following (of their forefathers), it becomes clear from that that they were not receptive to the truth and did not respond to it; rather it is easy to conclude that they would never give up their stubborn ways. Allah tells us that people who respond in this manner when they are called to faith are like animals whom the herdsman calls, but they have no understanding of what the one who is calling them is saying; all they hear is the voice by which proof is established against them, but they do not understand it in any way that could benefit them. Hence they are deaf and cannot hear the truth with any understanding; they are blind and cannot see in such a way that they could learn and ponder; they are dumb and cannot say what is good for them.

The reason for all of that is that they have no sound reasoning; rather they are the most foolish and the most ignorant. Can any wise man who was called to right guidance, told to avoid evil deeds, warned against exposing himself to punishment and enjoined to do that which will lead to his well-being, success, salvation and bliss disobey the one who is sincerely advising him, turn away from what his Lord enjoined upon him, throw himself willingly into the fire, follow falsehood and turn away from truth? Such a one does not possess an iota of common sense, and he is deceitful and shrewd; rather he is the most foolish of fools.
2:172. O you who believe! Eat of the good things that We have provided for you, and be grateful to Allah, if it is Him you worship.

2:173. He has only forbidden you dead meat, and blood, and the flesh of swine, and that on which any name has been invoked other than that of Allah. But if one is forced by necessity, without wilful disobedience, nor transgressing due limits, then there is no sin on him. For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

This is a command to the believers in particular, after a command addressed to all of humanity, for they are the ones who really benefit from the commands and prohibitions, because of their faith. Here Allah enjoined them to eat of the good things that He has provided, and to be grateful to Allah for His blessings, by only using them in ways that will bring them closer to Him. This is the same command that He gave to the Messengers, when He said:

«O Messengers, eat of that which is wholesome and do righteous deeds...» (al-Mu'minoon 23: 51)

In this verse, “gratitude” refers to doing righteous deeds. Here, Allah did not say “whatever is lawful (halal)” because Allah has permitted to the believer all good things that He has provided that are free of any negative consequences. Moreover, his faith will keep him from consuming anything that is not his.

«if it is Him you worship» that is, then give thanks to Him. This indicates that the one who does not give thanks to Allah is not worshipping Him alone, whilst the one who does give thanks to Him is worshipping Him alone and has done what He enjoined. It also indicates that eating good things is the means of doing righteous deeds and of them being accepted. The command to give thanks comes immediately after mention of the blessing, because gratitude protects existing blessings and brings blessings that are missing, whereas ingratitude drives away blessings that are missing and causes existing blessings to be lost.
When Allah (ﷻ) mentions the permissibility of good things, He also mentions the prohibition on evil or filthy things, as He says:

\textit{He has only forbidden you dead meat}. This refers to animals that died without being properly slaughtered in accordance with Sharia, because dead meat is filthy and harmful, and is bad in and of itself. Moreover, it is most likely that it died of some disease, in which case it is even more harmful. The Lawgiver makes an exception from this general rule with regard to dead locusts and fish, which are permissible and good.

\textit{And blood that has been "poured forth" (this refers to blood that has drained out of the carcass), as has been explained elsewhere. (al-\textit{An\'am} 6:145)}

\textit{And that on which any name has been invoked other than that of Allah} that is, that which has been sacrificed to anything other than Allah, such as that which is sacrificed for idols, stones, graves and so on. This verse does not list everything that is prohibited; rather it highlights types of evil things, which are the opposite of \textit{the good things}. What is haram in general terms is implicit in the verse quoted above, as the opposite of \textit{whatever is lawful and good} (2:168).

These evil things and others are forbidden to us out of kindness towards us and so as to protect us from harm. However, \textit{if one is forced by necessity} that is, if he is compelled by starvation or want, or he is forced,

\textit{without wilful disobedience} that is, without actively seeking that which is haram when he is able to obtain that which is halal, or when he is not starving,

\textit{nor transgressing due limits}, that is, without overstepping the mark in consuming that which has been permitted to him out of necessity. So if a person is forced out of necessity and is not able to find any halal food, then he may eat only so much (of the available haram food) as is necessary, and no more than that.

\textit{then there is no sin on him}. 
As there is no sin on him, it becomes permissible. In such cases the individual is commanded to eat, and in fact it is forbidden to contribute to his own destruction or to kill himself.

In that case it is obligatory for him to eat, and he is sinning if he does not eat and that results in his death, because then he would have effectively killed himself. This concession and flexibility is part of Allah’s mercy towards His slaves. Hence the verse ends with two names of Allah that are particularly appropriate in this context: {For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful}.

Because this permissibility and concession is connected to these two conditions, and the person who finds himself in this situation may not be able to adhere properly to them, Allah (swt) tells us that He is Oft-Forgiving, so He will forgive any mistakes made in this situation, especially if it is a case of necessity and hardship which resulted in him not being able to realise when he should stop eating.

This verse is also indicative of the well-known principle, “Necessity makes permissible that which is (ordinarily) forbidden.” Any haram thing that a person is compelled to do is permitted to him by the Most Merciful. To Him be praise first and last, in the heart and on the lips.
Allah will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection nor will He purify them, and theirs will be a painful punishment.

2:175. They are the ones who have traded guidance for misguidance, and forgiveness for punishment. What can make them patient in facing the fire?

2:176. That is because Allah sent down the Book in truth; those who find [a cause of] disagreement in the Book go much too far in opposition.

This is a stern warning addressed to those who conceal that which Allah sent down to His Messengers, the knowledge concerning which Allah had taken a covenant from them that they would disclose it to the people and not conceal it; those who use it for worldly gain and neglect the command of Allah, *take nothing into their bellies but fire*. That is because the price they gain is only acquired in the worst and most emphatically forbidden manner; thus their punishment will fit the nature of their deeds.

*Allah will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection*; rather He will be angry with them and will turn away from them. This is a more painful punishment for them than the punishment of hellfire.

*nor will He purify them* that is, He will not purify them of bad characteristics, and they have no good deeds to their credit for which they might deserve praise,¹⁴ approval and reward. Rather He will not purify them because their actions deprived them of any purification, the most important means of attaining which is acting in accordance with the Book of Allah, following its guidance and calling others to it.

These people cast aside the Book of Allah and turned away from it; they chose misguidance over guidance and punishment over forgiveness, hence they are fit for nothing but the fire, and what can make them patient in facing the fire? Where could they get such endurance from?

¹⁴ The word translated here as *purify* may also mean "praise".
That is because Allah sent down the Book in truth, and it is on the basis of the truth that the one who does good deeds will be rewarded and the one who does bad deeds will be punished. Moreover, the phrase "Allah sent down the Book in truth" indicates that Allah sent it down in order to guide humankind and to distinguish truth from falsehood and guidance from misguidance. So whoever uses the Book for purposes other than those for which it was revealed deserves to be subjected to the greatest punishment.

Those who find [a cause of] disagreement in the Book go much too far in opposition, that is, those who differed concerning the Book, believing in part of it and rejecting part of it, or those who distort it in accordance with their whims and desires, go much too far in opposition to the truth, because they have differed from the Book which brought truth that dictates agreement, not dissent. Thus they ended up in trouble, and their opposition increased and resulted in division, unlike the followers of the Book who believed in it and let it rule their lives in all aspects. Hence they were united and developed harmony on the basis of the Book.

These verses also include a warning to those who conceal that which Allah has revealed, giving precedence to worldly gain, of Allah's punishment and wrath, for Allah will not purify them or forgive them. The reason for that is their giving precedence to misguidance over guidance, which resulted in their choosing punishment over forgiveness.

This is followed by a question wondering how much patience they can have when facing the fire, because they were aware of the causes that would lead them to that. They also knew that what the Book contained of truth should unite them, not divide them, and that
anyone who went against it would stray from the truth and go much too far in opposition. And Allah knows best.

2:177. It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards east or west; rather righteousness is to believe in Allah and the Last Day, the angels, the Book, and the Prophets; to spend from your wealth, despite your love for it, on kinsfolk, orphans, the needy, wayfarers and those who ask, and for the ransom of slaves; to establish prayer and give zakah; to fulfil the covenants you make; to be patient in the face of hardship and adversity, and in times of conflict. Such are the true believers, and such are the pious.

("It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards east or west") that is, this is not the righteousness that is expected from people, therefore discussing it at length and arguing about it is a kind of effort that only leads to division and dispute. This is similar to the words of the Prophet (ﷺ):

«The strong man is not the one who wrestles others to the ground; rather the strong man is the one who controls himself when he is angry.» (Bukhari and Muslim)
(r) - and so on.

(rather righteousness is to believe in Allah) that is, that He is one God, He possesses all the attributes of perfection and is far above all shortcomings.

(and the Last Day). This refers to everything that Allah has told us in His Book, or that the Messengers have told us, of what happens after death.

(the angels) whom Allah has described to us in His Book, and His Messenger (ﷺ) has also described.

(the Book) this refers to all the Books that Allah sent down to His Messengers, the greatest of which is the Qur’an. Thus we believe in all that it contains of stories and rulings

(and the Prophets) in general, and especially the last and best of them, Muhammad (ﷺ).

(to spend from your wealth) this refers to everything that an individual may possess of wealth, whether it is great or small. What is meant is giving

(despite your love for it) that is, love of wealth. Here Allah highlights the fact that wealth is something that people love and find it hard to give to others.

If a person gives of his wealth, despite his love for it, in order to draw closer to Allah (ﷻ), this is indicative of his faith. Part of giving one’s wealth despite one’s love for it is to give charity when one is healthy and inclined to be stingy, hoping to become rich and fearing poverty. Similarly, giving charity when one does not have much is better, because in this situation one may want to keep it because of what is expected of need and poverty. It is also better to give what is precious and what one loves of one’s wealth, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

(You will never attain righteousness until you spend [in charity] of that which you love... (Al 'Imrân 3: 92)
All of those who do these things are among those who give their wealth despite their love for it.

Then Allah tells us of those on whom it is to be spent, who are the most deserving of your kindness, such as (kinsfolk), those whose joys and sorrows you share; they are the ones who support one another and help one another to pay the diyah (blood money) if need be. It is the best and most proper of righteousness to take care of kinsfolk by spending on them and speaking kindly to them, according to how closely they are related and the extent of their need.

(orphans) who have no breadwinner and do not have the strength to be independent of means. This highlights to us Allah’s mercy towards His slaves, and shows us that He is more merciful to them than a father to his child, because Allah has enjoined His slaves, and made it obligatory for them, to spend some of their wealth on those who have lost their parents, so that they be equal to those who have not lost their parents. Moreover, as the reward matches the nature of the deed, whoever shows mercy towards the orphans of another, mercy will be shown to his orphan (if he dies).

(the needy) this refers to those whose are subdued by need and humiliated by poverty. They have rights over the rich, so as to ward off or reduce their need; hence the rich should give as much as they can afford.

(wayfarers) the wayfarer is the stranger who is cut off in a foreign land. Allah encourages His slaves to give him some of their wealth in order to help him on his journey, because he is most likely in need of help and has a great deal of expenses. Hence the one on whom Allah has bestowed the blessings of living comfortably in his homeland and so on should show compassion towards his brother who is a stranger, and help him in whatever way he can, even if that is by giving him food or a means of transportation, or protecting him from any wrongdoing that may befall him, and so on.
(and those who ask). They are the ones who are faced with some troubles or desperate need which dictate that they should go and ask for help, such as one who has to pay for damage caused accidentally or has to pay a tax that has been imposed by the authorities. This also applies to one who asks people for donations for the maintenance of public utilities, such as mosques, schools, bridges and the like; such a person has the right to ask even if he is rich.

(and for the ransom of slaves) this includes manumission and helping others with it; giving money to a mukātib (slave with a contract of manumission) so that he can pay off his master; ransoming captive Muslims from the disbelievers; and paying ransoms in the case of those who are being held by evildoers.

(to establish prayer and give zakāh). We have seen above that Allah ( المنزل) often mentions prayer and zakāh together because they are the best acts of worship, for they are spiritual, physical and financial. By means of them a person’s faith and certainty may be evaluated.

(to fulfil the covenants you make). A covenant means fulfilling that which Allah has made binding or that which one has made binding upon oneself. That includes all the rights of Allah, which Allah has enjoined upon His slaves so that they have become binding and form part of the covenant, hence they are obliged to fulfil them. It also includes the rights of other people that Allah has enjoined upon them, and the obligations that an individual takes upon himself, such as oaths, vows and so on.

(to be patient in the face of hardship) that is, poverty, because the poor man needs patience in many ways, as he is going through ongoing psychological distress and physical pain that no one else is going through. When he sees rich people enjoying that which is beyond his means, he feels distress. When he or his dependents go hungry, he feels distress. If he eats food that does not suit him (because he cannot afford anything else), he feels distress. If he goes naked or almost naked, he feels distress. When he thinks of his current
situation and what he expects to face in the future, he feels distress. When faced with cold that he cannot ward off, he feels distress. All of these and similar calamities he is enjoined to face with patience, seeking reward with Allah and hoping for it.

\(\text{and adversity}\) – this refers to sickness of all types, including fever, injuries, stomach ailments and pain in any part of the body, even toothache or aching fingers and so on. He needs to have patience in facing all of these things, because he feels weak and helpless and is suffering physical pain that is very difficult to bear, especially when it goes on for a long time. So he is enjoined to be patient and to seek reward with Allah (\(\text{M}\)).

\(\text{and in times of conflict}\) that is, times of fighting enemies whom we are enjoined to fight, because engaging in physical fighting is very difficult, and a person may fear being killed, injured or captured. So in this situation he needs to be patient and seek reward with Allah, hoping for reward from Allah, from Whom come the help and victory that He has promised to those who are patient.

\(\text{Such}\) that is, those who have the characteristics mentioned above, such as correct belief, and good deeds that are the result and proof of faith, and good manners that reflect the dignity of the individual and the essence of true humanity – such people are \(\text{the true believers}\) who are sincere in their faith because their deeds are a confirmation of that faith.

\(\text{and such are the pious}\) because they have given up what is forbidden and have done what is enjoined, and these qualities inevitably include all good characteristics; fulfilling covenants includes all Islamic teachings. The acts of worship mentioned in this verse are the greatest acts of worship, and the one who does them is more likely to do others. Such are the righteous people who are sincere and pious.
We know what Allah has connected to these matters of reward in this world and in the hereafter, but this is not the place to discuss that in detail.

2:178. O you who believe, legal retribution is prescribed for you in cases of murder: the free for the free, the slave for the slave, the woman for the woman. But if any remission is made by the victim’s next of kin, then blood money should be claimed in a reasonable manner and paid with goodwill. This is a concession and a mercy from your Lord. Whoever transgresses after that will have a painful punishment.

2:179. In this legal retribution there is [saving of] life for you, O people of understanding, so that you may become pious.

Here Allah (ﷻ) reminds His believing slaves of His favour to them in prescribing «legal retribution... in cases of murder», which means equity: the murderer is to be killed in the same manner as that in which he killed his victim, so as to establish justice and fairness among people.

This verse is addressed to the believers in general, which indicates that it is obligatory upon all of them, even the killer’s next of kin, and even the killer himself, to help the victim’s next of kin if he demands legal retribution. They should hand over the killer, and it is not permissible for them to try to prevent this hadd punishment or
to prevent the victim’s next of kin from exacting legal retribution, as was customary during the jāhiliyah and is still the case in similar environments, where protection is given to the offender.

Then this matter is explained further:

- "the free for the free" this includes a male for a male.
- "the woman for the woman" this also includes a female for a male, or a male for a female, because the Sunnah indicates that a male may be killed for a female. Excluded from this general meaning are cases involving parents, grandparents and so on; they are not to be killed for killing their child, because there are reports of the Sunnah to that effect. Furthermore, the phrase "legal retribution" indicates that it is not just to kill a parent for killing his child, and the compassion and mercy in the parent’s heart prevent him from killing his own child except in cases of mental illness or severe harm caused to him by the child.

Also excluded from the general meaning of this verse is the disbeliever, according to the Sunnah, in addition to the fact that the verse is addressed to believers only. Moreover, it is not justice to kill a friend of Allah (a Muslim) for killing an enemy of Allah (a disbeliever).

- "the slave for the slave", whether male or female, and whether they are equal in value or not.

This also indicates that a free man cannot be killed for a slave, because they are not equal. From the phrase "the woman for the woman", some of the scholars understood that it is not permissible to kill a man for a woman; we have discussed this matter above.

This verse indicates that the basic principle is that legal retribution for killing is a must, and that the blood money (diyah) is an alternative to it. Hence Allah says: "But if any remission is made by the victim’s next of kin" that is, if the victim’s next of kin lets the killer off (and does not demand that he be killed), and decides to accept the blood
money instead, or if some of the next of kin let him off, then legal retribution is waived, and the blood money becomes obligatory. The choice regarding the blood money is given to the next of kin. If he decides to let the killer off, it is obligatory for the victim’s next of kin to claim the blood money (in a reasonable manner), without making things difficult for him or demanding more than he can bear; rather he should be gentle in asking and not put undue pressure on him.

(and paid with goodwill) that is, the killer should pay it without delay or shortfall, and without mistreating the victim’s next of kin in word or deed; should the response to the next of kin’s kindness in letting him off be anything but paying off with goodwill? This is applicable in all cases where there are similar issues between people: the one who is owed money must make his claim in a reasonable manner, and the one who owes it must pay it with goodwill.

The words (But if any remission is made by the victim’s next of kin) are aimed at softening people’s hearts and encouraging them to let the killer off and accept the blood money instead. Even better than that is to let him off altogether (by not demanding the blood money either). The word (next of kin) (literally, brother) indicates that the killer does not become a disbeliever by his actions, because what is meant by brotherhood here is brotherhood in faith. The killer is not excluded from that by his action, so it is more apt to say that all sins apart from disbelief do not make the one who does them a disbeliever; rather his faith decreases as a result of that.

If the victim’s next of kin, or some of them, pardon the killer, then the latter’s blood is protected (that is, he is not to be killed); he is protected by Sharia from them and from others. Hence Allah says: (Whoever transgresses after that), after the killer has been pardoned, (will have a painful punishment) that is, in the hereafter. The issue of whether he is to be killed or not is based on the above, because he has killed someone who is equal to him, so he should be executed for that.
According to those who interpreted the painful punishment as referring to execution (in the case of one who kills a killer who has been pardoned, as discussed above), this verse specifically indicates that he is to be killed and that it is not permissible to let him off. This is the view of some scholars, but the first view is the correct one, because his offence is no worse than that of anyone else.

Then Allah (ﷻ) explains the great wisdom behind the prescription of legal retribution:

«In this legal retribution there is [saving of] life» that is, lives are protected and criminals will be deterred thereby, because anyone who realises that he will be killed if he kills another is very unlikely to kill. If the killer is seen executed, others will be deterred thereby, but if the punishment of the killer were something other than execution, there would be no deterrent to evil such as that which results from execution. The same may be said concerning all the ḥadd punishments prescribed in Sharia; they teach a lesson and provide a deterrent, which is indicative of the wisdom of the Most Wise, the Oft-Forgiving.

Because the wisdom behind this ruling is not properly understood except by people of reason and understanding, they alone are addressed here. This indicates that Allah (ﷻ) loves those of His slaves who use their minds and ponder the wisdom in His rulings and the purposes they serve, which is indicative of the perfection of His wisdom, His praise, His justice and His all-encompassing mercy. The one who meets this description is deserving of praise, because he is one of the people of understanding to whom this is addressed; that is sufficient honour for people who understand.

«so that you may become pious». The one who knows his Lord and is aware of what there is in His religion and His law of great wisdom and clear signs is obliged thereby to submit to the command of Allah and be concerned about disobeying Him, so that he refrains from doing so. Thus he will deserve to be one of the pious.
2:180. It is prescribed, when death approaches any of you, if he is leaving behind any wealth, that he should make a bequest to parents and next of kin on an equitable basis; this is a duty for those who fear Allah.

2:181. If anyone changes the bequest after hearing it, the guilt will be on those who make the change, for Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

2:182. But if anyone fears partiality or wrongdoing on the part of the testator, and sets things right between [the parties concerned], there is no sin on him, for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

That is: Allah has enjoined upon you, O believers, (when death approaches any of you) that is, when any of the causes of death are present, such as an illness that is expected to be terminal and so on (if he is leaving behind any wealth). This refers to whatever is regarded as a loss of wealth according to custom. In that case he should make a bequest to his parents and the people who are the closest to him on an equitable basis, according to his situation, without being extravagant and without giving only to distant relatives to the exclusion of close relatives. Rather he should give according to the degree of closeness and the extent of need.

(this is a duty for those who fear Allah). This indicates that doing this is obligatory, because the right is established and Allah has made it one of the obligations connected to piety or fearing Allah.
It should be noted that the majority of commentators think that this verse was abrogated by the verse which speaks of the shares of inheritance; others think that it applies to parents and relatives other than heirs, even though there is nothing to indicate that it applies specifically to them. It is best to say that this is a bequest to parents and relatives in general terms, and Allah (تا) has left the details to be determined according to custom.

Later on, Allah (تا) decreed what is meant by (on an equitable basis) with regard to parents and other relatives who are designated heirs, in the verses that speak of the shares of inheritance. This came after the matter had been mentioned in general terms. The ruling (in this verse) concerning parents who do not inherit and other relatives who are blocked by a person or because of their degree of kinship, remained in effect, because the dying person is enjoined to make a bequest to these people, who are the most deserving of his kindness. This view is agreed upon by the Ummah, hence based on the above we can reconcile between the two views concerning this verse.

Whenever it is possible to reconcile between two views, it is better to do so than to say that one of them is abrogated when there is no sound evidence to that effect.

Because the testator may refrain from making a bequest because he thinks that those who come after him will change his bequest, Allah (تا) says:

{If anyone changes the bequest} that is, a bequest made to those mentioned in this verse or others
{after hearing it} that is, after understanding it and knowing how it should be carried out
{the guilt will be on those who make the change}. The testator will have his reward with Allah, and the guilt or sin will be on the one who changed it.

{for Allah is All-Hearing} and hears all voices; He knows what the testator says and what his bequest is, so he should be careful and be
aware of the One Who hears him and sees him, and he should not be unjust in his bequest

and knows his intention; He knows what the beneficiary of the bequest will do. So the testator should try his best to do what is right, and Allah will know that from his intention and will reward him even if he makes a mistake. This is also a warning to the beneficiary against altering the bequest, for Allah knows and can see what he is doing; so he should fear Allah. This is the ruling on bequests that are fair. As for bequests that include unfairness and wrongdoing, those who are present at the time when the bequest is made should advise the testator to do that which is better and more appropriate; they should tell him not to be unfair. The word translated here as partiality refers to being unfair without realising it, and the word translated as wrongdoing refers to deliberate unfairness.

If he does not do that, then things should be put right among the beneficiaries of his bequest, trying to reach a fair solution among them on the basis of mutual consent and reconciliation. They should be exhorted to absolve their deceased loved one of any blame. The one who does that has done a great good deed and there is no sin on him, unlike the one who changes a permissible bequest. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: for Allah is Oft-Forgiving that is, He forgives all errors and their consequences to those who repent to Him; that includes His forgiveness of the one who showed selflessness and gave up some of his rights to his brother, because whoever is easy-going, Allah will be easy-going with him, and He will forgive their deceased loved one who was unfair in his bequest, if they seek reward with Allah for being easy-going with one another in order to absolve the deceased of any blame. Allah is Most Merciful to His slaves, as He has prescribed that they should be compassionate with one another in all their affairs. These verses indicate that it is encouraged to make a bequest and to make clear who the beneficiaries are. There is also a warning addressed to the one who changes a fair bequest, and encouragement to put things straight with regard to unfair bequests.
2:183. O you who believe! Fasting is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those who came before you, that you may become pious.

2:184. [Fasting] for a specific number of days; but if any of you is ill, or on a journey, he should fast the same number of other days. For those who can fast only with extreme difficulty, there is a way to compensate, which is to feed a needy person [for each day]. But whoever gives more than that, of his own accord, that is better for him. And it is better for you to fast, if only you knew.

2:185. Ramadan is the month in which the Qur’ān was sent down, as guidance for humankind, and as clear signs that show the right way and distinguish between right and wrong. So every one of you who is present [at his home] during that month should spend it in fasting, but if anyone is ill, or on a journey, he should fast the same number of other days. Allah intends for you ease, and He does not want to make things difficult for you. [He wants you] to complete the prescribed number of days, and to glorify Him for His having guided you, and so that you may be grateful to Him.
Here Allah tells us of the blessings that He has bestowed upon His slaves by enjoining them to fast as He enjoined it upon previous nations, because it is one of the laws and commands that are in the best interests of people in all times.

This verse also offers encouragement to this Ummah, that they should compete with others in striving to do perfect deeds and hastening to acquire righteous qualities; this is not something too burdensome which they have been singled out to do.

Then Allah (4c) tells us of the wisdom behind the prescription of fasting, as He says ‹that you may become pious›. Fasting is one of the greatest means of developing piety, because it involves obeying the command of Allah and avoiding that which He has forbidden.

Part of the piety that fasting involves is that the fasting person refrains from that which Allah has forbidden to him of food, drink, intercourse and so on, to which he is naturally inclined, seeking thereby to draw closer to Allah, hoping for His reward by giving up these things. This is part of piety. Piety also includes the following:

- The fasting person trains himself to remember that Allah (4c) is always watching, so he gives up things that he desires even though they may be available to him, because he knows that Allah is watching him.
- Fasting narrows the pathways of the Shaytān, who flows through the son of Adam like blood. Fasting weakens the Shaytān’s influence and reduces sins.
- The fasting person usually does many acts of worship and obedience, which are characteristics of piety.
- By fasting, the rich man feels the pain of hunger, which makes him inclined to help the poor and destitute. This is also a characteristic of piety.

After stating that He has enjoined fasting upon them, Allah then tells them that it is for a specific number of days; that is, it is only for a few days, so it is very easy.
Then another concession is granted: "but if any of you is ill, or on a journey, he should fast the same number of other days". That is because in most cases these things entail hardship, so Allah has granted a concession allowing these people to break the fast.

Because it is essential that every believer should attain the benefits of fasting, Allah instructed them to make up the fast on other days, when the sickness is over and the journey has ended, and one is at ease again.

"the same number of other days" indicates that he should make up the number of days missed in Ramadan, whether it is the whole month or less, and it is permissible to fast on short, cool days to make up for long, hot days, and vice versa.

"For those who can fast only with extreme difficulty" that is, they are able to fast, but with difficulty "there is a way to compensate" for each day they did not fast "which is to feed a needy person [for each day]". This was the ruling at the beginning, when fasting was first enjoined and they were not used to it. As it was difficult for them, Allah the Most Wise introduced it gradually in the easiest manner, giving those who found it too difficult the choice between fasting – which was preferable – or feeding the needy instead. Hence He said: "And it is better for you to fast, if only you knew".

Then after that fasting was made binding upon everyone who is able to do it; those who are not able to do it may break the fast and make up the same number of other days.

It was also stated that the phrase "For those who can fast only with extreme difficulty" refers to those who found it burdensome and unbearably difficult, such as the elderly; they could compensate by feeding one poor person for each day they did not fast. This is the correct view.

"Ramadan is the month in which the Qur'an was sent down" that is, the fast that you are enjoined to observe is the month of Ramadan,
the great month in which Allah bestowed the great blessing upon you, namely the Holy Qur'an, which contains guidance to that which is in your best interests in both religious and worldly affairs, explains the truth in the clearest manner, and distinguishes between truth and falsehood, guidance and misguidance, those who are destined for paradise and those who are destined for hell. So it should come as no surprise that a month of such blessings that Allah bestowed upon you should be a season of worship in which fasting is enjoined.

Having confirmed that and highlighted its blessings, and the reason why it is deemed so special, Allah (ﷻ) says: "So every one of you who is present [at his home] during that month should spend it in fasting". This indicates that fasting is obligatory for everyone who is able, healthy and not travelling.

Because the choice between fasting or paying compensation had been abrogated, Allah reiterated the concession that is granted to those who are sick or travelling, lest anyone think that this concession had also been abrogated: "Allah intends for you ease, and He does not want to make things difficult for you". That is, Allah (ﷻ) wants to make the paths that lead to attaining His pleasure very easy for you. Hence everything that Allah has enjoined upon His slaves is very easy.

If something happens to make it difficult, then there is another option to make it easier, either by waiving the obligation or by reducing it in some way.

"[He wants you] to complete the prescribed number of days". This – and Allah knows best – is so that no one will think that the purpose of fasting Ramadan may be achieved by fasting only part of it. This notion is dispelled by the command to complete the number of days and to give thanks to Allah (ﷻ) when completing it, for enabling His slaves to do it, making it easy for them and explaining it to them, and to magnify Allah (by saying Allâhu akbar – Allah is most great) at the end of the fast. That also includes magnifying Allah from the
time when the new moon of Shawwal is sighted until the end of the Eid khutbah.

2:186. When My slaves ask you concerning Me, I am indeed close [to them]; I answer the call of the caller when he calls on Me. So let them respond to Me, and believe in Me, that they may be rightly guided.

This is the answer to a question. Some of his Companions asked the Prophet (ﷺ): O Messenger of Allah, is our Lord close to us so that we may whisper to Him or is He far away so that we should call out to Him? Then the words (When My slaves ask you concerning Me, I am indeed close [to them]) were revealed, because Allah (ﷻ) is Ever-Watchful, Witness (to everything); He can see what is secret and what is yet more hidden; He knows even the most stealthy glance of the eyes and all the secrets that hearts conceal. He is also close to the one who calls upon Him, in the sense that He is quick to respond. Hence He said: (I answer the call of the caller when he calls on Me).

Calling or supplication (du’ā’) is of two types: supplication of worship and supplication of asking. And Allah’s closeness is of two types: closeness to all of His creation by His knowledge and closeness to those who worship Him and call upon Him by responding, helping and guiding.

Whoever calls upon his Lord with focus and presence of mind, offering supplication as prescribed in Islam, with no impediment to receiving a response to his supplication – such as consuming haram wealth or haram food, and so on – then Allah has promised to answer
him, especially if he fulfils the conditions of supplication which are responding to Allah (١٤٥) by obeying His commands and heeding His prohibitions in word and deed, and having faith that makes a response inevitable. Hence He says: "So let them respond to Me, and believe in Me, that they may be rightly guided" that is, so that they will be guided to believe and do righteous deeds, which will rid them of errors that are contrary to faith and righteous deeds. Faith in Allah and responding to His commands are the means of attaining knowledge, as Allah (١٤٥) says:

"O you who believe. If you fear Allah, He will give you the insight to distinguish between right and wrong..." (al-Anfal 8: 29)
makes His commands clear to humankind, that they may become pious.

When the fast was first made obligatory, the Muslims were forbidden to eat, drink or have intercourse during the night after sleeping. This caused a great deal of hardship to some of them, so Allah (4s) made it easier for them by permitting these actions – eating, drinking and intercourse – throughout the night of the fast, whether they had slept or not, because they had been betraying themselves by not being able to adhere to some of that which was enjoined upon them.

«but He has accepted your repentance» by making something flexible for you which, if He did not do that, would lead to sin «and forgiven you» for your previous self-betrayal.

«So now», after this concession and flexibility that have been granted by Allah «go in unto them» and be intimate with them in all ways «and seek what Allah has ordained for you» that is, by being intimate with your wives, you should have the intention of drawing closer to Allah and of fulfilling the greater purpose behind intercourse, which is to produce offspring, to keep yourselves and your spouses chaste, and to fulfil the purposes of marriage.

One of the things that Allah has ordained for you is Laylat al-Qadr, which comes during the nights of the Ramadan fast. So it is not appropriate for you to be distracted by this pleasure and thus miss out on Laylat al-Qadr, because you can catch up with physical pleasures later on, but if you miss out on Laylat al-Qadr, you cannot catch up with it later.

«and eat and drink, until the white thread of dawn appears to you distinct from its black thread». This refers to the time when one should stop eating, drinking and having intercourse. It indicates that if a person is eating and so on, and is not sure whether dawn has come, there is no blame on him.
It also indicates that it is recommended to have the pre-dawn meal (suhoor), because it is prescribed; it is also recommended to delay it, based on the fact that Allah likes to make things easy for people.

This verse also indicates that it is permissible to be in a state of janabah (impurity following sexual activity) when dawn comes, because if it is permissible to engage in intimacy until dawn breaks, then it is permissible for him to be in a state of janabah if dawn comes before he has done ghusl (full ablution), and his fast is still valid.

ÒThenÓ when dawn breaks Òcomplete your fastÓ that is, refrain from everything that breaks the fast Òuntil nightfallÓ which is sunset.

Although it is permissible to have intercourse during the nights of the fast, that does not apply to everyone. It is not permissible to the one who is observing i'tikaf (devotional retreat), because such persons were excluded by the phrase, Òbut do not be intimate with your wives during the nights of your devotional retreat in the mosquesÓ.

This verse indicates that it is prescribed to observe i'tikaf, which means staying in the mosque to devote oneself to worshipping Allah (سُلَّمَ), and that i'tikaf is not valid anywhere except in a mosque.

We may conclude from this that the definition of a mosque is a mosque as it was known at that time, which is a mosque in which the five daily prayers are held.

It also indicates that intercourse is one of the things that invalidate i'tikaf.

ÒTheseÓ that is, the things mentioned here – namely the prohibition of eating, drinking, intercourse and other things that invalidate the fast, and the prohibition on breaking the fast except for those who have excuses, the prohibition on intercourse for the one who is observing i'tikaf, and other things that are forbidden (whilst fasting) – Òare the limits [set by] AllahÓ, Who has set them for His slaves and forbidden them to them. He says: Òso do not go near themÓ, which is more
emphatic than saying “do not do them”, because the prohibition on going near them includes the prohibition on doing the forbidden action itself and the prohibition on the means that lead to it.

We are enjoined to refrain from things that are forbidden, and to keep away from them as much as possible, as well as avoiding everything that leads to them. With regard to commands, Allah says: {These are the limits [set by] Allah, so do not go near them}. Thus it is forbidden to overstep those limits.

{Thus} that is, Allah has clearly explained the rulings mentioned above to His slaves and has clarified them completely.

{Allah makes His commands clear to humankind, that they may become pious}. When the truth becomes clear to them, they will follow it, and when falsehood becomes clear to them, they will avoid it. A person may do something that is forbidden out of ignorance, not knowing that it is forbidden, and if he knew that it was forbidden, he would not have done it. So as Allah has explained His signs to people, there is no room for any excuse or argument. Hence this is a means of attaining piety.

2:188. Do not devour one another’s property by unjust means, nor use it to bribe judges, with the intention of wrongfully and knowingly devouring a part of [other] people’s property.

That is, do not take one another’s wealth, meaning the wealth of other people, and add it to your own, because the Muslim should love for his brother what he loves for himself, and respect his brother’s
property as he respects his own. Devouring the wealth of others also encourages others to do likewise if they have the power to do so.

Taking other people’s wealth is of two types: lawful and unlawful. What is unlawful is taking it and devouring it by unjust means, which is what is referred to here.

That also includes taking wealth by force, stealing, betraying a trust, failing to pay back a loan, and so on, as well as taking it on the basis of a transaction involving haram dealings such as ribā (usury) and all forms of gambling. All of these come under the heading of consuming wealth unlawfully, because it is not in exchange for something that is permissible. It also includes taking wealth by deceit when buying and selling, renting and the like; employing hired workers and not paying them; taking payment for work that was not done properly; taking payment for doing acts of worship, which is not valid, because these acts should be done only for the sake of Allah (46); taking from zakāh and charity money, or awqāf (Islamic endowments) and bequests, by one who has no right to do so, or taking more than one is entitled to.

All of these and similar actions that come under the heading of consuming wealth unlawfully are not permitted under any circumstances; even if a dispute arises and is referred to the shar'i judge, and the one who wants to consume wealth unlawfully gives stronger evidence than that presented by the one who is in the right, and the judge rules in his favour on that basis, the ruling of the judge does not make permissible what is forbidden. Rather the judge rules on the basis of what he hears, but matters remain as they are and cannot be changed by the ruling of a judge. The verdict of the judge should not give the wrongdoer a sense of having got off scot free.

If a person presents false evidence to the judge and gets a verdict in his favour by means of that, that does not make it permissible for him, and he will be knowingly consuming the wealth of others unlawfully and sinfully. Therefore his punishment will be more severe. On that
basis, if a lawyer knows that his defendant’s claim is wrong, it is not permissible for him to defend the wrongdoer, as Allah (ﷻ) says: 

(…do not be an advocate for the deceitful.) (an-Nisā’ 4:105)

2:189. They ask you about the phases of the moon. Say: They are a means of determining time for the [organisation of] human affairs and for Hajj. It is not righteousness to enter your houses from the rear; rather righteousness is to fear Allah. So enter houses through their doors, and fear Allah so that you may prosper.

(They ask you about the phases of the moon): what is the wisdom behind them? Or they ask about the moon phases themselves.

(Say: They are a means of determining time for the [organisation of] human affairs). By His grace and mercy, Allah (ﷻ) has caused them to change in this manner. The moon appears weak at the beginning of the month, then it gradually increases until halfway through the month, then it begins to decrease until the end of the month. This is so that the people will know thereby times for their acts of worship, such as fasting, as well as the times for paying zakāh and offering expiation, and the time of Hajj.

Because Hajj takes place during certain well-known months and takes a long time, Allah says (and for Hajj). From the phases of the moon people also know the times for paying off deferred debts, rental periods, the length of the ‘iddah and pregnancy, and other matters that
have to do with people’s affairs. Allah has made it a means of working out times that is available to everyone, young and old, knowledgeable and ignorant. If times were calculated according to the solar calendar, no one would know it except very few people.

«It is not righteousness to enter your houses from the rear». In the past, when the Ansâr and others among the Arabs entered ihram, they would not enter houses through their doors, thinking that this action was a kind of worship and righteousness. So Allah told them that it was not righteousness, because Allah (ﷻ) had not prescribed it for them; any person who does an act of worship that was not prescribed by Allah or His Messenger (ﷺ) is worshipping on the basis of innovation (bid'ah). He commanded them to enter houses through their doors, because that is easier for them, and one of the aims of Sharia is to make things easier for people.

From this verse we learn that in every situation one should approach the matter in the easiest manner that Allah has made the means of doing it. So the one who wants to enjoin what is good and forbid what is evil should look at the character of a person and his situation, and use gentleness and tact, by means of which his intended goal will be met, completely or partially. Both student and teacher should follow the easiest way of reaching the (educational) goal. The same applies to everyone who tries to do something: if he approaches it in the proper manner and persists in it, he will inevitably reach his goal with the help of Allah.

«and fear Allah». This is the righteousness that Allah enjoins: that is, adhering to piety all the time, obeying His commands and heeding His prohibitions. This is the means of success, which is attaining one’s goal and saving oneself from what one is afraid of. The one who does not fear Allah (ﷻ) will have no way of attaining success, whereas the one who does fear Him will attain success.
2:190. Fight in the cause of Allah those who fight you, but do not overstep the limits, for Allah does not love those who overstep the limits.

2:191. And slay them wherever you find them, and drive them out from where they have driven you out, for persecution is worse than slaughter; but do not fight them in the Sacred Mosque, unless they [first] fight you there; but if they fight you, then slay them. Such is the recompense of the disbelievers.

2:192. But if they desist, then Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

2:193. Fight them until there is no more worshipping of others along with Allah, and all worship becomes devoted to Allah alone; but if they desist, let there be no more hostility except towards wrongdoers.

These verses include the command to fight for the sake of Allah. This came after the migration to Madinah, when the Muslims had become strong enough to fight. Allah instructed them to fight after they had been instructed to refrain. The stipulation that fighting should only be *in the cause of Allah* is encouragement to make it sincerely for Him alone; this also implies prohibition on getting involved in fighting during turmoil in which Muslims kill other Muslims.

*those who fight you* that is, those who are prepared to fight you. This refers to adult men, not old men who have no contribution to
make to fighting, whether by offering opinions or joining the physical fight.

The prohibition on overstepping the limits applies to all such acts, such as killing non-combatants like women, the insane, children, monks and the like; mutilating the bodies of the slain; or killing animals and cutting down trees, and other acts that bring no benefit to the Muslims.

Another kind of overstepping the limits is fighting those from whom *jizyah* may be accepted if they agree to give it. That is not permissible.

\[\text{And slay them wherever you find them}\]. This is a command to fight them wherever they are found, at all times, whether defending or attacking.

Then an exception is made to this general command to fight them: \[\text{but do not fight them in the Sacred Mosque}\]. That is not permissible unless they are the ones who initiate the fighting there, in which case they are to be fought in requital of their aggression.

This is ongoing at all times, until they give up their disbelief and become Muslim. Then Allah will accept their repentance, no matter what they did (in the past) of disbeliefing in Allah and worshipping others alongside Him in the Sacred Mosque and preventing the Messengers and the believers from reaching it. This is out of His mercy and kindness towards His slaves.

Because fighting in the Sacred Mosque may make people think that this is mischief in this holy city, Allah tells us that the mischief in that place caused by associating others with Allah and persecuting the Muslims is worse than the mischief of slaughter, so there is no sin on you – O Muslims – for fighting them.

From this verse is derived the well-known principle of committing the lesser of two evils in order to ward off the greater.
Then Allah (突如) tells us of the purpose behind fighting for His cause. The aim is not to shed the blood of the disbelievers and take their wealth; rather the aim is so that all worship becomes devoted to Allah alone, in order that the religion of Allah (突如) may prevail over all other religions, and to ward off everything that is opposed to it, such as polytheism and so on. If this aim is achieved, then there is to be no killing or fighting.

"but if they desist" and stop fighting you in the Sacred Mosque, "let there be no more hostility except towards wrongdoers" that is, there should be no aggression on your part towards them, except in the case of wrongdoers among them, who deserve punishment according to their wrongdoing.

2:194. A sacred month for a sacred month: violation of any sanctity calls for fair retribution. So if anyone transgresses against you, then attack him as he attacked you. But fear Allah, and know that Allah is with those who fear Him.

The words "A sacred month for a sacred month" may be interpreted as referring to what the polytheists did of preventing the Prophet (突如) and his Companions from entering Makkah in the year of al- Hudaybiyah, and agreeing that they could enter it (and make up the missed ‘umrah) the following year. Both incidents – preventing the Muslims from entering Makkah, and their making up the missed ‘umrah – occurred in a sacred month, namely Dhul-Qa’dah, so the one made up for the other. This offered consolation to the Companions by allowing them to complete their rituals (of ‘umrah). It may also
mean: if you fight them in the sacred month, but they are the ones who started the fight and were the aggressors, then you are not to be blamed for fighting back.

According to this understanding, the words "violation of any sanctity calls for fair retribution" come under the heading of stating a general principle after a specific one. In other words, with regard to everything that is to be venerated, whether it is a sacred month, a sacred land, being in the state of iḥrām or anything more general than that, everything that Sharia enjoins us to venerate, if anyone transgresses against it, then there should be retribution against him. The one who fights during the sacred month is to be fought; the one who violates the sacred city should be subjected to the ḥadd punishment and has no protection in the sacred place; the one who kills his peer is to be killed in return; the one who wounds another or severs his limb is to be subjected to legal retribution; the one who takes the wealth of another unlawfully should have an equivalent amount taken from him.

But can the one who is in the right take as much as he is entitled to, or not? There is a difference of scholarly opinion concerning this matter; the correct view is that if the reason for him having this right is obvious, such as a guest who is not offered hospitality, or when a man refuses to spend on a wife or relative on whom one is obliged to spend. In such cases it is permissible to take one's right from that person's wealth. But if the reason is not obvious, such as one who denied a debt that he owed to another, or betrayed a trust that he was given, or he stole something, and so on, in such cases it is not permissible for him to take compensation from (the wrongdoer's) wealth, so as to reconcile between the evidence. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says, emphasising the above: "So if anyone transgresses against you, then attack him as he attacked you". This explains how to settle scores, namely like for like.
Because in most cases people would not stop at the limits when granted a concession allowing retaliation, since people want that satisfaction, Allah (ﷻ) enjoined them to always fear Him, which means heeding His limits and not overstepping them. Allah tells us that He is (with those who fear Him), and He will help them, support them and guide them.

If Allah is with a person, he will attain eternal happiness. But if a person does not adhere to piety and fear Allah, He will forsake him and not protect him; He will leave him to his own devices and thus his doom will be closer to him than his jugular vein.

2:195. And spend in the cause of Allah, and do not contribute to your destruction with your own hands; but do good, for Allah loves those who do good.

Here Allah (ﷻ) commands His slaves to spend for His sake, which means giving wealth in ways that bring one closer to Allah. These are all good ways, such as giving charity to one who is needy or to a relative, or spending on dependents on whom one is obliged to spend.

More important, and first and foremost, is spending on jihad for the sake of Allah. Spending on it is itself jihad with one’s wealth; it is obligatory just as physical jihad is, and it serves great purposes such as helping to strengthen the Muslims and weaken polytheism and its followers, and helping to establish and support the religion of Allah. Jihad for the sake of Allah cannot be done except by spending; spending for jihad is like the soul for the body; it cannot exist without it. Failing to spend for the sake of Allah undermines jihad and gives
power and strength to the enemy. So the words {and do not contribute to your destruction with your own hands} serve as a reason why one should spend on jihad.

Contributing to your destruction with your own hands refers to two things: not doing what is enjoined, which inevitably leads to ruin in both physical and spiritual terms, and doing that which leads to self-destruction, which includes many things such as: not engaging in jihad for the sake of Allah or spending on it, which inevitably leads to the enemy gaining power over the Muslims; taking unnecessary risks when fighting, or travelling in dangerous places where there are wild animals or snakes; climbing trees or dangerous structures; walking underneath something that poses a danger, and so on. Such things all come under the heading of contributing to your destruction with your own hands.

Other kinds of contributing to your destruction with your own hands include: persisting in disobedience and sin; despairing of ever repenting; failing to do obligatory duties that Allah has enjoined, failure to do which leads to ruin in spiritual and physical terms.

Because spending for the sake of Allah is a kind of good deed, Allah enjoins doing good in general terms: {but do good, for Allah loves those who do good}. That includes all kinds of doing good, because it is not limited to any particular thing. That also includes doing good with one’s wealth, as stated above.

It also includes being kind to people by: using one’s position to help, interceding and so on; enjoining what is good and forbidding what is evil; teaching beneficial knowledge; meeting people’s needs by relieving their distress, helping at times of hardship, visiting the sick, attending their funerals, guiding those who have gone astray, helping people with their work, doing things for those who cannot do them themselves, and other things that come under the heading of kindness as enjoined by Allah. Kindness also includes worshipping Allah (ﷻ) properly, which is as the Prophet (ﷺ) said:
«You should worship Allah as if you can see Him, and if you cannot see Him, He sees you.» (Muslim)

Whoever has these characteristics is one of those of whom Allah says:

«For those who do good there will be the best reward and more besides...» (Yoonus 10: 26)

Allah will be with such a one, guiding him and helping him in all his affairs.

Having mentioned the rulings on fasting and jihad, Allah now speaks of the rulings on Hajj:

2:196. And perform properly the Hajj and ‘umrah for Allah. But if you are prevented [from completing it], send an offering for sacrifice, such as you can obtain easily, and do not shave your heads until the offering reaches the place of sacrifice. And if any of you is ill, or has an ailment of the scalp [necessitating shaving the head whilst still in ihram], he must compensate by either fasting, giving charity, or offering a sacrifice. And when you are safe [from the enemy], if any one wishes to take a break between ‘umrah and Hajj, he must offer a sacrifice, such as he can obtain easily, but if he cannot afford it, he should fast three days during the Hajj and seven days upon his return, making
ten days in all. This is for the one whose family is not present at the Sacred Mosque [that is, not residing in Makkah]. And fear Allah, and know that Allah is severe in punishment.

The words «(And perform properly the Hajj and ‘umrah for Allah)» are indicative of a number of things:
1- That Hajj and ‘umrah are obligatory.
2- That it is obligatory to do them properly, with all the essential and obligatory parts, as indicated by the actions of the Prophet (ﷺ) and his words:
   «Learn from me your rituals (of Hajj).» (Muslim)
3- In these words is evidence for those who say that ‘umrah is obligatory.
4- That it is obligatory to complete Hajj and ‘umrah once one has started them, even if they are supererogatory (naff).
5- The command to do them properly means putting more effort into doing what must be done.
6- That they should be done sincerely for the sake of Allah alone.
7- The one who enters ihram for them does not exit ihram at all until he has completed them, except in cases where Allah has made an exception, which is being prevented from completing them. Hence Allah says:
   «But if you are prevented [from completing it]» that is, if you are prevented from reaching the Kaaba to complete Hajj and ‘umrah because of sickness, losing your way, (obstruction by) an enemy, and other things that may prevent one from continuing.
   «Send an offering for sacrifice, such as you can obtain easily» that is, slaughter whatever sacrificial animal you can obtain easily. This refers to one seventh of a camel, one seventh of a cow, or a sheep to be sacrificed by the one who has been prevented from completing (Hajj or ‘umrah), who should then shave his head and exit ihram because of having been prevented from continuing. This is what was
done by the Prophet (ﷺ) and his Companions when the polytheists prevented them from reaching Makkah in the year of al-Hudaybiyah. If no sacrificial animal is available, then he should fast ten days, as in the case of one who is doing Hajj *tamattu*,

\[15\] then exit iḥrām.

\(\text{‘and do not shave your heads until the offering reaches the place of sacrifice’}\). This is one of the things that are forbidden during iḥrām: removing hair from the head or body by shaving or otherwise. The purpose behind that is to be unkempt and to prevent the pleasure of removing it.

Many scholars drew an analogy between removing the hair and clipping the nails, as both are a kind of comfort. The prohibition mentioned continues until the offering or sacrificial animal reaches the place of sacrifice, on the Day of Sacrifice. It is preferable to shave the head after offering the sacrifice, as is indicated by this verse.

This verse also indicates that if the one who is doing Hajj *tamattu* has brought his sacrificial animal with him, he should not exit iḥrām from his ‘umrah before the Day of Sacrifice. When he has performed the ṭawāf (circumambulation of the Kaaba) and sa’iy (going between Ṣafā and Marwah) for ‘umrah, he should then enter iḥrām for Hajj, and he cannot exit iḥrām because he has brought the sacrificial animal with him. Rather Allah (ﷻ) has forbidden that to him because that is showing humility and submission to Allah, a kind of humility that is in the best interests of the individual, and there is no harm in it. If any harm does occur, such as if he is sick and will benefit from shaving his head, or he has an injury or lice and so on (and will benefit from shaving his head), then it is permissible for him to do so, but he must offer compensation for that \(\text{‘by either fasting’}\) for three days, \(\text{‘giving charity’}\) to six poor persons, \(\text{‘or offering a sacrifice’}\) of an animal that is valid as an *udhiyah* sacrifice. He has the choice between these options; the best is to offer a sacrifice, then to give charity, then to fast.

\[15\] Tamattu’ (Hajj): Hajj plus ‘umrah, the pilgrim enters iḥrām for ‘umrah, performs ‘umrah, exits iḥrām, then enters iḥrām again for Hajj.
Soorat al-Baqarah (196)

The same applies to similar things such as clipping the nails, covering the head, wearing a fitted garment or putting on perfume. These actions are permissible in the case of necessity, but the compensation mentioned must be offered, because the purpose behind all of these is to remove comfort (during the state of ihram).

"And when you are safe [from the enemy]") that is, when you are able to reach the Kaaba without being prevented by an enemy and the like

"if anyone wishes to take a break between 'umrah and Hajj") and to have the advantage of exiting ihram after completing 'umrah

"he must offer a sacrifice, such as he can obtain easily") that is, he has to offer whatever sacrificial animal he can easily obtain, which is the same as that which is acceptable for 'udhiyah. This is a sacrifice to be offered in return for doing two rituals in one journey, and because of the blessing that Allah has bestowed upon him by having the benefit of exiting ihram after completing 'umrah and before starting Hajj. The same applies to the one who is doing Hajj qirân,16 because he is doing two rituals in one journey.

The verse implies that the one who is doing Hajj ifrât does not have to offer a sacrifice. It also highlights the permissibility, and indeed the virtue, of Hajj tamattu’, and that it is permissible to do it during the months of Hajj.

"but if he cannot afford it") that is, the sacrificial animal or its price

"he should fast three days during the Hajj") this first becomes permissible when he enters ihram for 'umrah, and the end of the period is the three days after the Day of Sacrifice, the days of stoning the jamarât and staying overnight in Mina. But it is preferable to fast on the seventh, eighth and ninth days of Dhul-Hijjah.

16 Qirân (Hajj): Hajj plus 'umrah with no break in between; the pilgrim enters ihram for both 'umrah and Hajj, and does not exit ihram after performing ‘umrah, until he has completed Hajj.

17 Ifrât (Hajj): performing Hajj only, without 'umrah.
and seven days upon his return that is, when you have finished all the actions of Hajj, it is permissible to do these fasts in Makkah, or on the road, or after reaching home.

(This) that is, what is mentioned about the obligation of offering a sacrifice in the case of Hajj tamattu'

(is for the one whose family is not present at the Sacred Mosque [that is, not residing in Makkah]), meaning that they live at the distance at which it becomes permissible to shorten one's prayers, or further away than that according to the customary definition. Such are the people for whom the sacrifice is obligatory, because they are doing two rituals in one journey. As for those whose families are present at the Sacred Mosque (that is, they reside in Makkah), they do not have to offer the sacrifice, because the reason for it is not applicable in their case.

(And fear Allah) that is, in all your affairs, by obeying His commands and heeding His prohibitions. That also includes following what is commanded and forbidden in this verse.

(and know that Allah is severe in punishment) for those who disobey Him. This is what leads to piety. The one who fears the punishment of Allah will refrain from that which incurs the punishment, just as the one who hopes for the reward of Allah will do that which will bring the reward. As for the one who does not fear the punishment or hope for the reward, he will indulge in what is forbidden and will have the audacity to overstep the limits.
2:197. The Hajj takes place in the well-known months. Whoever undertakes to perform Hajj during them, there should be no lewdness, nor wrongdoing, nor quarrelling during the Hajj. And whatever good you do, Allah knows it. And take provision [with you] for the journey, but the best of provisions is piety. So fear Me, O people of understanding.

Here Allah tells us that the Hajj occurs in the well-known months, that is months that were well known to those who were first addressed, in such a way that there was no need to specify them as there was a need to specify the month in which fasting is observed, and as Allah specified the timings of the five daily prayers.

But in the case of Hajj, it was part of the religion of Ibraheem that was still practised among his progeny and was well known to them.

What is meant by the well-known months, according to the majority of scholars, is: Shawwal, Dhul-Qa'dah, and the first ten days of Dhul-Ḥijjah. These are the months in which people usually enter ihram for Hajj.

(Whoever undertakes to perform Hajj during them) that is, whoever enters ihram for it, because starting it makes it obligatory, even if it is a supererogatory (nafl) Hajj.

This verse is quoted as evidence by ash-Shafi'i and those who followed him in the view that it is not permissible to enter ihram for Hajj before its months have begun. I say: if we were to say that this verse offers evidence for the view of the majority of scholars, which is that ihram for Hajj is permissible before those months begin, that would be more likely to be correct. The words (Whoever undertakes to perform Hajj during them) indicate that the decision to undertake to perform Hajj may be taken during the months mentioned, or it may not.

(there should be no lewdness, nor wrongdoing, nor quarrelling during the Hajj) that is, it is obligatory to respect one's ihram for
Hajj, especially during the months of Hajj, and to protect it from anything that may spoil it or detract from it, such as lewdness, which refers to intercourse and its precursors in word or deed, especially in the presence of women. Wrongdoing here refers to all sins, including the things that are forbidden whilst in ihram. Quarrelling refers to arguing and disputing, because it stirs up trouble and creates enmity.

The purpose of Hajj is humility before Allah, seeking to draw close to Him by means of whatever acts of worship one can do, and keeping away from sin; in this way one’s Hajj will be accepted, and an accepted Hajj brings no less a reward than paradise. Although these things are not allowed in any place or at any time, they are more emphatically forbidden during the Hajj.

It should be noted that aiming to draw closer to Allah by refraining from sins cannot be done unless you also do what He enjoins. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: «(And whatever good you do, Allah knows it)». That includes all good deeds and acts of worship. What is meant is that Allah is aware of it. This implies strong encouragement to do good, especially in those holy places, where one should do as much as one can of prayer, fasting, giving charity, tawaf and kindness in word and deed.

Then Allah enjoins the pilgrim to take provision with him for this blessed journey, because by taking provision with him he will be independent of other people and will refrain from taking their wealth by asking for it or begging for it. Taking a lot of provision is beneficial for the traveller, enables him to help others, and will bring him closer to the Lord of the worlds.

What is meant by provision here is that which will sustain him and help him to reach his destination and return.

However the real provision that will bring permanent benefit in this world and in the hereafter is the provision of piety, which is provision that will help one to reach the hereafter and obtain the most perfect
pleasure and eternal bliss. The one who neglects this provision is the one who will run out of provision and be exposed to all dangers; he will be prevented from reaching the destination of the righteous. This is a commendation of piety.

Then Allah enjoins people of understanding to seek piety and fear Him:

«So fear Me, O people of understanding» that is: O people of deep understanding, fear your Lord, for fear of Him is the most important thing that is enjoined by reason, and neglecting it leads to ignorance and poor thinking.

2:198. There is no sin on you if you seek the bounty of your Lord [during Hajj, by trading and so on]. Then when you move on from ‘Arafat, remember Allah at the sacred place [Muzdalifah], and remember Him as He has guided you, for you had gone astray before this.
2:199. Then move on from the place from which all the people move on, and ask for Allah’s forgiveness, for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

2:200. Then when you have completed your rites, remember Allah as much as you remember your own forefathers, or even more. There are some people who say: Our Lord, give us good in this world, but they will have no share in the hereafter.

2:201. But there are others who say: Our Lord, give us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and protect us from the torment of the fire.

2:202. They will have their due share [in this world and the hereafter] according to what they earn. And Allah is swift in reckoning.

When Allah (ﷺ) enjoined people to fear Him, He taught them that there is nothing wrong with seeking the bounty of Allah by earning money during the Hajj season and at other times, if it does not distract from that which should be the main focus, namely the Hajj, and the earnings are permissible and attributed to the bounty of Allah, and not to the individual’s smartness. Focusing only on the means and forgetting the One Who created the means is what is blameworthy.

Then when you move on from ‘Arafāt, remember Allah at the sacred place [Muzdalifah]). This indicates a number of things:

Firstly: The standing in ‘Arafāt, which was known to be an essential part of the Hajj. Moving on from ‘Arafāt can only come after standing in ‘Arafāt.

Secondly: The command to remember Allah at this sacred place, which is Muzdalifah. This was also well known. They would stay there overnight on the night before the Day of Sacrifice, then after fajr prayer they would remain in Muzdalifah, offering supplication, until it became very light. Remembering Allah at this place includes both obligatory and supererogatory prayers.

Thirdly: Staying in Muzdalifah comes after the standing in ‘Arafāt, as is indicated by the word order in this verse.
Fourth and fifth: ‘Arafāt and Muzdalifah are both rituals of Hajj that must be done.

Sixth: Muzdalifah is within the Haram zone, as it is described as sacred.

Seventh: ‘Arafāt is outside the Haram zone, as may be understood from the fact that Muzdalifah is described as sacred, but not ‘Arafāt.

{and remember Him as He has guided you, for you had gone astray before this} that is, remember Allah (ﷻ), as He has blessed you with guidance after you were misguided and has taught you that which you did not know. This is one of the greatest of blessings for which we must give thanks and respond to it by remembering the Bestower in our hearts and verbally.

{Then move on from the place from which all the people move on} that is, then move on from Muzdalifah, from where all the people have moved on, from the time of Ibrāheem (ﷻ) until the present. What is meant by this moving on was well known to them; it meant moving on and stoning the jamarāt, offering the sacrifice, tawāf (circumambulation of the Kaaba), sa‘iy (going between Ṣafā and Marwah), staying overnight in Mina during the days of at-tashreeq, and completing all the other rituals of Hajj.

Because the purpose of this moving on was as mentioned, and the things mentioned are the last of the rituals of Hajj, and Allah commanded that when finishing them, we should ask Him for forgiveness and remember Him a great deal; we should ask Him for forgiveness for any mistakes or shortcomings in worship. Remembering Allah means thanking Him for His blessings by which He enabled us to perform this great act of worship.

This is what should be done every time one finishes an act of worship: he should ask Allah for forgiveness for shortcomings and thank Him for enabling him to do it. This is unlike the one who thinks that he has done the act of worship perfectly and has done a favour to his Lord by doing it, and that it will give him high status. Such a one
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deserves to be despised (by his Lord) and to have his deed rejected, just as the former deserves to be accepted and enabled to do more good deeds.

Then Allah (الله) tells us about the condition of people. All of them ask Him for their needs and for protection from harm, but their ultimate goals vary. Among them are some people who say: Our Lord, give us good in this world—that is, they ask Him for things they want in this world that stem from their whims and desires; they will have no share in the hereafter, because they are not interested in it and their focus is limited to this world. Others ask Allah for what is good in both realms and express their need of Allah’s help and support with regard to their religious and worldly affairs. Both groups will have a share of what they have earned, and Allah will requite them in accordance with their deeds, aims and intentions, in a manner that is based on justice and generosity. All praise be to Him.

This verse indicates that Allah answers the supplication of everyone who calls upon Him, whether he is a Muslim or a disbeliever or an evildoer, but His answering a supplication does not indicate that He loves the person who offered it or that that person is close to Him, unless it has to do with the hereafter or spiritual matters.

The good that is sought in this world includes everything that is liked by people, such as abundant and enjoyable halal provision, a righteous wife, a child who is a source of joy, ease and comfort, beneficial knowledge, righteous deeds and other things that are liked and are permissible.

The good that is sought in the hereafter is safety from punishment in the grave, during the standing (on the Day of Resurrection) and in hell; attaining the good pleasure of Allah and eternal bliss; and being close to the Most Merciful Lord. Hence this supplication is the most perfect and comprehensive of supplications, and the most appropriate for the believers. Hence the Prophet (النبي) often recited this supplication and encouraged others to do likewise.
2:203. Remember Allah during the appointed days. But if anyone hastens to leave [Mina] in two days, there is no blame on him, and if any one stays on, there is no blame on him, for him who fears Allah. So fear Allah, and know that you will surely be gathered unto Him.

Here Allah (ﷻ) enjoins us to remember Him during the appointed days, which are the three days of at-tashreeq that come after Eid (al-Adha), because of the special status and honour of these days, as the remainder of the Hajj rituals are performed during these days, and because the people are the guests of Allah during these days. Hence it is forbidden to fast at this time, and remembrance of Allah during these days has a special quality that is not present on other days. Hence the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

«The days of at-tashreeq are days of eating, drinking and remembering Allah.» (Muslim)

Remembering Him during these days includes remembering Him when stoning the jamarât and offering the sacrifice, and the special dhikr that is recited following the obligatory prayers. In fact some of the scholars said that it is recommended to recite takbeer in general at this time, as in the first ten days (of Dhul-Ḥijjah), and this is not far-fetched.

«But if anyone hastens to leave [Mina] in two days» that is, departing from Mina before sunset on the second day.
there is no blame on him, and if anyone stays on that is, stays overnight in Mina on the night before the third day, and stones the jamarāt on the following day (there is no blame on him). This is a concession granted by Allah (ﷻ) to His slaves, allowing both options. However it is known that if both are permitted, then staying on is preferable, because it allows for more worship.

From this we may conclude there is no blame or sin on either the one who leaves earlier or the one who leaves late, provided that he is one (who fears Allah) that is, one who fears Allah in all his affairs and throughout the Hajj. The one who fears Allah in all things will have no blame in all things; the one who fears Him in one thing but not another, his requital will match his deeds.

(So fear Allah) by obeying His commands and not disobeying Him (and know that you will surely be gathered unto Him), then He will requite you for your deeds. So the one who feared Allah will find the reward of his piety with Him, but the one who did not fear Him will receive the severest punishment. Knowing that there will be requital for deeds is one of the greatest motives for fearing Allah. Hence He encouraged knowledge of that.

2:204. Among people are those whose speech pleases you in this world, and they call Allah to witness as to what is in their hearts, yet they are the most contentious of opponents.
2:205. When [such a person] leaves you, he strives to spread mischief in the land and to destroy crops and livestock. But Allah does not like mischief.

2:206. When it is said to him: Fear Allah, his arrogance leads him to sin. Hell is enough for him – what a wretched resting-place.

When Allah \(\text{}\) commanded us to remember Him a great deal, especially at the best times, which is good and is in our best interests, and is a righteous deed, He also told us about the one who speaks words but his actions do not match his words. For what a person says will either raise or lower him in status. Hence Allah says: \(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) that is, when such a person speaks, his words please the listener, and when he speaks, he thinks that he is saying something useful, and he supports what he is saying by calling \(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) his heart, by saying that Allah knows that what is in his heart is in harmony with what he is saying, but in fact he is lying, because his words contradict his deeds.

If he were telling the truth, his words and deeds would be in harmony, as is the case with the believer who is not a hypocrite. Hence Allah says of such people: \(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) that is, if you argue with him, you will find him quarrelsome, difficult and stubborn, and what results from that is the worst kind of attitude. This is unlike the attitude of the believer, whose way is the easiest and who submits to the truth and is easy-going.

\(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) – this refers to the one whose speech pleases you when he speaks to you
\(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) that is, he does his utmost in committing sins, which is spreading mischief in the land
\(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\) because of that \(\text{}\text{}\text{}\text{}\). Crops and livestock are destroyed and the blessings in them decrease because of his striving to commit sin.
"But Allah does not like mischief." As He does not like mischief, He hates and despises the person who spreads mischief in the land, even if he speaks nice words.

This verse indicates that the words that people say do not prove that they are sincere or insincere, righteous or evildoers, unless there are actions that confirm and prove that. Therefore witnesses, and those who are in the right or in the wrong, should be tested by examining their deeds and checking their behaviour and attitude; we should not be deceived by how they present themselves and praise themselves.

Then Allah tells us that if the one who spreads mischief in the land by committing sin is instructed to fear Allah, he arrogantly and stubbornly rejects that advice, and "his arrogance leads him to sin," thus he combines his sinful actions with arrogance towards the sincere advisers.

"Hell" which is the abode of the sinners and the arrogant "is enough for him – what a wretched resting-place" that is, a place to settle and dwell, and unceasing punishment and never-ending distress and despair; the punishment will not be reduced for them and they will have no hope of reward. This is the recompense for their evil deeds. We seek refuge with Allah from ending up like them.

2:207. But there are others who would sell their souls to earn the pleasure of Allah. And Allah is Most Compassionate towards His slaves.

These are the ones who are guided, who have sold their souls, regarding them as cheap, and have given them up in order to seek the
pleasure of Allah and in the hope of His reward. They have paid the price to the One Who owns everything and Who fulfils His promises and is most compassionate towards His slaves. By His compassion and mercy, He has guided them to that and He will fulfil His promise, as He says:

"Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their wealth, in return for which paradise will be theirs..." (at-Tawbah 9: 111)

—to the end of the verse. In this verse Allah tells us that they have sold their souls and given them away, and He tells them of His compassion which dictates that they should attain that which they were seeking and hoping for. So after this do not ask about what they will receive from the Most Generous and what they will attain of victory and honour.

2:208. O you who believe! Enter into Islam wholeheartedly; and do not follow the footsteps of the Shayṭān, for he is to you an avowed enemy.

2:209. If you backslide after the clear [signs] have come to you, then know that Allah is Almighty, Most Wise.

Here Allah (ﷻ) commands the believers to "enter into Islam wholeheartedly" that is, adhering to all the teachings of Islam and not ignoring any of them, and they should not be among those who take their own desires as a god, who follow the command if it is in accordance with their whims and desires, otherwise they do not do so.
Rather what is required is to make one's inclinations in accordance with religious teaching and to do everything that one is able to do of good; whatever he is unable to do, he will have the intention of doing it (if he were able to), and by virtue of his intention he will attain reward.

Because entering into Islam wholeheartedly cannot be possible and cannot be imagined except by going against the ways of the Shayṭān, Allah says: «(and do not follow the footsteps of the Shayṭān)» by committing sins and disobeying Allah, «(for he is to you an avowed enemy)». The avowed enemy does not enjoin you to do anything but evil and shameful deeds, and that which will bring you harm.

Because people will inevitably make mistakes, Allah (ﷻ) says: «(If you backslide after the clear [signs] have come to you)» that is, after certain knowledge has come to you, «(then know that Allah is Almighty, Most Wise)».

This is a stern warning which dictates that you should correct the mistakes, for if the sinners disobey the Almighty, the Subduer, the Most Wise, He will subdue them by His might and will punish them in accordance with His wisdom, for it is by His wisdom that He punishes the sinners and evildoers.

2:210. Are they only waiting for Allah to come to them in the shadows of the clouds, together with the angels? But then the matter would already have been decided. And to Allah all matters go back [for decision].
This is a stern warning and threat that makes the heart tremble. Here Allah (ﷻ) is saying: are those who strive to spread mischief in the land, who follow in the footsteps of the Shayṭān, who ignore the commands of Allah, waiting for anything but the day of recompense for their deeds, which is filled with horrors, hardships and terrifying scenes that will shake the hearts of the evildoers, when the bad consequences of evil deeds will be inevitable for the evildoers? That is because Allah (ﷻ) will roll up the heavens and the earth, the stars will be scattered, the sun and moon will be folded up, the noble angels will descend and surround all creatures, and the Creator (ﷻ) will descend (in the shadows of the clouds), to judge with justice among His slaves. The Balance will be set up and the records will be spread out; the faces of those who are blessed will be brightened whilst the faces of those who are doomed will be darkened. Those who were doers of good will be distinguished from those who were doers of evil, and each will be requited for his deeds. Then the wrongdoer will bite his hands, when he realises what his situation really is.

This verse and others like it provide evidence for the view of ahl as-Sunnah wal-jamā'ah, who affirm the divine attributes such as rising above, descending, coming and other attributes that Allah (ﷻ) has affirmed for Himself, or that His Messenger (ﷺ) has told us of. They affirm them in a manner that is befitting to the majesty and greatness of Allah, without likening Him to His creation or misinterpreting or denying any attribute. This is unlike the various groups who deny the divine attributes, such as the Jahamis, Mutazilites, Ash‘aris and others of their ilk. As a result of that, they deny the divine attributes and interpret these verses in a manner for which they have no proof; rather their misinterpretation undermines what is stated in the Qur’an and what was stated by the Prophet (ﷺ), and they claim that their view is the correct one.

These people have no evidence from the texts, and no rational basis for their opinion either.
With regard to the texts, they acknowledge that the texts of the Qur’ān and Sunnah apparently, and even clearly, support the view of ahl as-Sunnah wal-jamā‘ah, and that in order to support their false view, the texts need to be interpreted in a manner other than that which is indicated by the apparent meaning, and they think that the texts should be added to and subtracted from. This, as you can see, is not acceptable to one who has the slightest amount of faith in his heart.

From a rational point of view, there is nothing to support the notion that these attributes should be denied; rather reason indicates that being able to do a thing is more perfect than not being able to do it, and that divine actions having to do with the divine essence and those having to do with His creation are perfect. If they say that affirming these attributes is likening Him to His creation, the response is: speaking of the divine attributes is like speaking about the divine essence. Just as Allah has an essence that is not like any other essence, Allah has attributes that are not like the attributes of others. His attributes are connected to His essence, and the attributes of His creation are connected to their essences. Affirming them does not imply likening Him to His creation in any way whatsoever.

It may also be said to the one who affirms some of the attributes and denies others, or affirms the divine names but not the divine attributes: either you affirm everything that Allah has affirmed for Himself and that His Messenger (ṣallī Allāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) has affirmed, or you deny everything, which amounts to denying the very existence of the Lord of the worlds. As for your affirming some of the attributes and denying some, we say: show us the difference between those which you affirm and those which you deny; you will never find any difference between them. If you say: those attributes that I affirm do not lead to likening Him to His creation, the response of ahl as-Sunnah is: affirming what you deny does not imply likening Him to His creation. If you say: I do not see in that which I deny anything but likening Allah to His creation, those who deny all the attributes will say: we do
not understand what you do affirm as meaning anything other than likening Him to His creation. Thus the answer that you give to those who deny the divine attributes will be the same as the answer given by ahl as-Sunnah concerning the attributes that you deny.

The point is that whoever denies some of the divine attributes that are affirmed by the Qur'an and Sunnah, whilst affirming others, is contradicting himself and there is no shar'i rational evidence for what he says; rather he is contradicting both reason and text.

2:211. Ask the Children of Israel how many clear signs We have sent them. But if any one, after Allah's favour has come to him, substitutes [something else], then Allah is severe in punishment. (Ask the Children of Israel how many clear signs We have sent them), that pointed to the truth and confirmed that the Messengers spoke the truth, and they were certain of them and recognised them as signs, but they did not give thanks for this blessing as they should have done; rather they were ungrateful for it and they substituted ingratitude for the blessing of Allah. Hence they deserved that Allah should send down His punishment upon them and deprive them of His reward. Allah (ﷻ) described ingratitude for the blessing as a substitution for it because if Allah bestows a blessing, either spiritual or worldly, upon a person and he does not give thanks for it or do what is required of him as a result, then it will diminish and disappear, and will be replaced with disbelief and sin. Thus ingratitude becomes a substitution for the blessing. As for the one who gives thanks to Allah (ﷻ) and does what is required of him, the blessing becomes established and continues, and Allah gives him more of it.
2:212. The life of this world is made to appear attractive to those who disbelieve, and they scoff at those who believe. But those who fear Allah will be above them on the Day of Resurrection, for Allah bestows His abundance without measure on whom He will.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us that in the case of those who disbelieve in Allah and His revelations, and Messengers, and do not submit to His law, the life of this world has been made attractive to them, so they are content and happy with it. Thus all their whims and desires, wishes and efforts are focused on it; they turn towards it and strive hard to acquire worldly gains; they give it the utmost importance and show respect to those who share their worldly interests and focus on accumulation: they look down on the believers and mock them, saying: Are these the people among us to whom Allah has shown His favour? This stems from their lack of understanding and their shortsightedness, for this world is the realm of tests and trials, in which hard times come to believers and disbelievers alike, but if bad things happen to the believer in this world, he bears it with patience and seeks reward with Allah, hence Allah alleviates it for him because of his faith and patience in a way that does not happen for anyone except the believer.

What really matters is true superiority in the hereafter. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: (But those who fear Allah will be above them on the Day of Resurrection). So those who fear Allah will be in the highest levels of paradise, enjoying all kinds of delight, happiness and rejoicing, whilst the disbelievers will be beneath them in the lowest depths
of hell, being punished with all kinds of torment, humiliation and eternal misery that will never end. This verse offers consolation to the believers and condemnation of the disbelievers, because provision in this world and in the hereafter can only come by the decree of Allah, and it cannot be attained except by the will of Allah. Allah says: "for Allah bestows His abundance without measure on whom He will." Worldly provision is granted to believers and disbelievers alike; as for spiritual provision of knowledge, faith, love of Allah, fear of Him and hope in Him, and the like, He only grants them to those whom He loves.

2:213. Humankind was one single nation, then Allah sent Messengers with glad tidings and warnings, and with them He sent the scripture in truth, to judge between people in matters wherein they differed. But none differed concerning it except those to whom it was given – after the clear signs had come to them – out of mutual envy. So Allah by His grace guided the believers to the truth concerning that wherein they differed. For Allah guides whom He will to a path that is straight.

People were united in guidance for ten generations after Nooh (س), then when they differed concerning religion, some of them disbelieved and the rest of them continued to follow the true religion. Disputes and conflicts occurred, and Allah sent the Messengers to
judge between people and establish proof against them. According to another scholarly opinion, they were united in disbelief, misguidance and wretchedness, with no light or faith amongst them. Then Allah (ﷻ) had mercy on them and sent the Messengers to them, (with glad tidings) that the one who obeyed Allah would see the results of his obedience, such as provision, physical and spiritual strength, a good life and, most important of all, attaining the pleasure of Allah and paradise. (and warnings) that the one who disobeyed Allah would see the results of his sin, such as being deprived of provision, weakness, humiliation, a hard life and, worst of all, the wrath of Allah and hell. (and with them He sent the scripture in truth), containing true stories and just commands. Everything that the scripture contains is truth that decides between two who disagree concerning major and minor issues of religion. This is what should be done in the event of differences and disputes: the dispute should be referred to Allah and to His Messenger. Were it not that the answer for the issue is to be found in His Book and the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ), He would not have commanded us to refer to them.

Having mentioned the great blessing of sending down the scriptures to the People of the Book, which dictated that they should have been united in following them, Allah (ﷻ) then tells us that they transgressed against one another, and many disputes and conflicts arose among them; they differed concerning the scripture when they should have been the first of the people to unite on the basis of the scripture. That happened after they had learned and knew for certain the clear signs and definitive proof. Thus they went far astray.

(So Allah by His grace guided the believers) of this Ummah (to the truth concerning that wherein they differed). With regard to everything concerning which the People of the Book disagreed and went astray from the correct view, Allah guided this Ummah to the truth concerning it, and (by His grace) and His mercy He made it easy for them.
For Allah guides whom He will to a path that is straight. He calls all of humanity to the straight path, on the basis of His justice and so as to establish proof against them, lest they say: No bearer of glad tidings and no warner came to us. And by His grace and mercy, and with His help and kindness, He guides whomever He will among His slaves. This is His blessing and kindness, and that is his justice and wisdom.

2:214. Or do you think that you will enter paradise without such [trials] as came to those who passed away before you? They encountered suffering and adversity, and were so shaken in spirit that even the Messenger and the believers who were with him said: When will the help of Allah come? Verily, the help of Allah is [always] near.

Here Allah (سورة البقرة) tells us that He will inevitably test His slaves with both ease and hardship, as He tested those who came before them. This is His way that never alters or changes. Whoever adheres to His religion and follows His laws will inevitably be tested; if he is patient in bearing the decree of Allah and does not worry about the difficulties he encounters for His sake, then he is the sincere one who has attained true happiness and high status. Whoever regards the trials that befall people as a punishment from Allah, in that hardship deterred him from carrying on what he had committed himself to, then he is insincere in his claim to be a believer, because faith is not
mere wishful thinking and claims, unless it is proven or disproven by one’s deeds.

That also happened to previous nations, as Allah tells us: “They encountered suffering” that is, poverty and adversity that is, physical disease and were so shaken in spirit with all kinds of fears such as threats to kill or banish them, seizing their wealth, killing their loved ones, and other types of harm, until they reached a point where they were so shaken in spirit that they started to think that the help of Allah was slow in coming, even though they were certain of it, but it was so hard that even the Messenger and the believers who were with him said: When will the help of Allah come? Because relief comes when the calamity has become intense, and the worse it gets the sooner it comes, Allah (ﷻ) says: “Verily, the help of Allah is [always] near”. This is how it is for everyone who adheres to the truth: he will be tested.

Every time the test becomes too hard, if he is patient and persists in the path he is following, the test will turn into a gift for him, and hardship will turn into ease and will be followed by victory over the enemy and healing from the spiritual diseases in his heart. This verse is like the verses in which Allah (ﷻ) says:

“Did you think that you would enter paradise when Allah has not yet seen who among you will strive hard [in jihad] and has not seen who will remain steadfast?” (Al ‘Imran 3:142)

“Do people think that once they say: We believe, they will be left alone and not be tested? Indeed, We tested those who came before them. For Allah will surely make known those who are sincere and will surely make known those who are liars.” (Al-Ankaboot 29:2-3)

Thus when faced with tests and trials, the individual will be either honoured or humiliated.
2:215. They ask you what they should spend [in charity]. Say: Whatever good you spend should be for parents, kindred, orphans and those in need, and for wayfarers, and whatever good you do, Allah is aware of it.

That is, they ask you about spending, which includes asking about what is spent and on whom it is spent. Allah responded by saying: (Say: Whatever good you spend), whether it is a smaller or greater amount, the most deserving people of it, the most entitled to be given precedence, the ones who have the greatest rights over you, are parents to whom it is obligatory to show kindness and it is forbidden to disobey them. One of the greatest ways of showing kindness to them is to spend on them, and one of the greatest kinds of disobedience to parents is to fail to spend on them. Hence spending on them is obligatory for the one who can afford it.

Then after parents come relatives of varying degrees, the closest then the next closest, according to the degree of closeness and of need. Spending on them is both an act of charity and upholding ties of kinship.

(orphans) – this refers to small children who have no breadwinner; they are usually in need because they are not able to look after themselves and they have lost their breadwinner. So Allah enjoined people to take care of them, out of mercy and kindness towards them.
This refers to those who have urgent needs and are helpless. They should be given charity to meet their needs and make them independent of means.

The wayfarer is a stranger who is cut off in a foreign land. He should be helped on his way by spending on that which will help him to reach his destination.

Allah (ﷻ) singled out these categories for mention because of the severity of their need. Then Allah (ﷻ) spoke in more general terms: of charity to these people and others, and all kinds of acts of obedience and worship — because they all come under the heading of good. Allah is aware of it and will reward you for it and preserve that reward for you, each according to his intention and sincerity, how much or how little he spent, the severity of the need for it, and the impact of it and how beneficial it was.

2:216. Fighting is prescribed for you, even though you dislike it. But it may be that you dislike a thing although it is good for you, and that you like a thing although it is bad for you. Allah knows, and you do not know.

This verse enjoins fighting for the sake of Allah, after the believers had been instructed to refrain from fighting because of their weakness and lack of readiness. But when the Prophet (ﷺ) migrated to Madinah, and the Muslims increased in numbers and strength,
Allah (4s) commanded them to fight. He stated that it was something disliked by them, because of what it entails of effort, hardship and exposure to different kinds of fear and risk, yet despite that it is still pure good, because of what it brings of great reward, protection from severe punishment, victory over the enemy, acquiring booty and other benefits, despite the fact that it is disliked.

"But it may be ... that you like a thing although it is bad for you," such as refraining from jihad and preferring ease and comfort. This is bad because it leads to defeat, the enemy gaining the upper hand over Islam and its people, humiliation and degradation, loss of great reward, and incurring punishment.

These verses all confirm that doing good deeds that may be disliked - because of the hardship involved - is undoubtedly good, and that doing bad deeds that may be liked - because of the imagined comfort and pleasure involved - is undoubtedly bad.

With regard to what options one may have in worldly affairs, the above is not always the case. But usually if the believer likes something, then Allah diverts it from him in some way, it is better for him, so the most appropriate response in that case is to give thanks to Allah and to think that what happened is good, because he knows that Allah (4s) is more merciful to him than he is to himself, and is more able to direct His slaves to that which is in his best interests, and knows better than he does what is in his best interests, as He says: "Allah knows, and you do not know." So the most befitting response is to accept whatever He decrees for you, whether you like it or not.

However, if the command to fight was not limited, it would have included the sacred months and others, so Allah (4s) made an exception concerning fighting during the sacred months, and said:
2:217. They ask you about fighting in the sacred month. Say: Fighting therein is a grave offence; but graver is it in the sight of Allah to bar others from the path of Allah, to disbelieve in Him, to prevent access to the Sacred Mosque and to drive out its people from it. Persecution is worse than slaughter. Nor will they cease fighting you until they turn you back from your faith if they can. And if any of you turn back from their faith and die as disbelievers, their deeds will come to nothing in this world and in the hereafter; they will be inhabitants of the fire and will abide therein forever.

The majority of scholars are of the view that the prohibition on fighting during the sacred months was abrogated by the command to fight the polytheists wherever they are found. However some of the commentators said that it was not abrogated, because that which is mentioned in general terms is to be interpreted in the light of that which is specific, and this verse is specific, whereas the verse that speaks of fighting the polytheists wherever they are found is general in meaning (therefore the latter should be understood in the light of the former). Moreover, one of the distinctive characteristics, which in fact is the major characteristic, of the sacred months is that fighting is prohibited during them. But this is limited to initiating the fight only;
if the fighting is defensive, then it is permissible to fight during the sacred months as it is permissible in the sacred land.

This verse was revealed because of what happened to the expedition of 'Abdullāh ibn Jaḥsh, their slaying of 'Amr ibn al-Ḥaḍrami and their seizing of their wealth, which happened – according to reports – in the month of Rajab; the polytheists criticised them for fighting during the sacred months, but this was unfair criticism, because they had committed abhorrent deeds that were worse than that for which they were criticising the Muslims. Hence Allah (ﷻ) highlighted their abhorrent deeds:


«to bar others from the path of Allah» – the polytheists sought to prevent those who wanted to believe in Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), persecuted those who did believe in Him, and strove to make them recant their religion and disbelieve in Him; all of this on its own is sufficient evil, so how about if it occurred during a sacred month and in a sacred land?

«to prevent access to the Sacred Mosque and to drive out its people from it» that is, the people of the Sacred Mosque, namely the Prophet (ﷺ) and his Companions, because they were more deserving of it than the polytheists

«from it» and they did not allow them to reach it, even though this House was made for all people, residents and visitors alike.

Each one of these matters on its own «is worse than slaughter» during the sacred month, so how about when they are combined? Thus it is known that they were wrong and unfair in their criticism of the believers.

Then Allah (ﷻ) tells us that they will not cease fighting the believers, and that their aim is not to take their wealth and kill them; rather their aim is to make the believers give up their religion and become disbelievers after having believed, so that they will become people of hell. They are striving their utmost, by all possible means, to achieve that aim.
They want to extinguish Allah’s light with their utterances, but Allah insists on perfecting His light, even though the disbelievers hate it.\footnote{\textit{(at-Tawbah 9: 32)}}

This description applies to all of the disbelievers; they will continue to fight others, until they make them give up their religion. This is especially true of the People of the Book, the Jews and Christians, who set up organisations, send preachers and medical doctors and build schools to attract other nations to their religion, and do their utmost to introduce ideas that make people confused about their religion.

What we hope is that Allah (全能者) – Who has blessed the believers with Islam, chosen for them His true religion, and perfected His religion for them – will complete His blessing to them by enabling them to adhere to it fully, that He will defeat everyone who wants to extinguish His light, that He will cause their plots to backfire, and cause His religion to prevail and His word to be supreme. This verse is applicable to the disbelievers of our own time as it was applicable to those who came before them.

\footnote{\textit{(The disbelievers spend their wealth to bar [people] from the path of Allah, and they will continue to spend it, then it will become a source of regret for them, then they will be defeated, and as for those who disbelieve, into hell they will be gathered.) (\textit{al-Anfal 8: 36})}}

Then Allah tells us that for those who turn away from Islam, preferring disbelief, and persist in that until they die as disbelievers, \footnote{\textit{(their deeds will come to nothing in this world and in the hereafter) because they did not fulfil the conditions of their deeds being accepted, which is being Muslim}} they will be inhabitants of the fire and will abide therein forever. This verse indicates that if a person apostatises then comes back to Islam, the good deeds that he did before he apostatised will be restored to him. The same applies to one who repents from sin: his previous good deeds will be restored to him.
Those who believed and migrated and fought for the sake of Allah — it is they who have the hope of Allah’s mercy. And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

This refers to the deeds that are the basis of being blessed, the main feature of which is true servitude to Allah; from them it may be known to what extent a person is a winner or a loser.

With regard to faith, do not ask about its virtue. How can you ask about something which is the factor that differentiates between those who are blessed and those who are doomed, between the people of paradise and the people of hell? This is a factor which determines whether a person’s good deeds will be accepted from him; if it is absent, then no obligatory or supererogatory good deed will be accepted from him.

As for migration, this refers to leaving loved ones with whom one grew up in order to please Allah (ﷻ). The migrant leaves his homeland, his property, his family and his friends, seeking to draw closer to Allah and to support His religion.

As for fighting for the sake of Allah, it means striving and fighting the enemy in battle, doing one’s utmost to support the religion of Allah and suppress the religion of the Shaytân. It is the pinnacle of righteous deeds which brings the best of rewards. It is the main reason for the spread of Islam, defeating the idol worshippers and bringing security to the Muslims, their property and their children.

The one who does these three deeds, despite the difficulties involved, will be more likely to do other good deeds.
Such people deserve to be the ones who hope for the mercy of Allah, because they have taken measures that lead to mercy. This indicates that hope can only come after implementing the means that lead to blessing. As for hope that is accompanied by laziness and failure to take proper measures, this is helplessness, wishful thinking and self-defeat; it is indicative of weak resolve and lack of reason, like the one who hopes to have a child without getting married, or the one who hopes for a harvest without sowing any seed and irrigating it, and so on.

>it is they who have the hope of Allah’s mercy< – these words indicate that even if a person does these deeds, he should not rely on them, rather he should hope for the mercy of his Lord, and hope that his deeds will be accepted, his sins forgiven and his faults concealed.

Hence Allah says, >And Allah is Oft-Forgiving< that is, to the one who repents sincerely

>Most Merciful< – His mercy encompasses all things and His kindness extends to every living creature.

This indicates that the one who does the deeds mentioned will attain the forgiveness of Allah, because good deeds erase bad deeds, thus attaining the mercy of Allah.

If he attains forgiveness, punishments in this world and in the hereafter, which are the consequences of sin, will be warded off from him, because his sins have been forgiven and their effects erased. If he attains mercy, he will attain all that is good in this world and in the hereafter. In fact the deeds mentioned are part of Allah’s mercy to them: were it not for His guiding them, they would not have wanted to do them; if He had not helped them, they would not have been able to do them; were it not for His kindness towards them, they would not have completed them and they would not have been accepted from them. To Him be all praise, from beginning to end, for He is the One Who granted the means and the outcome.
2:219. They ask you about intoxicants and gambling. Say: In them is great sin, and some benefit for people; but the sin is greater than the benefit. They ask you how much they are to spend. Say: Whatever is surplus to your needs. Thus does Allah make clear to you His revelations, so that you may reflect –

That is, the believers ask you – O Messenger (ﷺ) – about the rulings on intoxicants and gambling. These were common practices during the jahiliyah and when Islam first came. It was as if there was some uncertainty about them, hence they asked about the rulings on them. So Allah commanded His Prophet (ﷺ) to explain to them the benefits and harms that they entailed. This was a precursor to the prohibition on them, which was inevitable.

Allah tells us that the sin and harm that result from them, such as loss of reason and wealth, preventing people from remembering Allah and praying, and the enmity and hostility that they may create are greater than the benefits that people think come from them, such as making money by dealing in intoxicants and what they gain from gambling, and the pleasures they get when indulging in them. This statement is aimed at deterring people from them, because the wise person will try to attain that which is clearly of benefit and will seek to avoid that which does more harm than good.

But because they were so used to them, it was difficult to make them give them up all at once. Hence this verse came as a precursor to the prohibition which is mentioned in the verse in which Allah (ﷻ) says:
O you who believe, intoxicants, gambling, idols and divining arrows are an abomination, of Shayṭān’s handiwork; therefore avoid such [abomination], so that you might prosper." (al-Mā‘īdah 5: 90)

This is by the kindness, mercy and wisdom of Allah. Hence when this verse was revealed, ‘Umar said, “We have given them up, we have given them up.”

With regard to khamr (translated here as ‘intoxicants’), this word refers to any intoxicant that affects the mind, no matter what kind of substance it is. Gambling refers to any contest in which one of the two sides pays the other, such as dice games and chess, or any verbal or physical contest in which prizes are awarded, apart from horse and camel races and archery. These types of contests are permissible, because they help with jihad; hence the Lawgiver granted a concession allowing them.

They ask you how much they are to spend” this is a question about how much they should spend of their wealth. Allah made it easy for them, and instructed them to spend the surplus, which is what is affordable of their wealth and is surplus to their needs and basic necessities. This differs from one person to another, according to his means and whether he is rich or poor or somewhere in between. Each should give what is surplus to his needs, even if it is half a date.

Hence Allah commanded His Messenger (ﷺ) to take what is surplus from people and what they give in charity, and not to burden them with something that would be too difficult for them. Allah (ﷻ) did not enjoin this upon us because of any need on His part or because He wanted to burden us with more than we can afford; rather He enjoined upon us that which is in our interests and is easy for us, and that which is beneficial for us and our brothers. For that He deserves the most perfect of praise.

After explaining this to others in a clear way and outlining the reasons for which He prescribed it, He said: "Thus does Allah make
clear to you His revelations\(\text{a}\) that is, (His revelations) point to the truth, highlight beneficial knowledge and clarify matters\(\text{b}\) so that you may reflect\(\text{a}\).
might eat it, even in situations where they usually shared food. They asked the Prophet (ﷺ) about that, and Allah (ﷻ) told them that what is meant is to manage orphans’ wealth in the best way, by protecting it, taking care of it and making it increase through trade, and that mixing with them with regard to food and other matters was permissible if it was done in a way that did not harm the orphans, because they are your brothers and it is normal for a person to mix with his brother. What matters in this case is the intention and the deed. If Allah knows that a person is sincere and honest towards the orphan in his intentions, and that he does not want to take his wealth, then if he used any of the orphan’s wealth unintentionally, there would be no blame on him. But if Allah knows that by mixing the two, a person intends to take and devour the orphan’s wealth, then this is the one who is to be blamed, and he is sinning. The means come under the same ruling as the ends.

This verse indicates that different types of mixing with regard to food, drink and trade are permissible. This is a concession granted by the kindness of Allah, to make things easy for the believers. Otherwise, "if Allah willed, He could have made things hard for you" that is, He could have made it difficult for you by not granting you this concession, then it would be difficult for you and you would be sinning.

"Allah is indeed Almighty" that is, He has perfect strength and all things are under His control, but at the same time He is "Most Wise" and only does that which His perfect wisdom and care dictate. His might does not contradict His wisdom, so it cannot be said that whatever He wills He does whether it is in accordance with wisdom or not. Rather we should say that His actions and rulings are in accordance with His wisdom, so He does not create anything in vain; rather it must be for a reason, whether we know it or not. By the same token, He does not prescribe anything for His slaves without it being connected to wisdom; He only enjoins that which is purely or mostly
in our best interests, and He does not forbid anything but that which is purely or mostly bad, because of His perfect wisdom and mercy.

2:221. Do not marry the polytheist women until they believe, for a believing slave girl is better than a polytheist woman, even though she may please you; and do not give your daughters in marriage to polytheists until they believe, for a believing slave is better than a polytheist, even though he may please you. They invite unto the fire, and Allah invites unto paradise and unto forgiveness by His grace, and He explains His revelations to humankind so that they may bear them in mind.

«Do not marry the polytheist women» so long as they are still polytheists
«until they believe», because a believing woman – no matter how ugly she may be – is better than a polytheist woman, no matter how beautiful she may be. This is general in meaning and applies to all polytheist women; the verse in Soorat al-Ma‘idah made an exception in permitting marriage to women of the People of the Book, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

«...chaste women among those who were given the scripture before you...» (al-Ma‘idah 5: 5)

«and do not give your daughters in marriage to polytheists until they believe». This is general in meaning and there are no exceptions.
Then Allah (ﷻ) tells us the wisdom behind the prohibition on Muslims, male or female, marrying those who differ from them in religion: *They invite unto the fire* that is, by their words, deeds and attitude, so mixing with them poses a danger, not in worldly terms, but in terms of eternal doom. What we learn from this verse is that it is not allowed to mix with polytheists and innovators, because if it is not permissible to marry them – even though doing so may serve many interests – then it is more appropriate to say that mixing with them in a regular manner is not allowed, especially in cases where the polytheist or innovator is in a higher position than the Muslim, such as if the Muslim is his servant and so on.

The words *and do not give your daughters in marriage to polytheists* also indicate that the presence of the woman’s *wali* (guardian) in marriage is essential.

*and Allah invites unto paradise and unto forgiveness* that is, He calls His slaves to attain paradise and forgiveness, one of the effects of which is to ward off punishment. That is achieved by calling people to the means of attaining that, such as righteous deeds, sincere repentance and beneficial knowledge.

*and He explains His revelations* that is, His rulings and the wisdom behind them *to humankind that they may bear them in mind*. That is so that they may remember that which they forget and learn that which they did not know, and to pay attention to that which they have been neglecting.
2:222. They ask you about menstruation. Say: It is an impurity, so keep away from women during menstruation and do not approach them until they have become pure. Then when they have purified themselves, you may approach them as Allah has ordained. Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him in repentance and He loves those who purify themselves.

2:223. Your wives are your tilth, so approach your tilth however you will; and send [good deeds] before you for your souls. Fear Allah and know that you will meet Him, and give glad tidings to the believers.

Here, Allah (ﷻ) speaks of their questions about menstruation, and whether a woman is the same after she gets her period as she was before, or she should be avoided completely, as is the practice among the Jews.

Allah tells us that menstruation is an impurity, and because it is an impurity, by His wisdom Allah told His slaves to avoid the place of impurity only. Hence He said: (so keep away from women during menstruation). The phrase translated here as (during menstruation) may refer to the place from which the menstrual bleeding comes (the vagina), hence what is forbidden is intercourse in the vagina in particular (at the time of menstruation). This is haram according to scholarly consensus. The command to keep away from the place of menstruation indicates that intimate activity with the menstruating woman is permissible, so long as intercourse in the vagina is avoided.

But the words (and do not approach them until they become pure) indicate that intimate activity involving the area near the vagina, which is the area between the naval and the knee, should be avoided too, as the Prophet (ﷺ) did this when he wanted to be intimate with his
wife when she was menstruating; he would tell her to put on a waist wrapper, then he would be intimate with her.

The length of time during which menstruating women should not be approached lasts until they have become pure—that is, it ends when the bleeding ends. Once the bleeding has ended, the prohibition that applied when the blood was flowing also comes to an end. There are two conditions for it to be permissible to resume regular intimate activity: cessation of bleeding and full ablation (ghusl) following menses. When the bleeding stops, the first condition is met and the second remains. Hence Allah says: ‘Then when they have purified themselves’ that is, done ghusl (full ablution) ‘you may approach them as Allah has ordained’ that is, in the vagina and not in the anus, because the vagina is the place of tilth or sowing the seed.

This indicates that it is obligatory for the menstruating woman to do ghusl and that cessation of the bleeding is a condition of her ghusl being valid.

Because this prohibition is based on Allah’s kindness to His slaves and protecting them from harm, He says, ‘Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him in repentance’ that is, those who constantly repent from their sins ‘and He loves those who purify themselves’ that is, those who keep away from sin. This includes both physical purity from impure substances and purifying oneself from the impurity that results from breaking wind, sexual activity and so on.

This indicates that purification is prescribed in general, because Allah (ﷻ) loves those who do this. Hence purification in general is a condition of prayer and ṭawaf being valid, and it is a condition of it being permissible to touch the mus-haf. It also includes purity, in a metaphorical sense, from immoral acts, bad attitudes and vile deeds.

‘Your wives are your tilth, so approach your tilth however you will’, from the front or from the back, but it should only be in the
vagina, because that is the place of tillage and this is the place from which the infant emerges.

This indicates that anal intercourse is forbidden, because Allah has only permitted intercourse with women in the place from which the infant will emerge. There are many hadiths from the Prophet (ﷺ) which forbid anal intercourse and curse the one who does it.

(and send [good deeds] before you for your souls) that is, by drawing close to Allah by doing good deeds. That includes a man being intimate with his wife and having intercourse with her by way of seeking reward for it and in the hope of producing offspring through whom Allah will benefit him.

(Fear Allah) that is, in all your affairs you should constantly fear Allah and seek help thereby, knowing (that you will meet Him) and He will requite you for your deeds, righteous or otherwise.

(and give glad tidings to the believers). There is no mention of what the glad tidings are about, in order to indicate the general meaning and that they will have glad tidings in this world and in the hereafter. Attaining all that is good and protection from all that is bad are connected to faith, and this is included in these glad tidings.

This is also indicative of Allah’s love for the believers and for that which pleases them. It also shows us that it is recommended to motivate them and make them long for that which Allah has prepared for them of reward in this world and in the hereafter.

2:224. Do not allow your oaths in Allah’s name to hinder you from doing righteous deeds, guarding [against evil] and making peace between people, for Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
The purpose of oaths and vows is to show veneration of that by which you swear and to confirm the action for which you swore the oath. Allah (ﷻ) has commanded us to guard our oaths, which implies fulfilling them in all cases. But He made an exception from that, if fulfilling the oath implies not doing something that is dearer to Him. He has forbidden His slaves to make their oath a hindrance, that is to let the oath be an obstacle that prevents them from doing righteous deeds, doing good, guarding against evil or making peace between people.

The one who swears not to do something that is obligatory must break his oath, and it is haram for him to fulfil his oath. The one who swears not to do something that is mustahabb (recommended) is encouraged to break his oath. The one who swears to do something that is haram is obliged to break his oath; if he swears to do something makrooh (disliked), it is recommended for him to break his oath. With regard to permissible matters, he should guard his oath and not break it.

This verse points to the famous principle that when choosing between many options that may serve many purposes, the most important should be given precedence. In this case, fulfilling the oath serves a purpose, but obeying the commands of Allah with regard to these matters serves a greater purpose, therefore it should take precedence.

Then the verse ends with these two divine names: (for Allah is All-Hearing) that is, He hears all sounds. (All-Knowing) that is, He knows people’s aims and intentions. That includes His hearing the words of those who swear oaths, and He knows their intentions, whether they are good or evil. This is a warning that He will requite them for their deeds, and He has full knowledge of their actions and their intentions.
2:225. Allah will not call you to account for that which is unintentional in your oaths, but He will call you to account for that which is intended in your hearts; and He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Forbearing.

That is, He will not call you to account for that which comes from your lips of empty oaths that people say without intending it or meaning it, but they are simply uttered, as when a man says, “No, by Allah” or “Yes, by Allah,” or when he swears an oath concerning something in the past that he thinks he is telling the truth about. Rather the calling to account will be concerning that which was intended in the heart.

This indicates that what matters is what was intended when saying something, as is also the case with regard to actions.

Allah is Oft-Forgiving to those who repent to Him Most Forbearing towards those who disobey Him, for He does not hasten to punish them; rather He is forbearing towards them, conceals their faults and forgives them, even though He has power over them and could seize them with punishment at any moment.

2:226. For those who take an oath of abstinence from their wives, there should be a [maximum] waiting period of four months; if
they then go back [to their normal relationship], Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

2:227. But if they decide upon divorce, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

This refers to a type of oath that has to do only with the wife regarding a particular matter. It is an oath whereby the husband swears not to have intercourse with his wife, without specifying a time limit, or specifying a time limit of less or more than four months.

With regard to the one who swears not to have intercourse with his wife, if it is for a period of less than four months, this is like any other oath, and if he breaks it he has to offer expiation, but if he fulfils the term, he does not have to do anything and his wife can make no claim against him, because he has the right to abstain for four months.

However, if it is an oath of permanent abstention, or for a period longer than four months, a limit of four months from the time of the oath must be imposed on him, if his wife demands that, because that is her right. When that period comes to an end, he should be instructed to go back to normal intimate relations; if he does so, then he is not required to do anything apart from offering expiation for his oath. However, if he refuses, then he should be forced to divorce her. If he refuses to divorce her, the judge should issue the divorce.

But resuming normal relations with his wife is more liked by Allah (ﷺ), hence He said: «if they then go back [to their normal relationship]» that is, if they go back to what they swore to abstain from, which is intercourse, then «Allah is Oft-Forgiving» and will forgive them for what they did of swearing that oath, because of their going back. «Most Merciful» as He has ordained expiation and a way out from their oath, and has not made it binding upon them as an unbreakable commitment from which they cannot free themselves. By His mercy
towards them, He wants them to go back to their wives, and to feel compassion for them.

"But if they decide upon divorce" that is, if they refuse to go back, then that indicates that they no longer want them as their wives, which can only be the case if they have decided upon divorce. If this happens, he should do it straight away, otherwise the judge should force him to do it, or issue the divorce himself.

"Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing". This is a warning to the one who swears this oath, intending to cause harm.

This verse is quoted as evidence that such an oath can only be sworn with regard to the wife, because Allah says "from their wives", and that it is obligatory to have intercourse (at least) once every four months, because after four months, the husband should be forced either to have intercourse or to divorce his wife, and that can only be because he has failed to do something that is obligatory.

2:228. Divorced women should wait concerning themselves for three menstrual cycles. It is not permissible for them to conceal what Allah has created in their wombs, if they believe in Allah and the Last Day. Their husbands have the greater right to take them back in that period, if they wish for reconciliation. And women have rights similar to the rights over them, according to what is equitable; but men have a degree [of responsibility] over them. And Allah is Almighty, Most Wise.
That is, women whose husbands have divorced them (^should wait concerning themselves^) that is, they should observe the ‘iddah or waiting period (^for three menstrual cycles^), whether that is counted from the beginning or the end of the bleeding; there was a difference of scholarly opinion concerning that. However, the correct view is that what is meant by the menstrual cycle is the beginning of the menses. There are several reasons for this waiting period, one of which is to establish the absence of pregnancy. If the woman has three menstrual cycles, it will be known that there is nothing in her womb, so there will be no mixing of lineages (if she remarries). Hence Allah (^\text{he}^) has commanded women to speak of (^\text{what Allah has created in their wombs}^), and He has forbidden them to conceal either pregnancy or menses, because concealing that leads to very negative consequences. Concealing a pregnancy may lead to attributing the child to someone other than his real father, if the woman likes another man and wants to hasten the end of the ‘iddah. If she attributes the child to someone other than his real father, that will result in severing of ties of kinship, prevention of inheritance, and his real mahrams observing hijab in front of him; he may even end up marrying one of his mahrams unwittingly. On the other hand, if he is attributed to someone other than his real father, then he may end up being inherited from or himself inheriting from people with whom he is not entitled to have this kind of inheritance. It also makes the relatives of the one to whom he is attributed his relatives, which will lead to evil consequences the extent of which no one knows except the Lord of humankind. If nothing else resulted from it except her (the divorced woman) staying with a man whom it is not permissible for her to marry (because she is pregnant from her first husband), which involves persisting in the grave major sin of zinä (fornication or adultery), that would be sufficient evil.

With regard to concealing menses, by lying and saying that she had her period when she did not, because she wants to hasten the end
of the ‘iddah, this is hastening to put an end to the husband’s right to take her back, and making herself permissible to another man, which may lead to evil consequences as discussed above. If she lies and says that there was no menses in order to make her ‘iddah last longer, and she takes maintenance from him that he is not obliged to pay, in fact it is haram for her to take it for two reasons: because she is not entitled to it and because she is taking it on the basis of a shar’i ruling but she is lying (about her condition). Moreover, he may take her back after the (real) ‘iddah has ended, in which case it would be an immoral relationship, because she is no longer permissible for him. Hence Allah says: ‘It is not permissible for them to conceal what Allah has created in their wombs, if they believe in Allah and the Last Day’.

If they conceal what is in their wombs, this indicates that they do not truly believe in Allah and the Last Day. Otherwise, if they did truly believe in Allah and the Last Day, and knew that they would be requited for their deeds, they would not have done any of these things.

This indicates that what a woman says about herself concerning matters that no one but she could know about, is to be accepted, as in the case of menses, pregnancy and so on.

‘Their husbands have the greater right to take them back in that period’ that is, so long as the woman’s ‘iddah has not yet ended, her husband has the greater right to take her back ‘if they wish for reconciliation’ that is, because they like them, want them back and love them. What this verse means is that if they do not intend to reconcile with them, then they have no right to take them back. It is not permissible for them to take them back with the intention of harming them or making the ‘iddah longer. Does the husband have the right to do that when this is his intention? There are two scholarly views on this matter.

The majority are of the view that he does have a right, even though it is haram. However the correct view is that if he does not wish for reconciliation, then he has no right to do that, as is the apparent
meaning of the verse. This is another reason for this waiting period: the husband may regret separating from her, so he is given this period of time to think about the matter and make his mind up.

This indicates that Allah (ﷻ) loves harmony and reconciliation between spouses, and He dislikes separation, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: "The most disliked of permissible things to Allah is divorce." (A sound hadith recorded by Ibn Majah)

This applies specifically when the woman has been divorced and the waiting period (ʿiddah) has not yet ended. But if the waiting period has ended, then she is completely divorced and the husband does not have the greater right to take her back; rather if they agree to get back together, they must do a new marriage contract, fulfilling all the necessary conditions.

"(And women have rights similar to the rights over them, according to what is equitable)" that is, women have rights over and duties towards their husbands, just as their husbands have rights over and duties towards them, both obligatory and recommended.

The reference point with regard to rights and duties between the spouses is what is equitable, and that is to be based on local custom in that particular place and at that particular time, as applicable to men and women of similar social standing. That varies from one time, place, situation, people or custom to another.

This indicates that provision of maintenance, clothing, kind treatment and accommodation, and frequency of intercourse, should be in accordance with what is equitable. This is what the regular marriage contract is based on. But if there are some additional stipulations, then they should be adhered to, unless it is a condition that permits something that is forbidden or forbids something that is permitted.

"(but men have a degree [of responsibility] over them)" that is, men are of higher standing and take the leading role, and have some extra rights over their wives, as Allah (髦) says:
Men are in charge of women, because Allah has made one of them excel the other, and because they spend of their wealth [on them]...)

(an-Nisā' 4: 34)

Moreover, prophethood, and the positions of judge, imam, head of state and other positions of authority are given exclusively to men, and in many cases men are given double what is given to women, as in the case of inheritance and so on.

(And Allah is Almighty, Most Wise) that is, He has overwhelming power and absolute authority to which all things yield. Yet – alongside His power – He is Most Wise in all that He does.

Excluded from the general meaning of this verse are: pregnant women, whose 'iddah lasts until they give birth; women with whom the marriage was not consummated, who have no 'iddah; and slave women, whose 'iddah is two menstrual cycles, as was the view of the Companions (رضي الله عنهم). The context of these verses indicates that what is meant here are free women.

2:229. Divorce may be pronounced twice; then the wife should either be retained honourably or be released gracefully. It is not lawful for you to take back anything that you have given [to your wives], except when both parties fear that they would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah. If you do indeed fear that they would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah, then there is no blame on either of them if the woman opts to
give something for her release. These are the limits ordained by Allah, so do not transgress them; if any do transgress the limits ordained by Allah, it is they who are the wrongdoers.

During the jahiliyah and at the beginning of Islam, a man could divorce his wife endlessly. If he wanted to cause her harm he would divorce her, then when her ‘iddah was about to end, he would take her back. Then he would divorce her again, and this could happen countless times, causing such harm and suffering, the extent of which only Allah knows.

So Allah stated that Divorce? that is, revocable divorce, in which the husband may take the wife back ?may be pronounced twice? so that the husband will be able – if his intention is not to cause harm – to take her back and think again during this period. But anything more than that is not appropriate, because the one who does it more than twice is either transgressing the limit or has no wish to keep her; rather his aim is to cause harm. Hence Allah (?K) instructed the husband to retain or keep his wife honourably? that is, to treat her kindly as other husbands treat their wives. This is the most correct opinion. Otherwise, he should let her go or release her gracefully?. That includes not taking any of her wealth in return for letting her go, because that is unjust and is taking wealth for nothing in return. Hence Allah says: It is not lawful for you to take back anything that you have given [to your wives], except when both parties fear that they would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah?. This refers to khul‘ or releasing the wife in a graceful manner, in a case where the wife dislikes her husband because of his physical appearance, attitude or lack of religious commitment, and she fears that she will not be able to obey Allah by fulfilling her duty towards him.

If you do indeed fear that they would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah, then there is no blame on either of them
if the woman opts to give something for her release because it is compensation in return for getting what she wants of separation. This shows that khul' is prescribed, if this reason is applicable.

These that is, the Islamic rulings mentioned above are the limits ordained by Allah that is, His rulings that He has prescribed for you and has enjoined you to adhere to them.

If any do transgress the limits ordained by Allah, it is they who are the wrongdoers and what wrongdoing could be greater than ignoring what is permissible and doing what is forbidden, and not being content with that which Allah has permitted?

Wrongdoing is of three types: wrongdoing that affects a person’s relationship with Allah, the gravest of which is shirk or associating others with Him; wrongdoing that affects a person’s relationship with other people, for Allah does not forgive shirk unless one repents, but He does not forgive transgressions against the rights of other people; and wrongdoing of a lesser degree than shirk that affects a person’s relationship with Allah – this is subject to the will and wisdom of Allah (and He may forgive or punish for it).
[the latter] divorces her, there is no blame on either of them if they return to each other, provided they feel that they can keep the limits ordained by Allah. Such are the limits ordained by Allah, which He makes clear to those who understand.

2:231. When you divorce women, and they have approached [the end of] their waiting periods, either retain them on equitable terms or release them on equitable terms. Do not retain them in order to harm them, thus overstepping the limits; if anyone does that, then he has wronged himself. Do not make a mockery of Allah’s revelations; remember the favours Allah has bestowed upon you, and what He has revealed to you of the Book and wisdom, to teach you. And fear Allah, and know that Allah has knowledge of all things.

«And if he divorces her [the third time]», that is the third *talāq* «she will not be lawful for him again until she has married another husband», that is, a genuine marriage in which he has intercourse with her, because the legitimate marriage is that in which there is a contract and intercourse. This is according to scholarly consensus.

It is stipulated that the second marriage should be a genuine marriage; if the aim is to make it permissible for her to go back to the first husband, then it is not a marriage and it does not make her lawful for the first husband. But if she marries the second husband in a genuine marriage and he has intercourse with her, then he leaves her and her *‘iddah* comes to an end, then «there is no blame on either of them», that is, on the first husband or the wife «if they return to each other» that is, if they make a new marriage contract between them, with mutual consent. Because it refers to them (with no mention of a third party), this indicates that there must be mutual consent.

But it is stipulated, in the event of returning to each other, that they should think «that they can keep the limits ordained by Allah»,
by each of them fulfilling the rights of the other. This applies if they regret their previous conduct that led to separation and they resolved to change for the better. In that case there is no blame on either of them if they return to each other.

What we understand from this verse is that if they do not think that they can keep the limits ordained by Allah, because they think it most likely that they will go back to the way they were before and that the bad attitude has not changed, in that case there will be blame on them, because in all cases where the commands of Allah will not be adhered to and He will not be obeyed, it is not permissible to go ahead.

This indicates that if a person wants to do something, especially positions of major or minor responsibility, he should first examine himself: if he is confident that he has the ability to do it, he should go ahead, otherwise he should refrain.

After explaining these important rulings, Allah (4c) says: "Such are the limits ordained by Allah" that is, His laws that He has explained clearly. "which He makes clear to those who understand" because they are the ones who will benefit thereby and benefit others.

This obviously highlights the virtue of people of knowledge, because Allah (4c) has addressed this explanation of His limits to them. It also indicates that Allah loves for His slaves to know and understand His limits that He revealed to His Messenger (4c).

Then Allah (4c) says: "When you divorce women" – this refers to the revocable divorce, which is the first or second talaq. "and they have approached [the end of] their waiting periods" that is, they are close to the end of their 'iddah, "either retain them on equitable terms or release them on equitable terms" that is, either take them back with the intention of fulfilling their rights, or release them without taking them back or harming them. Hence He says: "Do not retain them in order to harm them, thus
overstepping the limits), by this action of yours. What is permissible is keeping them on equitable terms and what is forbidden is harming them.

"(if anyone does that, then he has wronged himself) even if the harm done affects another person, the intention to cause harm will backfire on the one who had that intention.

"(Do not make a mockery of Allah’s revelations). Allah (ﷻ) explained His limits very clearly; what was required was to know them and act accordingly, and keep those limits and not transgress them, because He did not reveal them in vain; rather He revealed them in truth, to be taken seriously and adhered to with all sincerity. Hence He forbade making a mockery of them, which means toying with them and abusing them, such as using them to cause harm by either retaining or releasing a wife, or divorcing frequently, or issuing three divorces at one time. In His mercy, Allah allowed divorce one at a time, out of kindness and in people’s best interests.

"(remember the favours Allah has bestowed upon you) in general, with praise and thanks, acknowledging that in the heart and physically striving to obey Allah

"(and what He has revealed to you of the Book and wisdom), that is, the Sunnah. Both describe to you the paths of goodness and encourage you to follow them, and they describe the paths of evil, and warn against following them. Allah has told you about Himself and how He deals with His close friends and His enemies; He has taught you that which you did not know.

It was also suggested that what is meant by wisdom is deep understanding of Sharia; the Book contains the rulings and the wisdom highlights the wisdom of Allah in His commands and prohibitions. Both meanings are correct, hence Allah says: "(to teach you) that is, by means of what He has revealed to you. This supports the idea that what is meant by wisdom is deep understanding of Sharia, because teaching is the result of explaining the rulings and the wisdom behind them.
And fear Allah in all your affairs and know that Allah has knowledge of all things and this is why He has explained these rulings to you in a very precise and clear manner which is in the best of people’s interests in every time and place. Praise and thanks be to Him.

2:232. When you divorce women, and they have reached [the end of] their waiting periods, do not prevent them from marrying their [former] husbands, if they have come to an equitable agreement. This instruction is for all amongst you who believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is better and more decent for you. Allah knows, and you do not know.

This is addressed to the guardians of women who have been divorced fewer than three times. When the woman comes out of her ‘iddah, if her husband wants to remarry her and she agrees to that, then it is not permissible for the guardian, whether he is her father or any other relative, to prevent her from remarrying out of resentment towards the husband for what he did of divorcing her previously.

This verse states that if the guardian believes in Allah and the Last Day, his faith does not allow him to prevent the marriage, because that is better for you and more decent and more appropriate than what the guardian thinks: that not allowing this new marriage is the right decision and the proper way, and that he is getting his own back on the husband for the previous divorce by not giving her in marriage to him, as is usually the case with those who are stubborn and arrogant.
So if he thinks that it is better not to give her in marriage, (he should realise that) "Allah knows, and you do not know", so you should comply with the instructions of One Who has knowledge of what is in your best interests, wants that for you, and is able to bring this about in ways that you know or that you do not know.

This verse indicates that the presence of the guardian is essential in marriage, because Allah forbade guardians to prevent marriage and He only issued this prohibition concerning a matter that is under their control and it is their right to decide concerning it.

2:233. Mothers may breastfeed their children for two whole years, for those who wish to complete the full term of breastfeeding. It is the obligation of the one to whom the child belongs to provide food and clothing for them [the mothers] on an equitable basis. No soul should have a burden laid on it greater than it can bear. No mother should be made to suffer harm on account of her child, nor any father on account of his child, and the same duty is incumbent on the heir. If they both decide on weaning, by mutual consent, and after due consultation, there is no blame on them. And if you wish to provide a wet-nurse for your children, there is no blame on you, provided you pay [the wet-nurse] what
you agreed upon, on an equitable basis. But fear Allah and know that Allah sees well all that you do.

This appears in the form of a statement but what is meant is a command; it refers to what happens anyway, so there is no need to issue instructions that "Mothers may breastfeed their children for two whole years". Because the word translated here as "year" may mean an entire year or most of a year, Allah stipulates that it should be two whole or complete years.

"for those who wish to complete the full term of breastfeeding". Then when the two years of breastfeeding are over, breastfeeding is complete; after that the milk becomes like any other food. Hence breastfeeding after two years does not count with regard to creating the mahram relationship between the breastfeeding woman and the infant.

From this verse, and from the verse in which Allah (ﷻ) says:

"...and his bearing and weaning take thirty months..." (al-Ahqaf 46:15)

– it is understood that the minimum length of pregnancy is six months, at which stage a child may be born.

"(It is the obligation of the one to whom the child belongs) that is, the father

"to provide food and clothing for them [the mothers] on an equitable basis". This is applicable whether she is still married to him or is divorced; the father has to give her maintenance by spending on her and clothing her; that is her payment for breastfeeding.

This indicates that if she is still married to him, she is not entitled to any payment other than maintenance and clothing, each one according to his means. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: "No soul should have a burden laid on it greater than it can bear". So a poor man should not be forced to spend like a rich man, and the one who cannot afford to pay maintenance should not be forced to do so until he can afford it.
“No mother should be made to suffer harm on account of her child, nor any father on account of his child; that is, it is not permissible to cause harm to the mother because of her child, either by preventing her from breastfeeding him or by not giving what she is entitled to of maintenance, clothing or payment.

“nor any father on account of his child; by refusing to breastfeed him in a way that hurts the father, or by asking him for more than what is required of him, and other kinds of harm.

The phrase “the one to whom the child belongs” indicates that the child belongs to the father, because the child is a gift that is given to him, and because he is part of his earnings. Hence it is permissible for the father to take from the son’s wealth, whether he agrees or not; this does not apply to the mother.

“and the same duty is incumbent on the heir” that is, on the heir of the child, if there is no father and the child has no wealth; the heir is required, like the father, to spend on the infant’s maintenance and clothing. This indicates that spending on relatives who are in difficulty is obligatory for well-off relatives who are heirs.

“If they both” that is, the parents “decide on weaning” that is, weaning the child before the age of two years “by mutual consent” that is, if they both agree “and after due consultation” that is, discussing the matter between themselves, as to whether it is in the child’s best interests or not. If it is in the child’s best interests and they both agree, “there is no blame on them” for weaning him before the age of two years.

This verse indicates that if one of them agrees to that but the other does not, or it is not in the child’s best interests, then it is not permissible to wean him (before the age of two years).

“And if you wish to provide a wet-nurse for your children” that is, if you want to look for wet-nurses other than their mothers, without causing any harm
(there is no blame on you, provided you pay [the wet-nurse] what you agreed upon, on an equitable basis).

(But fear Allah and know that Allah sees well all that you do) and He will requite you for that, rewarding good deeds and punishing bad deeds.

2:234. If any of you die and leave widows behind, they should refrain from marrying again for four months and ten days. When they have reached the end of their waiting period, there is no blame on you for that which they do with themselves, according to what is reasonable. And Allah is aware of all that you do.

If the husband dies, his wife should wait for four months and ten days; this is obligatory. The wisdom behind it is so that any pregnancy will become apparent during these four months, and the foetus will start moving at the beginning of the fifth month. This is general in meaning, with the exception of the pregnant woman, because the ‘iddah of a pregnant woman ends when she gives birth. Moreover, the ‘iddah of a slave woman is half that of a free woman, two months and five days.

(When they have reached the end of their waiting period) that is, when the ‘iddah is over
(there is no blame on you for that which they do with themselves) that is, going back to adornment and perfume
(according to what is reasonable) that is, in a manner that is not forbidden or disliked.
This indicates that it is obligatory for the woman whose husband has died to mourn for the length of the ‘iddah; this applies to the bereaved wife only and not to women who are divorced or separated. There is scholarly consensus on this point.

(And Allah is aware of all that you do) that is, He knows all your deeds, outward and inward, apparent and hidden, and He will requite you for them.

The words (there is no blame on you for that which they do with themselves) are addressed to guardians, which indicates that the guardian is in charge of the woman, and that he should prevent her from doing that which is not permissible and should force her to do that which is obligatory; this is addressed to him and it is his duty.

2:235. There is no blame on you if you hint at a proposal of marriage or keep it concealed in your hearts. Allah knows that you will think of them, but do not make any secret arrangements with them; rather you may say something appropriate. Do not finally decide on the marriage contract until the prescribed period has come to its end. And know that Allah knows what is in your hearts, so fear Him, and know that Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Forbearing.

This ruling applies to the woman who is observing ‘iddah following the death of her husband or a divorce, if the husband is still alive. It
is haram for anyone other than the husband (if he wants to take her back) to state clearly that he wants to propose to her. This is what is meant by the words َلا تَفْسِرُوا مَا فِي آدَمَ وَالدَّوْلَةَ﴾. As for hinting, Allah has stated that no blame is entailed in it.

The difference between them is that a clear statement cannot be interpreted as meaning anything other than marriage, and this is forbidden lest it make her hasty and cause her to rush and tell lies about the end of her ʿiddah because she wants to get married. This indicates that the means that lead to something haram should be prevented, and that the first husband’s rights should be protected, so she should not make any promises to anyone else during her ʿiddah.

With regard to hinting, it is anything that may be understood as referring to marriage or to something else. It is permissible to make such hints concerning a woman who is irrevocably divorced, such as saying “I want to get married” or “I would like to know when your ʿiddah ends” and so on. This is permissible, because it is not like a clear statement and it is something for which people may have a strong motive that they cannot suppress completely.

The same applies to thinking to oneself about marrying a woman who is still in her ʿiddah, when her ʿiddah ends: َبَوْلِيكُمْ لَا يَفْتَرِيكُمْ﴾. All of this has to do with doing that which leads to a marriage contract. As for the marriage contract itself, that is not permissible َلَا تَبْتَغُوا لَهَا حِيْثُ يَجْعَلُونَ﴾ that is, until the ʿiddah has ended.

َلَا تَفْسِرُوا مَا فِي آدَمَ وَالدَّوْلَةَ﴾, so have good intentions and not bad intentions, fearing His punishment and hoping for His reward.

َلَا تَفْسِرُوا مَا فِي آدَمَ وَالدَّوْلَةَ﴾ to the one who commits sin and then repents from it, turning back to his Lord َلَا تَفْسِرُوا مَا فِي آدَمَ وَالدَّوْلَةَ﴾ as He does not hasten to punish sinners for their sins, even though He is able to do so.
2:236. There is no blame on you if you divorce women before the marriage is consummated or the dowry settled; but give them a gift [as compensation], the wealthy according to his means, and the poor according to his means, a gift of a reasonable amount. This is an obligation on the righteous.

That is, there is no blame or sin on you – O husbands – if you divorce women before consummating the marriage or settling the dowry. But because that is upsetting to her, he should offer compensation by giving a gift. So you should give them gifts in the form of some wealth, as compensation for upsetting them. (the wealthy according to his means, and the poor) that is, the one who is in financial difficulty (according to his means).

This depends on custom, and varies according to circumstances. Hence Allah says (a gift of a reasonable amount). This is an obligatory duty (on the righteous), and they have no right to mistreat them. As they caused them to look forward to marriage and their hearts became attached to the idea, then they did not give them what they wanted, they must – in return for that – give this gift.

How beautiful is this divine ruling, and how indicative of the wisdom and mercy of the Lawgiver. Who is better than Allah in ruling for people of certain faith? This is the ruling concerning women who are divorced before consummation of the marriage and settling the dowry.

Then Allah mentions the ruling on those whose dowry has been settled:
And if you divorce them before the marriage is consummated, but after their dowry has been settled, then half of the dowry [is due to them], unless they forgo it, or the one in whose hand is the marriage tie [the husband] forgoes his share [and gives her the dowry in full]. And forgoing it is closer to piety. Do not forget to show graciousness to one another, for Allah sees well all that you do.

That is, if you divorce women before consummating the marriage and after settling the dowry, then the divorced women are entitled to half of the settled dowry, and you are entitled to half.

This is obligatory unless someone chooses to show kindness, such as if the woman forgoes her half and gives it up to the husband, she has the right to do so.

(or the one in whose hand is the marriage tie) that is, the husband, according to the correct opinion, because he is the one in whose hand is the marriage tie, and because the guardian has no right to forgo what is due to the woman, because he does not have that authority and is not acting as an agent for the woman.

Then Allah encourages people to forgo this wealth, and states that the one who forgoes it is closer to piety, because it is an act of kindness that leads to people feeling at ease, and because the individual should not neglect to do acts of kindness or forget graciousness which is the pinnacle of interaction, because interactions between people occur on two levels: either justice and fairness, which is obligatory and is the basis on which people give and take what is due, or graciousness
and kindness, which means giving what is not due and being easy-going with regard to one's own rights, suppressing any feelings of annoyance. No one should forget this level, even if that is only on some occasions, especially with regard to those with whom one has to interact or mix with. Allah will reward those who do good by His grace and generosity. Hence He says: "for Allah sees well all that you do".

2:238. Be ever mindful of prayers, especially the middle prayer; and stand before Allah in devotion.

2:239. If you are afraid [of an enemy and the like], pray on foot or riding, but when you are safe again, remember Allah, for He has taught you what you did not know [before].

Here Allah instructs us to be ever mindful of prayers in general, and of the middle prayer – which is 'asr – in particular. Being mindful of prayers means performing them on time, fulfilling all the necessary conditions and essential parts, focusing on them with proper humility, and doing everything that is obligatory or recommended. Being mindful of prayers leads to being mindful of all acts of worship, and it helps to keep one away from shameful and evil deeds, especially if the prayers are performed properly, as Allah enjoins, standing (before Allah in devotion) that is, in humility and with presence of mind. This is a command to stand up in devotion, in which speaking normally is not allowed. This command to have proper humble focus of mind is applicable in the case of safety and calm.
But (If you are afraid [of an enemy and the like]). No mention is made of the object of fear, so as to include everything of which one may be afraid, such as disbelievers, evildoers, wild animals and so on. What is meant is: if you are afraid of some harm if you pray in the regular manner, then pray (on foot) that is, walking (or riding) on horses or camels and the like. This implies that this may be done whether one is facing the qibla or not; this further emphasises the importance of offering prayer on time, as this is enjoined even if it means omitting some of the essential parts or conditions, or not doing them. It is not permissible to delay the prayer until after the time for it has ended even in these extreme circumstances. Offering the prayer in that (imperfect) manner is preferable; indeed it is more obligatory than offering the prayer in safety and calmness outside the prescribed time.

(But when you are safe again) that is, when the fear has passed (remember Allah) – this includes all kinds of remembrance of Allah, one of which is offering the prayer in the proper manner (for He has taught you what you did not know [before]), which is a great blessing and favour, in return for which you should remember Him and give thanks, so that the blessing will remain and you will be given more.

2:240. Those of you who die and leave widows behind should bequeath for their widows a year’s maintenance without them having to leave [their marital homes]. But if they leave their homes [of their own accord], there is no blame on you for what they do with
themselves, provided it is reasonable. And Allah is Almighty, Most Wise.

That is, husbands who die and leave behind wives must make a will.

"should bequeath for their widows a year’s maintenance without them having to leave [their marital homes]" that is, they should leave instructions stating that the wives should stay in their houses for one year, and not leave.

"But if they leave their homes by their own choice (there is no blame on you), O guardian (for what they do with themselves, provided it is reasonable. And Allah is Almighty, Most Wise)." This refers to them going back to wearing adornment and perfume, and the like. Most of the commentators are of the view that this verse was abrogated by a previous verse, in which Allah says: "If any of you die and leave widows behind, they should refrain from marrying again for four months and ten days" (2: 234). It was also suggested that it was not abrogated; rather the first verse indicates that four months and ten days is obligatory, and anything more than that is recommended and should be done in order to fulfil the husband’s right and to take care of the wife’s welfare. The evidence that this is recommended is that in this verse it says there is no blame on guardians if the women leave before this year has ended; if it was obligatory for them to stay in the husband’s house, it would not say that there is no blame on the guardians in that case.
2:241. The divorced women should be given something according to what is reasonable. This is a duty incumbent upon the pious.

2:242. In this way Allah makes His revelations clear to you, so that you may understand.

That is, every divorced woman should be given something according to what is reasonable, and this is an obligation upon everyone who is pious, so as to offer compensation to the woman and to fulfil some of her rights. This gift is obligatory for one who divorces his wife before consummation of the marriage, and giving it is sunnah in other cases, as stated above. This is the best opinion concerning this matter. It was also suggested that giving the gift is obligatory in all cases of divorce, based on the general meaning of this verse. However, the basic principle is that what is general in meaning should be understood in the light of what is specific, and we have seen above that the ruling on giving something to the divorced woman applies specifically in the case of divorce before settling the dowry and consummating the marriage.

As Allah (ﷻ) has described these important rulings as being based on wisdom and mercy, He reminds people of His favour by saying: (In this way Allah makes His revelations clear to you) that is, He makes clear His limits, what He permits, what He forbids, and rulings that are beneficial for you, so that you might understand them, recognise them and be aware of the purpose behind them. The one who learns that is obliged to act upon them.
2:243. Have you not seen those who fled their homes in their thousands for fear of death? Then Allah said to them: Die, then He brought them back to life. For Allah is most gracious to humankind, but most of them do not give thanks.

2:244. Fight in the cause of Allah, and know that Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

2:245. Who is he that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold? It is Allah Who withholds and Allah Who gives abundantly, and to Him you will all return.

Here Allah tells us the story of those who left their homes, despite their large numbers and the fact that they all had one motive; what brought them out of their homes was fear of death from an epidemic or some other cause. By leaving, they wanted to save themselves from death, but no precaution could ward off the divine decree. «Then Allah said to them: Die» and they died. «Then He brought them back to life», either in response to the prayer of a Prophet or something other than that, out of mercy, kindness and forbearance towards them, and so as to make manifest His signs to His creation by bringing the dead back to life. Hence He says: «For Allah is most gracious to humankind, but most of them do not give thanks», so the blessings do not make them more grateful; rather they use the blessings of Allah to commit sin, and very few of them are grateful and acknowledge the blessings and use them in obedience to the Giver.

Then Allah (ﷺ) enjoins fighting for His sake, which is fighting the disbelieving enemies so that the word of Allah may be supreme and His religion may prevail.
Fight in the cause of Allah; that is, have good intentions and seek thereby the Countenance of Allah; understand that refraining from fighting will not benefit you at all. If you think that refraining from fighting will save your lives and ensure your survival, that is not the case. Hence Allah mentioned the story quoted above, as an introduction to this command. Just as leaving their homes did not benefit those who left their homes for fear of death, and in fact what they feared came to them in a way they never thought of, then you should realise that you are the same.

Because fighting for the sake of Allah cannot be done except by spending wealth for that purpose, Allah (SWT) enjoins and encourages spending for His sake, and He called it a loan.

Who is he that will lend to Allah a goodly loan and spend whatever he can afford of his wealth on various good causes, especially jihad. What is meant by a goodly loan is that which is earned in a permissible manner and is spent for the sake of Allah. so He will multiply it for him manifold. The good deed brings a tenfold reward, up to seven hundredfold, up to many times more, according to the intention of the one who gives it, how beneficial it is and how much it is needed. Because people may think that if they spend they will become poor, Allah (SWT) wards off this notion by saying It is Allah Who withholds and Allah Who gives abundantly that is, He gives abundant provision to whomever He wills and He withholds from whomever He wills. All control is in His Hands and all matters are directed by Him. Withholding wealth does not increase provision and spending it does not decrease it. Moreover, spending is not wasted for those who spend; rather on that day they will find what they sent forward, complete and multiplied abundantly. Hence Allah says: and to Him you will all return and He will reward you for your deeds.

These verses indicate that taking measures is of no avail with regard to the divine will and decree, especially measures in which
one ignores the command of Allah. They also tell us of a great miracle, which was bringing the dead back to life before people’s eyes in this world. We also see the command to fight and spend in the cause of Allah, and He tells us the reasons that should encourage us to do that, by calling it a loan and telling us that the reward for it will be multiplied and that Allah is the One Who withholds or gives abundantly, and to Him we will all return.

2:246. Have you not seen the chiefs of the Children of Israel after [the time of] Moosá? They said to a Prophet of theirs: Appoint for us a king, and we will fight in the cause of Allah. He said: Is it possible that, if fighting was ordained for you, you would not fight? They said: How could we refuse to fight in the cause of Allah, when we have been turned out of our homes and separated
from our children? But when fighting was ordained for them, they turned away, except a few of them. And Allah is fully aware of the wrongdoers.

2:247. Their Prophet said to them: Allah has appointed Ţālūt as king over you. They said: How can he be king over us when we are more worthy of kingship than him and he has not been given any measure of wealth? He said: Allah has chosen him over you, and has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique: Allah grants kingship to whomever He wills, and Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing.

2:248. And their Prophet said to them: The sign of his kingship is that there will come to you the Ark of the Covenant, in which there is reassurance from your Lord, and a remnant of that which was left behind by the family of Moosâ and the family of Hârūn, carried by angels. Surely, in that there is a sign for you, if you are believers.

Here Allah ( سبحانه وتعالى) tells His Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) the story of the chiefs of the Children of Israel, who were the nobles and prominent figures. The chiefs are singled out for mention because they usually discuss their affairs so as to agree on a decision, then others follow them in what they decide. That is because they came to a Prophet of theirs after Moosâ (صلى الله عليه وسلم) and said to him: (Appoint for us a king) that is, choose a king for us, (and we will fight in the cause of Allah) so that we can unite behind him and he could lead us against our enemies. Perhaps at that time they did not have a leader to rally behind, because usually among tribes that are composed of clans, each clan would refuse to accept a leader from another clan. So they asked their Prophet to appoint a king who would be acceptable to all clans, and who would be selected in accordance with their traditions. The Israelite Prophets used to decide concerning their affairs; every time a Prophet died, he was succeeded by another Prophet. When they said that to their Prophet, (He said) to them: (Is it possible
that, if fighting was ordained for you, you would not fight? that is, perhaps you are asking for something which, if it is ordained for you, you will not do. Thus he offered them the option of not committing themselves, but they did not accept it; they insisted on what they had decided to do, and said: "How could we refuse to fight in the cause of Allah, when we have been turned out of our homes and separated from our children?" That is, what could keep us from fighting when we are all forced to fight, because we have been expelled from our homes and our children have been taken captive? This is something for which we would have to fight, even if it was not ordained for us, so how about if it is ordained for us after what has happened? But because their intention was not good and they did not have strong trust in their Lord, "when fighting was ordained for them, they turned away"; they were too cowardly to fight the enemy and they lost their resolve and forgot about their decision.

Most of them were controlled by weakness and cowardice "except a few of them", whom Allah protected, made steadfast and strengthened their resolve, so they obeyed the command of Allah and started preparing themselves for combat with His enemies. Thus they attained honour in this world and the hereafter. As for the majority, however, they wronged themselves and neglected the command of Allah. Hence Allah says: "And Allah is fully aware of the wrongdoers".

"Their Prophet said to them" in response to their request "Allah has appointed Tâloot as king over you". He was appointed by Allah, so what they should have done was accept him, submit and not raise objections. But they insisted on raising objections, and said: "How can he be king over us when we are more worthy of kingship than him and he has not been given any measure of wealth?" That is, how can he be a king when he is inferior to us in terms of prominence and lineage, and we are more deserving of kingship than him and,
moreover, he is poor and does not have enough wealth to enable him to be a king. This was based on the false notion that the prerequisites for kingship and similar positions of authority were noble descent and abundant wealth; they were not aware of the real qualities that qualify a person to take up such a position. Hence their Prophet said to them: "Allah has chosen him over you," and you are obliged to submit to that choice.

"and [He] has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique." That is, He has favoured him over you and given him more in terms of knowledge and physique; in other words, He has given him deep insight and physical strength by means of which he is qualified for his post as king, for if he has deep insight and the ability to implement the right decision, he will be able to fulfil this role in the best manner, but if he were lacking in either of these two qualities, he would not be able to do his job properly. If he were physically strong but lacked deep insight, then the king would be unsuccessful in running the kingdom’s affairs, because his strength would not be used in a wise manner. If he had deep insight but did not have the strength to implement any decisions he made, his insight would not benefit him because he would not be able to achieve anything.

"and Allah is All-Encompassing" in His grace; for His mercy and kindness are not limited to some in exclusion of others, or to the noble in exclusion of the lowly. Nevertheless, He is "All-Knowing" of who is deserving of His grace, so He bestows it upon him. These words removed any doubt, uncertainty or specious arguments in their hearts, because they explained that Tâloot possessed all the qualifications for kingship, and that Allah bestows His grace on whomever He wills among His slaves, and no one can ward it off. Then their Prophet also gave them a tangible sign that they could see for themselves, which was the coming of the Ark of the Covenant, which had been missing for a long time. The Ark contained reassurance which would give them peace of mind, along
with a remnant of that which was left behind by the family of Moosâ and the family of Hâroon. It was brought to them by the angels who carried it, whilst they were looking on.

2:249. When Ţâloot set out with the troops, he said: Allah will test you with a river: whoever drinks from it does not belong with me, but whoever does not drink from it does belong with me; and anyone who scoops up a little with his hand [will be excused]. But they all drank of it, except a few. When they crossed the river, he and those who believed with him, they said: We do not have the strength to face Jaloot and his troops today. But those who were certain that they would meet Allah said: How often has a small group overcome a mighty host by Allah’s leave. And Allah is with those who are steadfast.
2:250. When they came out against Jâloot and his troops, they said: Our Lord, bestow on us steadfastness and make us stand firm; and grant us victory over the disbelieving people.

2:251. Thus they defeated them by Allah’s leave; and Dâwood slew Jâloot; and Allah gave him power and wisdom and taught him whatever [else] He willed. Were it not for Allah restraining the people, some by means of others, the earth would indeed be filled with mischief. But Allah is most gracious to all the worlds.

2:252. These are the revelations of Allah, which We recite to you in truth; verily you are one of the Messengers.

When Ŧâloot became king of the Children of Israel, and became established in his position, they made preparations to fight their enemies. When Ŧâloot set out with the Israelite troops, who were huge in number, he tested them, on Allah’s command, to show who would be steadfast and assured, and who would not. He said: "Allah will test you with a river: whoever drinks from it does not belong with me because he is disobedient and cannot follow us because of his lack of patience and steadfastness, and his disobedience. "but whoever does not drink from it does belong with me."

"and anyone who scoops up a little with his hand [will be excused]" and there will be no blame on him for that. It may be that Allah will put blessing in it and it will suffice him. This test indicates that the supply of water was little, in order to test them. The majority of them disobeyed him and drank from the river in the manner that was forbidden, and they changed their minds about fighting their enemies. Their lack of patience in refraining from the water for a short while offered the greatest evidence that they had no patience for the fight which would be lengthy and would involve a great deal of hardship. Their turning back from the rest of the army increased the trust in Allah of those who remained steadfast, and made them more earnest in beseeching Him, humbling themselves before Him and declaring
that they had no power or strength of their own. It also increased them in patience, because they were few and their enemies were numerous. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

«When they crossed the river, he] that is Ţăloot [and those who believed with him], namely the ones who had obeyed the command of Allah and had not drunk from the river, which was forbidden, they realised how few they were and how numerous their enemies were. They said – that is, many of them said – «We do not have the strength to face Ţăloot and his troops today» because they are so numerous and so well equipped.

«But those who were certain that they would meet Allah], who were people of steadfast faith and deep certainty; they sought to reassure the rest of them, calm them down and instruct them to be steadfast. «How often has a small group overcome a mighty host by Allah’s leave] that is, by His will, for all matters rest with Him. The one who has real honour is the one who is honoured by Allah, and the one who is really humiliated is the one who is humiliated by Allah; hence large numbers are to no avail if He forsakes you, and small numbers do not matter if He helps you.

«And Allah is with those who are steadfast» by giving them support and help. The best means of attaining the help of Allah is being patient and steadfast for the sake of Allah. This exhortation had a great impact on their hearts, hence when Ţăloot and his troops came out to fight, «they said», all of them: «Our Lord, bestow on us steadfastness» that is, strengthen our hearts, bestow patience on us and make us steadfast, so that we will not be shaken or flee; «and grant us victory over the disbelieving people». Hence we know that Ţăloot and his troops were disbelievers. Allah answered their supplication, because they fulfilled the conditions of receiving a response, and He granted victory to them.

«Thus they defeated them by Allah’s leave; and Dāwūd [David], who was with the troops of Ţăloot, slew Ţăloot». He killed the king of
the disbelievers with his own hand, because of his courage, strength and steadfastness.

(and Allah gave him power and wisdom) that is, He blessed him by making him king of the Israelites and by giving him wisdom, meaning prophethood, which included (knowledge of) the great law and the straight path. Hence He said: (and taught him whatever [else] He willed) of both religious and political knowledge. Allah bestowed upon him both kingship and prophethood, whereas in the case of the Prophets who came before him, kingship was given to others. When Allah (ﷻ) granted them victory, they felt secure in their land and they worshipped Allah in safety and with reassurance, because they had defeated the enemy and had gained power in the land. All of this was the result of jihad for His sake, otherwise they would not have attained that. Hence Allah (ﷻ) said: (Were it not for Allah restraining the people, some by means of others, the earth would indeed be filled with mischief) that is, were it not for Him restraining by means of those who fight for His sake the plots of the evildoers and the transgressions of the disbelievers, the earth would be filled with mischief as a result of the disbelievers gaining control of it and establishing the rituals of disbelief, and they (the disbelievers) would prevent them (the believers) from worshipping Allah (ﷻ) and practising His religion openly.

(But Allah is most gracious to all the worlds) as He has prescribed for them jihad in which is their happiness and protection, and He gives them power on earth by means that they know and others that they do not know.

Then Allah (ﷻ) says: (These are the revelations of Allah, which We recite to you in truth) that is, in truth concerning which there is no doubt. This implies that we should think, learn and see things as they really are.

(Verily you are one of the Messengers). This is testimony from Allah to His Messenger (ﷺ) that part of the evidence for his message is
the stories that Allah has told him about previous nations, and the Prophets and their followers and enemies; if Allah did not tell him about that, he would have no knowledge of it; in fact there was no one among his people who had any knowledge of these matters. This indicates that he is indeed the Messenger of Allah and His true Prophet (ﷺ), whom He sent with truth and with the religion of truth, so that it might prevail over all religions, even if the polytheists dislike that.

This story contains signs and wonders that serve as a reminder to people of understanding. They include the following:

- For the decision-makers to be united and to examine different options before choosing the best and acting upon it is the greatest means of advancing and attaining their goals, as happened in the case of these chiefs when they consulted their Prophet about appointing a king whom they could rally behind and bring their scattered community together, and they would obey him.

- The more the truth is challenged and specious arguments are produced against it, the clearer and more distinct it becomes and the more certainty can be attained thereby, as happened in the case of these people when they objected to the appointment of Tāloot as their king. They were given answers by means of which they became convinced and all doubts and specious arguments were dispelled.

- Knowledge and insight combined with the power to implement decisions are two qualities which together lead to perfect performance in positions of authority. However, lacking one or both of them will damage a leader’s performance.

- Relying on oneself is a cause of failure and being forsaken by Allah, whereas seeking the help of Allah with patience and turning to Him is a cause of victory. The former is reflected in their words to their Prophet: «How could we refuse to fight in the cause of Allah, when we have been turned out of our homes and separated from our children?» (2: 246); it was as if that was
the reason why, when fighting was ordained for them, they turned away. The latter is reflected in the words: (When they came out against Jâloot and his troops, they said: Our Lord, bestow on us steadfastness and make us stand firm; and grant us victory over the disbelieving people. Thus they defeated them by Allah’s leave...) (2: 250-251).

- The wisdom of Allah (swt) dictates that evil be distinct from good, true be distinct from false, and patience be distinct from cowardice. He would not have left the people as they were, mixed and not distinct from one another.

- By His mercy and according to His way, He restrains the harm caused by disbelievers and hypocrites by means of believers who fight. Were it not for that, the world would be filled with mischief when it was overtaken by disbelief and its symbols.

2:253. Those Messengers: We favoured some above others. There are some to whom Allah spoke directly; others He raised in rank; to ‘Eesâ the son of Maryam We gave clear signs and supported him with the Pure Spirit. If Allah had so willed, those who came after them would not have fought one another after clear signs had come to them, but they disagreed among themselves, some believing and others disbelieving. If Allah had so willed, they
would not have fought one another; but Allah does whatever He wills.

Here, Allah (ﷻ) tells us that He favoured some of the Messengers over others, in that He singled them out from among all people to receive His revelation, to be sent to the people and to call them to Allah. Then He favoured some of them over others in terms of what He bestowed upon them of praiseworthy characteristics and righteous deeds, and in terms of what they brought of benefits to people. Some of them Allah spoke to directly, as in the case of Moosâ ibn ‘Imrân, whom He singled out to speak to directly. Some of them He raised above others in status, such as our Prophet (ﷺ), in whom were combined all the qualities that were scattered among other Prophets; Allah combined in him all the virtues by means of which he superseded the first and the last.

(to ‘Eesa the son of Maryam We gave clear signs) that pointed to his prophethood and confirmed that he was the slave of Allah, His Messenger, His word that he bestowed upon Maryam, and a spirit created by Him.

(and supported him with the Pure Spirit) that is, with faith and certainty with which Allah supported him and gave him the strength to do what He commanded him to do. It was also said that what is meant is that He supported him with Jibreel (ﷺ), who stayed with him constantly.

(If Allah had so willed, those who came after them would not have fought one another after clear signs had come to them), because the signs should bring about unity in faith

(but they disagreed among themselves, some believing and others disbelieving). These differences resulted in division, enmity and fighting, yet despite that, if Allah had so willed, after they had these differences, they would not have fought. This indicates that the will of Allah always comes to pass and defeats all measures; rather measures may only be of benefit if they are not contrary to the divine will. If
the divine will is there, all measures aimed at achieving the opposite will be diminished. Hence Allah says: «but Allah does whatever He wills». Thus His will always prevails and comes to pass. This and similar verses indicate that Allah (ﷻ) always does what is dictated by His will and wisdom; among the things He does are those that He has told us of Himself, or that His Messenger (ﷺ) has told us of, such as rising above, descending, speaking and other actions that He may or may not do.

Note: Just as the believer is required to know about his Lord, he is also required to know about His Messengers, their essential characteristics, and what is and is not appropriate for them. All of these qualities may be understood from the description that Allah has given of them in numerous verses. For example, they are men, not women, and they are townspeople, not desert dwellers; they are chosen and selected; Allah has instilled in them all praiseworthy characteristics because of which they are qualified to be chosen and selected; they are free of any faults that could undermine their mission as Messengers, such as lying, treachery, concealing knowledge and other faults that would undermine their position; any errors they may make with regard to the message are not condoned (rather they are corrected); and Allah has chosen them to receive His revelation. Hence we must believe in them and obey them; anyone who does not believe in them is a disbeliever, and anyone who criticises or reviles any one of them becomes a disbeliever who has gone beyond the pale of Islam and may be subject to capital punishment. There is a great deal of evidence for what has been mentioned above; whoever ponders the Qur’an, the truth will become clear to him.

Soorat al-Baqarah (254) 323
2:254. O you who believe, spend from that which We have provided for you, before the day comes when there will be no bargaining, no friendship, and no intercession. It is the disbelievers who are the wrongdoers.

By His kindness towards His slaves, Allah commands them to give some of that which He has provided them with, in the form of obligatory or recommended charity, so that it may be stored up as abundant reward for a day when those who strive hard will need every last little good deed, and when there will be no room for bargaining, and if a person were to offer an earthful of gold to ransom himself from punishment on the Day of Resurrection, it would not be accepted from him, and no friend, no status and no intercession will benefit him. That is the day on which the followers of falsehood will be losers and the wrongdoers will be disgraced; they are the ones who acted inappropriately, failing to fulfil their obligations towards Allah and towards His slaves, and who transgressed the limits of what is permissible, seeking that which is forbidden. The worst type of wrongdoing is disbelief in Allah, Who is the only One Who should be worshipped, but the disbeliever directed his worship to a created being like himself. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: «It is the disbelievers who are the wrongdoers» that is, they are the ones who are proven to be wrongdoers in the fullest sense of the word, as Allah (ﷻ) says elsewhere:

«...for associating others in worship with Him is indeed grievous wrongdoing.» (Luqman 31: 13)
2:255. Allah: there is no god but He, the Ever-Living, the Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining. Neither slumber nor sleep overtake Him. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and on earth. Who is there that can intercede with Him except by His leave? He knows what was before them and what will be after them, while they encompass nothing of His knowledge except what He wills. His Kursi\(^{18}\) extends over the heavens and the earth, and the preservation of both does not weary Him, for He is the Most High, the Most Great.

This verse is the greatest, best and most sublime verse in the Qur'an, because of what it points to of important matters and divine attributes. Hence there are many hadiths that recommend reciting it regularly at different times, morning and evening, when going to sleep and following the prescribed prayers. In it, Allah tells us about Himself that \(\text{there is no god but He}\) that is, there is none deserving of worship except Him, for He is the true God to Whom all types of worship, obedience and devotion should be directed, because of His perfection, the perfection of His attributes and His great blessings. And it is befitting that the human being should be a slave to his Lord, following His commands and heeding His prohibitions. Everything other than Allah (٣٥) is false and worship of anything other than Him is false, because everything other than Allah is created, imperfect, under His control and dependent (on Him) in all ways, so it does not deserve to be worshipped in any way.

\(^{18}\) The Kursi is the footstool of the Most Merciful, according to the most correct scholarly opinion. It is something other than the 'Arsh (Throne), which is the greatest of all things that Allah has created, over which our Lord rose in a manner that befits His Majesty.
the Ever-Living, the Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining) these two divine names inherently imply all the other divine names. The Ever-Living (al-Ḥayy) is the One Who has perfect life, which implies all attributes of His essence, such as hearing, sight, knowledge, power, and so on. The Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining (al-Qayyoom) is the One Who is self-sustaining and Whom others need to exist. This implies all the actions of the Lord of the worlds, Who does whatever He wills of rising above, descending, speaking, creating, granting provision, giving life and death, and all types of control. All of that is included in the concept that He is Self-Sustaining and the Sustainer of others. Hence some of the scholars said that these two are the greatest names to which, if Allah is called upon by them, He will respond, and if He is asked by them, He will give. The perfect nature of His being Ever-Living, Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining means that (Neither slumber nor sleep overtake Him). The word translated here as slumber implies drowsiness.

(To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and on earth) that is, He is the Sovereign, and everything other than Him belongs to Him. He is the Creator, the Provider, the Controller, and everything other than Him is created, provided for and controlled; it does not possess for itself or for anyone else the weight of an atom in the heavens or on earth. Hence Allah says: (Who is there that can intercede with Him except by His leave?) That is, no one can intercede with Him without His permission. All intercession belongs to Allah (azza wa jazzi), but when He wants to show mercy to whomever He will among His slaves, He gives permission to whomever He wants to honour among His slaves to intercede for him. The intercessor does not initiate intercession before permission is given.

(He knows what was before them) that is, what is past of all things (and what will be after them) that is, what lies ahead in the future. His knowledge encompasses all details, past and future, apparent and hidden, seen and unseen. People have no control over their affairs at
all, and they do not have the slightest knowledge except that which He has taught them. Hence He says: “while they encompass nothing of His knowledge except what He wills”.

“His Kursi extends over the heavens and the earth.” This is indicative of His perfect might and all-encompassing power, as the Kursi encompasses the heavens and the earth, despite their vastness and the greatness of what they contain. The Kursi, however, is not the greatest of Allah’s creation; rather there is something that is greater than it, namely the Throne al-‘Arsh and that which no one knows except Him. The greatness of these creations dazzles the mind and is beyond comprehension; it causes the mountains to crumble and cannot be grasped by even the most brilliant of human minds. So how about the greatness of their Creator and Initiator, Who instilled in them many wonders and mysteries that point to His great wisdom, the One Who keeps a firm hold on the heavens and the earth, lest they fall apart (cf. 35: 41), without becoming tired or weary? Hence He says “and the preservation of both does not weary Him” that is, it is not burdensome for Him.

“for He is the Most High” in and of Himself, above His Throne; He is the Most High in the sense that He is the Subduer of all His creation, the Most High in status, because of the perfection of His attributes. “the Most Great”; the might of tyrants appears insignificant when compared with His greatness, and the status of powerful kings appears small when compared with His Majesty. Glory be to the One Who is possessed of great power and might over all things.

This verse refers to the oneness of divinity (tawḥīd al-uloohiyah), the oneness of the divine Lordship (tawḥīd ar-ruboobiyah) and the oneness of the divine names and attributes (tawḥīd al-asmā’ waṣ-ṣifāt). It also refers to His all-encompassing sovereignty and knowledge, and to the greatness of His power, majesty, glory, might and pride, and His exaltedness above all His creation. This verse on its own highlights belief in the names and attributes of Allah, and implies all the beautiful names and sublime attributes of Allah.
2:256. Let there be no compulsion in religion; truth stands out clear from error. Whoever rejects ṭāghoot\textsuperscript{19} and believes in Allah has grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold that never breaks. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

2:257. Allah is the Protector of those who believe; from the depths of darkness He will lead them forth into light. As for those who disbelieve, their protectors are ṭāghoot; from light they will lead them forth into the depths of darkness. They will be inhabitants of the fire, to abide therein forever.

Here Allah (蝾) tells us that there should be no compulsion in religion because there is no need to compel anyone to believe in it. Compulsion can only be in matters that are ambiguous and unclear, for which there is no proof or evidence, or for matters to which people have a natural aversion. As for this true religion and straight path, it is very clear to those who are possessed of reason and is based on clear evidence. Truth stands out clear from error, so if one who is fortunate looks at it briefly, he will choose it, whereas the one who has ulterior motives, bad intentions and evil inclinations will see the truth yet will prefer falsehood to it; he will see what is beautiful but will choose that which is ugly. Allah has no need to compel such a person to follow

\textsuperscript{19} ṭāghoot: false gods, devils, soothsayers, leaders of misguidance – anyone and anything that diverts people from worship of Allah.
this religion, because there is no benefit in doing so; the faith of one who is forced to believe is not valid. However, this verse does not indicate that we should give up fighting the disbelievers who are in a state of war with Islam; rather it indicates that the beautiful nature of this religion would make any fair-minded person feel inclined towards it. As for the issue of fighting or not fighting, that is not the issue here; rather the obligation of fighting is learned from other texts. What we learn from this verse is that jizyah may be accepted from people other than the People of the Book, as is the view of many scholars.

Whoever rejects țâghoot and gives up worshipping anything other than Allah and obeying the Shayṭān, and believes in Allah in a complete sense that leads to worshipping and obeying his Lord «has grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold» that is, the true religion, the foundations of the pillars of which are well established; the one who adheres to it will be sure of what he is doing, because he is adhering to the most trustworthy hand-hold «that never breaks». As for the one who does the opposite, he has disbelieved in Allah and has believed in țâghoot, thus letting go of this trustworthy hand-hold in which is protection and salvation, and he has adhered to every falsehood that will lead him to hell.

«And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing» and He will requite each according to his deeds, good or bad; that is the ultimate fate of the one who grasps the most trustworthy hand-hold and the one who does not.

Then Allah mentions the means of attaining that: «Allah is the Protector of those who believe». This is because of their sincerity towards their Lord, as they have taken Him as a friend and they do not seek any alternative to Him or associate anyone with Him. They have chosen Him as the Beloved and Protector, and they have taken His close friends as their friends and His enemies as their enemies. Thus He protects them by His grace and bestows blessings upon them by His kindness; He brings them forth from the darkness of disbelief, sin and ignorance to the light of faith, obedience and knowledge.
Their reward for that is that He grants them safety from the darkness of the grave, the gathering and the resurrection and blesses them with eternal bliss, comfort, ease and happiness.

"As for those who disbelieve, their protectors are ṭāghūt; they have taken the Shayṭān and his troops as friends, instead of Allah; they have taken Shayṭān as a friend instead of their Lord. So Allah has given the Shayṭān and his troops power over them, as a punishment to them; thus they incited them to commit sins and evil actions, and they brought them forth from the light of faith, knowledge and obedience to the darkness of disbelief, ignorance and sin. Their punishment for that was to be deprived of good things and to miss out on delights, joys and pleasures. They will be with the Shayṭān and his friends, suffering regret in the hereafter. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: "They will be inhabitants of the fire, to abide therein forever".

2:258. Have you not seen the one who argued with Ibrāheem about his Lord, as Allah had granted him kingship? Ibrāheem said: My Lord is He Who gives life and death. He said: I give life and death. Ibrāheem said: But it is Allah Who brings the sun from the east; so bring it from the west [if you can]. Thus the one who disbelieved was dumbfounded. Allah does not guide wrongdoing people.
Have you not seen the one who argued with Ibrāheem about his Lord? that is, have you not seen his audacity, ignorant behaviour, stubbornness and arguing about that concerning which there can be no doubt? Nothing made him do that except the fact that Allah had granted him kingship, so he transgressed and thought that he was in control of his subjects. That prompted him to argue with Ibrāheem about the Lordship of Allah, and he claimed that he could do what Allah does. Ibrāheem said: My Lord is He Who gives life and death that is, He is the only One Who has full control. He singled out the giving of life and death for mention because they are the greatest levels of control. Giving life is the beginning of life in this world, and giving death is the starting point for the events of the hereafter. The one who was arguing with him said: I give life and death, but he did not say: I am the one who gives life and death, because he did not claim to be independent of Allah or to have full control; rather he was claiming to do what He does and to control as He controls. He claimed that he could kill someone, thus having given him death, or he could let someone live, thus having given him life. When Ibrāheem saw the flaws in his argument and heard him say something that is not fit to cause doubt, let alone be proof for his argument, he ignored his argument and went on to say:

But it is Allah Who brings the sun from the east that is, he referred to something visible that everyone acknowledges, even that disbeliever. so bring it from the west [if you can]. Here he was going along with his argument, if he was really telling the truth as he claimed. When Ibrāheem presented to him an argument that he could not counter, Thus the one who disbelieved was dumbfounded that is, he was confounded and could not give an answer; thus his argument was defeated and was proven to be specious and flawed. This is the state of the stubborn defender of falsehood who wants to wrestle with the truth and fight it; he will be defeated and subdued. Hence Allah (azwj) said: Allah does not guide wrongdoing people; rather He leaves
them in their disbelief and misguidance. They are the ones who chose that for themselves, otherwise if they were really seeking the truth and guidance, He would have guided them to it and made it easy for them to reach it. This verse offers definitive proof that Allah is the only One Who can create and control, therefore He is the only One Whom people should worship, turn to, and put their trust in, in all situations. Ibn al-Qayyim (may Allah have mercy on him) said:

In this debate there is a very subtle point, which is that the foundation of polytheism in all people goes back to worship of heavenly bodies and graves; then idols were made to represent them. Thus the two points of evidence produced by Ibrâheem to highlight the falseness of other gods is summed up in one sentence, which states that Allah alone is the one who gives life and death, and that the living being that will die cannot be regarded as divine, either during life or after death. That living being has an all-powerful Lord Who subdues and controls all, and Who gives life and death. How can one who is like that be a god in whose image idols are made and who is worshipped instead of Allah? By the same token, the heavenly bodies, the brightest and biggest of which is the sun, also have a Lord and are controlled by and subjugated to Him. They have no control over themselves at all; rather their Lord and Creator brings them from the east, so they yield to His command and will, and are subjugated and are under control. There is no God to be worshipped except Allah.20

---

20 Ibn al-Qayyim, Miftâh Dâr as-Sa‘âdhah.
2:259. Or [have you seen] the one who passed by a town that lay in ruins? He said: How can Allah restore this to life when it has died? Then Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then brought him back to life. He said: How long did you remain [in this state]? He said: [Perhaps] a day or part of a day. He said: No; you remained [like this] for a hundred years. Look at your food and your drink; they have not changed. But look at your donkey, so that We may make of you a sign unto the people; look at the bones, [and see] how We bring them together then clothe them with flesh. When it had all become clear to him, he said: I know that Allah has power over all things.

This is another sign that points to the fact that Allah is the only Creator, controller and Giver of life and death.

(Or [have you seen] the one who passed by a town that lay in ruins?) That is, its people had vanished, its inhabitants had died out, and the walls and ceilings of its buildings had collapsed. There was no sign of life left in it; rather it was desolate and devoid of its people. This man who came across it wondered: (How can Allah restore this to life when it has died?) He thought that such a thing was very unlikely, and he was unaware of the power of Allah (الله). But because Allah willed good for him, He showed him a sign in himself and in his donkey, and in the food and drink that he had with him.

(Then Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then brought him back to life. He said: How long did you remain [in this state]? He said: [Perhaps] a day or part of a day.) He thought that the time for
of the power of Allah and His ability to resurrect the dead from their graves, so that this would be a tangible example that you could see with your own eyes, and so that people may know thereby that what the Messengers said is true.

*look at the bones, [and see] how We bring them together then clothe them with flesh* — and he saw it with his own eyes as Allah (ﷻ) had described it.

*When it had all become clear to him* and he became aware of the power of Allah

*he said: I know that Allah has power over all things*. The apparent meaning from the context of the verse is that this was a man who did not believe in the resurrection, and Allah willed good for him, wanting to make him a sign for people in three ways:

1- The man said: *How can Allah restore this to life when it has died?* If he had been a Prophet or a righteous slave, he would not have said that.

2- Allah showed him a sign in his food and drink, and in his donkey and in himself, so that he could see it with his own eyes and affirm what he had denied. The verse does not say that the town mentioned was rebuilt and restored to its former state; there is nothing in the context to indicate that, and there would not be
much benefit in it. What benefit would there be in bringing the dead back to life in a ruined town, then its people would return to it or other people would come and rebuild it? Rather the real proof is in bringing him and his donkey back to life, and preserving his food and drink as they were.

3- Allah says: (When it had all become clear to him) that is, when something that he had not known and that had been hidden from him became clear to him. Thus it is known that what we said is correct. And Allah knows best.

2:260. When Ibrāheem said: Show me, O Lord, how You will raise the dead, He replied: Do you not believe then? [Ibrāheem] said: Yes of course, but just to reassure my heart. [Allah] said: So take four birds and cut their bodies into pieces, then place a piece of each of them on each hill. Then call them; they will come swiftly to you. Know that Allah is Almighty, Most Wise.

This is also tangible evidence of the power of Allah and how He will bring the dead back to life in order to requite them. Allah (٤٥) tells us that His close friend Ibrāheem asked Him to show him before his own eyes how He would bring the dead back to life. He was certain of that, because Allah (٤٥) had told him of it, but he wanted to see it with his own eyes, so that he might attain the certainty of seeing it with his own eyes. Hence Allah said to him: (Do you not
believe then? [Ibrāheem] said: Yes of course, but just to reassure my heart. That was because seeing further certain evidence is one of the things by which faith increases and certainty becomes complete. This is what those who want to draw closer to Allah try to attain. So his Lord said to him: «(So take four birds and cut their bodies into pieces, then place a piece of each of them on each hill)» that is, cut them into pieces, mix the parts and place on each hill – of some hills that were nearby – one of those pieces.

«(Then call them; they will come swiftly to you)» that is, they will be brought back to life in a complete sense, and they will come quickly to you, as birds do. So Ibrāheem (ﷺ) did that, and what he wanted happened. This is part of Allah’s mighty dominion over the heavens and the earth, which He showed him, as He says:

«Thus We gave Ibrāheem an insight into [Allah’s] mighty dominion over the heavens and the earth, so that he might be one of those who have certain faith.» (al-An`âm 6: 75)

«(Know that Allah is Almighty, Most Wise)» that is, He has great power by which He has subjugated all created things, so nothing is outside His control; rather everything submits to His might and majesty. Nevertheless, His actions are in accordance with His wisdom, and He does not do anything for no purpose.

> 2:261. The likeness of those who spend their wealth in the cause of Allah is that of a grain of corn that produces seven ears, each ear bearing a hundred grains. Allah gives manifold increase
to whomever He wills. And Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing.

This is an explanation of the multiplication of reward mentioned previously: «Who is he that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold?» (2: 245). Here Allah says: «The likeness of those who spend their wealth in the cause of Allah» that is, they spend it in obedience to Him, seeking His pleasure. The most important kind of spending is spending on jihad for His sake.

«is that of a grain of corn that produces seven ears, each ear bearing a hundred grains». What is meant by this example is to give a likeness of that multiplication, so that a person may form a mental picture of it, by means of which his faith will be strengthened and he will be motivated to spend in the hope of attaining that multiplied reward and great blessing.

«Allah gives manifold increase» which is this multiplication of reward «to whomever He wills» that is, according to the giver’s condition and level of sincerity, and how beneficial and appropriate the spending is. And it may be that Allah will multiply the reward even further for «whomever He wills», giving without limit.

«And Allah is All-Encompassing» in His generosity, so He gives abundantly and His giving does not deplete what He has. No one who spends (for His sake) should think that this multiplication of reward is a kind of exaggeration, because nothing is too much for Allah (٥٤٨٢), and this giving does not decrease His resources, no matter how great it is. At the same time He is «All-Knowing»; He knows who is deserving of that multiplied reward and who is not, so He multiplies appropriately in accordance with His perfect knowledge and wisdom.
2:262. Those who spend their wealth in the cause of Allah, and do not follow their spending with reminders of their generosity or hurtful words, for them their reward is with their Lord: they will have no fear, nor will they grieve.

2:263. Kind words and forgiveness are better than charity followed by hurtful [words]. Allah is Self-Sufficient, Most Forbearing.

That is, those who spend their wealth in obedience to Allah and in His cause, and do not follow that with things that may detract from it or spoil it, such as reminders to the recipient by recounting his favour either in his own mind or verbally, demanding something in return, or hurtful words or actions. Such people will have a suitable reward, and they will have no fear, nor will they grieve. Thus they will attain good and evil will be warded off from them, because they did something sincerely for the sake of Allah, free of anything that would spoil it.

Kind words that is, words that are acceptable and not objectionable. That includes any kind words that make a Muslim feel happy, such as speaking gently when having to turn away a beggar, and praying for him.

and forgiveness towards one who mistreats you, by not blaming him and by pardoning him. That includes pardoning what the beggar may say of offensive words (when you turn him away). Kind words and forgiveness are better than charity that is followed by hurtful words, because kind words come under the heading of verbal kindness, and
forgiveness is also an act of kindness because you are not blaming him. Both actions are kindness in which there is nothing that may spoil it, so they are both better than a kind charitable act that is followed by hurtful reminders and the like. What the verse means is that charity that is not followed by hurtful words or actions is better than kind words and forgiveness; rather it is reminding of charity that spoils it and it is forbidden, because only Allah (ﷻ) can remind of favours and all blessings come from Him. Hence the individual should not remind others of something that came about as a result of Allah’s kindness and grace, and did not come from him. Moreover, reminding another of one’s favour is like enslaving him, but humbleness and servitude are only befitting if directed towards Allah. Allah has no need of His creation, but all of them need Him in all circumstances and at all times. So the benefit of your charity, spending and worship comes back to you. (Allah is Self-Sufficient) and has no need of it. Despite all that, He is (Most Forbearing) towards the one who disobeys Him. He does not hasten to punish him even though He is able to do so; His mercy, kindness and forbearance prevent Him from hastening to punish those who disobey Him. Rather He gives respite and explains the signs to them in various ways, so that they might return to Him and repent. But once He knows that there is nothing good in them, and that the signs will not benefit them, and they have not learnt from previous exemplary punishments, then He will send the punishment down upon them and deprive them of His great reward.
2:264. O you who believe, do not nullify your acts of charity with reminders and hurtful words, like the one who spends his wealth to show off before people, but believes neither in Allah nor in the Last Day. His likeness is that of a smooth rock, on which there is a little soil; when heavy rain falls it leaves it completely bare. They will gain nothing from their efforts. And Allah does not guide the disbelieving people.

Here Allah forbids His slaves, out of kindness and mercy towards them, to nullify their charity with hurtful reminders. This shows us that hurtful reminders nullify charity, and may be taken as evidence that bad deeds nullify good deeds, as Allah says elsewhere:

(...and do not speak loudly to him [the Prophet] as you speak loudly to one another, lest your deeds come to nothing without your realising it.\(\text{Al-Hujurat 49: 2}\))

Just as good deeds erase bad deeds, bad deeds nullify preceding good deeds. This verse, along with the verse:

(O you who believe, obey Allah and obey the Messenger, and do not let your deeds go in vain.\(\text{Muhammad 47: 33}\))

- encourages us to perfect our deeds and protect them from anything that may nullify them, lest the deeds go to waste.

(like the one who spends his wealth to show off before people, but believes neither in Allah nor in the Last Day) that is, even though you may initially be doing it for the sake of Allah, reminders and hurtful words render your deeds invalid, thus your deeds become like those of the one who does things in order to show off to people, and he is not seeking Allah and the hereafter thereby. The deeds of such a person are undoubtedly rejected from the outset, because a condition of deeds being acceptable is that they should be for the sake of Allah alone. This person is in fact doing things for people, not for Allah, so his deeds are invalid and his efforts are not appreciated. The exact likeness of such a person is that of a smooth rock, on which there is a little soil;
when heavy rain falls it leaves it completely bare) that is, with no soil on it. This is the situation of the show-off: his heart is as hard as a rock, and his charity and other deeds are like the soil on the rock. If an ignorant person sees it as it is, he thinks that it is fertile land where plants could grow; then when he shows his true colours, the soil will be gone and his deeds will become like a mirage. His heart is (like a rock) that is not suitable for cultivation; rather his showing off and evil intentions prevent him from benefiting from any of his deeds. Hence (They will gain nothing from their efforts) that is, from the deeds that they did, because their intentions were inappropriate and they did these deeds for people like themselves who do not have the power to cause them any harm or bring them any benefit, and they turned away from worshipping the One of Whom worship could be of benefit. So Allah turned their hearts away from guidance, hence He says: (And Allah does not guide the disbelieving people).

2:265. And the likeness of those who spend their wealth, seeking Allah’s pleasure and out of their own inner certainty, is that of a garden on high ground; if heavy rain falls on it, it makes it yield a double increase of harvest, and if it does not receive heavy rain, then a light drizzle suffices it. Allah sees all that you do.

This is the likeness of those who spend their wealth in such a way that their spending will be rewarded and their charity will be accepted.
And the likeness of those who spend their wealth, seeking Allah's pleasure that is, seeking thereby to attain the pleasure of their Lord and closeness to Him

and out of their own inner certainty that is, they are happy with what they are doing, with no hesitancy or lack of resolve in giving. Two problems may be encountered with regard to spending: either the individual may seek to win praise from people when doing it, which is showing off, or he may spend reluctantly, with a lack of resolve and with hesitation. But the people referred to in this verse are free of these two problems; they spend seeking Allah's pleasure and not for any other purpose, out of their own inner certainty. The likeness of their spending is that of a garden with lots of trees and shade covering what is in it. This garden is on high ground that is, an elevated area that is open to the sun from the beginning of the day until the end, so its fruits are more abundant and beautiful. It is not on low ground, shielded from the wind and sun.

If heavy rain falls on it that is, this garden that is on high ground, it makes it yield a double increase of harvest that is, its fruits multiply because of the goodness of the ground and for other reasons that lead to this outcome. The availability of plentiful water makes it grow and reach maturity.

and if it does not receive heavy rain, then a light drizzle that is, light rain is sufficient, because of the fertility of the place where it grows. This is the likeness of those who spend a large or small amount, each according to his means; what he spends grows and multiplies until it reaches fullness. The One Who causes it to grow is more merciful to you than you are to yourself; He cares about you when you are not paying attention. If it so happened that such a garden existed in this world, people would rush to acquire it and there would be great competition for it, which would lead to conflict, even though this world is transient and will end, and it is the realm of hardship, stress and problems. It is as if the believer can see, through the lens of his
faith, this reward that Allah mentions, eternal and everlasting, with all kinds of joy and happiness. Yet despite that you see people who have no interest in it and pay no attention to it. Do you think that this is due to a lack of interest in the hereafter and its delights, or is it the result of weak faith in Allah and lack of hope of attaining His reward? Otherwise, if a person was indeed certain about that and had deep faith in his heart, then you would find him motivated and longing for it, and he would make it his main aim and focus, and would be willing to spend a great deal in hope of reward. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: «(Allah sees all that you do)», and He sees the deeds that each person does and the motivation for those deeds, and He will requite them in full.

2:266. Does any of you wish to have a garden with date palms and vines, through which rivers flow, with all kinds of fruit, while he is stricken with old age, and his children are weak [too small to look after themselves], then it should be consumed by a fiery whirlwind? Thus Allah makes clear to you [His] revelations; that you may reflect.

This is the likeness of the one who does acts of charity and other deeds for the sake of Allah (ﷻ), then he does deeds that nullify them. His likeness is that of the owner of this garden in which there are all kinds of fruits. Date palms and grapevines are singled out for mention because of their superiority and abundant benefits, because
they provide nourishment, staple foods and sweet fruits. In that garden there are rivers that irrigate it without the need for a great deal of effort. The owner is very happy with his garden, but then he grows old and becomes too weak to work, so he becomes more concerned about it. He has small children, none of whom are able to help him; rather they are all dependent on him, and his livelihood and theirs comes from that garden. Whilst they are like that, a storm or whirlwind in which there is fire comes to that garden and burns it up. Do not ask about what that man goes through of grief and distress; if grief could kill a person it would have killed him. This is the likeness of the one who does something for the sake of Allah; his deeds are like the seeds that are sown to get crops and fruit. He carries on like that until his efforts yield a garden of utmost splendour. The things that invalidate his deeds are like the storm in which there is fire. The individual is in the greatest need of his good deeds when he dies and is in a situation where he cannot do anything; then he finds his deeds, which he hoped would benefit him, like floating dust scattered about.

...But he finds [the punishment of] Allah waiting, thus Allah will requite him in full, for Allah is swift in reckoning. (an-Noor 24: 39)

If a person could imagine this scenario and had the slightest understanding, he would not do that which will harm him and bring the utmost regret. But weakness of faith and reasoning, and lack of insight, bring one to this state which, if an insane person who does not understand anything were to do that which leads to the same fate, it would be a grievous matter. Hence Allah (ﷻ) instructs and encourages us to reflect, as He says: *(Thus Allah makes clear to you [His] revelations; that you may reflect)*.
2:267. O you who believe! Give of the good things which you have
earned, and of what We have produced for you from the earth,
and do not select the inferior things to give away, when you
yourselves would not accept them unless you were to overlook
them. And know that Allah is Self-Sufficient, Owner of Praise.

2:268. The Shaytân threatens you with poverty and instructs you to be
miserly, but Allah promises you His forgiveness and grace. And
Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing.

Here Allah (ﷻ) instructs His believing slaves to spend by giving
of the good things which He has made available to them and of that
which He has brought forth for them from the earth. As He has blessed
you by making it easy for you to obtain these things, you should spend
from them in gratitude to Allah, in fulfilment of some of the rights
that your brothers have over you, and in order to purify your wealth.
So you should select for that giving the good things that you like for
yourselves, not that which is bad and that you do not want, and that
you would only take by way of overlooking it and reluctantly.

(And know that Allah is Self-Sufficient, Owner of Praise). He has
no need of you; the benefits of your charity and good deeds come
back to you. Yet He is Owner of Praise; He praises you for doing
what He enjoins upon you, so you must comply with His commands,
because that brings nourishment to the heart and life and joy to the
soul. Beware of following your enemy the Shaytân, who instructs
you to withhold your wealth and scares you with the fear of poverty
and want if you do spend. But this is not sincere advice on his part,
rather it is the ultimate deception.
Verily, the Shayṭān is an enemy to you, so take him as an enemy. He only calls his followers so that they may become inhabitants of the raging fire. (Fāṭir 35: 6)

Rather you should obey your Lord, Who enjoined you to spend in a way that is easy for you and does not cause you harm. Nevertheless, He promises you His forgiveness for your sins and to purify you of your faults, and grace, and kindness to you in this world and in the hereafter, such as rapid compensation, contentment in the heart, ease in the grave, and abundant reward on the Day of Resurrection. This is not difficult for Him, because He is All-Encompassing and His grace is immense;

All-Knowing – He knows what you give, great or small, secretly or openly, and He will reward you for it by His bounty, grace and kindness. So the individual should decide which of the two callers he will follow. These two verses point to a number of important matters, including the following:

- Encouragement to spend.
- Explanation of why one should spend.
- The obligation of giving zakāh on gold and silver (currency) and on all trade goods, because they are included in the words of the good things which you have earned.
- The obligation of giving zakāh on what the land produces of crops, fruits and metals.
- Zakāh is due from the one who is investing in crops and fruits, not the owner of the land, because Allah says and of what We have produced for you. So the one for whom it is produced is obliged to give zakāh.
- Wealth that is prepared for keeping (as opposed to selling), such as real estate, vessels and the like, is not subject to zakāh. The same applies to debts, confiscated wealth and the like, if it is not known where it is or who has it, and the owner cannot get it back. There is no zakāh on it, because Allah has
enjoined spending from wealth that can grow, whether from the land or through trade, so that the poor may be helped from its growth. However, with regard to wealth that is not prepared for investment and is not under one’s control, that is not included in this ruling.

- It is forbidden to give that which is of poor quality, and it is not acceptable as zakāh.

2:269. He grants wisdom to whomever He wills; and he to whom wisdom is granted has been given much good; but none will bear this in mind except people of understanding.

Allah (ﷻ) issued these important commands that are based on significant wisdom, but that is not attainable by all people; rather it is granted only to the one whom Allah has blessed with wisdom, which is beneficial knowledge, righteous deeds and knowledge of the reasons behind the laws. The one to whom Allah has granted wisdom has been given a great deal of good. What can be better than goodness which leads to happiness in this world and the next, and salvation from misery in both realms? In this verse we see that this blessing is only for some, namely those who are the heirs of the Prophets. Attaining a degree of perfection depends on having wisdom, because attaining such a level is only achieved by striving to attain knowledge and do righteous deeds. To attain knowledge, one must learn the truth and the aim thereof; to do righteous deeds, one must do good and refrain from evil. Thus one will be able to say and do what is right and to manage different affairs appropriately, whether it has to do with oneself or
other people. Without that, the individual will not be able to attain that level of perfection, because Allah (ﷻ) has created His slave with the inclination to worship Him, love good and seek truth. So Allah sent the Messengers to remind them of that which is already instilled in their nature and their minds, and to explain to them that which they did not know. People may be divided into two categories: (the first of which is) those who responded to their call, and knew what would benefit them and did it, and they knew what would harm them and avoided it. These are the people of perfect understanding and sound reason. The second category is those who did not respond to their call; rather they followed that which was in accordance with their evil inclinations, and they failed to obey the Lord of humanity. These are not people of understanding. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says: \( \text{"but none will bear this in mind except people of understanding."} \)

2:270. And whatever you spend in charity or whatever vows you make, then verily Allah knows it all. But for the wrongdoers there are no helpers.

This verse speaks of the reward for all types of spending, obligatory and recommended, great or small, that Allah has enjoined, as well as vows by which a person commits himself to something. Allah (ﷻ) knows them and nothing is hidden from Him; He knows the intention behind them, whether it is sincerely for His sake or not. If it is based on sincerity and seeking the pleasure of Allah, He will reward it abundantly. If a person does not spend what is enjoined upon him and does not fulfil the vows to which he committed himself, or he
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intends thereby to please people, then he is a wrongdoer who has acted inappropriately; thus he deserves a severe punishment and no one will be able to benefit him or help him. Hence Allah says: {But for the wrongdoers there are no helpers}.

2:271. If you disclose [acts of] charity, it is good, but if you conceal them, and give it [charity] to the poor, that is better for you, and He will expiate some of your bad deeds. And Allah is well aware of what you do.

{If you disclose [acts of] charity} by giving them openly and publicly, if the purpose is to seek the pleasure of Allah, then {it is good} and it serves the intended purpose.

{but if you conceal them} that is, do them in secret

{and give it [charity] to the poor, that is better for you}. This indicates that charity given secretly to the poor is better than charity given openly, but if charity is not being given to the poor, then the verse implies that giving secretly is not better than that which is given openly. It depends on what serves a greater purpose. If giving charity openly makes acts of worship visible and encourages others to follow suit and the like, then it is better than doing it secretly. The words {and give it [charity] to the poor} indicate that the giver should look for those who are in greatest need, and not give it to one who is in need, if there is someone else who is in greater need. Allah (isEqualSign) tells us that charity is good for the giver, which implies that it will bring
reward; He also says: "and He will expiate some of your bad deeds" which will ward off punishment.

"And Allah is well aware of what you do" of good or evil, great or small. What is referred to here is the requital for deeds.

2:272. It is not for you [O Prophet] to guide them, but Allah guides whomever He wills. Whatever wealth you spend in charity benefits your own souls, and you do not spend except seeking the pleasure of Allah. Whatever wealth you give will be repaid to you in full, and you will not be wronged.

2:273. [Charity is] for those poor who are wholly occupied in Allah's cause and cannot move about in the land, seeking [trade or work]; the one who is unaware thinks, because of their dignity, that they are free from want. You will know them by their mark: they do not ask importunately from people. And whatever of wealth you give, then verily Allah knows it well.

2:274. Those who spend [in charity] of their wealth by night and by day, in secret and in public, will have their reward with their Lord; they will have no fear, nor will they grieve.
Here Allah (ﷻ) says to His Prophet (ﷺ): You are not responsible for guiding people; rather all you have to do is convey the message clearly, and guidance is in the Hand of Allah (ﷻ). This indicates that just as charity may be given to a Muslim, it may also be given to a disbeliever, even if he is not guided. Hence Allah says: *(Whatever wealth you spend in charity)* that is, whether the amount is great or small, and whether it is given to a Muslim or non-Muslim, *(benefits your own souls)* that is, you are the ones who benefit from it.

*(and you do not spend except seeking the pleasure of Allah)*. This is a statement about charity given by the believers that is based on their faith, because it is only for the sake of Allah (ﷻ); their faith forbids them to have any bad intentions or ulterior motives, and it obliges them to be sincere.

*(Whatever wealth you give will be repaid to you in full)* on the Day of Resurrection, when you will be given your reward in full *(and you will not be wronged)* that is, nothing will be detracted from your righteous deeds, not even the smallest amount, just as your bad deeds will not be increased.

Then Allah mentions the recipients of charity who are the most entitled to it, namely:

1- The poor.
2- Those who are *(wholly occupied in Allah’s cause)* that is, they are completely focused on obedience to Allah, in jihad and otherwise; they are prepared for that and are kept ready for that.
3- Those who are unable to travel in order to seek provision. Allah says: *(and cannot move about in the land)* that is, they are unable to travel in order to earn a living.
4- *(the one who is unaware thinks, because of their dignity, that they are free from want)*. This tells us of the sincerity of their patience and their dignified attitude.
5- \(\text{You will know them by their mark}\) that is, as referred to in the description given of them. This does not contradict the words \(\text{the one who is unaware thinks... that they are free from want}\), because not everyone who is unaware of their condition has deep insight by means of which he may know what they are going through; as for the one who does have deep insight, he will realise as soon as he sees them and recognises their mark.

6- \(\text{they do not ask importunately from people}\) that is, they do not ask persistently; rather if they do ask, in the case of necessity, they do not persist in asking.

These are the ones who are most deserving of charity, because Allah described them in the best terms. As for spending in charity on anyone, it is good and kind, and the one who does that will be rewarded. Hence Allah says: \(\text{And whatever of wealth you give, then verily Allah knows it well}\).

Then Allah tells us of the status of those who give charity at all times and in all circumstances:
\(\text{Those who spend [in charity] of their wealth for the sake of Allah, in obedience to Him and seeking His pleasure, and they do not spend it on things that are forbidden or disliked, or to fulfil their own whims and desires}\)
\(\text{by night and by day, in secret and in public, will have their reward with their Lord}\) that is, a great reward with the Most Merciful Lord. \(\text{they will have no fear}\) when those who fell short will be afraid \(\text{nor will they grieve}\) when those who were heedless grieve. They will attain their goal and be saved from what they fear.

As Allah referred to the status of those who are kind to His slaves by spending on them in different ways, He also refers to the wrongdoers who mistreat His slaves in the worst manner:
2:275. Those who consume usury will not stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except like a madman who is being beaten by the Shaytân. That is because they say: Trade is like usury; but Allah has permitted trade and forbidden usury. Therefore, he who desists because of the admonition that has come to him from his Lord may keep his past gains; his case is for Allah [to judge]; but those who return to it will be inhabitants of the fire; they will abide therein forever.

2:276. Allah destroys usury, but will give increase for deeds of charity. Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner.

2:277. Those who believe, and do righteous deeds, and establish prayer and give zakâh, will have their reward with their Lord; they will have no fear nor will they grieve.

2:278. O you who believe! Fear Allah, and give up what is still due to you of usury, if you are indeed believers.
2:279. If you do not do it, then be warned of a declaration of war from Allah and His Messenger: But if you repent, you may retain your capital, neither wronging, nor being wronged.

2:280. If the debtor is in difficulty, give him time until it is easy for him to repay. But if you remit it by way of charity, that is best for you, if only you knew.

2:281. And fear the day when you will be brought back to Allah. Then every soul will be paid in full for what it earned, and none will be wronged.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us of the bad end and hardship that those who consume usury will face: they will not rise from their graves on the Day of Resurrection to stand except like a madman who is being beaten by the Shayṭān. So they will rise from their graves confused and shaky, as if they are drunk, expecting a severe punishment. That is because they thought and said: Trade is like usury. Such a statement would only come from one who is very ignorant or one who ignores what he knows out of stubbornness. So Allah will requite them in an appropriate manner, and they will become like insane people. It may be understood from the words [they will not stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except like a madman who is being beaten by the Shayṭān] that when they lost their minds in seeking to earn through usury, they became very foolish and unable to think properly. Their appearance and movements will be like those of insane people, with a complete lack of coordination and loss of rational thinking.

Allah (ﷻ) says, responding to them and explaining His great wisdom: but Allah has permitted trade because it serves the public interest and there is a great need for it, and because prohibiting it would cause great harm. This is the basis for the permissibility of all ways of earning money, unless there is a text to indicate that something is not permitted.
usury] because of what it entails of wrongdoing and evil consequences. Usury (ribâ) is of two types: ribâ nasee’ah (pay now, or pay an increased amount later); and ribâ faḍl, which involves trading two things of the same type, where one is greater in quantity than the other. Both are haram, according to the Qur’an and Sunnah, and according to the consensus of the scholars in the case of ribâ nasee’ah; those who permitted ribâ faḍl held an odd view that is contrary to the abundant texts. Rather usury is one of the major sins that may doom a person to hell.

Therefore, he who desists that is, gives up what he is doing and is deterred from it because of the admonition that has come to him from his Lord that is, the admonition, reminder and warning against dealing in usury. This admonition is a mercy from Allah towards those to whom it is addressed, and serves to establish proof against them. may keep his past gains that resulted from previous transactions in which he engaged before this admonition reached him; he may keep them as a reward for accepting the advice. This verse indicates that the one who does not desist will be punished for both his earlier and later actions. his case is for Allah [to judge] as to whether to requite him but those who return to it that is, to dealing in usury, and who do not benefit from the admonition; rather they persist in it will be inhabitants of the fire; they will abide therein forever. The scholars (may Allah have mercy on them) differed concerning the texts that speak of punishment where the apparent meaning suggests that those who commit major sins that are less serious than associating others with Allah (shirk) will abide in hell forever. The best view is that which says that in these cases where Allah states that certain sins will doom a person to eternity in hell are applicable provided there is no impediment (that is, tawheed or belief in the oneness of Allah). It is known from the Qur’an and Sunnah, and from the consensus of
the early generations of the Ummah, that the one who believes in the oneness of Allah (tawheed) and has faith cannot abide in hell forever. However, if a person does not believe in tawheed, then the sin or usury, let alone his disbelief, would qualify him to abide in hell forever.

“Allah destroys usury” that is, He takes it away and takes away its blessing, so that it becomes a source of problems and trouble and takes away blessing from the individual’s life. If he spends from it, he will not be rewarded; rather it will bring him closer to hell.

“but will give increase for deeds of charity” that is, He will cause it to grow and will send down blessings upon the wealth from which the charity is given, and He will reward the giver. That is because the requital befits the action. The one who deals in usury wrongs people and takes their wealth in an unlawful manner, so he is punished with loss of his wealth. The one who is good to people shows kindness to them in different ways, and his Lord is kinder than he is, so He treats him kindly, as He is kind to His slaves.

“Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner” that is, one who is ungrateful for the blessings of Allah and does not do what is enjoined upon him of giving charity, and people are not safe from him or his evil.

“sinner” that is, one who does actions that incur a burden of sin and punishment.

After mentioning those who consume usury, and noting that if they had been believers who truly benefited from their faith, they would not have done what they did, Allah then mentions the condition and reward of the believers. He addresses them as believers and forbids them to consume usury, if they are indeed believers. They are the ones who accept the admonition of their Lord and obey His command. He instructs them to fear Him, and part of that fear of Him is that they should give up what remains of usury, that is, any current existing transactions. As for that which is past, whoever heeds the admonition, Allah will pardon him for what is in the past, but whoever does
not heed the admonition of Allah and does not accept His advice is opposing his Lord and is effectively in a state of war against Him, at the time when he is helpless and weak, and has no power to wage war against the Almighty, the Most Wise, Who gives respite to the evildoer but does not forget about him, and will eventually punish him severely.

«But if you repent» from dealing in usury «you may retain your capital», and that is all you are entitled to «neither wronging» those with whom you do business, by taking anything extra, which is usury «nor being wronged» by the loss of your capital.

«If the debtor is in difficulty» and cannot pay off what he owes «give him time until it is easy for him to repay». It is obligatory to give him more time, until he can afford it. «But if you remit it by way of charity, that is best for you, if only you knew». This refers to waiving the debt, completely or partially.

«And fear the day when you will be brought back to Allah. Then every soul will be paid in full for what it earned, and none will be wronged». This verse was one of the last verses of the Qur’an to be revealed, and it was placed at the end of these rulings, commands and prohibitions, because it contains a promise (of reward) for doing good and a warning against doing evil. If a person knows that he will return to Allah, and that He will requite him for all his deeds, great and small, public and private, and that Allah will not wrong him in the slightest, he will inevitably develop hope of reward and fear of punishment. Without having this knowledge in his heart, there is no way he could develop that hope and fear.
O you who believe! When you contract debts among yourselves for a stated period of time, write it down. Let a scribe write it down faithfully between you. No scribe should refuse to write, as Allah has taught him, so let him write, and let the one incurring the debt dictate, and let him fear Allah his Lord, and not diminish [the debt] at all. If the debtor is feeble-minded or incapacitated, or unable himself to dictate, then let his guardian dictate faithfully, and call to witness two men from among you; if two men are not available, then a man and two women, such as you choose, to act as witnesses, so that if one of them forgets, the other can remind her. The witnesses should not refuse when they are summoned. Do not be reluctant to write down your debts, whether small or large, together with the time of repayment; that is more equitable in the sight of Allah, more reliable as evidence, and more likely to prevent doubts among yourselves. But if it is a transaction which you carry out on the spot among yourselves, there is no blame on you if you do not write it down. Have witnesses present whenever you trade with one another, and let neither scribe nor witness suffer harm, for if you did cause them harm, it would be wickedness on your
part. So fear Allah, for it is Allah Who teaches you. And Allah has full knowledge of all things.

This is the verse of debt, which is the longest verse in the Qur’an. It contains important rulings which are of great benefit and value. These rulings are as follows:

1- All types of dealings that are based on credit or otherwise are permissible, because Allah tells us about dealings based on credit that the believers engaged in, in a manner that is indicative of approval and lays out guidelines concerning them. This indicates that they are permissible.

2- In the case of credit, there must be a deadline for delivery.

3- It is essential that the deadline be specified and known; it cannot be specified that delivery will be immediate or that the deal is open-ended.

4- It is enjoined to put in writing all types of dealings that are based on credit. Doing so is either obligatory or recommended, and writing it down is essential because without putting it in writing, there is a great risk of problems such as mistakes, forgetting, disputes and quarrels.

5- The scribe should be instructed to write.

6- He should be a person of good character for his writing to be reliable, because what is said or written by an evildoer is not reliable.

7- He should write it down faithfully between them, and not be biased in favour of one of them because of ties of kinship or friendship and the like.

8- The scribe should know how to write documents and all that is required of each party in a particular case. He should also know how to make the document binding, because there is no other way to be fair and just. This is understood from the words: ؛Let a scribe write it down faithfully between you}.\"
9- If there is a document (of debt) in the handwriting of one who is known to be faithful or fair, as mentioned, it should be relied upon, even if he and the witnesses have died.

10- The words "No scribe should refuse to write" mean: no one whom Allah has blessed by enabling him to learn how to write should refuse to write down (a contract) between a debtor and creditor. Just as Allah has shown kindness to him by causing him to learn, he should treat kindly the slaves of Allah who need his writing, and he should not refuse to write for them.

11- The scribe should be instructed not to write anything but what the one who owes the debt dictates to him.

12- The one who dictates to the scribe should be the one who owes the debt.

13- He should be instructed to disclose everything that he owes, and not diminish (the debt) at all.

14- If someone admits that he owes something to someone else, it is to be accepted, because Allah instructed the one who owes the debt to dictate to the scribe. When the admission of debt is put in writing, what he has admitted of debt becomes binding, even if he claims after that that he made a mistake or forgot.

15- If there is any person who owes debts to others and there is proof of the amount and how great or small it is, and whether payment is due now or later, his statement is to be accepted and not the statement of the one to whom it is owed, because Allah (ﷻ) told him not to diminish (the debt), yet his statement concerning the amount owed and the terms of repayment is to be accepted.

16- It is forbidden for the one who owes the debt to diminish it or reduce it in terms of its quantity and quality, or the timescale of repayment, and other factors.

17- The one who is unable to dictate the debt because he is too young, feebleminded, unable to speak and so on, can appoint his guardian to dictate on his behalf and admit the debt.
18- The guardian is obliged to be faithful and fair just as the debtor himself is enjoined to be, and he should not diminish the debt, because Allah says "faithfully".

19- Good character on the part of the guardian is essential, because dictating faithfully as mentioned cannot be done by an evildoer.

20- Guardianship in financial matters (that is, doing business on behalf of another) is valid.

21- The debt is owed by the minor or by the one who is feebleminded, insane or incapacitated; it is not owed by the guardian.

22- Acknowledgement of the debt by the minor or the person who is feebleminded, insane, mentally challenged and so on, and their transactions, are not valid, because Allah has given their guardian the authority to dictate, and He did not give them any authority therein, out of compassion and mercy towards them, lest their wealth be lost.

23- The guardian’s handling of the wealth of the people mentioned is valid.

24- This verse shows that it is prescribed for a person to learn everything that each party to a transaction needs to know in order to document it and preserve his rights, because the aim here is to document the transaction, provide proof and guarantee equity. That which is essential in order to achieve what is prescribed is also prescribed.

25- Acquiring literacy is prescribed; in fact it is a communal obligation, because Allah has enjoined the writing down of debts and other matters, which cannot be achieved except by learning.

26- It is enjoined to have contracts witnessed. This is recommended, because the aim behind it is to protect people’s rights, which serves their interests. If the one who is carrying out the transaction is acting on behalf of another, such as the guardian of an orphan or the caretaker of an endowment (waqf) and other
cases in which recording transactions is essential, then having it witnessed becomes obligatory.

27- The minimum number of witnesses in financial transactions and so on is two men or a man and two women. The Sunnah indicates that one witness, accompanied by the oath of the claimant, is also sufficient.

28- The testimony of boys is not acceptable, because the verse specifically mentions men.

29- The testimony of women on their own concerning financial transactions and the like is not to be accepted, because Allah did not accept women’s testimony unless it is accompanied by that of a man.

30- The testimony of an adult male slave is acceptable just like the testimony of a free man, because of the general meaning of the words (and call to witness two men from among you), and an adult slave is one of our men.

31- The testimony of the disbelievers, whether they are male or female, is not acceptable, because they are not of us and because testimony should be based on good character, and they are not of good character.

32- This verse indicates that men are superior to women, and that the testimony of one man is equal to that of two women, because men have good memories and women do not.

33- If someone forgets his testimony, then remembers it later on, his testimony is still to be accepted, because Allah says: (the other can remind her).

34- From the meaning of this verse it may be understood that if a witness is afraid of forgetting his testimony with regard to the dues of others, then he must write it down, because that which is essential to fulfilment of an obligatory duty is also obligatory.

35- If a witness is summoned and has no excuse, it is not permissible for him to refuse, because Allah says: (The witnesses should not refuse when they are summoned).
36- If a person’s testimony will not be acceptable, then it is not obligatory for him to respond if he is summoned, because there is no benefit in his doing so, and he is not counted as a witness.

37- It is not allowed to be reluctant or find it too burdensome to write down debts every time, whether they are great or small, and to write down the time of payment, and all the other conditions and restrictions in the contract.

38- This verse highlights the wisdom behind the prescription to write down contracts and have them witnessed, which is that it is more equitable in the sight of Allah, more reliable as evidence, and more likely to prevent doubts among yourselves. It guarantees fairness and justice, on which the well-being of people and the country is based. Testimony accompanied by written documentation is more proper and better, and further removed from doubt, suspicion, disputes and quarrels.

39- From this it may be understood that if a person is uncertain about his testimony, he has no right to give it; rather he must be certain of his testimony.

40- The words “But if it is a transaction which you carry out on the spot among yourselves, there is no blame on you if you do not write it down” indicate that there is a concession allowing people not to write it down if it is a transaction on the spot in which there is a hand to hand exchange, because there is no great need to write it down.

41- Although there is a concession allowing people not to write down transactions conducted on the spot, it is still prescribed to call witnesses, because Allah says: “Have witnesses present whenever you trade with one another”.

42- It is prohibited to harm the scribe by calling him at a time when he is busy and it is difficult for him to attend.

43- It is also prohibited to harm witnesses by calling them to witness or give testimony when they are ill or busy and it is too difficult
for them to attend, and so on. This is based on the words {and let neither scribe nor witness suffer harm}. However, this phrase may also be understood as meaning "and let neither scribe nor witness cause harm" to the one to whom the debt is owed, by refusing or demanding too high a fee, and so on.

44- The above may mean that the scribe should not cause any harm (to the lender).

45- It may also mean that the witness should not cause any such harm either.

46- Doing these forbidden actions is a characteristic of wickedness, because Allah says: {if you did cause them harm, it would be wickedness on your part}.

47- Attributes such as wickedness, faith, hypocrisy, enmity, faithfulness and so on may be partial characteristics (that is, not an individual’s main characteristic). Thus a person may have some element of wickedness and the like, and he may also have some element of belief or disbelief, because Allah says: {it would be wickedness on your part} and He did not say, "you would be wicked.”

48- The witness should be of good character, because Allah says: {such as you choose, to act as witnesses}.

49- The definition of good character is to be based on what people regard as good character in every place and time. Whoever is regarded by people as being of good character is to be accepted as a witness.

50- Based on this, the testimony of one whose character is not known should not be accepted until he is proven to be of good character.

These rulings are what may be derived from this verse according to the best of my limited knowledge. Allah has further wisdom and subtle reasons, understanding of which He grants to whomever He will.
If you are on a journey, and cannot find a scribe, then something should be handed over as collateral. But if you trust one another [and there is no need for collateral], let the one who is trusted fulfil his trust, and let him fear Allah his Lord. Do not conceal testimony, for whoever conceals it has a sinful heart. And Allah is well aware of all that you do.

That is, if you are travelling (and cannot find a scribe) to write down the deal between you and document it (then something should be handed over as collateral) that is, the lender should take possession of it, to keep it as security until he is repaid. This indicates that collateral that is not handed over does not serve as security. It also indicates that if the one who gives collateral and the one who receives it differ concerning the amount for which the collateral is given, the lender is the one whose word is to be accepted, the reason being that Allah has ordained collateral instead of writing down in order to secure the loan for the lender. If the word of the one who is keeping the collateral was not acceptable with regard to the amount for which it was left with him, then it would not serve the purpose. As the aim of collateral is to secure loans, it is acceptable when travelling and when not travelling. Allah only mentioned travelling here because it is more likely to be needed in that situation when there is no scribe available. All of this applies in the case of a lender who wants to have some security regarding his loan. But if the lender trusts the borrower and wants to deal with him without collateral, then the one who owes
him must pay back in full, and should not transgress against him or diminish the value of what he owes him.

«(and let him fear Allah his Lord)» in paying back what he owes and showing kindness to the one who trusted him.

«(Do not conceal testimony)» because rights that cannot be proved otherwise are based on it, so concealing it is a grave sin, because it is failing to do his duty of stating the facts, and it results in the lender losing what is due to him. Hence Allah (مَلَكُ) says: «(for whoever conceals it has a sinful heart. And Allah is well aware of all that you do)». This verse includes these rulings through which Allah has guided His slaves, which are based on great wisdom and serve great purposes. This indicates that if people followed Allah’s guidance in these rulings, their affairs, both worldly and spiritual, would be in the best shape, because these rulings lead to justice and that which is in the Muslims’ best interests; rights would be protected, quarrels and conflicts would be prevented, and peaceful relations between people would be guaranteed. To Allah be praise such as befits His majesty and might; we cannot praise Him enough.

2:284. To Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and on earth. Whether you disclose what is in your minds or conceal it, Allah will call you to account for it. He forgives whomever He will, and punishes whomever He will, for Allah has power over all things.
Here Allah tells us that to Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is on earth; He created every one, He granted them provision and He guides them to that which is in their best interests, both worldly and spiritual. So they are His possessions and slaves; they possess no power to cause harm or bring benefit to themselves and they possess no power with regard to death, life or resurrection. He is their Lord and sovereign Who controls their affairs on the basis of His wisdom, justice and kindness. He has ordained commands and prohibitions for them and will bring them to account for all that they conceal or disclose.

"He forgives whomever He will," namely the one who takes the measures that lead to forgiveness. And He punishes whomever He will for his sins, the one who did not go through anything that could lead to expiation.21

"for Allah has power over all things" and nothing is beyond Him; rather all people are subject to His control, His will, His decree and His requital.

2:285. The Messenger believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, as do the believers. Each [of them] believes in Allah, His angels, His Books, and His Messengers. We make no distinction between one and another of His Messengers. And they say: We hear, and we obey. Grant us Your forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return [of all].

21 Sins may be expiated by different means, such as hardship, sickness, loss of loved ones, and so on.
Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us about the faith, submission and obedience of the Messenger (ﷺ) and the believers who were with him, and their asking Him for forgiveness. He tells us that they believe in Allah, His angels, His Books and His Messengers. This implies belief in everything that Allah has told us about Himself or that His Messengers have told us about Him, namely the attributes of His perfection and majesty, in brief and in detail, as well as the declaration that He is above being likened to His creation and is above any denial of His attributes and above all shortcomings. It also implies belief in the angels who are referred to in the texts in general terms and in detail, as well as belief in all the Messengers and Books. That in turn implies belief in everything that the Messengers have told us and everything contained in the Books of stories, commands and prohibitions. They (the believers) do not differentiate between any of His Messengers; rather they believe in all of them because they are all intermediaries between Allah and His slaves, so disbelief in one of them is disbelief in all of them, and is in fact disbelief in Allah.

«[And they say: We hear] what You have enjoined upon us and what You have forbidden to us
[and we obey] You in that, and we are not of those who say: We hear and disobey.

Because people will inevitably fall short with regard to the rights of Allah and thus are in need of His forgiveness all the time, they say:
«[Grant us Your forgiveness] that is, we ask You for forgiveness for what we have done of shortcomings and sins, and to erase our faults
[and to You is the return [of all]] that is, all creatures will return to You and You will requite them for what they have done of good or evil.
2:286. Allah does not place on any soul a burden greater than it can bear. For it is what it has earned, and against it is what it has committed. Our Lord, do not hold us accountable if we forget or fall into error. Our Lord, do not lay on us a burden like that which You laid on those who came before us. Our Lord, do not lay on us a burden greater than we have strength to bear. Pardon us, forgive us and have mercy on us; You are our Protector, so help us against the disbelieving people.

When Allah revealed the words "Whether you disclose what is in your minds or conceal it, Allah will call you to account for it" (2:284), the Muslims were distressed by it because they thought that they would be called to account for whatever entered their minds of persistent or passing thoughts. So in this verse, Allah told them that He does not place on any soul a burden greater than it can bear; in other words, (whatever burden He places upon an individual) is within his capability and He does not overburden him or make things too difficult for him. Allah (ﷻ) says elsewhere:

"...He... has not imposed any hardship on you in religion..." (al-Hajj 22:78)

In principle, the commands and prohibitions are not too difficult for people to adhere to; rather they are nourishment for the soul, a remedy for the body and protection from harm. Allah (ﷻ) enjoined these things for His slaves out of mercy and kindness, yet despite that, if something is too hard to adhere to for some reason, He grants concessions to make it easier, by waiving it either completely or partially, as in the case of the concessions made for those who are sick or travelling, and so on.
Then Allah (ﷻ) tells us that each soul will be rewarded for what it did of good, and whatever it did of evil will be counted against it; no soul will carry the burden of another and no one’s reward will be given to someone else. The word which is translated here asٍ earnedٍ (kasaba) flows more easily on the tongue, which indicates that doing good is easier and takes less effort, and as soon as a person forms the intention to do good, the reward begins. On the other hand, the word translated here asٍ committedٍ (aktasaba) is more difficult to say, which indicates that doing evil is not recorded against an individual unless he actually makes the effort to do it.

As Allah has told us about the faith of the Prophet (ﷺ) and the believers who were with him, and that each person will be requited for his actions, and that man will inevitably fall short, make mistakes and forget, He then tells us that He does not place on us any burden greater than what we can bear. He also tells us of the supplication of the believers to that effect. The Prophet (ﷺ) told us that Allah said: “I have done that,” in response to this supplication.

ٍOur Lord, do not hold us accountable if we forget or fall into errorٍ. The difference between the two is that forgetting occurs when one becomes absent-minded about what he is instructed to do, so he fails to do it because he forgot it. Error occurs when a person aims to do something that is permissible, then the result of his action is not permissible. Allah has pardoned this Ummah for whatever they fall into of these two things, out of mercy and kindness towards them.

Based on that, if a person prays wearing a stolen or unclean garment, or he forgot about some impurity that was on his body, or he talks during the prayer because he forgot, or if he does something that breaks the fast because he forgot, or he does one of the actions that are forbidden when in ʿihram but does not involve killing an animal (this refers to hunting, which is forbidden when in ʿihram and for which a compensatory sacrifice must be offered), because he forgot, he is forgiven for that. By the same token, the one who swore an oath not
to do something is not regarded as having broken his oath if he does the thing he swore not to do because he forgot. Similarly, if a person kills someone accidentally or destroys property accidentally, there is no sin on him; rather he is liable and must offer some compensation because of the results of his action, not because of his sin. Similarly, if a person forgets to mention the name of Allah at times when he should mention His name, it does not matter.

(Our Lord, do not lay on us a burden) that is, difficult responsibilities (like that which You laid on those who came before us). And Allah (GS) answered this supplication, as He granted concessions to this Ummah in matters pertaining to purification and different acts of worship, which He made easier in a way that he did not do for other nations.

(Our Lord, do not lay on us a burden greater than we have strength to bear). Allah has answered this supplication also; to Him be praise. (Pardon us, forgive us and have mercy on us). Pardon and forgiveness are acts by means of which one may ward off evil and harm; mercy is that by virtue of which one attains well-being in all one’s affairs. (You are our Protector) that is, You are our Lord, Sovereign and God, Whose protection and care for us have never faltered since You created us and formed us. Your blessing is constantly bestowed upon us at every moment of our lives. Moreover, You have bestowed upon us a great blessing and marvellous gift, namely the blessing of Islam to which all other blessings are secondary. So we ask You, O our Lord and Sovereign, to complete Your blessing by helping us against the disbelieving people who have disbelieved in You and Your Messenger (SAW), opposed the followers of Your religion and disobeyed You. Help us against them with proof and evidence, and on the battlefield, by causing us to prevail in the land and causing their defeat; bless us with faith and righteous deeds that lead to victory. Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.
This is the end of the commentary on Soorat al-Baqarah. All praise and thanks are for Allah, and may the blessings and peace of Allah be upon Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), his family, and his Companions abundantly until the Day of Judgement.
The first eighty-odd verses of this soorah have to do with debating with the Christians, highlighting the flaws in their arguments and calling them to enter the true religion, which is Islam, as the first part of Soorat al-Baqarah spoke of debating with the Jews, as discussed previously.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

3:1. Alif. Lám. Meem. 22

Groups of letters (al-huroof al-muqatta'ah) appear at the beginning of several soorahs. The most correct scholarly view states that we are required to believe in them as they appear to be, without delving into their meaning, knowledge of which we should leave to Allah. We believe that =
3:2. Allah: there is no god but He, the Ever-Living, the Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining.

3:3. He has sent down to you the Book in truth, confirming what came before it; and He sent down the Torah and the Gospel before this, as a guide to humankind, and He sent down the criterion [between right and wrong]. Then those who disbelieve in the revelations of Allah will suffer a severe punishment, and Allah is Almighty, an Avenger.

3:5. From Allah, verily nothing is hidden on earth or in the heavens.

3:6. He it is Who shapes you in the wombs as He wills. There is no god but He, the Almighty, the Most Wise.

Allah (الله) begins this soorah by telling us of His divinity and that He is God and there is no god but He; no devotion or worship should be directed to anyone but Him. Everything other than Him that is worshipped is false; Allah is the true God Who has the divine attributes that are inherently implied in these two names. The Ever-Living is the One Who has life in the most perfect sense, which implies all attributes without which life cannot be complete or perfect, such as hearing, seeing, power, strength, greatness, eternal life, and unsurpassable might. The Self-Sustaining and All-Sustaining is the One Who sustains Himself and has no need of any of His creation, and the One Who sustains all others. All created beings need Him to be brought into existence, to be formed and shaped, and to be sustained. He is the One Who controls the affairs of all creatures, body, mind and soul. One aspect of His sustaining and caring for His slaves and showing mercy towards them is that He sent down to His Messenger Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) the Book, which is the greatest and holiest of the Books, containing truth in its stories, commands and prohibitions. What He says is truth and what He ordains is justice. He sent it down in truth so that people would worship their Lord and learn His Book. 

= they were not revealed in vain, and that there is wisdom behind them of which we are not aware.
confirming what came before it) of the previous books. So it is a judge over them; what it confirms is to be accepted and what it refutes is to be rejected. What you find in the Qur'an of rulings that all previous Messengers agreed upon you will find in other books too, and these (previous books) testify that the Qur'an is truly from Allah. But the People of the Book cannot truly believe in their books if they do not believe in the Qur'an; their disbelief in it undermines their belief in their own books.

Then Allah ( سبحانه وتعالى) says: (and He sent down the Torah) to Moosâ (/servere and the Gospel) to ‘Eesa (سَمِيعُ الْأَعْنَاقِ) before this) that is, before the sending down of the Qur'an (as a guide to humankind). The apparent meaning of this phrase is that it refers to everything mentioned previously, that is, Allah sent down the Qur'an, the Torah and the Gospel as a guide to humankind to steer them away from misguidance, so whoever accepts the guidance of Allah is guided, and whoever does not accept it will remain misguided. (and He sent down the criterion [between right and wrong]) that is, definitive arguments, proof and evidence that point to the right path. Thus Allah explains what people need to know, so that the rulings will remain clear and no one will have any excuse or argument for not believing in Allah and His revelations. Hence He says: (Those who disbelieve in the revelations of Allah) that is, after He has explained them, and made them clear and removed any ambiguity (will suffer a severe punishment) that no one can imagine how severe it is or comprehend its nature. (and Allah is Almighty) that is, powerful, and nothing is beyond Him (an Avenger) against those who disobey Him.

(From Allah, verily nothing is hidden on earth or in the heavens). This is an affirmation that His knowledge encompasses all things, manifest and hidden, visible and invisible, including the foetus in the womb that cannot be seen by other created beings, and of which they have no knowledge at the time when He is caring for it in the
best manner and it is developing according to His decree. Hence He says: \( \text{He it is Who shapes you in the wombs as He wills} \), complete or incomplete, beautiful or ugly, male or female.

\( \text{the Almighty, the Most Wise} \).

These verses affirm the divinity of Allah and that it is His alone, and they declare false the divinity of anything other than Him. This is a refutation of the Christians who claimed that ‘Eesa ibn Maryam was divine. The verses also affirm the perfect life of Allah, Who is self-sustaining and sustains others completely. These two attributes (divinity and perfect life) imply all the other divine attributes, as discussed above. These verses also affirm the great scriptures and tell us that they were a mercy and guidance for people; hence people are divided into those who are guided and those who are not, and those who do not follow the guidance (of these scriptures) will be punished. There is also affirmation of the vastness of Allah’s knowledge, and that His will and wisdom always come to pass.

3:7. It is He Who has sent down to you the Book. In it are definitive verses, which are the foundation of the Book; others are ambiguous, but those in whose hearts is deviation follow the part thereof that is ambiguous, seeking [to cause] confusion,
and seeking an interpretation [that suits them]. But no one knows its [true] interpretation except Allah. And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge say: We believe in [the Book]; all of it is from our Lord. None will pay heed except people of understanding.

3:8. Our Lord, do not let our hearts deviate now after You have guided us, and bestow upon us mercy from Yourself; for You are the Bestower.

3:9. Our Lord, You will gather all people on the day of which there is no doubt; for Allah does not break His promise.

The entire Qur'an is definitive, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

«...This is a Book, the verses of which are perfected, then explained in detail, from One Who is Most Wise, All-Aware.» (Hood 11:1)

It is precise, based on clarity, justice and perfection.

«...But who could be better in judgement than Allah, for a people who are certain in faith?» (al-Mā'idah 5:50)

All of it is similar in beauty and eloquence, with some parts confirming others and with similarities in terms of wording and meaning. With regard to the definitive clarity and ambiguity mentioned in this verse, Allah says, in reference to the Qur'an: «In it are definitive verses» that is, their meaning is clear and there is no ambiguity or confusion.

«which are the foundation of the Book» that is, they form the basic reference point in the light of which any ambiguous verse is to be understood, and they form the greater part of the Book.

«others are ambiguous» that is, the meaning may not be clear to many people, because the wording is very general, or they may be misunderstood by some. To sum up, some of the verses are clear to everyone, and they are the majority that form the reference point for others; and there are other verses which may be unclear to some people. In that case what they must do is refer that which is ambiguous
to that which is definitive, and that which is unclear to that which is clear. In that way, one will find that some parts of the Book confirm others and there will be no contradiction or conflict in meaning. But people are divided into two groups:

(by those in whose hearts is deviation) that is, an inclination away from righteousness because of corrupt motives; their aim is to follow misguidance. Their hearts have deviated from the path of guidance.

(by follow the part thereof that is ambiguous) that is, they forsake what is definitive and clear, and go to that which is ambiguous. Thus they approach the matter backwards, trying to interpret that which is definitive in the light of what they want to understand from the ambiguous verses, which results in confusion.

(by seeking [to cause] confusion) to those whom they call to follow them, because that which is ambiguous may be interpreted in such a way as to cause confusion due to its ambiguous nature. However, that which is clear and definitive cannot be a cause of confusion, because the true meaning is clear to anyone who seeks to follow the truth.

(by and seeking an interpretation [that suits them]. But no one knows its [true] interpretation except Allah) There are two opinions among the commentators as to whether the sentence ends with the word (Allah). The majority are of the view that it does end there; others are of the view that it continues, so that what is meant is, “But no one knows its [true] interpretation except Allah and those who are firmly grounded in knowledge.” Both meanings are possible. If interpretation is aimed at finding out the truth about the matter and its real nature, then the correct opinion is to stop at the phrase (except Allah), because Allah has kept knowledge of the true meaning of the ambiguous verses to Himself, as in the case of the exact nature of the attributes of Allah and how they are, and the exact nature of the events that will occur on the Last Day, and so on. These are matters the true nature of which is known only to Allah. It is not permissible to try to understand the nature of these things, because that is something that cannot be
known. Imam Mâlik (may Allah have mercy on him) was asked about the verse:

{\textit{The Most Gracious rose over the Throne [in a manner that befits His Majesty].}} \cite{Taa Ha 20: 5}

The questioner said: How did He rise over it? Imam Mâlik said:
The rising over is known (in linguistic terms), how (with regard to Allah) is not known, belief in it is obligatory, and asking about its nature is an innovation (bid\'ah).

Something similar may be said concerning all the divine attributes to one who asks how they are; he should be told something similar to what Imam Mâlik said: that the attribute is known, but how it is, is not known; believing in it is obligatory and asking about its nature is an innovation. Allah has told us of it but He has not told us how it is. So we must be content with the limit that He has set for us. But those who have devious inclinations seek out these ambiguous and unclear matters and seek to discuss that which does not concern them; they put effort into trying to understand that which we cannot comprehend, because no one knows it except Allah. Those who are firmly grounded in knowledge believe in it, but they leave the meaning to Allah; they leave it to Him and thus are safe. However, if what is meant by interpretation is explanation and clarification, then the correct view is to connect {\textit{those who are firmly grounded in knowledge}} to {\textit{Allah}}. Thus we may understand that interpreting that which is ambiguous in the light of that which is definitive, and removing the ambiguity, is a process that no one knows except Allah and those who are well grounded in knowledge. Hence they believe in it and refer it to the definitive texts and say: {\textit{all of it}}, both the definitive and ambiguous texts {\textit{is from our Lord}}, and there can be no contradiction in that which is from Him; rather it is harmonious, and some parts of it confirm and support one another. This points to an important major principle, which is that if they know that all of it is from Allah, and they are not sure about the exact meaning of
an ambiguous verse, they know for certain that it is to be referred to the definitive verses, even if they do not know how to go about doing that. As Allah encourages people to submit to Him and believe in His rulings, and He has warned against following that which is ambiguous, He says:

«[None will pay heed]» that is, no one will understand the admonition of Allah and accept His advice and teachings except «[people of understanding]» that is, people of sound reasoning, who are the best of people and the elite among the sons of Adam. The admonition reaches their minds, so they pay attention to what will benefit them and they do it, and they take note of what will harm them and they avoid it. But in the case of others, they are like dross in which there is no benefit and which produces nothing. No rebuke or reminder will benefit them because they are devoid of reason.

Then Allah (تا) tells us about those who are firmly grounded in knowledge: they call upon Him and say: «[Our Lord, do not let our hearts deviate now after You have guided us]» that is, do not cause our hearts to incline away from the truth out of ignorance or stubbornness on our part; rather cause us to follow the straight path, to be guided and to guide others; make us steadfast in adhering to Your guidance and keep us safe from that which those who deviate suffer «[and bestow upon us mercy from Yourself]» that is, grant mercy by means of which You guide us to that which will help us to do good and will protect us from evil «[for You are the Bestower]» that is, You give in abundance and are very kind; Your generosity reaches all created beings.

«[Our Lord, You will gather all people on the day of which there is no doubt; for Allah does not break His promise]». He will requite them for their deeds, both good and bad. Allah (تا) praises those who are firmly grounded in knowledge for having seven attributes, which are the key to happiness. They are:
1- Knowledge which is the way to reach Allah, for it explains His rulings and laws.
2- Deep knowledge, which does not refer to merely having some knowledge. Rather the one who has deep knowledge is the scholarly person who has certain knowledge and practises precise scholarship. Allah has taught him the apparent and hidden meanings (with regard to the rulings and so on). He is deeply immersed in the wisdom of Sharia in terms of knowing, shaping his character and acting upon it.
3- Allah describes such people as believers in His Book in its entirety, for they refer that which is ambiguous to that which is definitive. *(We believe in [the Book]; all of it is from our Lord).*
4- They ask Allah for well-being and protection from that which those who deviate suffer.
5- They acknowledge the blessings of Allah for having bestowed guidance upon them, as they say: *(Our Lord, do not let our hearts deviate now after You have guided us).*
6- Nevertheless, they ask Him for His mercy which leads to all that is good and wards off all that is evil. They seek His mercy by virtue of His name the Bestower (al-Wahhab).
7- Allah tells us of their faith and certainty in the Day of Resurrection, and their fear of Him. This is what should motivate them to strive to protect themselves from falling into error.

Then Allah (ٰٰ) says:
3:10. As for those who disbelieve, neither their wealth nor their children will avail them at all against Allah; it is they who will be fuel for the fire,

3:11. as was the case with the people of Pharaoh and those who came before them. They rejected Our signs, and Allah seized them because of their sins. For Allah is severe in punishment.

3:12. Say to the disbelievers: You will be defeated and driven together to hell – what a wretched resting-place.

3:13. There has already been for you a sign in the two groups that met [in combat]: one was fighting in the cause of Allah, the other disbelieving [in Allah]; they saw them with their own eyes twice their number. But Allah supports with His help whomever He wills. In this is a lesson for those who have insight.

Here Allah tells us that those who disbelieve in Him and His Messengers, and reject His religion and His Book, are deserving of punishment, and indeed the most severe punishment, for their disbelief and their sins; their wealth and their children will not avail them at all, even though in this world they may be useful in warding off some of these calamities that may befall them. They say:

«...We are more abundant in wealth and children, and we are not going to be punished.» (Saba‘ 34: 35)

– but on the Day of Resurrection there will appear to them from Allah that which they had not reckoned on.

«The evil consequences of what they have earned will become apparent to them, and the very thing [punishment] they used to ridicule will overwhelm them.» (az-Zumar 39: 48)
Children and wealth will have no value before Allah; rather what will benefit a person will be his faith in Allah and his righteous deeds, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

"It is not your wealth or your children that bring you nearer to Us; but those who believe and do righteous deeds – it is they who will have a multiple reward for their deeds, and they will dwell secure in the high places in paradise." (Saba' 34: 37)

Here Allah tells us that the disbelievers are the fuel of hellfire, and they are the ones who will remain therein forever. That is the situation in which Allah says that no wealth or children will avail the disbelievers at all. This is the way in which Allah dealt with previous nations, as happened to Pharaoh, those who came before him and those who came after him of transgressors and tyrants, who had much wealth and many troops under their control, when they disbelieved in the signs of Allah and stubbornly denied the message that the Messengers brought. Allah seized them because of their sins, on the basis of justice on His part, not injustice. Allah punishes severely those who do that which incurs the punishment, namely disbelief and sins of various types and degrees of severity.

"(Say) O Muhammad (ﷺ) to the disbelievers: You will be defeated and driven together to hell – what a wretched resting-place!" This indicates that the believers will prevail; it is also a warning to the disbelievers. And it came to pass as Allah foretold; He granted victory to the believers over their enemies, the disbelievers among the polytheists, Jews and Christians, and He will continue to do this for His believing slaves and troops until the Day of Resurrection. In this there is a lesson; it is one of the visible miracles of the Qur'an. Allah tells us that in addition to being defeated in this world, the disbelievers will also be gathered on the Day of Resurrection in the abode of perdition. This is what they have brought upon themselves, and what a wretched resting-place and bad recompense will be theirs.
There has already been for you a sign, that is, a great lesson in the two groups that met [in combat] on the day of Badr. One was fighting in the cause of Allah, namely the Messenger (ﷺ) and his Companions. The other disbelieving [in Allah], namely the disbelievers of Quraysh who came out of their homes in insolence and arrogance, aiming to show off and to bar people from the path of Allah. Allah brought the two groups together at Badr, and the polytheists were many times greater in number than the believers. Hence Allah says: (they saw them with their own eyes twice their number) that is, the believers saw that the disbelievers were much more numerous than them, double their number or more; this is confirmed by the words (with their own eyes). But Allah helped and supported the believers, so they defeated the enemy, killed their leaders and captured many of them. That only came about because Allah supports those who support His cause and humiliates those who disbelieve in Him. In this there is a lesson for those who have insight and sound reasoning, that the group that prevails is in the right and the other group is in the wrong; otherwise if one only examines and compares the number and arms of the two sides as they appear to be, he will be certain that it is impossible for this small group to prevail over this large group. But in addition to these visible means, there are greater means that lie beyond them and cannot be comprehended except by people of insight, who believe in Allah, put their trust in Him and have the confidence that He will suffice. Those greater means are His help and support that He gives to His believing slaves against His disbelieving enemies.
Soorat Al 'Imran (14-17)

3:14. Fair-seeming to men is the love of pleasures, such as women and sons, heaped-up hoards of gold and silver, fine horses, and livestock and well-tilled land. These are the enjoyments of the life of this world; but with Allah is the best place to return to.

3:15. Say: Shall I tell you of something better than that? For those who are pious, there are gardens with their Lord, through which rivers flow, where they will abide forever, with pure spouses and the good pleasure of Allah. Allah is fully aware of His slaves,

3:16. those who say: Our Lord! We have indeed believed; forgive us, then, our sins, and protect us from the punishment of the fire:

3:17. Those who are patient, those who are truthful, those who are truly devout, those who are charitable, those who pray for forgiveness before dawn.

Here Allah tells us that love of worldly pleasures has been made fair-seeming to people. The things mentioned are singled out because they are the greatest pleasures in this world, and others are secondary to them. Allah (ﷻ) says:

(Qur'an: 18:7)

As the things mentioned have been made fair-seeming to them, because of the excitement they generate, people become attached to them and their hearts become inclined to them, therefore they were
divided into two groups according to their attitude towards these things. One group made pursuit of these things their main aim, thus it became the focal point of their thoughts, ideas and actions both visible and hidden, and it distracted them from the purpose for which they were created; they became like grazing animals, enjoying these pleasures and indulging their desires, not caring in what manner they acquired these things or disposed of them. For these people, these things became a cause of their ending up in the realm of suffering and torment. The second group understood the purpose of these things and realised that Allah has made them as a test and a trial for His slaves, so that it may be known who will give precedence to obeying and pleasing Him over his own pleasures and desires. In this case, they have made it a means of attaining success in the hereafter, and they enjoy what they enjoy in a manner that helps them to obey Him. Physically they are dealing with these things but their focus of mind is on something else. They understand that these things are as Allah says: (the enjoyments of the life of this world), so they take them as a means of reaching the hereafter and their hasanāt (righteous deeds) increase thereby, thus giving them provision to help them in their journey towards their Lord.

This verse offers consolation to the poor who cannot afford these pleasures that the rich can afford. It is also a warning to those who are deceived by them and get carried away, and it discourages people of intelligence from pursuing them. This is followed by mention of the permanent abode and ultimate destination of the pious and righteous; Allah tells us that it is better than what is mentioned here, because in it there are lofty gardens with elegant dwellings and high chambers, various kinds of trees bearing all kinds of fruit, flowing rivers that will go wherever they want, and pure spouses who are free of any dirt, impurity or faults, visible or hidden; they will abide therein forever, thus their joy will be complete. Moreover, they will attain the pleasure
of Allah which is the greatest blessing. Compare this sublime abode with the ignoble realm, then choose for yourself which is better.

(Allah is fully aware of His slaves) that is, He knows what they have of good qualities and bad qualities, and what is best suited to their condition, so He helps whomever He wills among them and He leaves whomever He wills to his own devices.

Allah describes paradise perfectly, and He describes those who deserve it, namely those who fear Him by doing what He has enjoined and refraining from what He has forbidden. Part of their supplication is: (Our Lord! We have indeed believed; forgive us, then, our sins, and protect us from the punishment of the fire). They seek to draw closer to Allah by virtue of His favour upon them, as He guided them to believe, and they beseech Him to forgive them for their sins and to protect them from the evil consequences thereof, which is the punishment of the fire. Then He discusses further the nature of their piety or fear of Him:

(Those who are patient) that is, they are steadfast in doing that which Allah loves of acts of obedience, and in refraining from disobedience towards Him; they bear with patience the divine decrees that cause them pain

(Those who are truthful) that is, sincere in faith and truthful in all they do and say

(Those who are charitable) and spend from that which Allah has provided to them on various causes to help the needy among their relatives and others

(Those who pray for forgiveness before dawn). Among their praiseworthy characteristics is their thinking little of themselves; they do not regard themselves as good enough or as being of any status; rather they regard themselves as sinners who fall short, so they seek forgiveness from their Lord and look for the times when supplications are more likely to be answered, such as the time before dawn. Al-Hasan said, “They extended their (night) prayers until dawn,
then they sat asking their Lord for forgiveness." This passage speaks of how people are inclined towards the life of this world, then points out that it is nothing more than conveniences that will soon come to an end; this is followed by a description of paradise which is filled with delights. Thus the contrast between this world and the hereafter, and the superiority of the hereafter over this world, is highlighted, in order to point out that people should give precedence to the hereafter and strive for it. The people of paradise are described as pious, then the characteristics of piety are outlined so that one may measure oneself against that and see whether he is one of the people of paradise or not.

3:18. Allah bears witness that there is no god but He, as do His angels and people of knowledge; He is the upholder of justice. There is no god but He, the Almighty, the Most Wise.

3:19. Verily the true religion in the sight of Allah is Islam. Those who were given the scripture did not differ except after knowledge had come to them, out of mutual envy and rivalry. But if any disbelieve in the revelations of Allah, then Allah is swift in reckoning.

3:20. So if they dispute with you, say: I have submitted my whole self to Allah and so have those who follow me. And say to those who were given the scripture and to the unlettered: Do
you [also] submit yourselves? If they do, then they are rightly
guided, but if they turn away, your duty is only to convey the
message. Allah is fully aware of His slaves.

This is an affirmation from Allah (ﷻ) of His oneness (tawheed) in
the strongest terms, because it is the testimony of Allah Himself
and of the best of His creation, namely the angels and the people of
knowledge. The testimony of Allah is based on definitive proof and
evidence that point to His being one and that there is no God but He;
the type of evidence that is found in the universe and in people's own
creation points to this great principle (that there is only one God).
If there was no evidence other than the fact that no one affirms His
oneness but Allah supports him against the polytheists who deny His
oneness, His great grace in that there is no blessing that people enjoy
but it is from Him, the fact that no one could ward off harm except
Him, and that all people are unable to bring benefits or cause harm
to themselves or others – then this would be definitive proof of the
oneness of Allah and the invalidity of associating others with Him.
As for the testimony of the angels to that effect, we learn it from
what Allah has told us about it and what His Messengers have told
us. As for the testimony of the people of knowledge, that is because
they are the reference point to be consulted in all religious matters,
especially the most important, greatest and noblest matter, namely
affirming the oneness of Allah (tawheed). All of them, from the first
one to the last, agreed on that, called people to it and showed them
the way that leads to it. So people are obliged to adhere to this matter
(tawheed), concerning which testimony was given, and to act upon it.
This indicates that the noblest of matters is knowledge of tawheed,
because Allah has testified to it Himself and the best of His creation
have also testified to it; testimony can only be based on knowledge
and certainty. This indicates that whoever has not reached that level
in knowledge of tawheed is not one of the people of knowledge.
This verse highlights the importance of knowledge from many angles, such as the following:

- Allah singled them (the people of knowledge) out for the honour of testifying to the most important matter to which anyone may testify (namely tawheed).
- Allah mentioned their testimony alongside His own and that of the angels, which is sufficient honour.
- He describes them as people of knowledge, as they are the ones who are carrying this knowledge.
- He describes them as witnesses and proof against people, and made it binding upon people to adhere to the matter that was witnessed; thus Allah made them the cause of people adhering to belief in His oneness, so whoever follows that, the scholars will get part of the reward for it. This is the bounty of Allah that He bestows upon whomever He will.
- The fact that He includes the people of knowledge among the witnesses implies that they are praiseworthy and of good character, and that they are trustworthy and able to take care of that which He entrusted to them (namely affirmation of His oneness). As He affirmed His oneness, He also affirmed His justice and said: «(He is the upholder of justice)» that is, He is always just and fair in all His actions and in the disposal of His slaves' affairs. He is indeed on a straight path in what He enjoins and forbids, and what He creates and decrees. Then He reiterates the affirmation of His oneness: «(There is no god but He, the Almighty, the Most Wise)».

It should be noted that this principle, which is affirmation of the oneness of Allah and worshipping Him alone, is supported by textual evidence and by rational evidence, thus it becomes clearer than daylight to those who have deep insight.

With regard to textual evidence, everything in the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ) that enjoins and affirms belief
in His oneness, and speaks of loving those who believe in it and hating those who do not believe in it, punishing them (the disbelievers), and condems polytheism and those who believe in it, comes under the heading of textual evidence; almost the entire Qur’an affirms that. With regard to rational evidence, that may be understood just by thinking, contemplating and pondering, the Qur’an refers to that and points out much of this evidence.

One of the most important principles is acknowledging the Lordship (ruboobiyah) of Allah. The one who realises that He is the Creator, Provider and Controller of all things will reach the conclusion that He is the only One Who is to be worshipped, and worship should be directed only to Him. As this is the clearest and most important of matters, Allah (¶) reiterates this evidence frequently in His Book. Another example of rational evidence that Allah is the only One to be worshipped, to the exclusion of all others, is that He alone bestows blessings and wards off harm. The one who realises that blessings, both apparent and hidden, great and small, come from Allah and that there is no harm, hardship or distress but He is the only One Who can ward it off, and that no one in creation has the power to bring benefit to or ward off harm from himself, let alone anyone else, will reach the certain conclusion that worshipping anything other than Allah is the falsest of falsehood and that worship should only be for the only One Who can bring benefits and ward off harm. Hence Allah often highlights this point in His Book. A further example of rational evidence to that effect is what Allah has told us about other deities that were worshipped instead of Him: they have no power to bring benefit or cause harm; they cannot help anyone else or even help themselves; they have no power of hearing and seeing; even if it is assumed that they can hear, it would avail them nothing; and they have other attributes which are indicative of their utter imperfection. What Allah has told us about Himself, of His majestic attributes, sublime actions, might, power and other attributes may be known
from textual and rational evidence. The one who truly knows that
knows that it is not befitting or appropriate to worship any but the
Almighty Lord to Whom belong all perfection, all glory, all praise,
all might and all pride; it is not befitting to worship created beings
that are subject to control, imperfect, deaf and dumb, and have no
understanding. Further rational evidence to that effect is found in
what people see with their own eyes in the past and at present of
how Allah honours those who affirm His oneness, and humiliates and
punishes those who associate others with Him. That is because Allah
has made affirming His oneness a means of attaining all that is good
and warding off all that is harmful in both spiritual and worldly terms.
He has made associating others with Him and disbelief a means of
incurring punishment in both spiritual and worldly terms. Hence when
He mentions the stories of the Messengers and their interactions with
nations who were obedient or disobedient, and He tells us about the
punishment of the disobedient and the salvation of the Messengers
and those who followed them, after each story He says:

— that is, a lesson that may be understood by those who reflect,
for they will understand that belief in His oneness is the only way to
attain salvation, and failure to do that leads to doom. This is the main
rational and textual evidence that points to this important principle.
Allah mentions it a great deal in His Book in various ways, so that
the one who chooses faith will do so on the basis of clear evidence,
and the one who chooses disbelief would do so despite the evidence
that had been made clear to him. To Allah be all praise and thanks.

Then He affirms that He is the True God Who deserves to be
worshipped, and He explains the religion through which people should
worship Him and submit to Him; that is Islam, which is submission to
Allah by declaring His oneness and obeying Him. This is the religion
to which His Messengers called people and which is prescribed in His
Books. No other religion is accepted from anyone. It is the religion
that is based on sincerity towards Him in terms of love, fear, hope, turning to Him, beseeching Him and following His Messenger in all of that. This is the religion of all the Messengers; anyone who follows them is on their path. The People of the Book only differed after their Books had come to them, urging them to unite in following the religion of Allah, but they only differed out of enmity, envy and rivalry amongst themselves. Otherwise there had come to them the greatest reason that should have motivated them to follow the truth and give up dissent. This was the result of their disbelief, hence Allah (ﷻ) said: «Those who were given the scripture did not differ except after knowledge had come to them, out of mutual envy and rivalry. But if any disbelieve in the revelations of Allah, then Allah is swift in reckoning». Allah will requite each person for his deeds, especially those who abandon the truth after having come to know it. Such a one deserves the stern warning and the painful punishment.

Then Allah (ﷻ) commanded His Messenger (ﷺ), when debating with the Christians and others who preferred a religion other than Islam, to say to them: «I have submitted my whole self to Allah and so have those who follow me» that is, I and those who followed me have affirmed and testified and submitted our own selves to our Lord; we have forsaken any religion other than the religion of Islam and we are certain that they (other religions) are false. This is aimed at making them lose hope of winning you over to their religion and reinforcing your beliefs when you come across specious arguments. It also offers proof to the one who is confused, because, as stated above, Allah referred to the testimony of the people of knowledge among His slaves to His oneness, so that they may provide evidence against others. The leader of the people of knowledge, the best of them and the most knowledgeable is our Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), then after him come his followers of different levels. They are possessed of sound knowledge and mature thinking that is unmatched by anyone else; no one else even comes close to it. Once the oneness of Allah and
His religion, to which the best and most knowledgeable of creation (the Prophet [peace and blessings of Allah be upon him]) devoted himself, are proven on the basis of clear evidence, certainty will be attained and all doubts and uncertainty will be dispelled, and one will realise that all other religions are false. Hence Allah says: «And say to those who were given the scripture», namely the Christians and the Jews «and to the unlettered» namely the polytheists among the Arabs and others: «Do you [also] submit yourselves? If they do that is, if they believe the same as you believe, «then they are rightly guided» as you are rightly guided, and they become your brothers with the same rights and duties as you have. «but if they turn away» from Islam, and are content with other religions, «your duty is only to convey the message» and your reward is due from your Lord. Proof has been established against them and there is nothing left after that but the requital of punishment for their sins. Hence Allah says: «Allah is fully aware of His slaves».

3:21. As to those who reject the revelations of Allah and unjustifiably slay the Prophets, and slay those of humankind who enjoin justice among the people, give them the tidings of a painful punishment.

3:22. They are those whose deeds will come to nothing in this world or in the hereafter and they will have no helpers.
These are the ones of whom Allah tells us, in this verse, that they are the worst of people in terms of sin, and what sin can be worse than rejecting the revelations of Allah which are definitive proof of the truth? Those who reject them are the worst in terms of disbelief and stubbornness; they killed the Prophets of Allah who have the greatest rights over people after Allah, for Allah enjoined that they should be obeyed, believed, respected, honoured and supported. But these people did the opposite of that; they also killed those who enjoined justice upon people, which is enjoining what is good and forbidding what is evil, which in fact is kindness and sincerity to the ones to whom this advice is addressed. But they responded in the worst manner, and thus they deserve the worst punishment for this evil offence; that is the most indescribably painful and severe punishment, one that hurts bodies, hearts and souls. Moreover, their deeds are rendered invalid because of what their hands have earned and they will have no one to help them against the punishment of Allah or to ward off His wrath and punishment in the slightest. Rather, they will lose hope of all good, and everything that is evil or harmful will befall them. This applies to the Jews and others like them, whom Allah has cursed for their audacity against Allah, His Prophets and His righteous slaves.
3:23. Have you not seen those who have been given a portion of the Book? They are invited to the Book of Allah, so it may judge between them, but a group of them turn away in aversion.

3:24. That is because they say: The fire will only touch us for a few days. Thus the lies they fabricated have deceived them with regard to their own religion.

3:25. But how [will they fare] when We gather them together on a day about which there is no doubt, and each soul will be paid in full for what it has earned, and none will be wronged?

Here Allah tells us about the People of the Book whom Allah blessed with His Book. It was incumbent upon them to be those who most closely adhered to it and were quickest to submit to its rulings. But, Allah tells us, when they are called to comply with the ruling of the Book, some of them turn away in aversion; they turn away physically and mentally. That is the utmost criticism which contains an implicit warning to us, lest we do what they did, in which case we would be subject to the same criticism and punishment. Rather what is required of everyone, if he is called to the Book of Allah, is to hear and obey, and submit, as Allah (س) says:

(The only response of the believers, when they are called to Allah and His Messenger so that he may judge between them, is to say: We hear and we obey... (an-Noor 24: 51)

The reason why the People of the Book were deceived into such audacity in disobeying Allah is that they said: (The fire will only touch us for a few days. Thus the lies they fabricated have deceived them with regard to their own religion). They fabricated these words and thought that they were true, so they based their actions on that and did not refrain from falling into sin, because they had developed wishful thinking; they were deceived by thinking that their ultimate destiny was paradise, but they were lying for that was no more than lies and fabrications. Rather their ultimate destiny is the worst of
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3:26. Say: O Allah, Lord of all dominion, You grant dominion to whomever You will, and You take away dominion from whomever You will; You grant honour to whomever You will, and You humiliate whomever You will. In Your Hand is all good. Verily, You have power over all things.

3:27. You cause the night to encroach upon the day, and the day to encroach upon the night; You bring forth the living from the dead, and You bring forth the dead from the living; and You grant provision to whomever You will without measure.

Here Allah says to His Prophet (ﷺ): Say: O Allah, Lord of all dominion] that is, You are the Sovereign, the Lord of all realms; absolute possession and control is only for You; all realms, in heaven

destinies, and the consequences of their actions will be extremely severe. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

"But how will they fare when We gather them together on a day about which there is no doubt? That is, how will they be when they are faced with the evil consequences of their deeds on that day? Their situation will be indescribably and unimaginably awful, because that day is the day when all people will be paid in full for what they earned; the requital will be on the basis of justice, not injustice. It is already established that the requital will be in accordance with the deeds. We have seen above that some of their deeds indicate that they will be among those who are most severely punished.
and on earth, are Yours and all control is Yours. Then Allah highlights some of the ways in which He alone controls all affairs, as He says:

\[
\text{You grant dominion to whomever You will, and You take away dominion from whomever You will.}
\]

This indicated that Allah would take away dominion from Caesar and Chosroes and those who followed them, and would give it to the Ummah of Muhammad ( ﷺ). And Allah did indeed do that, to Him be praise. Dominion may be granted or taken away in accordance with the will of Allah ( ﷺ). This does not contradict the laws of cause and effect, whether in universal or religious terms, that what Allah has decreed should be the means of attaining, keeping or losing dominion. All of that is connected to the will of Allah, and there is no cause or measure that can lead independently to the effect; rather all causes are connected to the divine will and decree. Among the causes that Allah has decreed should be means of attaining dominion are faith and righteous deeds, unity among the Muslims, preparing whatever weapons can be acquired, being patient and avoiding division. Allah ( ﷺ) says:

\[
\text{Allah has promised those among you who believe and do righteous deeds that He will surely make them successors [to power] in the land, as He made those before them successors...} \]

(\textit{an-Noor} 24: 55)

Thus Allah tells us that faith and righteous deeds are the means of attaining power, as mentioned in this verse. Allah says:

\[
\text{He it is Who strengthened you with His help and with [the support of] the believers. He brought their hearts together...} \]

(\textit{an-Anfal} 8: 62-63)

\[
\text{O you who believe, when you meet an [enemy] troop, stand firm and remember Allah much, so that you may triumph. And obey Allah and His Messenger, and do not dispute, lest you lose heart and your strength desert you. And be steadfast, for Allah is with those who are steadfast.} \]

(\textit{al-Anfal} 8: 45-46)
Here Allah tells us that the unity and steadfastness of the believers, and their avoidance of division, are the means of attaining victory over their enemies. If you study the history of Muslim nations, you will find that the main cause of their decline is drifting away from Islam and division amongst themselves, which encouraged their enemies to attack them and made them turn against one another.

Then Allah says: ‘You grant honour to whomever You will’ by virtue of his obedience to You ‘and You humiliate whomever You will’ because of his disobedience towards You.

‘Verily, You have power over all things’ and nothing is beyond You; rather all things are under Your control and power.

‘You cause the night to encroach upon the day, and the day to encroach upon the night’ that is, You cause the one to encroach upon the other, and vice versa, which results in the change of seasons, light, sunshine, shade, stagnation and spreading out. This is one of the greatest signs of Allah’s might, greatness, wisdom and mercy.

‘You bring forth the living from the dead’, such as the chicken from the egg, trees and crops from the seeds, the believer from the disbeliever

‘and You bring forth the dead from the living’ such as the egg from the bird, the seed from the tree, the grain from the crop, the disbeliever from the believer. This is the greatest sign of Allah’s might, which demonstrates that all things are subjugated and are controlled, and nothing has any control over anything. The fact that Allah (ئ) created opposites, and created some things from their opposites, indicates that all things are subjugated to His control.

‘and You grant provision to whomever You will without measure’ that is, You grant abundant provision to whomever You will, from sources he never thought of and never earned anything from them before.
3:28. Let not the believers take for allies disbelievers instead of believers, for anyone who does that has no connection with Allah at all, except when you need to protect yourselves from them. Allah admonishes you to fear Him, for to Allah is the return [of all].

3:29. Say: Whether you conceal what is in your hearts or disclose it, Allah knows it all: He knows what is in the heavens and what is on earth. And Allah has power over all things.

3:30. On the day when every soul will find itself faced with all the good it has done, and all the evil it has done, it will wish there were a great distance between it and its evil. But Allah admonishes you to fear Him. And Allah is Most Compassionate towards His slaves.

Here Allah forbids the believers to take the disbelievers as allies, close friends or supporters, seeking their help in any matter pertaining to the Muslims, and He issues a stern warning against doing that: «anyone who does that has no connection with Allah at all» that is, he is cut off from Allah and has no share in the religion of Allah, because taking disbelievers as allies and close friends is contradictory to faith. That is because faith enjoins taking Allah and His close friends, the
believers, as allies, helping one another to establish the religion of Allah and fighting in jihad against His enemies. Allah (ﷻ) says:

«The believers, men and women, are allies of one another...»
(at-Tawbah 9: 71)

So whoever takes the disbelievers as allies instead of the believers, aligning himself with those who want to extinguish the light of Allah and persecute His close friends, has left the party of the believers and joined the party of the disbelievers. Allah (ﷻ) says:

«...Whoever among you takes them as allies is indeed one of them...»
(al-Ma‘ idah 5: 51)

This verse indicates that we should keep our distance from the disbelievers, not mix with them, befriend them, incline towards them or trust them; the disbeliever should not be appointed to a position of authority over the Muslims and his help should not be sought in matters pertaining to the public interests of the Muslims.

«except when you need to protect yourselves from them» that is, when you fear for your lives, then it is permissible to do that which will protect you by saying or making a show of that which will bring about protection.

«Allah admonishes you to fear Him» that is, do not expose yourselves to His wrath by committing sins for which He will punish you.

«for to Allah is the return [of all]» that is, all people will return to Him on the Day of Resurrection, when He will examine their deeds, bring them to account for them, and requite them accordingly. So beware of doing abhorrent deeds that will incur punishment; rather do that which will bring reward. Then Allah tells us of the vastness of His knowledge, which encompasses what is in their hearts in particular, and what is in heaven and on earth in general; and of the perfect nature of His power, which indicates that people should strive to purify their hearts and bear in mind the knowledge of Allah at all times, so that
the individual will feel too shy before his Lord to let Him see his heart filled with bad thoughts; rather he will focus his thoughts on that which will bring him closer to Allah, such as pondering a verse of the Qur’an or a hadith of the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ), or thinking of and seeking knowledge that may benefit him, or contemplating the creation and blessings of Allah, or offering sincere advice to the slaves of Allah. It is appropriate, in the context of Allah informing us of His knowledge and power, to speak of what implies the requital for deeds, which will take place on the Day of Resurrection, when people will be requited in full for their deeds. Hence Allah says:

"On the day when every soul will find itself faced with all the good it has done" that is, in full and complete, not lacking in the slightest, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

"(So whoever does an atom’s weight of good will see it." (az-Zalzalah 99: 7)

The word good (khayr) refers to everything that brings one closer to Allah of righteous deeds both great and small; similarly, the word evil (saw’) refers to everything that incurs the wrath of Allah of bad deeds both great and small.

"(and all the evil it has done, it will wish there were a great distance between it and its evil)\", because of its great sorrow and regret. So people should beware of doing evil deeds that will inevitably lead to great regret, and give them up in this world whilst they are still able to do so, before one says:

"...Alas! I neglected my duty towards Allah..." (az-Zumar 39: 56)

"(On that day, those who disbelieved and disobeyed the Messenger will wish that the earth could be levelled over them..." (an-Nisā’ 4: 42)

"(On that day, the wrongdoer will bite on his hands and say: Would that I had taken a path with the Messenger." (al-Furqān 25: 27)

"Then when [such a one] comes to Us, he will say [to his devil companion]: Would that there was between me and you the distance
between east and west. What a wretched companion! (az-Zukhruf 43: 38)

By Allah, giving up every desire and pleasure, even if it is difficult to do so in this world, is easier than suffering all these pains and exposure before people (on the Day of Judgement). But because of wrongdoing and ignorance, a person may focus only on the present moment and not have the rational thinking to see the consequences and thus do that which would benefit him in this world and in the hereafter, and refrain from that which will harm him in both realms. Then Allah reiterates the admonition to fear Him, out of kindness and mercy towards us, lest our hearts become hard with the passage of time. This is a combination between encouragement that leads to hope and righteous deeds and warnings that lead to fear of Allah and giving up sin, as He says:

«But Allah admonishes you to fear Him. And Allah is Most Compassionate towards His slaves.»

We ask Him to bless us with consciousness of Him at all times, so that we will not do that which incurs His wrath and punishment.

3:31. Say: If you love Allah then follow me; Allah will love you and forgive you your sins: For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

This verse speaks of the obligation to love Allah and explains the signs, consequences and fruits thereof:

«Say: If you love Allah» that is, you claim this lofty status, above which there is no other, but it is not sufficient to make mere claims;
rather it is essential to be sincere in that claim. The sign of such sincerity is following His Messenger (ﷺ) in all matters, in word and deed, in both major and minor issues of religion, inwardly and outwardly; if an individual follows the Messenger, this indicates that he is sincere in his claim to love Allah (ﷻ), and Allah will love him, forgive his sins, have mercy on him and guide him in all that he does and does not do. But the one who does not follow the Messenger does not truly love Allah, because loving Allah requires him to follow His Messenger; so long as that is not the case, this indicates that that love is not present and that he is lying in his claim. Even if that love did exist, it would not benefit him without fulfilling the necessary conditions. This verse sets the standard against which all people may be measured; the extent to which they follow the Messenger is indicative of their faith and love for Allah, and any shortcoming in that reflects a shortcoming in loving Allah.

3:32. Say: Obey Allah and the Messenger: But if they turn away, Allah does not love the disbelievers.

This is a command from Allah to His slaves in very general terms. The command is to obey Him and His Messenger, by means of which one enters faith and embraces belief in the oneness of Allah; all minor issues regarding actions and words, both visible and hidden, are based on that. Indeed, obedience to Him and to His Messenger includes avoiding that which He has prohibited, because avoiding it in obedience to the command of Allah is part of obeying Him. Whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger, it is they who are the successful.
But if they turn away that is, if they turn away from obeying Allah and His Messenger, there is no recourse for them except disbelief and obedience to every rebellious devil:

About whom it is decreed that whoever takes him as an ally, he will lead him astray and guide him to the punishment of the raging fire. (al-Hajj 22: 4)

Hence Allah says: (But if they turn away, Allah does not love the disbelievers); rather He hates them and despises them, and punishes them in the severest manner. It is as if this verse is explaining what it means to follow His Messenger, which is by obeying Allah and obeying His Messenger. This is following in the true sense.

3:33. Allah chose Adam and Nooh, the family of Ibraheem, and the family of ‘Imran above all of creation.23

3:34. They were descendants one of another. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

23 Prophet Muhammad (瞩) is the best of Allah’s creation, and he is included in the family of Ibraheem mentioned here.
3:35. [Remember] when the wife of ‘Imrân said: O my Lord, I dedicate entirely unto You what is in my womb, so accept this from me, for You are the All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

3:36. When she gave birth, she said: O my Lord, I have given birth to a female! – and Allah knew best what she had given birth to – and the male is not like the female. I have named her Maryam, and I seek refuge with You for her and her offspring from the accursed Shaytān.

3:37. Her Lord graciously accepted her and caused her to grow in a good manner, and entrusted her to the care of Zakariyā. Every time Zakariyā entered the chamber to see her, he found some provisions with her. He said: O Maryam, where has this come from? She said: From Allah; for Allah grants provision without measure to whomever He will.

Here Allah tells us about those whom He selected among His close friends, beloved and chosen ones. He tells us that he chose Adam above all other created beings; He created him with His own Hand and breathed into him a spirit created by Him; he instructed the angels to prostrate to him and caused him to dwell in His paradise; He gave him knowledge, forbearance and virtue by means of which he superseded all other created beings. Hence Allah favoured his descendants and said:

«We have indeed honoured the sons of Adam, given them means of transportation on land and sea, provided them with good things, and have favoured them above many of those whom We have created.»

(al-Isra' 17: 70)

He chose Nooh and made him the first Messenger to the people of earth, when they began to worship idols, and He gave him patience, perseverance and gratitude that enabled him to call the people to Allah at all times. Hence Allah chose him and brought him close to Him, and He caused the people of earth to drown in response to his
prayer, but He saved him and those who were with him in the laden ark, and made his progeny the survivors. Thus He caused him to be remembered and praised in all eras.

He chose the family of Ibrāheem, who was the close friend of the Most Merciful whom Allah favoured by choosing him to be His close friend. He offered himself to be thrown into the fire, he offered his son to be sacrificed and he offered his wealth to honour his guests. He called people to his Lord, night and day, in private and in public. Allah made him an example to be followed by those who came after him, and He ordained that prophethood and the Book should be among his descendants. All the Prophets who came after him are regarded as being of the family of Ibrāheem, because they were his descendants. Allah singled them out for all kinds of noble traits by virtue of which they were the best of creation. Among them was the leader of the children of Adam, our Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). Allah (ﷻ) combined in him all the perfect qualities that were scattered among others, and he superseded the first and the last; he is the leader of the Messengers, the chosen one from among the children of Ibrāheem.

Allah chose the family of ‘Imrān, who was either the father of Maryam bint ‘Imrān, or the father of Moosā ibn ‘Imrān (ﷺ). These families who were mentioned by Allah are the best of creation, and righteousness and guidance were handed down from one generation to another of their descendants. Hence Allah says: "They were descendants one of another" that is, they were connected by bonds of blood ties and sharing similar sublime characteristics, as Allah said, after mentioning a number of Prophets who were members of those great families:

«And [We guided] some of their forefathers, progeny and brothers; We chose them and guided them to a straight path." (al-An‘âm 6: 87)

«And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing» – He knows who deserves to be chosen, so He chooses him, and who does not deserve to be chosen, so He forsakes him and lets him get carried away (in
misguidance), and causes his doom. This indicates that He chose these people on the basis of what He knew about their characters that made them entitled to receive His generosity and bounty.

The wisdom that we learn from this story about these chosen ones is that we should love them and follow their example, and we should ask Allah to help and guide us as He did for them. We should always strive hard to emulate them and try to acquire their noble characteristics and traits. This is also by virtue of Allah’s kindness towards them, that they are praised among the earlier and later generations, which highlights their high status. How great is His generosity and kindness; how many benefits one may attain from staying close to Him. If they had no honour except the fact that the memory of them and their noble attributes is eternal, that would be sufficient honour.

When Allah mentions the virtues of these noble families, He also tells us what happened to Maryam, the mother of ‘Eesâ, and how Allah took care of her as she was growing up. He said:

«[Remember] when the wife of ‘Imrân] that is the mother of Maryam, [said] when she became pregnant: [O my Lord, I dedicate entirely unto You what is in my womb] that is, I dedicate what is in my womb sincerely for Your sake, to serve You and Your House, [so accept this] that is, this blessed deed [from me, for You are the All-Hearing, All-Knowing]; You hear my prayer and You know my intention. This was when she was still in the uterus and had not yet been born.

«[When she gave birth, she said: O my Lord, I have given birth to a female!] It was as if she was hoping that the infant would be male, because he would be more able to offer greater service. In her words there is a kind of apology to her Lord. But Allah said: [– and Allah knew best what she had given birth to] that is, there was no need for her to tell Him; rather He knew about her before her mother knew what she was
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«and the male is not like the female. I have named her Maryam». This indicates that the male is preferred to the female, and that the child may be named at the time of birth, and that the mother may give the child his or her name, if the father does not object.

«and I seek refuge with You for her and her offspring from the accursed Shaytan». She prayed for her and her offspring, asking Allah to protect them from the accursed Shaytan.

«Her Lord graciously accepted her» that is, He accepted the vow and protected her and her offspring from Shaytan.

«and caused her to grow in a good manner» that is, she grew in a good manner physically and in terms of physical well-being and attitude, because Allah made Zakariya (ع) available to look after her.

«and entrusted her to the care of Zakariya». This was by Allah’s kindness towards her, so that she would grow up in the best circumstances. So she grew up worshipping her Lord, and she superseded all women and devoted all her time to the worship of her Lord, remaining in her chamber or prayer place.

«Every time Zakariya entered the chamber to see her, he found some provisions with her» that is, without any effort on her part; rather it was provision that Allah granted to her and with which Allah honoured her. Zakariya said to her: «...where has this come from? She said: From Allah» that is, by His grace and kindness.

«for Allah grants provision without measure to whom He will» that is, without any thought or effort on the individual’s part. Allah (لا) says:

«...Whoever fears Allah, He will grant him a way out [from difficulty], and will provide for him from where he does not expect...» (at-Talaq 65: 2-3)

This verse indicates that miracles and extraordinary events may happen to the close friends of Allah, as has been mentioned in many reports, contrary to denials. When Zakariya saw what Allah had bestowed upon Maryam and what He had honoured her with of
delicious provision that came to her without any effort on her part, he began to hope for a child himself. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

3:38. Thereupon Zakariyā prayed to his Lord, saying: O my Lord! Grant unto me by Your grace righteous offspring, for You are the One Who hears every prayer.

3:39. While he was standing in prayer in the chamber, the angels called unto him: Allah gives you glad tidings of Yahyā, who will believe in a word from Allah. He will be a leader and abstinent [from women], a Prophet from among the righteous.

3:40. He said: O my Lord, how can I have a son, when old age has overtaken me, and my wife is barren? He said: Thus Allah does whatever He wills.

3:41. He said: O my Lord! Give me a sign. He said: Your sign will be that you will not speak to people for three days except through gestures. So remember your Lord often, and glorify Him in the evening and in the morning.

Zakariyā (ﷺ) called upon his Lord, asking Him to bless him with righteous offspring, that is offspring who would be good in behaviour and attitude and well mannered, so that the blessings, both
worldly and spiritual, would be completed by them. Allah answered his prayer; whilst he was standing in his chamber worshipping and beseeching his Lord, the angels called out to him: "Allah gives you glad tidings of Yaḥyā, who will believe in a word from Allah" that is, in ‘Eesā (Jesus), because he was created by means of a word from Allah (‘Be!’) and he was).

"He will be a leader" that is, he will have such a beautiful and perfect character that he would be elevated to the position of a noble leader, and matters would be referred to him for advice and decisions.

"And abstinent [from women]" that is, he is prevented from intimacy with women because he has no desire for them, as he is preoccupied with serving and obeying his Lord.

"A Prophet from among the righteous". What tidings could be greater than tidings of this son with his perfect qualities, who would be a Prophet from among the righteous?

In his great joy, Zakariyā said:

"O my Lord, how can I have a son, when old age has overtaken me, and my wife is barren?" and either of these two matters could be a cause of not being able to have a child, so how about when both are present? But Allah told him that this would be a miracle, as He said: "Thus Allah does whatever He wills". Just as He has decreed that children come into being by various means, including procreation, if He wills to bring them into existence without the usual means, He will do so, because nothing is too difficult for Him. In haste and seeking certainty, Zakariyā said: "O my Lord! Give me a sign" that is, a sign that this child will come.

"He said: Your sign will be that you will not speak to people for three days except through gestures" that is, your tongue will be prevented from speaking, without there being any physical problem, so you will only be able to communicate by means of gestures; this is a great sign, that you will not be able to speak. This is an amazing contrast: just as He may prevent causes from leading to effects even when
they are present, He may also make things happen without the causes that would lead to them. This serves to demonstrate that all causes and means are subject to His will and decree. So Zakariyā stopped speaking for three days, and Allah enjoined him to give thanks to Him and remember Him a great deal in the evening and in the morning. Then when he came out from his chamber to the people, he gestured to them that they should glorify Allah in the evening and in the morning, that is, at the beginning and end of the day.

3:42. And [remember] when the angels said: O Maryam! Allah has chosen you and purified you – chosen you above the women of all nations [of her own time].

3:43. O Maryam, worship your Lord devoutly; prostrate and bow [in prayer] with those who bow.

3:44. This is an account of the unseen [the distant past], which We reveal to you [O Muhammad]; you were not with them when they cast lots with their pens, [to decide] who, from among them, should be the guardian of Maryam. Nor were you with them when they disputed about it.

Here Allah speaks of the virtue and high status of Maryam, and tells us that the angels addressed her and told her their message, saying:
O Maryam! Allah has chosen you and purified you from imperfections that could undermine your good character. The first choosing is because of her praiseworthy characteristics and righteous deeds; the second choosing is because she was favoured above the women of all nations, meaning that she was favoured either above the women of all nations of her own time, or in general terms, even though in the latter case some other women shared that status with her, such as Khadeejah, ‘A’ishah and Fâ’timah (radiya Allâhu ‘anhu – may Allah be pleased with all of them). Thus the fact that other women were also chosen later on does not contradict what is mentioned in this verse about Maryam. When the angels told her that Allah had chosen her and purified her, that was a great blessing and gift that required her to give thanks. Hence the angels said to her:

O Maryam, worship your Lord devoutly. What is meant by the word translated here as “devout” is persisting in obedience, with submission and humility.

Prostrate and bow [in prayer] with those who bow. Prostration and bowing are singled out for mention because of their virtue and because they are indicative of the utmost submission to Allah. So Maryam did what she was instructed to do, in gratitude and obedience to Allah. As Allah told His Prophet what He told him about Maryam, and how she followed the course that Allah had set for her, and this was one of the matters of the unseen that could only be known through revelation, He said:

This is an account of the unseen [the distant past], which We reveal to you [O Muhammad]; you were not with them when they cast lots with their pens, [to decide] who, from among them, should be the guardian of Maryam. That was when her mother took her to those who were in charge of Bayt al-Maqdis, and they disputed amongst themselves as to which of them would take charge of Maryam. They cast lots concerning her by throwing their pens into the river; the one
whose pen was not carried away by the water would be her guardian. That fell to Zakariyā, their Prophet and the best of them. As you, O Muhammad (ﷺ), told them of this story which neither you nor your people knew, this indicates that you are telling the truth and that you are indeed the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ), so they are obliged to submit to you and follow your instructions, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

«You were not there on the western side [of the mountain] when We decreed for Moosā the commission...» (al-Qaṣaṣ 28: 44)
3:45. Remember [when] the angels said: O Maryam! Allah gives you glad tidings of a word from Him: his name will be the Messiah ‘Eesâ, the son of Maryam, held in honour in this world and the hereafter and one of those granted nearness [to Allah].

3:46. He will speak to the people in the cradle and in maturity. And he will be one of the righteous.

3:47. She said: O my Lord! How will I have a son when no man has touched me? He said: Thus Allah creates what He wills. When He has decreed something, He merely says to it, ‘Be!’ and it is.

3:48. And Allah will teach him the Book and wisdom, the Torah and the Gospel.

3:49. And [will appoint him] a Messenger to the Children of Israel, [with this message]: I have come to you, with a sign from your Lord, in that I make for you out of clay, as it were, the figure of a bird, and breathe into it, and it becomes a bird by Allah’s leave. And I heal those born blind, and the lepers, and I bring the dead back to life, by Allah’s leave; and I tell you what you eat, and what you store in your houses. Surely in that is a sign for you if you are believers;

3:50. [I have come] to confirm that which came before me of the Torah, and to make lawful to you some of the things which had been forbidden to you; I have come to you with a sign from your Lord, so fear Allah, and obey me.
3:51. Verily Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. This is a straight path.

3:52. When ‘Eesâ came to know of their disbelief, he said: Who will be my helpers in the cause of Allah? The disciples said: We will be helpers [in the cause] of Allah. We believe in Allah; bear witness that we are Muslims.

3:53. Our Lord! We believe in what You have revealed, and we follow the Messenger, so record us among those who bear witness [to the truth].

3:54. And [the disbelievers] plotted and planned, and Allah also planned, and Allah is the best of planners.

3:55. And [remember] when Allah said: O ‘Eesâ, I will take you back and raise you up to Me and deliver you from those who disbelieve; I will make those who follow you superior to those who disbelieve, until the Day of Resurrection. Then you will all return unto Me, and I will judge between you concerning the matters about which you differed.

3:56. As for those who disbelieve, I will punish them with a severe punishment in this world and in the hereafter, and they will have no helpers.

3:57. As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, He [Allah] will give them their reward in full; but Allah does not love the wrongdoers.

3:58. This is what We convey to you of the signs and the wise admonition.

Here Allah tells us that the angels gave the greatest glad tidings to Maryam (peace be upon her), which was the ‘Word of Allah’, His slave and Messenger, ‘Eesâ ibn Maryam. He was called the ‘Word of Allah’, because he came into being by virtue of a word from Allah, not by the usual means. Allah made him one of His signs and one of the wonders of His creation. Allah sent Jibreel (ジェール) to Maryam, and he blew into the collar of her garment; thus the blessed breath
from the pure angel entered into her, and Allah caused that pure soul to grow from it; thus he was a spiritual being, created from spiritual matter. Hence he was called a spirit created by Allah, held in honour in this world and the hereafter] that is, he was of high status in this world, for Allah made him one of the Messengers of strong will, those who brought major laws and had many followers. Allah caused his fame to spread, filling the earth from east to west. And in the hereafter he is of high status before Allah; he will intercede like his fellow Prophets and Messengers, and it will become clear that he is superior to most of Allah’s creation. Thus he will be one of those granted nearness to Allah, one of the closest of all creatures to their Lord; indeed he will be one of the prominent ones among those who are brought close to Allah.

[He will speak to the people in the cradle and in maturity]. This is something other than regular speech; what is meant is that he will speak to the people with regard to that which is in their best interests and will lead to their well-being. This is the speech of the Messengers. This confirms that he was a Messenger who was sent to call people to their Lord. His speaking to them in the cradle is one of the great signs of Allah from which the believers benefit, and which constitutes proof against the stubborn that he was the Messenger of the Lord of the worlds and that he was a slave of Allah; it was also a help to his mother, as it demonstrated that she was innocent of what she was accused of.

[And he will be one of the righteous] that is, Allah blessed him by causing him to be righteous, one of those whom He blessed. These words brought many glad tidings to Maryam, in addition to what they say about the Messiah (Jesus).

[She said: O my Lord! How will I have a son when no man has touched me?] Usually a child can only be born as a result of intimacy, and this astonished her; however, she did not doubt the power of Allah (God).
He said: Thus Allah creates what He wills. When He has decreed something, He merely says to it, 'Be!' and it is. So the angel told her that this was something extraordinary, created by the One Who says to everything that He wills, 'Be!' and it is. The one who is certain of that will no longer be astonished or amazed. In His wisdom, Allah (ﷻ) takes a gradual approach by telling His slaves of that which is strange as an introduction to that which is stranger. So He first of all mentioned the creation of Yahyâ ibn Zakariyâ, who was born to parents, one of whom was elderly and the other was barren. Then He mentioned something stranger and more amazing than that, which was the creation of ‘Eesa (Jesus) through a mother, without a father, in order to show to His slaves that He does what He wills, and that whatever He wills happens, and whatever He does not will does not happen.

Then Allah (ﷻ) speaks of the great blessing that He bestowed upon His slave and Messenger ‘Eesa (Jesus), as He said:

And Allah will teach him the Book. It may be that what is meant is books in general, thus the Torah and the Gospel are mentioned in specific terms because of their sublime status and virtue, and because they contain rulings and laws by which the Israelite Prophets ruled and in which there is a great deal of knowledge; hence they include knowledge of words and meanings. Or it may be that what is meant by the words And Allah will teach him the Book is literacy, because literacy is one of the greatest blessings that Allah bestows upon His slaves. Thus He reminds His slaves of His favour in teaching them the use of the pen, as mentioned in the first soorah that He revealed, as He said:

Recite [commencing] with the name of your Lord Who created, created man from a clinging clot. Recite, for your Lord is the Most Generous, Who taught the use of the pen. (al-‘Alaq 96: 1-4)

What is meant by wisdom is knowledge of the reasons behind the rulings and knowing how to do or say the right thing at the right time. Hence this is a reminder of Allah’s blessings to ‘Eesa (Jesus), as He
taught him literacy, knowledge and wisdom. This is what helps man to attain perfection. Then Allah refers to another quality of perfection, in addition to what Allah granted him of virtues, as He says:

\[\text{a Messenger to the Children of Israel}\]. Allah sent him to this virtuous people who were the best of the worlds at their time, to call them to Allah and show them signs to prove that he was indeed a Messenger of Allah and a true Prophet. Hence he said:

\[\text{I have come to you, with a sign from your Lord, in that I make for you out of clay a bird; that is, he made it into the shape of a bird.}\]

\[\text{and breathe into it, and it becomes a bird by Allah’s leave}\]

\[\text{And I heal those born blind, and the lepers}\]

\[\text{and I bring the dead back to life, by Allah’s leave; and I tell you what you eat, and what you store in your houses. Surely in that is a sign for you if you are believers}\]. What sign could be greater than making an inanimate object come to life, healing people of ailments that doctors cannot treat, bringing the dead back to life and speaking of unseen matters? Each one of these on its own is a great sign, so how about when they are combined and confirm one another? That should be a cause of belief and faith.

\[\text{[I have come] to confirm that which came before me of the Torah}\]

that is, I have brought something similar to the Torah and what Moosâ brought. The sign of the truthful person is that what he tells people is similar to that which truthful people tell; he tells the truth and enjoins justice, without any contradiction in his words, unlike those who make false claims, especially with regard to the greatest claim, which is the claim of prophethood. The liar who makes a false claim thereof will inevitably demonstrate to everyone that he is lying, as he will contradict himself, and will say something that is different to what the truthful say and is in accordance with what liars say. This is what is dictated by the nature of things and as a result of divine wisdom and mercy, because the one who speaks the truth can
never resemble a liar who makes false claims of prophethood. This is unlike some minor issues, where the words of one who speaks the truth may be confused with the words of the liar. But with regard to prophethood, the matter has to do with guidance or misguidance of people, and their ultimate fate (in paradise or hell). It is well known that the one who is truthful in his claim of prophethood is one of the most perfect of people, and the one who makes a false claim to that effect is one of the most ignoble, mendacious and evil of people. By virtue of the wisdom of Allah and His mercy towards His slaves, Allah has decreed that there should be a difference between them, so that the matter will be clear to anyone who can think rationally.

Then ʿEesa (אesa) told them that the law of the Gospel is a law that is easy, as he said:

"and to make lawful to you some of the things which had been forbidden to you." This indicates that most of the rulings of the Torah were not abrogated by the Gospel; rather it completed them and confirmed them.

"I have come to you with a sign from your Lord" that proves my truthfulness and that you are obliged to follow me. This refers to the signs mentioned above. What all of this means is summed up in the words: "so fear Allah" by doing what He has enjoined and refraining from what He has forbidden. "and obey me", because obedience to the Messenger is obedience to Allah.

"Verily Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him". ʿEesa (אesa) referred to the concept of the oneness of divine Lordship (tawḥeed ar-ruboobiyah) which is acknowledged by everyone, in order to affirm the oneness of divinity (tawḥeed al-uloohiyah), which is denied by the polytheists. Just as Allah is the One Who created us, granted us provision and bestowed upon us blessings both apparent and hidden, He should be our (only) object of worship, to Whom we turn in love, fear and hope, calling upon Him and seeking His help, and to Whom we devote all kinds of acts of worship. This is a
refutation of the Christians who say that ‘Eesa is God or the son of God; it is an affirmation on his part that he is a slave under orders and a created being, as he said:

«Verily, I am a slave of Allah; He has given me the Book and made me a Prophet.» (Maryam 19: 30)

«When Allah says: O ‘Eesa son of Maryam, did you say to people: Take me and my mother as two gods besides Allah? He [‘Eesa] will say: Glory be to You! It is not proper for me to say that which I have no right [to say]. If I had said it, You would surely have known it... I said nothing to them except that which You commanded me [to say]: Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord...» (al-Ma‘idah 5: 116-117)

«This» that is, worshipping and fearing Allah and obeying His Messenger «is a straight path» that leads to Allah and to His paradise; anything other than that is a way that leads to hell.

«When ‘Eesa came to know of their disbelief» that is, when he saw that they were not accepting what he said, and they said that it was obvious sorcery, and they thought of killing him and tried to do that, «he said: Who will be my helpers in the cause of Allah?» That is, who will help me and stand with me in support of Allah’s religion? «The disciples», who were the helpers, «said: We will be helpers [in the cause] of Allah» that is, they offered their support and did that, and they said: «We believe in Allah; bear witness that we are Muslims».

«Our Lord! We believe in what You have revealed, and we follow the Messenger, so record us among those who bear witness [to the truth]» that is, beneficial testimony, bearing witness to the oneness of Allah (tawheed) and believing in His Messenger, and adhering to that. When they stood with ‘Eesa in support of Allah’s religion and established His laws, some of the Children of Israel believed whilst others disbelieved. Then the two groups fought, and Allah supported those who had believed against their enemies, and thus they were victorious. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says here:
And [the disbelievers] plotted and planned; that is, the disbelievers plotted to kill the Prophet of Allah and extinguish His light.

And Allah also planned against them, as a requital to them for their plot.

And Allah is the best of planners. Thus Allah thwarted their plot and they became losers.

And [remember] when Allah said: O ‘Eesâ, I will take you back and raise you up to Me and deliver you from those who disbelieve. So Allah took His slave and Messenger ‘Eesâ up to Himself, and He made someone else look like him, so they [the disbelievers] took the one who had been made to look like him, and they killed him and crucified him and thus incurred great sin because of their intention to kill the Messenger of Allah. Allah (ﷻ) says:

But they did not slay him or crucify him; rather [another man] was made to resemble him to them... (an-Nisa’ 4: 157)

This verse indicates that Allah is exalted above His creation and that He rose above His Throne in a real sense, as is indicated by the Qur’anic texts and hadiths of the Prophet (ﷺ) which are accepted and believed in by ahl as-Sunnah. Allah is Almighty, Most Powerful, the Subduer, and by His might He prevented the Children of Israel, after they had decided to kill ‘Eesâ (ﷺ) and there was nothing to prevent them from doing so, from harming him, as Allah (ﷻ) says:

I restrained the Children of Israel from [harming] you when you brought them the clear signs and the disbelievers among them said: This is obviously nothing but magic! (al-Mâ’idah 5: 110)

Allah is most wise and does what is most appropriate; there is great wisdom behind His confusing the Children of Israel, and thus they crucified the one who was caused to look like ‘Eesâ, as Allah (ﷺ) says:

Those who differ concerning this matter are in doubt concerning it, with no [certain] knowledge, but only conjecture to follow. But they certainly did not slay him. (an-Nisâ’ 4: 157)
Then Allah (ﷻ) said:

«I will make those who follow you superior to those who disbelieve, until the Day of Resurrection». We have seen above that Allah supported the believers among them against the disbelievers, and the Christians who claimed to follow ‘Eesā (Jesus) continued to subdue the Jews, because the Christians were closer to following ‘Eesā than the Jews were. That continued until Allah sent our Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ); then the Muslims became the ones who were truly following ‘Eesā, so Allah supported them and caused them to prevail over the Jews, Christians and all of the disbelievers, although at some times it may so happen that the disbelievers, Christians or others, gain the upper hand over the Muslims, in accordance with Allah’s wisdom and as a punishment for failing to follow the Messenger (ﷺ).

«Then you will all return unto Me» that is, the ultimate destiny of all creatures is to Him

«and I will judge between you concerning the matters about which you differed». Everyone claims that the truth is with him, and that he is right and everyone else is wrong, but these are mere claims that require proof. Then Allah tells us that He will judge between them on the basis of fairness and justice.

«As for those who disbelieve» that is, those who disbelieve in Allah, His revelations and His Messengers

«I will punish them with a severe punishment in this world and in the hereafter». The punishment in this world is what Allah sent upon them of calamities, visible punishments, killing, humiliation and so on, as a foretaste of the punishment of the hereafter, and the punishment of the hereafter is the greatest calamity. Indeed, it is the punishment of the fire, the wrath of Allah and deprivation of reward.

«and they will have no helpers» to protect them from the punishment of Allah, neither among those who they claim will intercede for them with Allah nor those that they take as protectors instead of Him. Neither their friends and relatives nor their own selves will help them.
As for those who believe in Allah, His angels, His Books, His Messengers, the resurrection after death, and other things that Allah has enjoined us to believe in
and do righteous deeds in their hearts, and in word and deed, as taught by the Messengers, seeking thereby the pleasure of the Lord of the worlds
He will give them their reward in full. This indicates that they will be rewarded in this world for their good deeds, by way of honour, dignity, support and a good life, but the reward will be given in full on the Day of Resurrection, when they will find what they sent forth of good deeds rewarded abundantly. So He will give each one who did good deeds the reward of his deeds, and give them more by His grace and generosity.
but Allah does not love the wrongdoers; rather He hates them and subjects them to His wrath and punishment.
This is what We convey to you of the signs and the wise admonition. This is a great blessing to His Messenger Muhammad and to his Ummah, as He sent down to them this wise admonition which is precise and clear, and explains in detail rulings, what is permissible and what is forbidden, and stories of the earlier Prophets and what Allah caused to happen at their hands of clear signs and astounding miracles. This Qur’an tells us everything that will benefit us of stories and rulings, from which we may increase in knowledge, learn lessons and find reassurance; this is the greatest mercy from the Lord of humanity.
Then Allah says:
3:59. The likeness of ‘Eesa before Allah is as the likeness of Adam; He created him from dust, then said to him, ‘Be!’ and he was.

3:60. This is the truth from your Lord, so do not be among those who doubt.

Here Allah establishes proof against the Christians who attribute to ‘Eesa (Jesus) that which is not his, with no proof and no reason for confusion, and claim that as he did not have a father, he deserves to be the son of God or a partner in God’s divinity. But this (the fact that he did not have a father) should not lead to any confusion, let alone form the basis of their argument, because his being created in this manner is one of the signs of Allah that indicate that Allah alone is the Creator Who is in control of all things, and that all causes that lead to effects are subject to His will and power. The fact that ‘Eesa was created with a mother only is more indicative of the opposite of their argument, and demonstrates that no one can be a partner or associate of Allah in any way whatsoever. Moreover, Allah created Adam (مَوْئِنْسُ) from dust, not from a father or a mother, and if that does not lead to the same conclusion as the Christians claimed about the Messiah, then it is more appropriate that the fact that the Messiah was created from a mother without a father should not lead to that conclusion. If the claim of prophethood and divinity can be made with regard to the Messiah, then the argument may be stronger with regard to Adam. Hence Allah (ﷻ) says:

(The likeness of ‘Eesa before Allah is as the likeness of Adam; He created him from dust, then said to him, ‘Be!’ and he was. This is the truth from your Lord) that is, what We have told you about the Messiah (مَوْئِنْسُ) is the truth that is at the highest level of authenticity, because it comes from your Lord; because He has bestowed special care upon you and your Ummah, He has told you stories of the Prophets (peace be upon them).
so do not be among those who doubt; that is, those who are uncertain of something that your Lord has told you. This verse and those that follow it offer proof for an important principle, which is that where there is evidence that something is true and one is certain about it, whether it is an issue of belief (‘aqeedah) or otherwise, he must be certain that everything that is contrary to it must be false and any argument in support of that opposing view is flawed, whether one is able to see the flaw or not. His inability to refute that argument should not make him doubt what he knows, because whatever is contrary to the truth is false. Allah (ﷻ) says:

...And what is there apart from truth but error?... (Yoonus 10:32)

Following this principle will help one deal with many specious arguments that may be presented by philosophers and sophisticates; if a person tries to highlight the flaws, that is good but is not necessary; otherwise he should focus on his task, which is to explain the truth on the basis of evidence and call people to it.

3:61. If anyone disputes with you concerning him ['Eesa], after the knowledge that has come to you, say: Come, let us gather together – our sons and your sons, our women and your women, ourselves and yourselves – then let us earnestly pray and invoke the curse of Allah on the liars.

3:62. This is the truth of the matter. There is no god but Allah. Verily Allah is the Almighty, the Most Wise.
3:63. But if they turn away, Allah is fully aware of those who spread mischief.

(If anyone disputes) that is, argues (with you) about ‘Eesâ (Jesus), and claims that he is above being a slave of Allah, and raises him above his real status,

(after the knowledge that has come to you), that he is indeed a slave of Allah and His Messenger, and you have explained to those who argue with you what you have of evidence that indicates that he is no more than a slave whom Allah has blessed, then this indicates that he is stubborn and has not accepted what you say about this issue that is based on certain knowledge. Hence there is no longer any benefit, either for you or for him, in arguing with him because the truth has become clear, so his arguing about it is the argument of a stubborn person who is opposing Allah and His Messenger (Jesus); his aim is to follow his whims and desires, not to follow that which Allah has revealed, so this is a hopeless case. Hence Allah instructed His Prophet (Jesus) to move onto challenging and invoking mutual curses: they were to call upon Allah and pray earnestly, asking Him to send His curse and punishment upon whichever of the two groups was lying, on (the leader) and on the most beloved of people to him, namely his children and womenfolk. So the Prophet (Jesus) called upon them to do that, but they turned away and refused, because they realised that if they engaged in invoking mutual curses, they would go back to their families and children, and they would not find any families and any wealth, and the punishment would be brought forward for them. They were content with their false religion, even though they were certain that it was false. This is the utmost mischief and stubbornness. Hence Allah (Almighty) said:

(But if they turn away, Allah is fully aware of those who spread mischief) and He will punish them severely for that. Allah tells us that (This) that Allah has related to His slaves (is the truth of the
matter), and any other story or statement that is told to the believer that contradicts this is false.

"There is no god but Allah," hence He is the only object of worship Who is to be worshipped sincerely, and it is not appropriate to direct worship to anyone but Him; no one else deserves even an atom's weight of worship.

"Verily Allah is the Almighty; He has subdued all things and everything submits to Him

"the Most Wise:" He is wise in all that he does or says, and His is the utmost wisdom in testing the believers with the disbelievers, by means of their fighting them, arguing with them and striving against them in word and deed.

3:64. Say: O People of the Book! Come to common terms between us and you, that we worship none but Allah, that we associate no partners with Him, and that we not take one another as lords besides Allah. If then they turn away, say: Bear witness that we are Muslims [those who submit to Allah].

That is, say to the People of the Book, the Jews and Christians: "Come to common terms between us and you" that is, let us agree on a word on which all the Prophets and Messengers are agreed, and no one differs from that except those who are stubborn and misguided, and it does not belong only to one party and not the other; rather it is something that we and you have in common. This is by way of fairness in discussion and argument. Then Allah explains that by saying:
that we worship none but Allah, that we associate no partners with Him; that is, we worship Allah only, focusing all love, fear and hope on Him alone, and we do notassociate any Prophet, angel, “saint”, idol, graven image, animate being or inanimate object with Him. That we not take one another as lords besides Allah; rather, all obedience is to Allah and His Messenger, so we do not obey created beings by disobeying the Creator, because that would be ascribing the status of lordship to those created beings.

When calling the People of the Book or others to that, if they respond then they are like you, with the same rights and duties; but if they turn away, then they are stubborn and are following their whims and desires, so let them bear witness that you are Muslims (those who submit to Allah). Perhaps the benefit of that is that if you say that to them, when you are the people of true knowledge, this will establish further proof against them, as Allah referred to the testimony of the people of knowledge in order to establish proof against those who are stubborn. Moreover, if you become Muslim and believe, Allah would not care that others do not submit, because they are wicked and have evil in their hearts. Allah says:

Say: Believe in it, or do not believe. Verily, those who were given knowledge before it, when it is recited to them, fall down on their faces in prostration. ( al-Isrâ’ 17: 107)

Moreover, when the specious arguments are presented in order to undermine belief and faith, that motivates the believer to renew his faith, affirm his Islam, announce his certainty and express gratitude for the blessing of his Lord.
3:65. O People of the Book! Why do you dispute about Ibrāheem, when the Torah and the Gospel were not revealed until after him? Do you not understand?

3:66. Look at yourselves! You are the ones who disputed about that of which you have [a little] knowledge, but why do you dispute about matters of which you have no knowledge? Allah knows, but you do not know.

3:67. Ibrāheem was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was a monotheist, a Muslim, and he was not one of those who ascribe partners to Allah.

3:68. Verily the closest of people to Ibrāheem are those who followed him, and this Prophet and those who believe. And Allah is the Guardian of the believers.

When the Jews claimed that Ibrāheem was a Jew, and the Christians claimed that he was a Christian, and they argued about that, Allah refuted their arguments on three counts:

1- Their argument about Ibrāheem was an argument about a matter of which they had no knowledge, hence it was not possible or allowable for them to argue about something that had nothing to do with them. They used to argue about the rulings mentioned in the Torah and the Gospel, whether they were right or wrong, but in this case they had no right to argue about Ibrāheem.

2- The Jews claimed to be following the Torah and the Christians claimed to be following the Gospel, but the Torah and the Gospel only came down after the time of Ibrāheem. So how
could they claim that Ibraheem belonged to them, when he had come before them? Does this make any sense? Hence Allah says: "Do you not understand?" that is, if you did understand what you are saying, you would not say that.

3- Allah (ﷻ) declared that His close friend (Ibraheem) had nothing to do with the Jews, the Christians or the polytheists; rather He described him as «a monotheist, a Muslim», and stated that the people who were closest to him were those who believed in him of his own nation, and this Prophet – namely Muhammad (ﷺ) – and those who believed with him, because they are the ones who truly followed him, and they are closer to him than any others, and Allah (ﷻ) is their Guardian, Helper and Supporter. As for those who cast his religion behind their backs, such as the Jews and Christians and polytheists, they do not belong to Ibraheem and he is not one of them; merely attributing themselves falsely to him is of no benefit to them. These verses include the prohibition on arguing and debating without knowledge; the one who speaks in that case is speaking of something that he cannot prove and it is not permissible for him to argue about it. These verses also offer encouragement to learn history, for it is a way to refute many false arguments and claims that are contrary to history.
3:69. Some of the People of the Book wish to lead you astray, but they only lead themselves astray, although they do not realise it.

3:70. O People of the Book, why do you reject the revelations of Allah, while you [yourselves] bear witness [to their truth]?

3:71. O People of the Book, why do you confuse truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal the truth?

3:72. A group among the People of the Book say: [Claim to] believe in the morning what is revealed to the believers, but reject it at the end of the day; perhaps they may turn back [from Islam].

3:73. And believe no one except one who follows your religion.²⁴ Say [O Muhammad]: True guidance is the guidance of Allah. [They say:] Lest anyone be given the same as you were given, or argue with you before your Lord. Say: All bounties are in the Hand of Allah; He grants them to whomever He will. And Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing.

3:74. He singles out for His mercy whomever He will; for Allah is the Possessor of abundant grace.

Here Allah (ﷻ) warns His believing slaves about the plot of that evil group among the People of the Book, and tells them that they wish to lead you astray, as He says elsewhere:

﴿Many among the People of the Book wish they could turn you back to disbelief after you have believed…﴾ (al-Baqarah 2: 109)

---
²⁴ These are the words of that group among the People of the Book to their co-religionists.
It is well known that the one who wishes for something will try his hardest to attain his goal, and this group is indeed striving and putting effort into leading the believers astray and making them doubt their faith by all possible means. But by His grace and kindness, the plotting of evil only rebounds on those who make the plot. Allah says: (but they only lead themselves astray). Their efforts to lead the believers astray only make them go further astray and will result in more severe punishment for them. Allah says:

(For those who disbelieve and bar others from the path of Allah, We will add punishment to their punishment because they used to spread mischief.) (an-Nahl 16: 88)

(although they do not realise it) that is, they do not realise that they are in fact striving to harm themselves, and that they will not harm you at all.

(O People of the Book, why do you reject the revelations of Allah, while you [yourselves] bear witness [to their truth]? That is, what makes you disbelieve in the revelations of Allah despite your knowing that what you follow is false, and that what Muhammad (ﷺ) has brought is the truth about which you have no doubt; rather you bear witness to it and sometimes whisper this testimony to one another? This is instructing them to give up their misguidance, then Allah rebukes them for misleading the people, as He says:

(O People of the Book, why do you confuse truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal the truth?). Here Allah rebukes them for confusing truth with falsehood and for concealing the truth, because by doing these two things they misled their own people. If the scholars confuse truth with falsehood and do not distinguish between them, and instead leave matters vague and conceal the truth which they are enjoined to make manifest, that results in concealment of the truth and the prevalence of falsehood, and hence the common folk who are seeking the truth and want to know it so that they can follow it will not be guided. What is required from the people of knowledge
is to make the truth clear to the people and proclaim it openly, and
distinguish truth from falsehood, and explain clearly the difference
between evil and good, what is permissible and what is forbidden,
sound belief and corrupt belief, so that the people will be guided,
those who have gone astray will be brought back and proof will be
established against those who are stubborn. Allah says:
«[And [remember] when Allah took a covenant from those who were
given the scripture, that they should make it known and clear to
humankind, and not conceal it; but they cast it behind their backs...]»
(Al 'Imrān 3: 187)

Then Allah tells us about what this evil group thought of and what
they wanted to plot against the believers:
«[A group among the People of the Book say: [Claim to] believe in
the morning in what is revealed to the believers, but reject it at the
end of the day]» that is, enter their religion with ulterior motives, and
as a trick, at the beginning of the day, then at the end of the day, exit
from it; «perhaps they may turn back [from Islam]» that is, from
their religion, and perhaps they may say: If it were true, the people of
knowledge and the Book would not have left it. This is what they were
aiming at, because they thought highly of themselves and thought
that the people thought well of them and would follow them in what
they said and did. But Allah insists that His light should be perfected
even if the disbelievers hate that.

They said to one another: «[And believe no one except one who
follows your religion.]» That is, do not trust or accept the word of
anyone but your co-religionists, and conceal your affairs, because
if you tell others who are not followers of your religion, they will
acquire knowledge that you have and will become like you or they
will argue with you before your Lord, and will testify against you that
proof was established against you and true guidance was explained
to you, but you did not follow it. To sum up, they thought that by
not telling the believers about what they had of knowledge, they
would be depriving them of knowledge, because in their view no one could have knowledge except them, and the knowledge they had could establish proof against them. But Allah refuted them by saying: 

«True guidance is the guidance of Allah,» because guidance is only from Allah to everyone who is guided. Guidance means knowing the truth or following it; there is no knowledge except that which was brought by the Messengers of Allah and no one is guided except the one whom Allah guides. The People of the Book were only given a little knowledge, and as for guidance, their share of it has come to an end because of their evil intentions and ulterior motives.

But in the case of this Ummah, Allah granted them knowledge and the ability to act upon it in a way that surpassed all others, and in that regard they superseded all others. So they became the leaders of guidance who guided others as commanded by Allah. This is by the favour and grace of Allah and His great kindness to this Ummah. Hence He said: «Say: All bounties are in the Hand of Allah,» that is, Allah is the One Who bestows all kinds of bounties upon His slaves «He grants them to whomever He will» among those who take measures to attain that.

«And Allah is All-Encompassing in His bounty, and very kind «All-Knowing» – He knows who deserves this kindness, so He grants it to him, and He knows who does not deserve it so He withholds it from him.

«He singles out for His mercy whomever He will» that is, by His mercy in a general sense, which He grants in this world and makes it continue into the hereafter; this is the blessing of Islam and other blessings.

«for Allah is the Possessor of abundant grace» that is indescribable and does not even enter the mind of man; rather His grace and kindness reach as far as His knowledge reaches; our Lord, You have encompassed all things with Your mercy and knowledge.
3:75. Among the People of the Book are some who, if entrusted with a heap of gold, will [readily] pay it back; there are others, who, if entrusted with a single gold coin, will not repay it unless you keep standing over him, because, they say: We are under no obligation towards the unlettered. And they tell lies about Allah knowingly.

3:76. But those who fulfil their covenant and fear Allah – Allah loves those who fear Him.

3:77. As for those who sell Allah’s covenant and their own oaths for a small price, they shall have no share in the hereafter. Allah will not speak to them or look at them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will He purify them, and theirs will be a painful punishment.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us about the People of the Book with regard to honesty or dishonesty concerning wealth, as He already mentioned their treachery with regard to religion and their plots and concealment of the truth. He tells us that among them are those who are dishonest and those who are honest, and among them are (some who, if entrusted with a heap of gold) that is, a large amount of wealth (will [readily] pay it back) that is, they are more likely to be honest and return what is less than that. And there are others (who, if entrusted with a single gold coin, will not repay it unless you keep standing
over him), so it is more likely that they will not return any amount greater than that. What makes them dishonest towards you is that they claim that they are (under no obligation towards the unlettered) that is, there is no sin on them if they do not give their wealth back to them, because on the basis of their false claim and flawed opinions, they look down on them and feel greatly superior to them, when in fact they are the lowest and most despised. They give no sanctity to the unlettered, and they regard that as permissible, and thus they combined the consumption of haram wealth with the belief that it was permissible. This amounted to telling lies about Allah, because when a scholar says that forbidden things are permissible at the time when the people are under the impression that he is speaking of the ruling from Allah and not his own ruling, this is a lie. Hence Allah says: (And they tell lies about Allah knowingly). This is a more serious sin than speaking about Allah without knowledge.

Then He refutes their false claim and says: (But) that is, it is not as you claim, that there is no sin on you for what you do to the unlettered; rather there is the gravest of sin and the greatest blame on you for that.

(those who fulfil their covenant and fear Allah). The word covenant here includes everything that Allah has enjoined upon a person with regard to His dues, as well as covenants between one person and another. This is the context in which fear of Allah is required, which leads to fear of falling into sin with regard to matters between a person and his Lord, and between him and other people. The one who does that will be one of the pious who fear Allah, whom Allah (46) loves, whether they are unlettered or otherwise. Whoever says that we are under no obligation towards the unlettered has not fulfilled his covenant and has not feared Allah, so he is not one of those whom Allah loves; rather he is one of those whom Allah hates. If the unlettered were known to fulfil the covenants, fear Allah and not transgress the limits with regard to the wealth of others, then
they would be the ones who are beloved to Allah, the pious for whom paradise is prepared, and they would be the best and the most honoured of Allah’s creation, unlike those who say, we are under no obligation towards the unlettered. The latter are included in the verse in which Allah says: (As for those who sell Allah’s covenant and their own oaths for a small price...). That includes anyone who makes any worldly gains in return for overlooking the rights of Allah or the rights of His slaves. It also includes the one who swears an oath in order to acquire the property of another to which he has no right; such a one is also included in this verse. These are the ones who (shall have no share in the hereafter) that is, they will have no share of good.

(Allah will not speak to them) on the Day of Resurrection, because He will be angry with them, as they gave precedence to their own whims and desires over pleasing their Lord (nor will He purify them) that is, He will not purify them of their sins nor free them from their faults (and theirs will be a painful punishment) that is, it will be painful both psychologically and physically; this is the punishment of the divine wrath and being kept away from Him, and the punishment of hell. We ask Allah to keep us safe and sound.

3:78. There are some among them who distort the Book with their tongues, so that you would think it is part of the Book, but it is not part of the Book; and they say: This is from Allah, but it is not from Allah. And they tell lies about Allah knowingly.
Here Allah tells us that some of the People of the Book distort the Book with their tongues, that is, they twist the meanings. That includes distorting both the pronunciation and the meanings, when what should be done is to keep the wording of the Book as it is and not change it, and to understand it properly and help others to do likewise. But these people did the opposite of that and they gave an impression of incorrect meanings of the Book, either implicitly or explicitly. They do so implicitly in such a manner that you would think it is part of the Book, that is, they distort it with their tongues and give you the impression that this is what is intended in the Book of Allah, when it is not what was intended. And they do so explicitly when they say, "This is from Allah, but it is not from Allah. And they tell lies about Allah knowingly." This is a more serious sin than speaking about Allah without knowledge. These people tell lies about Allah, and thus they combine denial of the true meaning and affirmation of the false meaning, in order to knowingly interpret in a corrupt manner the verses that speak of the truth.

3:79. No human being to whom Allah has given the scripture, wisdom and prophethood would ever say to the people: Be my worshippers rather than Allah's. On the contrary [he would say]: Be perfect in knowledge and in deeds, by virtue of your constant teaching of the scripture and of your constant study thereof.
3:80. Nor would he instruct you to take angels and Prophets for lords. Would he command you to disbelieve after you have submitted to Allah [as Muslims]?

This verse was revealed in response to those of the People of the Book who said to the Prophet (ﷺ), when he instructed them to believe in him and called them to obey him: O Muhammad, do you want us to worship you alongside Allah? He said: (No human being) that is, it is utterly impossible for any human being whom Allah has blessed by sending down the Book to him, and teaching him what he did not know and sending him to humankind, to ever say to the people: Be my worshippers rather than Allah’s. This is the most impossible thing for any of the Prophets ever to do, because this is the most abhorrent of all things and the Prophets are the most perfect of all people. Hence their instructions are befitting to their status, so they would never enjoin anything but the most sublime of actions, and they would be the most outspoken of people in forbidding abhorrent things. Hence Allah (ﷻ) said: (On the contrary) that is, rather he would enjoin them to be perfect in knowledge, that is, wise and forbearing scholars who teach the people and educate them in a gradual manner and act upon what they know and teach. Thus they enjoin the pursuit of knowledge, acting upon it and teaching it, which is the basis of success; falling short in any of these matters leads to shortcomings and problems.

(by virtue of your constant teaching) that is, because of what you teach others of that which you know and have studied of the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Prophet (ﷺ), by studying which you have attained deep and entrenched knowledge, as you have become perfect in knowledge and in deeds.
Nor would he instruct you to take angels and Prophets for lords. This is a general statement after a specific statement. In other words, he would not instruct you to worship him or to worship any of creation, such as the angels, Prophets or others.

Would he command you to disbelieve after you have submitted to Allah [as Muslims]?

This is something that could not happen and it cannot be imagined that such a thing would be done by one whom Allah has blessed with prophethood. Whoever accuses any of the Prophets of any such thing has committed a grievous sin and an abhorrent act of disbelief.

3:81. And [remember] when Allah took the covenant of the Prophets, saying: If I give you scripture and wisdom, and there comes to you a Messenger confirming what is with you, then you must believe in him and you must support him. [Allah] said: Do you agree, and take this covenant of Mine as binding upon you? They said: We agree. He said: Then bear witness, and I am with you among the witnesses.

3:82. If any turn away after this, it is they who are the evildoers.

Here Allah tells us that He took from the Prophets a covenant and a solemn pledge because of what He bestowed upon them of the revealed Book of Allah and the wisdom to distinguish between truth and falsehood, guidance and misguidance. The covenant was that if
Allah sent a Messenger confirming what was with them, they would believe in him and follow him, and they took this pledge from their nations. So Allah (ﷻ) enjoined them to believe in one another and confirm one another, because everything they had was from Allah, and everything that is from Allah must be believed and followed. Thus they were all the same, and on this basis it is known that Muhammad (ﷺ) is the last of them; all the Prophets, if they had lived to see him, were obliged to believe in him, follow him and support him, and he would be their leader and commander. This verse is one of the greatest proofs of his high status and that he is the best of the Prophets and their leader. When Allah (ﷻ) asked them if they agreed, (They said: We agree) that is, we accept what You have commanded, willingly. Allah (ﷻ) said to them: (Then bear witness) to yourselves and your nations to that effect; (and I am with you among the witnesses).

(If any turn away after this) that is, after this covenant and pledge that has been confirmed by testimony from Allah and from His Messengers (it is they who are the evildoers). Based on this, those who claim to be followers of the Prophets, like the Jews and Christians and those who followed them, have turned away from this solemn covenant and deserve to be among the evildoers who will abide forever in hell, if they do not believe in Muhammad (ﷺ).

3:83. Is it other than the religion of Allah that they seek, when to Him has submitted everything in the heavens and on earth, willingly or unwillingly, and to Him they will return?
That is, are the seekers seeking a religion other than the religion of Allah? That is not appropriate and it is not befitting, because there is no better religion than the religion of Allah (when to Him has submitted everything in the heavens and on earth, willingly or unwillingly) that is, all of creation are subjugated to Him and in a state of submission to Him, willingly and by choice, namely the Muslim believers who are submitting to the worship of their Lord, or unwillingly, namely the rest of creation, even the disbelievers who must submit to His will and decree, and they have no way of evading it or resisting it, and to Him all creatures will return, and He will judge between them and requite them on the basis of either grace or justice.

3:84. Say: We believe in Allah, and that which has been sent down to us, and that which was sent down to Ibrâheem, Ismā‘eel, Is-hâq, Ya’qoob, and the tribes, and that which was given to Moosâ and ‘Eesâ, and to the Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between one and another of them, and to Him we have submitted [in Islam].

There is a similar verse in Soorat al-Baqarah (2: 136).
3:85. If anyone seeks a religion other than Islam, never will it be accepted from him; and in the hereafter he will be among the losers.

That is, whoever follows a religion other than the religion of Islam, which Allah wants His slaves to follow, his deeds will be rejected and not accepted, because the religion of Islam is what is meant by (willing) submission to the will of Allah and sincerely following His Messengers. So if a person does not adhere to it, then he is not taking the measures of salvation from the punishment of Allah and attaining His reward. All religions other than Islam are false.

3:86. How would Allah guide people who disbelieve after having believed and borne witness that the Messenger was true and that clear signs had come unto them? But Allah does not guide people who are wrongdoers.

3:87. The requital of such people is that upon them is the curse of Allah, the angels and all humankind.

3:88. They will remain under it forever. Their punishment will not be alleviated, nor will they be given respite.

3:89. Except for those who repent after that, and mend their ways; for verily Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
This is an expression of something being very unlikely; that is, it is very unlikely that Allah would guide people who chose disbelief and misguidance after having believed and testified that the Messenger (ﷺ) was true on the basis of what he brought to them of clear signs and definitive proof.

(But Allah does not guide people who are wrongdoers). These people did wrong and abandoned the truth after having come to know it, and they followed falsehood even though they knew it was false, wrongfully and stubbornly, and on the basis of their own whims and desires. Hence these people will not be shown the path of guidance, because the one who it is hoped will be guided is the one who did not know the truth but is keen to seek it. Such a one is deserving of being shown the path of guidance and being protected from misguidance by Allah.

Then Allah tells us of the punishment of these stubborn wrongdoers in this world and in the hereafter, as He says:

(The requital of such people is that upon them is the curse of Allah, the angels and all humankind. They will remain under it forever. Their punishment will not be alleviated, nor will they be given reprieve). That is, the punishment is not reduced for them, not even for a moment, either by being stopped altogether or by being reduced in intensity.

(nor will they be given reprieve) that is, they will not be given any reprieve, because the time for reprieve has passed and Allah has left them no excuse, as He caused them to live for a long time but they did not heed the admonition. If there had been any good in them, it would have shown, and if they were to return to this world they would go back to their evil ways.
3:90. But those who disbelieve after having believed – and then continue increasing in their disbelief, their repentance will never be accepted; they are the ones who have gone astray.

3:91. Verily those who disbelieved and died as disbelievers, not an earthful of gold will be accepted from any such, even if they were to offer it as a ransom. For such there will be a painful punishment, and they will find no helpers.

Here Allah (ﷻ) tells us that whoever disbelieves after having believed, then increases in disbelief by persisting in wrongdoing and misguidance, and persisting in turning away from the path of guidance, his repentance will not be accepted. In other words, they will not be helped to repent in any acceptable manner; rather Allah will let them get carried away in their misguidance. Allah (ﷻ) says:

"We will turn their hearts and eyes away [from the truth], since they refused to believe in it the first time...

...So when they chose to deviate [from the truth], Allah caused their hearts to deviate...

Hence evil deeds lead to more evil deeds, especially in the case of one who has fallen into major disbelief and has abandoned the straight path, after proof was established against him and Allah had shown him clear signs and evidence. Such a person has barred himself from taking measures of attaining his Lord’s mercy, and he is the one who has barred the way to repentance for himself. Hence misguidance is solely applicable to this type of people.

they are the ones who have gone astray" that is, what misguidance can be greater than that of the one who has abandoned the straight path, knowing that it is the straight path. If these disbelievers persist
in disbelief until death, then eternal doom and wretchedness become inevitable, and nothing will benefit them; if one of them were to spend an earthful of gold to ransom himself from the punishment of Allah, that would not benefit him at all; rather they will inevitably remain subjected to the painful punishment, with no intercessor, support or help, and no one to turn to, to save them from the punishment of Allah. Thus they will despair of all good and will be certain that they will abide forever subject to punishment and wrath; may Allah save us from their fate.
Glossary of Islamic Terms*

- **abu (or abi)**: أبو، أبي  
  father (of)

- **ahl as-Sunnah wal-jama'ah**: أهل السنة والجماعة  
  'people of the Sunnah and the community'

- **Allāhu akbar**: الله أكبر  
  Allah is the Greatest

- **angel**: ملاك  
  A being made of light who is totally obedient to Allah and has no free will. Allah has assigned some angels specific tasks, like those who record our good and bad deeds, the Angel of Death, the guardians of hell, etc.

- **Anṣār**: أنصار  
  'helpers': the Muslim citizens of Madinah who gave refuge to the Prophet (ﷺ) and the other Muslim emigrants from Makkah

- **'aqeeqah** (pl. *'aqā'id*): عقيدة  
  belief system that is based upon a firm conviction in all the fundamentals of faith and of the oneness of Allah; firm creed that one’s heart is fixed upon without any wavering or doubt, and

* The Arabic words are transliterated according to the conventions of the Transliteration Chart found in this book. If a word has become part of the English language (that is, is found in a dictionary of Standard English), that spelling is used in this book and appears first in this glossary, with the transliterated form in brackets after it.
Glossary of Islamic terms

that excludes any supposition, doubt or suspicion

‘Arafah (pl. ‘Arafāt) the plain outside of Makkah where pilgrims gather at the climax of the Hajj; it is actually made up of a chain of hills, so the plural form is sometimes used

‘aṣr mid-afternoon; the obligatory prayer at that time

āyah (pl. āyāt) verse of the Qur’an; sign of Allah

banu (or bani) lit. ‘children (of)’; usu. referring to a tribe that claims a common ancestor

barzakh An intermediate state between death and the Day of Resurrection; it is also said to be a ‘place’ where the souls of the deceased will remain until the blowing of the trumpet

Bayt al-Maqdis the Islamic term for Jerusalem

bid‘ah innovation, esp. undesired innovation in matters of religion

bismillah in the name of Allah

dhikr Allāh remembrance of Allah; specifically, remembering Allah through praising and supplicating to Him

du‘ā’ supplication; invocation

eemān faith; belief in all the six pillars of the creed of Islam
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eid ('eed)</td>
<td>عيد</td>
<td>lit. ‘festival’: one of the two annual Islamic celebrations, one at the end of Ramadan and the other at the culmination of the Hajj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fajr</em></td>
<td>الفجر</td>
<td>dawn; the obligatory prayer at that time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fatwa (fatwah)</em></td>
<td>فتاوى</td>
<td>religious decision or decree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fiqh</em></td>
<td>فقه</td>
<td>Islamic jurisprudence; understanding or interpreting Islamic law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ghusl</em></td>
<td>غسل</td>
<td>ritual shower necessary after a major impurity, e.g., after sexual intercourse or at the end of the menstrual period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hadd</em></td>
<td>حد</td>
<td>specific punishments prescribed in Sharia for specific offences such as theft and fornication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hadith</em></td>
<td>حديث</td>
<td>a statement or action of Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) that was remembered and recorded by his Companions and followers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hadith qudsi</em></td>
<td>حديث قدسي</td>
<td>‘sacred hadith’; a hadith communicated to Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) by Allah, but that is not part of the Qur’an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hajj (Hajj)</em></td>
<td>حج</td>
<td>the major pilgrimage to the Sacred Mosque, site of the Kaaba in Makkah, to be undertaken by every able Muslim once in his or her lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>halal (halâl)</em></td>
<td>حلال</td>
<td>permitted according to Islamic law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Haram</em></td>
<td>حرم</td>
<td>the sacred area surrounding and including the Kaaba in Makkah; any inviolable or holy area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glossary of Islamic terms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>haram (harâm)</strong></td>
<td>forbidden according to Islamic law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hijab (hijāb)</strong></td>
<td>veil ordained by Allah for believing women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hijrah</strong></td>
<td>migration, <em>esp.</em> the migration from Makkah to Madinah by Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) and his Companions, which marks the start of the Islamic calendar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>'ibādāt (sg. 'ibādah)</strong></td>
<td>acts of worship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iblees</strong></td>
<td>another name for Satan (Shayṭān) in Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>'iddah</strong></td>
<td>the waiting period after a woman is widowed or divorced, during which she is not allowed to remarry, in order to ascertain whether or not she is pregnant with the child of her late or ex-husband</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ifrād</strong></td>
<td>one of the three types of Hajj; in this case, the pilgrim performs Hajj alone (not combined with ‘umrah)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ihrām</strong></td>
<td>the state of consecration for Hajj or ‘umrah; the special clothing worn by the pilgrim in such a state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in shā’ Allāh</strong></td>
<td>God willing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>isrā’/mi’rāj</strong></td>
<td>the night journey of the Prophet (ﷺ) from Makkah to Jerusalem and his ascension from there to visit heaven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i'tikāf</td>
<td>a spiritual retreat; seclusion in the mosque solely for the purpose of worship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jāhiliyyah</td>
<td>lit. ‘ignorance’; the age of spiritual darkness before Islam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jamrah (pl. jamarāt)</td>
<td>lit. ‘stones’; one of the stone structures at which pilgrims throw pebbles during the Hajj, emulating Prophet Ibrāheem (ventus) when he threw stones at the devil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>janābah</td>
<td>a state of ritual impurity due to sexual activity or emission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jibreel</td>
<td>the Arabic name for Gabriel (ventus), the archangel who transmitted the verses of the Qur’an and other communications from Allah (ventus) to Prophet Muhammad (ventus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jihad (jihād)</td>
<td>struggle or striving (in Allah’s cause)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jinn (plural of jinnī)</td>
<td>non-human, rational beings created by Allah from fire, often referred to as ‘demons’ or ‘devils’. They have free will like humans: some are Muslims, others disbelievers; some are obedient to Allah, others disobedient. Satan is a jinni. Some disobedient jinn mislead people into thinking that they can foretell the future, near or distant, or provide people with riches or some sort of power.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| jizyah | a tax levied on the People of the Scriptures when they are under the
protection of a Muslim government; it is in lieu of the alms tax paid by Muslims

\textit{juz'} (pl. \textit{ajzá'})

a section of the Qur’an equal to one-thirtieth of the text

Kaaba (\textit{Ka'bah})

the House of Allah in Makkah, originally built by Prophets Ibrāheem and Ismā‘eel, which Muslims face when they pray

\textit{khutbah}

sermon or speech; specifically, the sermon given during the Friday congregational prayer

\textit{Laylat al-Qadr}

the ‘Night of Destiny’ or ‘Night of Power’ on which the Qur’an was first revealed; the most blessed night of the year, which is better than a thousand months; Muslims look for it on the odd nights during the last ten days of Ramadan and are supposed to spend those nights in prayer and supplication, reciting Qur’an and seeking Allah’s forgiveness

\textit{mahram}

a degree of consanguinity precluding marriage; a man whom a woman may not marry due to the close blood or marriage relationship, e.g., her father, brother, son, uncle, or father-in-law

\textit{makrooh}

disliked

\textit{manna}

a sweet, nutritious food that Allah (ﷻ) sent to the children of Israel when they were wandering in the desert
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Glossary</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marwah</td>
<td>مَرَّةٌ</td>
<td>one of the two hills between which pilgrims must hurry back and forth during the rites of the Hajj and the 'umrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Masjid</td>
<td>المسجد</td>
<td>the Sacred Mosque in Makkah, where the Kaaba is situated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Ḥarām</td>
<td>الحرام</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mus-haf</td>
<td>مصحف</td>
<td>a copy of the Arabic text of the Qur’an that is neither accompanied by commentary nor translated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mustahabb</td>
<td>منْشَطْبٌ</td>
<td>lit. ‘encouraged’; righteous deeds that are not obligatory but encouraged in the religious texts; the one who does them will be rewarded, but the one who does not do them does not incur sin and will not be punished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nafl (pl. nawāfīl)</td>
<td>نَفْلٌ</td>
<td>supererogatory or optional acts of worship, such as prayer and fasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qadr</td>
<td>القدر</td>
<td>divine predestination; destiny; power; exact measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qibla (qiblah)</td>
<td>القبلة</td>
<td>the bearing from any point on Earth to the Kaaba; the direction that all Muslims must face in prayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qirān</td>
<td>قرآن</td>
<td>one of the three types of Hajj; in this type, the pilgrim performs Hajj combined with ‘umrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quraysh</td>
<td>قَرْئَشٍ</td>
<td>the dominant tribe in Makkah at the time of the Prophet’s mission; their society was based on polytheism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rak‘ah (pl. raka‘āt)</td>
<td>رَكَعَةٌ</td>
<td>a unit of the formal prayer (ṣalāh)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The terms are glossed and explained in the context of Islamic concepts and practices.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramadan (Ramadân)</td>
<td>the ninth month in the Islamic calendar; the month of obligatory fasting and the month in which the first verses of the Qur’an were revealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribâ</td>
<td>usury; charging interest on debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safâ</td>
<td>one of the two hills between which pilgrims must hurry back and forth during the rites of the Hajj and the ‘umrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahâbah</td>
<td>Companions of the Messenger of Allah (安宁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saheeh</td>
<td>a grade of hadith: sound or authentic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa’iy</td>
<td>one of the rites of Hajj; the pilgrim walks seven times between the hills of Safâ and Marwah, re-enacting Hajar’s search for water for her baby Ismâ‘eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salâm</td>
<td>lit. ‘peace’; the Islamic greeting of peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shar‘i</td>
<td>of or pertaining to Sharia; Islamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharia (sharee’ah)</td>
<td>Islamic law derived from the Qur’an and Sunnah; the teachings of Islam as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soorah or soorat</td>
<td>chapter of the Qur’an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suhoor</td>
<td>the pre-dawn meal eaten before the start of a fasting day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnah</td>
<td>the practice and collected sayings of Prophet Muhammad (安宁) that together with the Qur’an forms the basis of Islamic law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunnah</td>
<td>acts that are recommended but not mandatory; one who performs them is rewarded, but one who neglects them is not punished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabi'een</td>
<td>'successors'; those who knew or met any of the Companions and transmitted hadiths from them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tafseer</td>
<td>exegesis: commentary, or explanation of the meanings (usu. of Qur'anic verses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tahajjud</td>
<td>voluntary night prayer offered between 'ishâ' and fajr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takbeer</td>
<td>the act of saying Allâhu akbar (Allah is the Greatest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamattu'</td>
<td>one of the three types of Hajj; in this type, the pilgrim performs 'umrah during the Hajj season, then performs Hajj separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taqwâ</td>
<td>fearful awareness of Allah; being mindful of Allah; pious dedication; being careful not to transgress the bounds set by Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tashreeq</td>
<td>the three holy days following the 10th of Dhul-Hijjah; they comprise Eid al-Adha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tawâf</td>
<td>circumambulation of the Kaaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tawheed</td>
<td>the Oneness of Allah: the knowledge that He alone deserves to be worshipped and that He has no partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'uboodiyah</td>
<td>عبودية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udhiyah</td>
<td>أضحية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ummah</td>
<td>أمَّة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'umrah</td>
<td>عُمْرَة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unseen</td>
<td>خفي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waqf</td>
<td>وقف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zakâh (or zakât)</td>
<td>زكاة</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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